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Preface to ”Flow Hydrodynamic in Open Channels:

Interaction with Natural or Man-Made Structures”

Natural and man-made watercourses play a vital role in our way of life and in sustaining

biodiversity. However, with population growth, increased economic activity, and climate

change, waterways are under severe pressure and, thus, require consistent monitoring, proactive

management, and timely remediation. Improved knowledge and further understanding of flow

hydrodynamics in open channels are crucial to effectively achieving these goals.

Flow hydrodynamic structures in open channels are very complex, persistently challenging

phenomena. Despite the numerous studies conducted over decades on this topic, many aspects

still require improvement. Many new research dimensions on open-channel flow dynamics can be

explored by exploiting today’s availability of sophisticated experimental tools, advanced theoretical

methods, ample data storage, and the high computational capacity of computers. This Special Issue

represents an essential contribution to the state of the art of open-channel flow fields, extending our

knowledge and providing valuable references for hydraulic engineers, experts, and those interested

in the environment.

Many thanks are extended to all the authors who contributed to the SI, which would not have

seen the light of day without their input.

Mouldi Ben Meftah

Editor
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Editorial

Flow Hydrodynamic in Open Channels: A Constantly
Evolving Topic

Mouldi Ben Meftah

Department of Civil, Environmental, Land, Building Engineering and Chemistry, Polytechnic University of Bari,
Via E. Orabona 4, 70125 Bari, Italy; mouldi.benmeftah@poliba.it; Tel.: +39-080-5963508

1. Introduction

Streams and riverbeds are subject to considerable hydromorphological alterations due
to the interaction of their flow with natural or man-made structures found throughout them,
i.e., natural vegetation, grade control structures, piers and abutments, discharge/suction
systems, seepage, and movable/fixed boundaries. Flow interactions with natural or ar-
tificial obstacles lead to the development of complex hydrodynamic structures, which
require further studies in order to fully understand them. Thanks to advances in techno-
logical devices (i.e., sensors and software), the measurements and numerical modeling of
turbulent flows become both easier to conduct and more accurate, giving rise to a better
understanding of complex flow dynamics. The significant number of studies conducted
on open channel flows certainly helps readers to understand the turbulent flow involved
in open channels, as well as to apply this understanding to the design and practice of
hydraulic engineering and river management.

Many previous studies have extensively investigated flow dynamics in open channels
and their interactions with cross-sectional features. Some, for example, focused on the
vegetation effects on flow structures (e.g., [1–9]), characterizing the flow evolution process
in vegetated channels. Several studies focused on how to predict the flow discharge in
open channels of different cross-sectional shapes (e.g., [10–14]). Others have dealt with
estuaries, the interconnection dynamics between rivers and seas, and the relative transport
processes of sediment, pollutants, nutrients, and many other substances (e.g., [15–20]). The
presence of natural or man-made structures on riverbeds, i.e., natural vegetation, riverbed
debris, sills, weirs, sluice gates, spillways, spur dikes, bridge piers, abutments, etc., produce
additional complex effects on the flow hydrodynamic characteristics, affecting riverbed
evolution and causing scouring processes. Many studies have been conducted on this topic,
especially on scour development at hydraulic structures (e.g., [21–28]). Many other studies
(e.g., [29–36]) have looked at flow hydrodynamic structures in open channels, i.e., current
distributions, turbulence properties, vortex structures, shear/boundary layer development,
hydraulic jumps, discharge of turbulent jets and mixing processes, etc.

Despite the numerous studies that have been conducted in recent decades on open
channel flows, many aspects still need to be improved. The availability of sophisticated
experimental tools, theoretical methods, large data storage, and the high capacity of com-
puters has added many new dimensions to the study of open channel flows. To summarize
the results of several previous studies, to improve or propose new and more accurate
predictors of many characteristic parameters, and to encourage the development of further
knowledge in the field of open channel flows, this Special Issue (SI) has been proposed.

The SI, entitled “Flow Hydrodynamic in Open Channels: Interaction with Natural or
Man-Made Structures”, comprises eleven original articles [37–47] and two reviews [48,49]
on flow hydrodynamic structures in open channel flows.

The next section presents a short descriptive summary of each manuscript.
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2. Short Descriptive Summary of the Different Manuscripts

In [37], the authors dealt with understanding the hydraulic characteristics of lateral
deflectors with different geometries in gentle-slope free-surface tunnels. Indicating their
great importance for many engineering applications, such as in gentle-slope tunnels of
high dams, in this study, the authors analyzed the results of both experimental and nu-
merical modeling of two new deflector geometries. The hydraulic characteristics of the
newly designed deflectors and the traditional triangular deflector were analyzed and com-
pared. Particular attention was focused on the flow pattern improvement and the energy
dissipation characteristics of the three deflectors.

Estuaries are one of the most important interconnections between land and sea; they
are often important areas for leisure and economic activities. Estuaries are also ecosystems
which are highly vulnerable to human impacts and environmental change; thus, they must
be adequately preserved. In [38], the authors attempted to comprehend the hydrodynamic
impact of waves on a river estuary in a case study of the Oued Sebou on Morocco’s north
Atlantic coast. Specifically, the study focused on the dredging effect (caused by sand
extraction) on the wave motion and its impact on the estuary environment. Different
scenarios of wave-propagation simulations were carried out, using different significant
wave heights and considering bathymetry both before and after two dredging cases of
2 and 4 m depths.

In [39], the authors carried out field measurements in a river estuary, a case study of
the Kampar River estuary in Indonesia, to determine the real-time properties of tidal bore
generation, hydraulic jump, and transport mechanisms. Using a least-square-based tidal
model, the tidal harmonic and its range were analyzed. The tidal bore’s hydraulic jump
properties were determined using survey datasets of the height and flow velocities of the
tidal bore in the estuary. In addition, an acoustic-based approach was employed to quantify
the suspended sediment concentration and flux during the passage of the tidal bore.

In [40], the authors were interested in the impact of long waves on hydraulic structures,
such as bridge piers. An experimental study was carried out on the propagation of two
different long waves, released on a steady current, and their interactions with a bottom-
mounted rigid emergent cylinder. The flow velocity fields around the emergent cylinder
were measured using a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system, and the flow turbulence
structures were analyzed. The measured data were also used to verify analytical theories
or to approximate the methods that best predicted the flow properties generated by the
wave–cylinder interaction.

In [41], the authors sought to solve the scouring problem at hydraulic structures.
They specifically proposed a methodology to estimate the scour hazard, considering both
the scour–fill interaction and the Monte Carlo simulation method. The general extreme
value probability distribution was used to characterize the intensity of the scouring events.
The lognormal distribution was used to characterize the sedimentation process (fill), and
a homogeneous Poisson process was employed to forecast the occurrence of both the
sedimentation and scouring events. Based on this approach, several histories of scour–fill
depths were performed and used to develop time-dependent scour hazard curves. In this
study, the authors proposed several hazard curves associated with different time intervals
for a bridge located in Oaxaca, Mexico. The presented approach takes into account both
missing data and outliers.

In [42], the authors aimed to experimentally investigate the effects of bed sediments on
flow in a vegetated channel. Since in previous laboratory studies, most of the experiments
were conducted in vegetated channels with smooth beds, the effect of bed sediment was
certainly neglected. In this study, the authors focused on the bed roughness impact on the
flow turbulence characteristics. A large experimental series was carried out in a vegetated
channel composed of randomly arranged rigid emergent vegetation and beds with different
sizes of uniform bed sediments. Based on flow velocity measurements, using an Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) profiler, a refined analysis of the bed sediment impact on flow
turbulence structures within vegetation arrays was performed.
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In [43], the authors raised the problem of the complex mechanism of head loss in
open channel flow and its accurate prediction. Unlike classic methods such as the Darcy–
Weisbach equation, in this study, the authors proposed a new theoretical friction coefficient
equation based on the entropy concept and hydraulic properties. The proposed equation
was determined using different cross-section shapes of open channels, i.e., rectangular,
trapezoidal, parabolic, round-bottomed triangle, and parabolic-bottomed triangle. To
validate the proposed equation, the estimated values of friction coefficients were compared
with the measured values for both the smooth and rough flow conditions. The author
claimed that this new equation was able to calculate friction coefficients with very high
accuracy, without the use of energy slopes.

In [44], the authors performed laboratory experiments and numerical simulations to
investigate the flow-field structures in a curved channel. In a channel with a U-shaped
cross-section and 180-degree curvature, extensive velocity measurements were carried out
using an ADV at different cross-sections along the channel. The bed roughness effect was
also considered, using sediment particles with different grain sizes. The primary current,
turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent bursting were analyzed in depth. Flow numerical
simulations were also conducted using the Renormalization-Group (RNG) turbulence
model in the FLOW-3D software. The bed roughness effects on the secondary current
distribution were also provided.

Flow turbulence properties and secondary currents strongly affect the sediment trans-
port processes, and, in turn, suspended particle motion influences flow turbulence, such as
Reynolds shear stress and velocities. Since most previous studies on scouring processes did
not consider secondary currents, in [45], the authors attempted to investigate the generation
and turbulence properties of secondary currents across a scour hole under equilibrium
conditions. Based on comprehensive measurements of flow velocities, using an ADV, the
development of secondary current cells was proven in a clear water equilibrium scour
downstream of a grade control structure, in a channel with non-cohesive sediments. A de-
tailed analysis of the turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stresses was implemented
and compared with previous studies. The results showed that the anisotropy term of
normal stresses has exhibited significant magnitudes, dominating the other terms in the
mean streamwise vorticity equation, which may reflect its potential effect in generating the
secondary current motion in straight non-circular channel flows.

In [46], the authors presented the results of flume experiments conducted to investigate
flow velocity and concentration distributions within debris bodies, using high-resolution
images. The data analysis showed that the concentration and mobility of sediment grains
vary according to depth. A linear law to interpret the grain concentration distribution, start-
ing from the knowledge of the packing concentration and the surface concentration, Cs, was
established. Based on this finding (linear law), the authors proposed modified expressions
of Bagnold’s number and velocity in stony-type debris flows. The use of these expressions
led to the identification of three motion regimes along the depth, and the velocity profile
within the debris body was determined as a function of the parameter Cs. The comparison
of the predicted velocity profiles, determined using the modified equation, with measured
profiles from the literature confirmed the credibility of the proposed approach.

In [47], the authors attempted to understand the erosion and deposition behaviors in
meandering watercourses. A series of experiments were conducted in a sinuous channel
in order to investigate both the bed morphological changes and the flow hydrodynamic
structures. High-order velocity fluctuation moments were analyzed at the outer and inner
banks to explain the morphological variations of the bed. The magnitude values of the flow
velocity fluctuation moment, in both the outer and inner bend regions, were determined
and related to the erosion rate. The authors claimed that the higher-order moments, in
association with the morphological changes of the bed, contributed to a new approach that
helped them to understand the flow turbulent characteristics of a meandering channel.

Recently, possibly due to climate change, extreme rainfall events have become more
frequent, causing floods. These floods threaten the stability of many hydraulic structures
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due to significant scouring effects. Predicting scour dimensions of hydraulic structures
continues to be a concern for engineers and researchers. In [48], the authors provided a
comprehensive and relevant review of scour prediction at bridge piers. Several empirical
methods from previous studies for predicting scour at bridge piers were reviewed and
analyzed. A summary of relevant scour predictors was provided, which will be useful for
practitioners. A discussion on future research directions that could contribute to the field
was also proposed. Some recommendations for future research to improve the knowledge
in this field were also proposed.

Finally, in [49], the authors provided an interesting review on the topic of vegetated
channel flows. They particularly focused on the different methodologies and approaches
used in previous studies to evaluate the resistance to flow caused by the presence of vege-
tation in open channels. Different expressions of the drag coefficient and Manning/Chézy
coefficient were reviewed and analyzed for submerged and emergent, rigid, and flexible
vegetation. Furthermore, new developments in the field of 3D numerical methods, currently
used for the evaluation of the turbulence characteristics and the transport of sediments
and pollutants, were also briefly reviewed. The authors also proposed several recom-
mendations for future research to improve many aspects related to the characterization of
hydrodynamic structures in vegetated channel flows.

3. Conclusions

This Special Issue consists of thirteen manuscripts relating to the topic of flow hy-
drodynamics in open channels. Various arguments are addressed herein, including flow
interaction with hydraulic structures [37,40–42,45,48], flow dynamic in estuaries [38,39],
flow–vegetation interactions [42,49], bed sediment effects on flow structures [42,43,45,46],
and the effect of channel curvature on flow behaviors and sediment transport [44,47]. This
Special Issue represents a significant contribution to the state of the art of the open chan-
nel flow fields, extending our knowledge and providing useful references for hydraulic
engineers, experts, and those interested in the environment.

Acknowledgments: I would like to extend my thanks to all the authors who have contributed to the
SI, which, without them, would not have seen the light of day.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The gentle-slope tunnel has been adopted in many high dams, and aerators are usually
required for high operating heads. For such tunnels, the lateral deflector is superior to the traditional
bottom aerator, which loses its efficiency due to cavity blockage and fails to aerate the sidewalls.
However, unfavorable flow patterns such as water-wings and shock waves are induced by the lateral
deflectors. To address this problem, two novel lateral deflectors are proposed, and their hydraulic
characteristics are comparatively investigated together with the triangular deflector by means of
model test and numerical simulation. The triangular deflector was revealed to form a wide cavity
that allows for the free rise up of the water-wings inside the cavity, leading to the development of a
buddle-type shock wave, whereas the two-arc deflector yields a jet with a fluctuating surface, which
induces water-wings and further develops into diamond-type shock waves. In contrast, the cavity
formed behind the two-arc deflector with a straight downstream guiding line is stabler and shorter,
thereby restricting the development of the rising flow and preventing the formation of water-wings
and shock waves. Moreover, the two-arc deflector with a straight guiding line exhibits higher energy
dissipation capacities and thus is recommended in practical engineering design.

Keywords: lateral deflectors; gentle-slope tunnel; water-wing; shock wave; energy dissipation

1. Introduction

Due to complex topographic and geological conditions [1] as well as material trans-
port difficulties, high dams usually adopt arch concrete or local material types [2,3], the
dam-body flood-discharge capacity of which is significantly limited [4]. Consequently,
complementary flood release structures are of great importance for a sound design of
the entire project [4]. In the past century, the tunnel spillway has stood out from other
alternatives [4,5], such as chute spillways and shaft spillways owing to its high flood-
release capacity, good terrain compatibility, and decent construction cost [6]. To avoid
potential cavitation and denudation damage [1,4,5,7], the flow pattern and velocity in the
spillway tunnel have to be strictly controlled. The ideal flow pattern should at least meet
the following two requirements: (i) the flow is free-surface flow without shock waves
and with adequate space between the aerated surface and the tunnel soffit [8]; (ii) the
flow velocity is within 25 m/s [8] and the structure surface is carefully smoothed [8,9].
Under such conditions, technically no aerator is required. In the past decades, the sagging
dragon tail tunnel has been proven to effectively fulfill the above requirement and thus has
gained popularity in many high dams (e.g., Jinping, Baihetan, Xiaowan [5], Wudongde [10],
Shuangjiangkou [11]) in China. The underlying reason for this kind of tunnel’s satisfactory
hydraulic behavior lies in its longitudinal layout, which is reflected in its name ‘sagging
dragon tail’. It comprises an overflow ogee weir (dragon head) close to the reservoir, a
long gentle-slope free-surface tunnel in the middle (dragon body) and a short open and
steep chute connected to a ski-jump bucket (the sagging dragon tail) at the end, as shown
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in Figure 1. With such a design, the flow acceleration is negligible inside the gentle-slope
tunnel [4,5] and the high-velocity flow only occurs at the short steep chute, where the flow
is usually highly aerated and the potential local structure destructions can be easily found
and repaired once it occurs.

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental spillway tunnel and details of (b) the simulated
region and (c) the three lateral deflectors (unit is cm).

However, as the desired maximum operation head further increased, the flow velocity
in the gentle-slope tunnel could exceed the threshold value of some 25 m/s [8], which
consequently increases the cavitation risk of the tunnel [5,7,12] and the energy dissipation
burden of the downstream chute. Under such conditions, aerators have to be installed
to reduce cavitation risk [9,13,14], and restrictions resulting from flow pattern control
have to be adequately considered. The main challenges of designing bottom aerators for
gentle-slope tunnels are the low aeration efficiency caused by cavity blockage [6,12,15,16]
and the cavitation protection of tunnel sidewalls [17,18]. Moreover, Hager discovered that
shock waves could also be introduced by local changes in the bottom profile [14], such as
offset aerators and bottom deflectors [16,19]. Therefore, to improve the aeration efficiency,
lateral deflectors are usually installed together with the bottom aerators [15,17,18,20–23],
of which a typical application is the fall-expansion aerators that constructed at the inlet
of the free-surface tunnel behind the gate chamber [1]. It has been discovered that the
lateral deflectors could not only serve as effective aerators [17,18,24] independent of the
tunnel slope, but also help dissipate a certain amount of kinetic energy [24–26] and reduce
the energy dissipation pressure of downstream structures. From this point, the hydraulic
characteristics of the standalone lateral deflector (SLD, i.e., without bottom aerators) de-
serve further investigation and it is expected that the SLD could achieve decent hydraulic
performance with regard to flow pattern and aeration.

To date, the commonest lateral deflector design is the triangular deflector whose
up- and downstream endpoints are connected to the tunnel sidewall abruptly, and with-
out vertical variation. The most noteworthy two of the few exceptions are probably
the right-angled tetrahedrons and vertical plate deflectors investigated by Hager [26].
With such designs, water-wings and shock waves are usually induced by the lateral
deflectors and thus introducing additional denudation risks. For example, Nie et al.
(2006) discovered the jet formed behind the deflector impacts the sidewall and then is
deflected upstream, resulting in partial blockage of the lateral cavity and the unstable
swirling flow inside the lateral cavity plays a vital role in causing surface erosion [27]. The
water-wings [18,20,23,24,28–30] formation was observed downstream of the impact region,
which further rises up to the tunnel soffit [31] and could possibly develop into air pocket
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flow [16]. Shock waves [14,16,20,24,26,29,32] were also found to be induced by lateral
deflection, which could propagate far downstream, mainly in a diamond shape with water
crowns colliding alternatively in the middle and on the sidewalls; thereby, causing sidewall
erosion with repeating impact and pressure fluctuation. Under highly aerated situations,
shockwaves could cause overtopping or trigger conduits choke [14], which dramatically
impede the air transportation and thereby harm for the aeration protection [23]. Existing
studies mostly focus on the optimization of the size [21,24,26,28,30] and layout [1,26,29–31]
of the traditional triangular deflector, and few attempts can be found to improve the flow
pattern and energy dissipation by means of modifying the deflector geometries.

In this paper, two new deflector geometries are proposed for the sake of both flow
control and energy dissipation. The hydraulic characteristics of the newly proposed de-
flectors and the traditional triangular deflector are comparatively investigated using the
hybrid approach of model test and numerical simulation. Special focus is put on the flow
pattern improvement. The energy dissipation characteristics of these three deflectors are
also compared based on the simulation results.

2. Experiment Setup

The experiments were carried out with the physical model of a sagging dragon tail
tunnel constructed at the State Key Laboratory of Water Resources and Hydropower
Engineering Science, Wuhan University. In the experiment, water was supplied by a
circulating system composed of an underground reservoir, pumps, and pipelines. The non-
pressured section of the tunnel was a B = 18.75 cm wide, h = 17.75 cm deep flume inclined
with a i = 3% bottom slope. The corresponding scale fell into the range of 1/24~1/80
with regard to the typical width being 4.5~15 m of the high unit-width-discharge free-
surface tunnels (e.g., Yele, Xiaowan, Xiluodu) in China [8]. Experimental studies adopting
similar geometric scale or model tunnel width can be found in [33–36]. The scale effect
is considered acceptable as the main focus of this paper are the flow pattern and other
macroscopical flow characteristics such as energy dissipation behaviors [36,37], which
are much less sensitive to the model scale compared to two-phase flow characteristics
such as air concentration, bubble size and air vent discharge [19,23]. The lateral deflectors
were installed symmetrically (i.e., with identical geometry and streamwise location) on the
sidewalls with our bottom aerators. The flume and deflectors are both made of plexiglass
to provide a transparent view of the flow pattern. Three types of deflectors (Figure 1c) were
investigated, the width b of which were all 0.94 cm and the streamwise length of deflectors
A and B was 3.75 cm, while deflector C was further extended 1.25 cm downstream with a
straight guiding line parallel to the side walls. The detailed geometries of the three types of
deflectors are sketched in Figure 1. Type A is the traditional triangular deflector, deflector
B is composed of two arcs tangent to each other: one being negative and has a radius of
5.625 cm and the other being positive and features a radius of 2.35 cm. As for deflector C, it
is the same as deflector B except for the aforementioned additional straight line. Thus, the
deflectors feature an identical contraction ratio of 10% (2b/B) and a tangent value of 1/4,
and the dimensionless tail extension of deflector C with regard to the streamwise length of
the curved section l is 1/3.

In the experiment, the inflow conditions were controlled at the cross-section 33.75 cm
upstream of the deflector. All the measurements in this paper were conducted under the
situation of inflow depth hin = 11.25 cm and volume flow rate Qin = 57.65 L/s, featuring a
Reynolds number Re = Qin

hinRυ = 1.2 × 105 (R represents the hydraulic diameter calculated as
bhin

b+2hin
and υ = 1 × 10−6 m2/s is the kinematic viscosity of water). This Re value being larger

than 1 × 105 indicates the scale effect arising from viscous stress can be neglected according
to [38]. The corresponding depth-width ratio of 0.6 in the experiment is a representative
value for the real-world high-discharge flood tunnels [15,22,23,33–36] in China. In this
study, the flow depth was measured using a fluviograph (accuracy ± 0.18 mm). The water
discharge was monitored using an electromagnetic flowmeter (IFM4080K, Jiangsu Runyi
Instrument Co., Ltd., Huaian, China), featuring accuracy of 0.1 L/s. The flow velocity
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was measured with a propeller-type flow meter (LS300-A, Fuzhou Lesida Information
Technology Co., Ltd., Fuzhou, China) featuring accuracy of 0.01 m/s.

3. Numerical Models and Simulation Setup

Numerical simulations were performed in this study to obtain full-field velocities
and turbulence properties for the analysis of the underlying mechanisms of flow pattern
improvement and energy dissipation characteristics. The simulations were conducted
using the commercial software FLOW-3D, which is claimed to have advantages over
other opponents for free-surface flows and has been widely used for spillway and tunnel
flows [39–41].

3.1. Governing Equations

FLOW-3D utilizes the one-fluid framework for free-surface flow modeling. This was
achieved by using the Tru-VOF [42] technique to dynamically track the interface and, in
the meantime, impose proper boundary conditions at the free surface. In this way, the
computational cost is significantly reduced. The continuity and momentum equations are:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1
ρ

∂p
∂xi

+ fi + υ
∂2ui

∂xj∂xj
− ∂

∂xj
(

2
3

kδij − 2υtSij) (2)

Here, u is velocity, p is the pressure, ρ and υ are the fluid density and kinematic
viscosity, respectively. f stands for the body force, k and μt stand for the turbulent kinetic
energy, and turbulent viscosity. δij is the Kronecker delta, and Sij is the mean rate of strain

tensor calculated as 1
2 (

∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

).
The VOF equation for interface tracking reads:

∂α

∂t
+ ui

∂α

∂xi
= 0 (3)

where α is the volume fraction of the simulated fluid.
The RNG k-ε turbulence model [43] was adopted to account for the turbulence con-

tribution to the time-averaged momentum transport, in which a transport equation was
solved for the turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation rate ε, respectively:

∂k
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(kui) =

∂

∂xj

(
(υ + σkυt)

∂k
∂xj

)
+ Pk − ε (4)

∂ε

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(εui) =

∂

∂xj

(
(υ + σευt)

∂ε

∂xj

)
+ C1εPk

ε

k
− C∗

2ερ
ε2

k
(5)

where υt = Cμ
k2

ε , Pk = 2υtSijSij, C∗
2ε = C2ε +

Cμη3
(

1− η
η0

)
1+βη3 , η =

(
2Sij·Sij

)1/2 k
ε , and model

parameters are: σk = σε = 1.39, Cμ = 0.085, C1ε = 1.42, C2ε = 1.68, η0 = 4.38, and
β = 0.012.

3.2. Simulation Setup

The computational domain adopted the same coordinate system as the experiment
and extends from x = −33.75 to x = 135 cm in the streamwise direction. A grid convergence
study involving three mesh schemes was carried out in advance to select a proper mesh for
the simulation. The details of the grid convergence study were shown in Appendix A. One
structured mesh block was used to discretize the domain into 10.25 million cuboid cells, the
majority of which feature an average size of 0.34 cm × 0.125 cm × 0.2 cm (x × y × z). To
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ensure the spatial resolution of the deflector geometry using the FAVOR® technique [44,45],
the computational domain was rotated by the flume slope of 3% to be aligned with the
x-coordinate and the gravity vector g was adjusted accordingly. Moreover, the domain
was locally refined to 0.188 cm × 0.094 cm × 0.188 cm in the region of −7.5 < x < 30 cm,
−10 < y < −6.25 cm and 6.25 < y < −10 cm, and 0 < z < 12.5 cm.

The outlet boundary was configured with the outflow boundary condition (BC),
implying a zero-gradient condition since the outflow is supercritical. The bottom and
sidewalls were set as non-slip walls with equivalent roughness ks = 0.015 mm according to
the plexiglass surface properties. The top boundary is specified with fixed relative pressure
p = 0 (i.e., atmosphere pressure). As for the inlet boundary, a pre-simulation of the entire
physical model (i.e., from the reservoir to the downstream cushion pool) was conducted
first, and then all the flow parameters at x = −33.75 cm were mapped onto the inlet of the
short domain using the grid overlay BC. The illustrative diagram of the simulation setup is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the simulation setup.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Model Validation

The simulated and measured water surface profiles at two longitudinal slices are
comparatively shown in Figure 3a. It can be seen that the simulation results are in good
agreement with the experimental data. Only small deviations can be found near the
deflectors (−5 < x < 10 cm at y = −8.375 cm). Moreover, vertical and horizontal profiles of
the measured and calculated streamwise velocity at x = 112.5 cm are presented in Figure 3b
and c respectively. The simulated vertical velocity profile overlaps well with the measured
data in the middle of the flume (i.e., y = 0 cm), whereas the calculated velocities near the
sidewall (y = −8.38 cm) are approximately 10% smaller than the experimental data, which
can be attributed to the wall function effects. As for the horizontal velocity distribution, the
simulated velocities are also generally consistent with the measured data, with the bottom
values (z = 1 cm) noticeably lower than those in the middle (z = 6 cm) and near the surface
(z = 11 cm). While the bottom and middle velocities exhibit typical U-shape horizontal
profiles, the surface velocities show a remarkable attenuation from the middle to both sides
due to influence of shock waves, which are also reflected in the fluctuant measured data.
Nevertheless, the overall accuracy of the simulation is considered acceptable to support the
analysis of the flow pattern and energy dissipation characteristics.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the experimental and numerical results: (a) water surface profile; (b) vertical;
and (c) horizontal distribution of the streamwise velocity ux at x = 112.5 cm. The unit of the coordinates
is cm.

4.2. Flow Pattern

Figure 4 shows the side view of the flow pattern downstream of three different
deflectors. Lateral jets can be found to form behind the deflectors, and the jets travel further
at higher elevations, leading to a non-uniform lateral cavity that is consequently longer and
wider at higher elevations. The jet impacting the sidewall is deflected immediately and
keeps rising, clinging to the sidewall, associated with noticeable turbulence and aeration.
In contrast, the water below the impacting region remains non-aerated. The three deflectors
also form different boundary lines between the white and black water regions. With type
A, the boundary line is smooth, above which the deflected flow develops into water-wings
and continually rises over the sidewalls. With type B, the boundary line is fluctuant, and the
deflected flow develops into water-wings that intermittently jump over the sidewall, and a
few bubbles could be found in the lower clear water. As for type C, neither distinguished
boundary line nor water-wings can be found since the aeration in the lower region is also
noticeable. It appears that the deflected flow is submerged in the lateral jet and induces
stronger turbulence and intensive aeration since a larger amount of air bubbles can be seen
at the impacting region throughout the flow depth. This is probably caused by the rapid
close of the lateral cavity and the stronger interaction between the jet and the deflected flow.
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Figure 4. Side view of the flow pattern downstream of the deflectors.

The jet trajectories behind three different deflectors are marked with white lines and
shown in Figure 5. The detaching jet behind deflector A moves in the direction tangent
to the hypotenuse, leading to the widest and largest lateral cavity, which further leaves
enough space for the lower deflected flow to develop to the upper region without contacting
the jet trajectory. However, the jet behind deflector B exhibits a fluctuating phenomenon
and forms an unstable cavity smaller and narrower than that behind deflector A. The
fluctuating phenomenon can be mainly ascribed to the continuously varying edge slope
of the deflector since it could yield non-uniform velocity distribution that exacerbates jet
surface fluctuations. A benefit from the additional straight line in comparison to deflector
B, the flow at the tail of deflector C has developed to a more uniform condition before
detaching away from the deflector. It exhibits a trajectory almost parallel to the sidewall
right behind the deflector, forming the narrowest and smallest lateral cavity. The rapidly
closed cavity blocks the rising passage of the underneath deflected flow, preventing the
formation of water-wings.
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Figure 5. Top view of the flow pattern near the lateral cavity.

The development of water-wings and the subsequent shock waves downstream of the
three deflectors are shown in Figure 6. It can be discovered that deflectors A and B form
shock waves in bundle shape and diamond shape, respectively, whereas no shock wave is
observed downstream of deflector C. With deflector A, the water-wings from both sides
quickly rise up and detach from the main flow, jetting to the middle and colliding with
each other in the air, and then fall back to the main flow with a certain vertical velocity
and the lateral momentum dissipated. The returned water further produces disturbance
on the surface and thereby inducing a bundle-shaped shock wave. With deflector B, the
lateral momentum of the water-wings partially counteracts the jet in the cavity, and thus
the water-wings fail to contact each other before falling back to the main flow. The returned
water still contains certain lateral momentum and moves together with the main flow,
producing two repeated reverse oblique developing lines on the flow surface and finally
developing into a diamond-shaped shock wave. As for deflector C, the deflected flow is
restricted in the relatively small cavity and thus only forms small water crowns, which are
restricted in the vicinity of the sidewall and disappear further downstream.

Figure 6. Top view of the flow pattern downstream of the deflectors.
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Based on the above observations, it can be concluded that a continuous variation of
the lateral deflector surface at the tail with an additional flow guiding extension is the key
to the elimination of the water-wings and shock waves.

4.3. Velocity Distribution

The near-bottom (z = 1 cm) velocity distribution around three deflectors is compara-
tively shown in Figure 7. The jets behind deflectors A and B are firstly contracted and reach
the maximum cavity width at approximately 1/3 of the cavity length. After that, the jets
restart to spread to the sidewall. In comparison, the jet behind deflector C continuously
moves close to the sidewall. Consequently, deflector A exhibits the largest cavity size,
followed by deflectors B and C, which is in agreement with the experimental observation. It
is worth emphasizing that the velocity vector distribution around deflector B is apparently
more non-uniform compared to those around deflectors A and C, which is the reason for
the fluctuating phenomenon of the jet surface. Moreover, the maximum velocity behind
deflector C is about 0.2 m/s lower than those behind the other two deflectors, and the
near-wall low-velocity region (i.e., the purple dashed rectangle in Figure 7) behind deflector
C is obviously larger than those behind deflectors A and B. These phenomena all imply
more effective energy dissipation of deflector C compared to A and B.

Figure 7. Horizontal velocity distribution around the deflectors at z = 1.0 cm. The vectors are
generated using the same density and scale for the three types of deflectors.

The near-wall (y = −9.3 cm) vertical distribution of velocity behind the deflectors is
comparatively shown in Figure 8 to illustrate the kinematic characteristics of the deflected
flow. Distinguished by the velocity magnitude and vector direction, the longitudinal flow
behind deflectors A and B can be divided into three distinct regions: the main flow region
that flows downstream, the water-wing region that rises up while flowing downstream
and the impacting region that exhibits the highest velocities and separating the above two
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regions. The rising water-wing regions are in agreement with the experimentally observed
boundary lines. As for deflector C, the flow direction is almost not affected by the jet
since only a small region can be found that has upward velocities and therefore is the
underlying reason for the fast recovery of the rising surface and the elimination of shock
waves. Moreover, the velocities behind deflector C are lower than those behind deflectors
A and B, especially dropping about 50% at the impacting region. This again confirms the
more effective energy dissipation of deflector C.

Figure 8. Velocity distribution near the sidewall (y = −9.3 cm). The vectors are generated using the
same density and scale for the three types of deflectors.

Figure 9 shows the streamwise development of the cross-sectional velocity (CSV) with
three different and without deflectors, which is computed from 17 flux surfaces with a
spacing of 7.5 cm. The no-deflector scheme shows a linearly increased CSV, whereas for the
other three schemes, the CSVs increase at the deflector region and decrease at the cavity
region because of lateral flow contractions and expansions. With deflectors A and B, the
CSVs first increase in the front of the cavity region and then decrease, whereas the CSVs
of the flow behind deflector C exhibits a consistent decreasing trend due to continuous
flow expansion. Affected by the shock waves, the CSVs of the downstream flow with
deflectors A and B exhibit some fluctuations, and the fluctuating amplitude of deflector
B is higher than that of deflector A. In contrast, the CSVs of deflector C feature a linear
increase behavior similar to that of the no-deflector scheme in this region, although with
lower values. Moreover, it can be found that the efficient energy dissipation mainly occurs
at the impacting region (i.e., approximately 15 < x < 40 cm).
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Figure 9. Streamwise development of the cross-sectional velocity along the flume with three different
deflectors and without deflectors. The brown color indicates regions where the cavity range of C
(pink) overlaps those of A and B (green).

4.4. Energy Dissipation Characteristics

Figure 10 shows the streamwise development of the flux-averaged hydraulic head
(FAHH) along the flume with three different deflectors and without deflectors. In FLOW-
3D, the FAHH is recommended to evaluate the hydraulic head where significant changes
occur. It is calculated using the following equation:

h =

∫ (
u2

2g + p
ρg + z

)
ds∫

ϕds
(6)

here, h is the FAHH, ϕ is the flux across a cell surface, and ds is the open area of the cell face.

Figure 10. Streamwise development of the flux-averaged hydraulic head (FAHH) along the flume
with three different and without deflectors. The brown color indicates regions where the cavity range
of C (pink) overlaps those of A and B (green).
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The FAHH decreases linearly in the flume without lateral deflectors. The FAHH of the
flow underwent some certain fluctuations around the no-deflector values when passing
deflectors A and B. These fluctuations continue until they are twice the cavity length
downstream (i.e., to approximately x = 60 cm). Further downstream, the FAHH values
of the flow behind deflectors A and B turn out to be lower than the no-deflector values.
In contrast, a rapid decrease in FAHH can be found at the deflector and cavity region
(0 < x < 20) for the flume equipped with deflector C, and further downstream (x ≥ 45), the
values of FAHH decrease steadily with a similar rate as those of the no-deflector scheme.
A quantitative comparison of the energy dissipation effect of the three deflectors can be
achieved using the local head loss coefficient ζ = (FAHH1 − FAHH2) · 2g/v2 between
x = −17 cm and x = 45 cm with v being a reference CSV calculated at x = −17 cm. The local
head loss coefficients for deflectors A, B and C are 2.72%, 2.90% and 4.2%, respectively. This
behavior is in agreement with the streamwise development of the CSV and confirms the
kinetic energy is mainly dissipated at the deflector and jet region.

To further analyze the energy dissipation mechanism of the lateral deflectors, the
distribution of turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulence dissipation rate ε in the deflector
and jet region are comparatively shown in Figure 11. The most noticeable difference in
Figure 11 is the larger k and ε values at the impacting region behind deflector C compared
to those behind deflectors A and B. This implies more mean kinetic energies are turned
into turbulent energies and are then dissipated for the flow behind deflector C. This is
consistent with the intensive aeration observed in the flow photos shown in Figure 6, as
higher turbulent levels induce more intensive aeration [44–46].

Figure 11. Horizontal distribution of (a) turbulent kinetic energy k; (b) turbulence dissipation rate ε

in deflector and cavity region at z = 1 cm.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the hydraulic characteristics of lateral deflectors with three different
geometries in gentle-slope free-surface tunnels were investigated using the hybrid approach
of model test and numerical simulation. Special focus was placed on the flow pattern and
energy dissipation features. The main findings are:

1. The cavity formed behind lateral deflectors usually features a right-angled trapezoid
shape with a larger streamwise length at higher elevations because of non-uniform
velocity distributions. This makes the deflected flow rise up along the impacting
region inside the cavity and potentially induced shock waves depending on the
interaction of the rising up water-wings and the jet surfaces.

2. The traditional triangular deflector forms an adequately wide cavity that allows for
the free rising up of the water-wings inside the cavity, which further contributes to the
development of the buddle-type shock wave, whereas the two-arc deflector yields a jet
with fluctuating surface, resulting from the non-uniform planar velocity distribution
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caused by the continuously varying curvature of the arcs. Water-wings also develop
inside the cavity and eventually produce a diamond-type shock wave downstream.
In contrast, the jet behind the two-arc deflector with a straight guiding line at the tail
is stabler and travels a shorter distance before impacting the side wall. The jet could
thus restrict the development of the rising flow, and thereby eliminate the formation
of water-wings and shock waves. Based on these observations, it is concluded that a
continuous variation of the lateral deflector surface at the tail with an additional flow
guiding extension is the key to the elimination of the water-wings and shock waves.

3. Compared to the triangular deflector and the two-arc deflector, the two-arc deflector
with a straight line exhibits more effective energy dissipation, as reflected in the local
energy loss coefficient. The underlying reason for its effective energy dissipation is
the more intensive turbulence introduced by the stronger interaction between the
deflected flow and the jet surface, which also leads to more intensive aeration.

Compared to real-world engineering problems, the present study has some limitations.
The physical model is roughly 1/24~1/80 of real-world free-surface tunnels, and thus
scale effect is expected, in particular for air–water two-phase flow characteristics [47–49].
However, the scale of the physical model is considered acceptable with regards to the main
concern of the current paper, which is the comparative evaluation of the different lateral
deflectors in terms of the flow pattern and the energy dissipation behaviors. Particularly,
the jet trajectory behind the lateral deflector and its interaction with the deflected flow could
be decently reproduced in the physical model. Moreover, considering that the numerical
simulation approach remains immature for highly aerated flows but much more reliable for
non-aerated flow [13,50,51], the hybrid approaches used in this paper could offer valuable
insight into the underlying reason for the flow pattern improvement and higher energy
dissipation observed with deflector type C. Aeration is another key concern for lateral
deflector designs but is not investigated in detail in this paper due to facility reasons.
Nonetheless, the findings from the study provide a novel and preferable lateral deflector
design for gentle-slope free-surface tunnels, which could, if not resolve, significantly
improve the unwanted flow patterns of water-wings and shock waves. Meanwhile, it
could also achieve improved energy dissipation compared to traditional alternatives. The
aeration characteristics of the novel deflector will be investigated in future research.
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Appendix A

A grid convergence study involving three mesh schemes was carried out to evaluate
the grid quality. The cell size (x × y × z) in the refined region of the three mesh schemes
was 0.625 cm × 0.313 cm × 0.625 cm (coarse), 0.375 cm × 0.188 cm × 0.375 cm (medium),
and 0.188 cm × 0.094 cm × 0.188 cm (fine), respectively.

The grid spacing of the 3D grids is defined as hk = 3
√

hx,k·hy,k·hz,k. The computational
solution f for a grid k is defined as the computed maximum streamwise velocities umax
in the middle longitudinal section at x = 112.5 cm. The GCI for each grid k is computed
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as GCIk = Fs|Ek|, where a value of 1.25 is chosen for the factor of safety Fs, following the
recommendations of Roache [52].

Table A1 shows the grid convergence index (GCI) calculated using the approach of
Roache and Salas [52]. The observed order of accuracy is p = 1.84, and the GCI shows a
convergence trend. The fine grid takes a very satisfactory value of 0.224%, which is an order
of magnitude higher than the former and therefore is considered fine enough to resolve the
flow field.

Table A1. Parameter of grid convergence calculation.

Mesh h/cm r p(umax) f (umax)/(m·s−1) ε(umax)/% GCI(umax)/%

coarse 0.496 -
1.84

2.607 - -
medium 0.297 1.67 2.633 0.997 2.040

fine 0.149 1.99 2.621 0.456 0.224

The vertical distributions of streamwise velocity ux and turbulent kinetic energy k in
the middle longitudinal section at x = 112.5 cm are comparatively shown in Figure A1. From
Figure A1, it can be found that the main deviations of the ux profiles lie in the region close
to the water surface and the bottom wall, whereas in the middle, all three meshes return
almost identical velocity values. Moreover, the difference between the medium and fine
meshes is less obvious compared to that between the coarse and the medium meshes. As
for the k profile, the result from the coarse mesh is strikingly different from those from the
medium and fine meshes, the difference between which is relatively negligible. Therefore,
the fine grid was selected for the simulation.

  

Figure A1. Vertical distributions of streamwise velocity ux and turbulent kinetic energy k in the
middle longitudinal section at x = 112.5 cm.
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Abstract: The estuary ecosystem’s health and ecological integrity are essential for preserving en-
vironmental quality, habitats, and economic activity. The main objective of the present study is
to comprehend the wave hydrodynamic impact on the Oued Sebou estuary, which is situated in
the Kenitra region on Morocco’s north Atlantic coast in North Africa. Specifically, it focused on
the dredging effect (caused by sand extraction) on the wave motion and its impact on the estuary
environment. Different scenarios of wave-propagation simulations were carried out, varying the
significant wave height, in deep water (from 1.5 to 4 m), and considering the bathymetry before
and after two dredging cases of 2- and 4-m depths. The change of wave height at the Oued Sebou
estuary shoreline was simulated by using the third version of the Simulating Waves Nearshore Model
(SWAN). The SWAN model formulates the wave evolution in terms of a spectral energy balance on a
structured grid. The effect of dredging on the wave spreading in addition to the flow hydrodynamic
structures were extensively analyzed. According to the simulated results, the dredging activities in
the Oued Sebou estuary mainly affect the river mouth and the southern breakwater area, increasing
the potential erosive action. The areas at the northern coastal strip and near the northern breakwater
are subject to possible accumulation of sediments.

Keywords: Oued Sebou estuary; bathymetry; dredging; SWAN; wave spreading; flow hydrody-
namic structures

1. Introduction

Estuaries are one of the most important interconnections between land and sea. They
are frequently important areas for leisure and economic activities. Estuaries are also ecosys-
tems that are very susceptible to pollution and environmental disturbances and must be
adequately preserved. In estuaries, rivers and oceans interact through a number of intricate
phenomena: exchange of water of different densities, sediments, pollutants, nutrients,
organic matter, and biota. Therefore, it is necessary to have a better understanding of
the hydrodynamics of estuaries and coasts in order to effectively assess and monitor the
environment quality in these regions and to predict coastal evolution [1]. It takes appro-
priate methodologies combining theoretical analysis and modeling studies to anticipate
the hydrodynamics of estuaries and coasts, which are caused by complicated mechanisms
linking mass exchange to heat transfer processes [1].

Recently, several research studies were conducted to investigate the hydrodynamics of
estuaries [2–12]. Many driving conditions, such as river flow characteristics, tidal amplitude,
sediment properties, surges, waves, currents, and bathymetry, affect the dominant physical
processes in an estuary. The primary sources of energy input into estuaries are typically
tides, surges, and waves. Wave dispersion in shallow water is significantly impacted by the
change in bathymetry, leading to refraction, diffraction, reflection, and shoaling. Natural
beaches and manmade coastal structures that reflect waves can have a significant impact
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on the hydrodynamic structures and, consequently, the transport of sediment in front of
the reflector [13]. According to Chang and Hsu [13], the prediction of wave reflection
coefficients is still a challenging task. Before marine structures are created, wave reflection
at them is typically evaluated with physical models for engineering practice. Incident
waves are also reflected by the sloping bathymetry. The drag coefficient estimation is
complicated by the superposition of incident and reflected waves (due to the variation in
bathymetry and the existence of any natural or man-made structures). In their study, Chang
and Hsu [13] compiled many approaches for predicting the reflection coefficient of the
waves suggested in the literature and highlighted their limitations. Most of these methods,
according to the authors, are ineffective at predicting the reflection coefficients of waves
on a bed with arbitrary or natural bathymetry. Based on a linear wave shoaling theory
(without considering wave breaking), determining changes in wave height and phase
due to bathymetry variations, Chang and Hsu [13] proposed a simple frequency-domain
method for separating incident and reflected waves to account for normally incident linear
waves propagating on an inclined bed with arbitrary 2D bathymetry. According to the
authors, their method is applicable to both laboratory and field conditions predominantly
for normal shores on which deep-water waves are propagated.

In intermediate and shallow waters, waves from deep waters begin to interact with
the seabed, undergoing various transformations. These transitions are the results of many
phenomena, for example, refraction, diffraction, reflection, shoaling, breaking, and swash.
Wave prediction is of crucial importance to human activities as it provides useful informa-
tion for many coastal engineering applications such as the coastal protection, environmental
monitoring, navigation, safe port management, and good control of recreational activi-
ties in popular coastal areas [14]. Both observational and measurement data, as well as
physical and numerical models, are often used to assess extreme marine events around
the world [15]. Chi and Rong [15] confirmed that long-term in situ observations can accu-
rately estimate the sea level variation but are usually spatially limited. The authors also
indicated that many numerical models have been developed and validated to reproduce
the spatial and temporal variation of wave spreading and uncover the underlying dynam-
ics. The sea wave motion is strongly nonlinear and greatly influenced by many factors,
i.e., the seabed, wind velocity, current circulations, and induced radiation stress. The
interaction of the waves with different factors leads to complex hydrodynamic behaviors,
making their numerical simulation very uncertain, which always requires validations using
measured data.

The Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) model is one of the most very popular
wind–wave models [16–27], used by many government organizations, research institutes
and consulting companies worldwide, to predict the size and forces of waves, allowing
for changes in wave propagation from deep water to the surf zone [14]. Based on SWAN
manuals and as outlined in Lin [14], the model’s primary function is to resolve the spectral
action balance equations, which represent the effects of spatial propagation, refraction,
shoaling, generation, dissipation and nonlinear wave–wave interactions, without imposing
any a priori constraints on the spectral evolution of wind waves. Hoque et al. [16] applied
the SWAN model to forecast storm wave conditions in the shallow nearshore region off the
Mackenzie Delta in the Canadian Beaufort Sea. The standard setup for the SWAN model
was implemented by the authors, comparing different methods for quantifying the wave
whitecapping dissipation. Hoque et al. [16] found that, after examining the bottom friction
effects and triad interactions in predicting shallow-water waves, the simulated results in
terms of significant wave heights and peak period are in good agreement with the observed
data. Amunugama et al. [17] analyzed wind waves with SWAN on structured mesh and
unstructured mesh during the arrival of a typhoon. After comparing the simulated results
with measured data, they confirmed that the wind–wave characteristics obtained by both
approaches (structured SWAN and unstructured SWAN) were substantially consistent
with some advantages of unstructured SWAN, especially in complex geometries. The
authors recommended the combination of both approaches where necessary. Due to
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a lack of time-series wave data, Gorman et al. [19] have used SWAN and wind data to
hindcast the generation and propagation of deep-water waves incident on the New Zealand
coast over a 20-year period (1979–1998). The SWAN model was also used to analyze
spatial and temporal variations in cold front events [20], predict waves generated by
cyclones [21], simulate wave characteristics at shorelines [22,24], and estimate wave energy
potential [23], etc.

This study aims at investigating the effect of extreme dredging depths (due to sand
extraction) on the wave characteristics in the Oued Sebou estuary, located in the Kenitra
region on the north Atlantic coast of Morocco by applying the SWAN model (Cycle III
version 41.20). The wave hydrodynamic characteristics around the river outlet were
examined. The dredging impact on wave dispersion, bottom friction velocity field, flow
agitation in the river, and stress on the structures housing the estuary and wave energy
budget (before breaking) were extensively analyzed.

2. Study Area

This study covers the Oued Sebou estuary area. The Sebou estuary is located on
the Atlantic coast in the Kenitra region of Morocco in North Africa. It is a region where
numerous coastal developments are located. Two concentrically spaced longitudinal
breakwaters channel the Oued Sebou over a distance of about 800 m, extending to a
bathymetric line of 7 m. The sandbar that prevents shipping in the canal was reduced by
the construction of the breakwaters in 1931 (Figure 1). During low tide, these structures
give the tidal current the ability (velocities and forces) to drive the sand along the shoreline
in either direction. Additionally, this river is controlled by water agencies that guarantee
its stability. The Mehdia beach (of the city side in the southern part of the river mouth)
is surrounded by a corniche composed of a wall with an average height of 1.50 m and
2 m for the northern and southern halves, respectively. In the southern and northern
beach zones, respectively, the wall’s height above sea water level (SWL) is nearly 11 and
13 m. It is also important to note that the Mehdia shoreline dune is occupied by various
manmade structures.

Dredging operations were carried out every year with an average volume of almost
460,000 m3/year. This makes it possible to ensure adequate depth, which is necessary for
the navigation of the fishing vessels and ships in direction of the Mehdia ports, located
inside the channel (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Outlet of the Oued Sebou into the Atlantic Ocean (above: Google Maps Platform) and a
general overview of the study region (below).

3. Model Theoretical Formulation

The selected SWAN model is a spectral numerical model designed to simulate waves
evolving in coastal regions, lakes, and estuaries under defined wind, bathymetry, and
current conditions. It is based on the Energy Density Balance equation linking the advection
term to the source and sink terms. Therefore, the wave energy evolves in both geographic
and spectral space and changes its aspect due to the presence of wind at the surface, friction
with the bottom, or during the breaking of the waves. The SWAN model is a stable model
based on unconditionally stable numerical schemes (implicit schemes).

SWAN, in its third version, is in stationary mode (optionally non-stationary) and is
formulated in Cartesian or spherical coordinates. The unconditional numerical stability of
the SWAN model makes its application more effective in shallow water.

In SWAN, the waves are described with the two-dimensional spectrum of the wave
action density N,

N(x, y, σ, θ) =
E(x, y, σ, θ)

σ
(1)

where x and y are the horizontal components of geographic space, σ is the relative frequency,
θ is the wave direction, and E is the energy density.

The spectrum considered in the SWAN model is that of the wave action density N (σ,
θ) rather than the spectrum of the energy density E (σ, θ). This is because, in the presence
of currents, the wave action density is conserved while the energy density is not [27].

Because wave action propagates in both geographic and spectral space under the
influence of genesis and dissipation terms, wave characteristics are described in terms
of two-dimensional wave action density. The action density spectrum balance equation
relating the propagation term to the effects of the source and sink terms, in Cartesian
coordinates, is [28]

∂N
∂t

+
∂(Cx N)

∂x
+

∂
(
CyN

)
∂y

+
∂(Cσ N)

∂σ
+

∂(Cθ N)

∂θ
=

S
σ

. (2)

On the left-hand side of Equation (2), the first term represents the local temporal
variation of the wave action density, the second and third terms represent the propagation
of wave action in the geographical space of velocities Cx and Cy, the fourth term represents
the shifting of the relative frequency due to variations in bathymetry (with propagation
velocity Cσ) and currents (with propagation velocity Cθ), and the fifth term represents the
refraction induced by the combined effects of depth and currents. It is worth mentioning
that Cx, Cy, Cσ, Cθ propagation velocities were obtained from linear wave theory. The
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term in the right-hand side of Equation (2) represents processes that generate, dissipate, or
redistribute wave energy, and S can be expressed as [24]

S = Sin + Swc + Sbrk + Sbot + Sn14 + Sn13 , (3)

where Sin is the wind energy input. The dissipation term of wave energy is represented
by the contribution of three terms: the whitecapping Swc, bottom friction Sbot, and depth-
induced breaking Sbrk. Snl4 and Snl3 represent quadruplet interaction and triad
interactions, respectively.

Adopting a finite difference scheme for each of the five dimensions: time, geographic
space, and spectral space made the numerical implementation in SWAN effective. The
following guidelines must be followed in order to obtain the discretization adopted at
the SWAN model level for numerical computation: (i) time of a constant and identical
time step Δt for the propagation term and the source term, (ii) geographical space of a
rectangular grid with constant spatial steps Δx and Δy, (iii) spectral space of a constant
directional step Δθ and a constant relative frequency step Δσ/σ; (iv) frequencies between a
fixed minimum maximum values of 0.04 Hz and 1 Hz, respectively, unlike the WAM and
WAVEWATCHIII models, which use dynamic values, and (v) as an option, the direction θ
can also be delimited by the minimum and maximum values θmin and θmax.

4. Model Forcing Data

4.1. Bathymetry

The bathymetry of the study area is generated by using the SHOM charts, SHOM7702
SHOM Nautical Charts—Morocco. Available online: https://www.nauticalchartsonline.
com/charts/SHOM/Morocco (accessed on 1 February 2021).

Figure 2a shows the bathymetry of the coarse grid domain, while Figure 2b illustrates
a more detailed bathymetry. The seabed zone is characterized by comparatively regular
isobaths parallel to the coastline. According to the bathymetry of the research region,
shallow water extends up to 550 m from the coast with a depth range between 2 and 3 m.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Bathymetry of Sebou estuary. (a) Bathymetry of the coarse grid domain. (b) Detailed
isobaths of the study area.

Generally, for wave simulation, the research and commercial models use flexible grid
mesh (structured and unstructured grids). In previous studies [17,21], it was observed that
simulations with structured or unstructured grids were substantially consistent. In this
study, we use a nested regular grid with a resolution of approximately 25 m, as shown in
Figure 3. The bathymetry meshing was generated by using the BlueKenue software.

Figure 3. Mesh used of the study area: regular grid of approximately 25 m resolution.

4.2. Wind and Wave Fields

Because the accuracy of the wind field has a large impact on the predicted wave
fields [16], in this study, the main meteorological parameters were well analyzed. The
average annual values of the wind properties indicate that the study area is characterized
by: (i) a winter regime for which the dominant wind (or most frequent) mainly comes
from the eastern sector (onshore wind). During this period, the strongest wind speed
(>9 m/s) comes from the directions ranging between the southwest and west sectors, with
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an occurrence of almost 3%, (ii) a summer regime (from March to October), for which
the dominant wind comes mainly from the western sector (sea wind). In this period, the
strongest wind speed (>9 m/s) comes from the west and north sectors, with an occurrence
of almost 3%.

The meteorological data (Figure 4) were collected from the nearest weather station
to the study area. It is situated at the Kenitra airport, which is 8 km from the study
location. The collected measured data correspond to the period from 1990 to 2009. The
annual predominant wind direction is from the west and its speed range from 4 to 9 m/s
(Figure 4c).

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Wave rose (a) of the significant wave heights, (b) corresponding periods of the significant
wave, (c) and average annual wind rose.

Figure 4 shows the annual wave rose of the significant wave heights (Figure 4a) and
their corresponding periods (Figure 4b). The dominant wave (the most frequent) comes
from the northwest (300◦N to 320◦N). Storm swells are more westerly and come from the
west–northwest sector (280◦N to 300◦N). Five significant wave heights were considered
in this study (results of 19-year data analysis), Hs0 = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 m. Here, we
denote by Hs0 the significant wave height in deep water.

4.3. Tidal Current and Water Level

The average sea level in the region of Kenitra is almost equal to 2.17 m. The tide is
of semi-diurnal type with a period of 12 h 25 min. Previous studies confirmed that the
tidal current and water level significantly affect wave behaviors [24]. As a result, in this
study, the tidal forcing was also considered as SWAN mode input data l. Table 1 provides a
summary of the astronomical tide level values for the study area.

Table 1. Tidal levels in the study area.

Table
Low Tide

(m)
High Tide

(m)
Tidal Range

(m)

Exceptional high water 0.50 3.90 3.40
Medium high water 0.80 3.50 2.70

M.M. (medium) 1.40 3.00 1.60
Medium still waters 1.50 2.70 1.20

4.4. Model Setup

The site of the Oued Sebou estuary is exposed to the west–northwest direction, which
is also the direction of the main dominant wave. Based on the layout of the coastline
and the regularity of the hydrodynamic solicitations, the main sediment transport occurs
along the channel profile. Monitoring of the estuary area shows that there is no significant
littoral transit.
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Regarding the primary swell direction (N300), the most exposed areas to wave ac-tion
are located downstream of the river. These locations have been given the labels A, B, C,
and D, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The different zones subject to analysis: stress on structures (A, C), B-agitation in the river
outlet (B), littoral erosion (D).

After considering the wave and tidal conditions, we chose to proceed with a selection
of eight (8) modeling cases (see Table 2), combining the considered five significant wave
heights, indicated above, and different tide levels ranging between 0 and 3.4 m. The
selection of wave characteristics covers the most representative samples. The current
bathymetry (without dredging), the bathymetry with a dredged area of uniform extraction
depth of 2 m (with respect to the current bathymetry), and the dredged area of uniform
extraction depth of 4 m were all taken into consideration. Moreover, the SWAN model
was used with the following additional hydrodynamic parameters: energy spectral density
distribution (JONSWAP) of a spectrum width parameter at 3.3 and a low angular spread,
spectrum discretization of 36 angular sectors and 32 frequency intervals (between 4 and
20 s), the refraction and diffraction phenomena were considered, and the wind turbulence
effects were not considered.

Table 2. Specification of the hydrodynamic cases considered.

Wave Tide

Case Ref.
Significant Height

Hs0 (s)
Period
Tp (m)

Level
(m)

1 4.0 12 0.0 (low tide)
2 2.0 10 0.0 (low tide)
3 1.5 8 0.0 (low tide)
4 1.5 6 0.0 (low tide)
5 4.0 12 2.2 (intermediate level)
6 2.0 10 2.2 (intermediate level)
7 1.5 8 2.2 (intermediate level)
8 4.0 12 3.8 (high tide)

5. Results and Discussion

As an illustration, Figure 6 depicts the simulated outcomes of the local significant
wave height (Hs) distribution, before (with current bathymetry), as shown in Figure 6a, and
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after dredging of 2 m, as shown in Figure 6b. The data illustrated in Figure 6 refer to case 3
(Table 2) of significant wave height in deep water Hs0 = 1.5 m and a period Tp = 8 s.

Figure 6. Map of local significant wave height distribution for (Hs0 = 1.5 m, Tp = 8 s), (a) before
dredging (with current bathymetry), (b) after dredging of 2 m depth. The legend indicates the values
of Hs in meters.

The results show that the presence of the dredging affects the wave dispersion. There
was an increase in Hs in and at the edges of the dredging area, which can be explained
by the sudden increase in the water depth. In general, the simulations show a decrease
in the transfer of wave energy out of the extraction zone, causing a lateral energy flow
with respect to the excavation. The waves propagating across the excavation area tend
to refract toward the areas of shallow water along the edges, increasing the wave heights
(known as wave energy focusing). In terms of wave amplitude, there is a modest decrease
downstream (in the wave propagation direction) of the excavation and a slight increase
inside it and on its sides. This behavior is also confirmed with extreme waves, as shown
in Figure 7. In Figure 7, the data of Hs refer to case 8 (Table 2) of Hs0 = 4 m and a period
Tp = 12 s, simulated with and without the dredging of 2 m depth.
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Figure 7. Map of local significant wave height distribution for (Hs0 = 4 m, Tp = 12 s), (a) before
dredging, (b) after dredging of 2 m depth. The legend indicates the values of Hs in meters.

To evaluate the impact of dredging on the estuary environment, two indicators have
been considered: (i) impact on sediment transport processes, where the analysis focuses on
the evolution of the bottom friction velocities, responsible for the movement of sediment
particles and proportional (velocity squared) to the erosion rate, and (ii) impact on struc-
tures, where the analysis focuses on the variation of the energy before the wave breaks, at
each concerned zone (Figure 5). For this final point, the impact of the significant heights
(squared), measured at the bathymetry of 10 m, and on each of the four selected areas
was integrated. In practice, the values of Hs

2 determined at different locations SA, SB, SC,
and SD (Figure 8), along the isobath of 10 m, were performed to indicate the wave energy
impact on the selected zones, as shown in Figure 5. A comparison was made between
relative configurations with and without dredging.
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Figure 8. Segmentation for the analysis of energy flows in the concerned zone. The contour lines
indicate the bathymetry values.

Figure 9 depicts examples of the relative bottom friction velocity (reflecting the bottom
resistance) distribution in the target area. The relative friction velocity is defined as the
difference between the simulated friction velocity with bathymetry with the dredged area
and that without dredging (current bathymetry). The data shown in Figure 9 refer to the
dredging of 2 m depth. Figure 9a shows the results of the relative friction velocity obtained
with the most frequent case (Hs0 = 1.5 m, Tp = 8 s) (see Table 2), whereas Figure 9b shows
that of the highest wave condition (Hs0 = 4 m, Tp = 12 s). Figure 9 shows the clear effects of
the dredging on the bottom friction velocity distribution.

The bottom friction velocity changes significantly as the wave gets closer to the
excavation site. Locally, around the borders of the excavation, a minor increase of bottom
resistance is noted, as demonstrated by the positive relative friction velocity values in
Figure 9. The bottom friction velocity significantly decreases inside the dredging area,
reaching maximum magnitudes (of negative values). The effect of the dredging area on the
friction velocities extends downstream of it, reaching zones C and D (Figure 5).

The variation of the bottom friction velocity due to the excavation certainly affects
the sediment transport potential [29–31] and the wave energy flux linked to the redirected
waves, particularly in zones C and D. Figure 9 indicates a clear increase in the bottom
friction velocity at the lateral sides (in the wave direction) of the excavation, which is more
pronounced with the high tide condition (Hs0 = 1.5 m, Tp = 8 s). The possibility for erosion
action increases as bottom shear stress increase. The friction velocity at the sea bottom
slightly decreases in zones C and D, which are located downstream of the extraction site.
This suggests that zones C and D are likely subject to sediment accumulation following
dredging activities. An excessive sediment buildup can cause several environmental
problems. It can reduce the seawater depth, preventing the passage of ships. It can also
lead to contamination that poses a threat to aquatic plants (Posidonia oceanica) and wildlife.
Zones A and B of the coastal area in the southern part (from breakwaters) are almost not
affected by the excavation site. Additionally, findings indicate that dredging up to 2 m
depth has no significant effect along the channel profile.
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Figure 9. Relative bottom friction velocity, (a) (Hs0 = 1.5 m, Tp = 8 s), (b) (Hs0 = 4 m, Tp = 12 s) after
dredging of 2 m depth. The legend indicates the values of relative friction velocity in [cm/s]. The
contour lines indicate the bathymetry values.

Figure 10 shows the wave height, Hs (Figure 10a) and its relative velocity (Figure 10b)
distribution maps, with additional excavations up to 4 m deep. Figure 10a demonstrates
how waves propagating across the excavation area tend to refract toward the areas of
shallow water along the edges, increasing the wave heights (known as wave energy
focusing). This causes the amplification of Hs at the level of the river mouth, affecting
zone B (Figure 5). The increase in wave height at the mouth of the river continues to
propagate upstream along the channel. As a kind of obstruction, the excavation causes the
incident waves to converge and creates a wake region downstream of it where the wave
height decreases.

Similar behavior to the wave height distribution is shown in Figure 10b, where the
relative friction velocity oscillates near the bottom. The friction velocities increase along the
excavation’s lateral edges and decrease downstream of it. Compared to Figure 9a, dredging
up to 4 m deep has a greater impact on the estuary environment than dredging up to
2 m deep. With 4 m of dredging, the area is subject to increased erosion. Zones C and D,
however, are subject to sediment accumulation.

Estuary ecosystems are significantly impacted by wave energy. The bathymetry in
some coastal regions causes a concentration of wave energy, which raises wave height [32].
Figure 11 displays the fraction of wave relative energy percentage that corresponds to zones
A, B, C, and D (Figure 5). The energy was estimated at 10 m isobath, as shown in Figure 8,
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and the relative percentage of energy was determined as the difference between the energy
of the simulated wave with the excavation present and without it. The percentage is in
relation to the simulated wave energy without excavation. The data shown in Figure 11
relates to a 2 m-deep excavation.

Figure 10. Impact of dredging 4 m-deep with (Hs0 = 1.5 m, Tp = 8 s) (a) significant wave height
distribution after dredging, (b) relative friction velocity at the seabed after dredging up to 2 m depth.
The legends indicate the values of Hs in meters and those of relative friction velocity in [cm/s]. The
contour lines indicate the bathymetry values.

Figure 11 demonstrates that the cases 1, 5, and 8 (see Table 2), with the largest values of
Hs0 (4 m), undergo the greatest values of energy variations. The condition of the lowest sea
level (case 1), in the different zones from A to D, consistently exhibits the highest variation
in energy. The smallest variations in energy always appear in cases 4 and 7, with the lowest
values of Hs0 (1.5 m). Figure 11 further demonstrates that zone A, which has a maximum
variation value of order 4%, is the most affected zone by wave energy. The energy impact
gradually decreases in the order from zone A to zone D, which is especially prominent in
zones C and D. In general, it can be concluded that the dredging activities have a minimal
but noticeable impact on the estuary environment of Oued Sebou that is not significant.

The simulated results of wave dispersions and their hydrodynamic structures are
useful for estimating the sediment transport rates that will be an extension of this work.
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Figure 11. Energy percentage change in zones A, B, C and D.

6. Conclusions

The SWAN model was used to simulate a large number of wave motions at the Kenitra
site in order to better understand the effects of dredging activities (due to sand extraction)
in the Oued Sebou estuary. In various meteorological conditions, comparisons between the
simulated results with and without dredging bathymetries were made. Eight configurations
that accurately reflected the actual hydrodynamic circumstances that characterize the study
area were tested.

The effects of the bathymetric changes, due to the sand extraction, on wave dispersion,
bottom friction velocity field, and energy budget (before breaking) were extensively analyzed.

The sharp variation of the bathymetry due to the dredging that increases water depth
causes an increase of the local significant wave height in and at the edges of the area
susceptible to sand extraction. According to the simulation results, the waves propagating
across the excavation area tend to refract toward the areas of shallow water along the
edges, increasing the wave heights (known as wave energy focusing). This causes the
amplification of Hs at the river mouth level and along the southern breakwater structure,
which is more pronounced with deeper dredging. The excavation plays the role of a kind
of obstacle, causing the incident waves to converge and creates a sort of wake region
downstream of it where the wave height decreases.

The results show that zones C (at the northern breakwater) and D (northern coastal
area) are subject to possible accumulation of sediments, whereas zones A (at the southern
breakwater) and B (river mouth) are subject to an increased potential for erosive action and
a risk of scouring processes at the southern breakwater.

Dredging activities in the Oued Sebou estuary mainly affect the river mouth (zone B)
and the southern breakwater area (zone A), which is very noticeable with dredging up to
4 m deep.

In general, it can be concluded that the dredging activities show a certain level of
impact on the estuary environment of Oued Sebou that is not very significant.

Despite the crucial role dredging plays in the nation’s economy and maritime en-
gineering management (i.e., it helps make the water navigable, removes contaminants
from seabeds and recreates damaged areas, maintains many marine infrastructures, and
many other advantages), dredging could have serious and long-lasting negative impacts on
the environment, leading to contamination that poses a threat to aquatic plants (Posidonia
oceanica) and wildlife

The simulation results, which will be validated by some measured wave characteristic
data, are useful for examining sediment variations along the estuary coastal area, a subject
we are currently working on.
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Abstract: Since the hydraulic jump off a tidal bore in the Kampar Estuary has never been well-
described, real-time measurements of hydraulic jump properties are crucial to understanding the
tidal bore characteristics. This study aims to determine the real-time properties of a tidal bore
generation, hydraulic jump, and transport mechanism in the Kampar River estuary. Tidal harmonic
and range are analyzed using least-square-based tidal modeling. The tidal bore height and turbulent
velocity records based on ADCP surveys in the estuary and upstream area are used to determine the
hydraulic jump properties. Furthermore, an acoustic-based approach is also employed to quantify
the suspended sediment concentration and flux during the passage of the bore. Kampar Estuary
is predominated by semidiurnal co-tidal components (M2 and S2), where, based on the phase lag
magnitude, it is categorized as an ebb-dominant estuary. This finding is proven by the more intense
and prolonged ebb phases, especially during spring tidal conditions where the tidal range reaches
4 m. Of particular concern, the tidal bore height declines by 1.5 m every 20 km upstream with an
erratic turbulent velocity. A sudden increase in transverse and vertical velocity during the passage of
bore (ranging from −0.9 to 0.2 m/s) reflects the potency of sediment resuspension in the surrounding
river edge marked by the significant increase in suspended sediment flux of about 3.7 times larger
than at the end of the ebb tide. However, long-term measurement and regular bathymetry surveys
are crucial to monitor the tidal bore behavior and morpho-dynamics in the Kampar River estuary.

Keywords: turbulent velocity; transport mechanism; tidal range; suspended sediment flux

1. Introduction

An estuary is a significant and unique water area where oceanographic and anthro-
pogenic factors shape its characteristics [1], impacting the river and estuary’s physical,
biological, geological, and even chemical states [2]. As the place of sea-river water conflu-
ence, tidal influence is considerable in estuaries, playing a significant role in controlling
transport mechanisms in the form of oscillations in the estuary [3]. These tidal oscillations
are associated with large mixing within estuarine water [4], transporting and scouring bed
sediment along the river [5]. These large transports can result in tidal bore propagation
often seen in estuarine waters.

A tidal bore is a tidal wave commonly observed in estuarine waters generated by a
relatively high tidal range and large river streams, surging upstream because of different
hydraulic pressure [1,2,6,7]. According to [8], a tidal bore is an unsteady water movement
induced by a rapid surface water-level rise at the mouth of the estuary during the early
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high tidal phase. With time, the first wave crest becomes steeper and steeper until it
forms a wall of water propagating upstream. The first wave crest is characterized by the
train of a secondary wave following the non-breaking surge front [1,9]. According to [10],
the hydraulic jump off the tidal bore induces scouring and turbulence beneath the first
wave crest. Therefore, revealing the real-time hydraulic jump properties is essential in
determining the process and evolution of bore-affected estuaries.

It is estimated that there are more than 400 bore-affected estuaries worldwide [1,11].
There are about five tidal bore symptoms scattered throughout the Indonesia archipelago.
However, tidal bore records and studies are relatively limited due to the difficult access to
sites. By contrast, a tidal bore in the Kampar Estuary is the most well known and frequently
studied, precisely located in the Pelalawan Regency, Riau Province, Indonesia (Figure 1).
This tidal bore, called Bono, was scientifically reported for the first time by [12], who
conducted a qualitative survey and modeled the symptoms of abrasion and accretion in
the estuary of the Kampar River. The Kampar River estuary is a macro-tidal estuary with a
funnel shape (V-shape) whereby the river width and depth gradually decline upstream [4].
In subsequent studies, [13] surveyed one-line parallel bathymetry data along the Kampar
River, reporting that the tidal bore propagates upstream, reaching 60 km from the estuary.
On the other hand, local researchers and scholars have conducted several environmental-
based studies in the Kampar Estuary [14–18].

Figure 1. Details of the Kampar River estuary and observation sites.
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Numerous numerical hydraulic jump models in the Kampar River have also been
developed [3,19–21]. Overall, numerical model approaches employed by previous studies
have never been well validated using field data measurements or calibrated using local
bathymetry. Even though some reports explicitly mentioned the hydraulic jump records in
the Kampar Estuary [4,17], these data did not describe the properties of a tidal bore well.
Since the established data of tidal bore motions in the Kampar Estuary are limited, the
hydraulic jump properties of the tidal bore are crucial to determine. Moreover, to date,
the turbulent velocity regimes during the passage of bores in the Kampar Estuary are not
yet clearly explained. As previously reported by [5,10,22–25], a rapid increase in water
level (hydraulic jump) is characterized by a sharp rise in turbulent velocity, playing a role
in the transport mechanism throughout the river. Therefore, we report herein the record
of hydraulic jump and turbulent velocities off a tidal bore in the Kampar River estuary,
based on the ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) survey deployed simultaneously
in several significant areas along the river. A few studies have reported the influence of
the passage of bores on suspended sediment fluctuation [26,27], and this is one aspect
that should be investigated. Therefore, this study aims to determine the real-time tidal
bore generation, hydraulic jump properties, and transport mechanism in the Kampar
River estuary.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site and Field Observation

The study area is situated in the Kampar River estuary, Pelalawan Regency, Riau
Province, Indonesia, categorized as a river watershed area geographically positioned at
0◦40′0”–0◦13′20” north and 102◦40′0”–103◦26′40” east (Figure 1). Geologically, Kampar
River lies between two rock formations; younger superficial deposits (Qh) composed of
clay, silt, gravel, plant waste, peat swamp, and coral reefs; and older superficial deposits
(Qp) composed of clay, silt, sandy clay, plant waste, and sandy granite (Figure 1) [4].

Kampar River is the largest river in Riau Province, with an approximate length of
400 km from the estuary to upstream, sourced from Bukit Barisan mountains, passing
through several regencies (Indragiri Hulu, Indragiri Hilir, Kampar, Kuantan Singing,
Pelalawan, Siak, and Pekanbaru), and eventually ending up in the Malacca Strait. Moreover,
the area of Kampar River reaches 24,548 km2 with a river discharge of approximately
600 m3/s upstream and 200 to 400 m3/s downstream [28].

Kampar River is a shallow downstream river with a funnel (V-shaped) formation.
In several areas close to the estuary, enormous abrasions have frequently occurred, and
unstable sediment transport is highly controlled by a destructive tidal bore phenomenon
called Bono [12].

Field surveys were conducted twice (April and August 2016) by the Research Institute
for Coastal Resources and Vulnerability, Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries, Indonesia.
A simultaneous ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) deployment was carried out
throughout the Kampar River estuary (NortekTM Aquadopp Profiler 600 kHz and Teledyne
RDI Workhorse ADCP). Due to safety reasons, the instruments were deployed no longer
than 48 h. The instrument setup and specifications are shown in Table 1. Moreover, except
for station KP-4, the data yielded from the ADCP surveys consisted of surface elevation
changes, turbulent velocity profiles, and water temperature.

On the other hand, to understand the tidal-generated bores in the estuary, a Tide
Master Valeport vented strain gauge was deployed for 38 days from 23 April to 31 May
2016, mounted close to Mendol Island (Figure 1). The filtered tidal data were then analyzed
to gain harmonic tidal constituents and tidal range profiles, which will be elucidated in
Section 2.3.
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2.2. Mounting Scheme and Geometry of Kampar River

Based on national bathymetric data calibrated using a single beam echosounder
measurement, the bathymetry profile of the Kampar River estuary varies considerably. It
ranges from 2.3 to 6.2 m in the surrounding mouth of the estuary. It becomes significantly
shallow in the surrounding Muda Island (wave energy mixing zone) [4] with a water
depth ranging from 0.1 to 1 m, and it gradually gets a little bit deeper after passing Tanjung
Tersendu-sendu area (station KP-1), ranging from 0.6 to 2.5 m (Figure 2A). Several sandbank
formations are observed in the Tanjung Mentangor area, where the tidal bore is reported to
be decaying at this point.

 

Figure 2. Bathymetry and geometry profiles of the Kampar River estuary calibrated using a field
survey in 2016 (A); cross-section in the mouth of the estuary (B); cross-section in the main channel
shifting (C); cross-section in separated channels in front of Baru Island with an ADCP deployment
scheme (Station KP-3) (D); cross-section in the remnant observation stations (E–G); mounting scheme
of ADCP instruments (H). Dotted lines denote the bathymetry (depth level) in every cross-section.

Based on the cross-section of the bottom morphology (Figure 2B–G), the Kampar River
estuary has a funnel-shaped formation (V-shape) where the river width declines upstream,
ranging from 1 to 8 km from upstream to downstream. Because of the unstable bore-
induced sedimentation, the bathymetry of the river (and mouth) often changes, resulting
in complex hydrodynamic systems that regularly alter the position of the Kampar River’s
main channel. Passing through Baru and Muda Island, located right in the middle of the
river, the channel is separated, and the depth decreases considerably, with a magnitude
of approximately 4 m. Shoaling effects in this super shallow area are possible because
of the significant bathymetry changes, inducing a greater propagation of bores and local
erosion [4,17,29]. The bores coalesce after passing Muda Island, forming higher waves [12].
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The processes that occur during the passage of bores are presumed to induce a varied
bottom sediment transport and resuspension.

Referring to [4], mixed-sediment types have been observed in the mouth of the estuary
(clayey silt, silt, and sandy silt) and the area of tidal bore decay (sand, silty sand, sandy
silt, and silt). In contrast, sand sediment is predominated in the middle of the river, where
mixed wave energy occurs. Therefore, sand sediment settling in the area around Muda
Island creates a super rigid bottom substrate. This state also becomes a reason why a
mounting scheme of ADCP could not be performed throughout this area.

Concerning the ADCPs, they were deployed in the area with a depth of more than
one meter, attached to a metal pole to maintain the position of the instruments. The first
deployment was situated at stations KP-1 and KP-2, representing the middle river zone.
The second measurement was positioned at stations KP-3 and KP-4, representing the
downstream and upstream areas (Figure 2B–G), respectively. The mounting scheme of
ADCPs applied in the field is shown in Figure 2H, where using a 10 m metal pole was
possible to maintain the position of the ADCP. The pole was hooked using several metal
pegs in the bottom part. The instrument’s distance from the pole was 50 cm, attached by
other more minor metals connected to the central pole.

2.3. Tidal Data Analyses

Since tidal data measurement in August 2016 could not be performed due to technical
reasons, we employed a month’s tidal prediction data provided by the Geospatial Informa-
tion Agency of Indonesia (BIG), retrieved from a webpage: https://srgi.big.go.id/tides,
accessed on 12 May 2022. We collected the data at a coordinate of 103.2075◦ E and 0.5143◦ N,
right at station MD-1 (Figure 1).

The collected tidal data were modeled for 18.6 years using a NAO.99b program
developed by National Astronomical Observatory, Tokyo, Japan [30]. All the data were
then filtered to be analyzed using the ERG program, a program developed by Bandung
Institute of Technology, Bandung, Indonesia, consisting of three primary sub-programs:
ERGRAM, ERGELV, and ERGTIDE [31]. These programs are developed based on a least-
square method [32]. The significant elevation-dependent mean sea level and harmonic
constituents were obtained from this simulation.

As previously reported by several scholars [3,33–35], in the study area, the semidiurnal
components (M2 and S2) are predominant. Therefore, because the influence of diurnal
components is extremely low on shaping the tidal asymmetry [36], we focused on the
two most significant semidiurnal constituents to be analyzed in more detail. The tidal
model was equipped with an online Fourier analysis, quantitatively estimating the co-tidal
constituent distribution across the study area. The co-tidal charts were then interpolated
using spline interpolation to minimize the total surface curvature [37].

Aside from harmonic analysis, the field-measured and predicted tidal data were also
filtered according to the moon phase. As an astronomically influenced oceanographic
parameter, the surface elevation and the tidal forcing vary depending on the position of the
moon, the earth, and the sun [38,39]. The following stage involved quantifying the tidal
range and the displacement period of sinusoidal tides by subtracting the top and trough
elevation data starting from the slack after flood tides up to the ebb slack point during neap
and spring phases [40]. Furthermore, the displacement period for one cycle of tides was
calculated using the record of tidal modulations as follows:

TR =
∣∣∣ζhigh tide − ζlow tide

∣∣∣ (1)

DP =
∣∣∣thigh tide − tlow tide

∣∣∣ (2)

where:
TR = tidal range
ζ = tidal elevation (m)
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DP = displacement period
t = time (hours)

2.4. Calculating the Approximate Tidal Bore Height

A previous study conducted by the authors in another site (Rokan Estuary) elucidated
the same workflow concerning tidal data analyses and tidal bore height calculation [25].
The tidal bore front features could be approached from a quasi-steady flow analogy with
tidal bore celerity U (Figure 3), considering mass and momentum conservation [1,26]
as follows:

(V1 + U)wl1 = (V2 + U)wl2 (3)

1
2

ρg
(

wl2
2 − wl2

1

)
= ρ(V1 + U)wl1(V1 − V2) (4)

Figure 3. Definition sketch of a quasi-steady flow of tidal bores, modified from [22]. The blue line
shows the tidal bore surface flow, and the brown line shows the initial water level before the tidal
bore passage. Horizontal arrows denote the main water flow direction.

According to [22], Equations (3) and (4) are valid for stationary hydraulic jumps
(U = 0), the tidal bore passage (U > 0), and positive surges flowing downstream (U < 0).
Then, the solution to Equations (3) and (4) results in the height of the tidal bore TbH and
Froude number Fr as follows:

TbH =
wl1
2

(√
1 + 8Fr2 − 3

)
(5)

Fr =
V1 + C√

gwl1
(6)

TbH = wl2 − wl1 (7)

where:
U = tidal bore celerity measured in the field positive upstream (m/s)
V1 = initial cross-sectional average flow velocity (m/s)
V2 = cross-sectional average flow velocity after the bores propagate (m/s)
wl1 = initial water level (m)
wl2 = water level after the bores propagate (m)
ρ = water density (kg/m3)
g = acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2)
TbH = tidal bore height (m)
Fr = Froude number
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2.5. Acoustic-Based Suspended Sediment Estimation

Aside from tidal bore and velocity measurements, the strength of reverberated sound
was analyzed to determine the relationship between the relative acoustic backscatter (RB)
and estimated SSC (suspended sediment concentration) [41–43] as follows:

SSC = 10(A+B.RB) (8)

where A and B are the intercept and slope, respectively, which can be calculated using an
empirical formula of simple linear regression, and RB (relative backscatter) is the measured
backscatter corrected from transmission losses (units are dB) [42].

After gaining the value of SSC during the passage of bores, the instantaneous sus-
pended sediment flux per unit area was quantified based on the value of SSC and the
longitudinal turbulent velocity (Vx) [27] as follows:

Qs = SSC × Vx (9)

where:
Qs = suspended sediment flux per unit area (kg/m2/s)
SSC = suspended sediment concentration (kg/m3)
Vx = longitudinal turbulent velocity (m/s).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Tidal Harmonic Analysis in the Kampar River Estuary

Based on tidal harmonic analysis, semidiurnal components are predominant in the
Kampar River Estuary with a Formzahl of 0.26 (mixed tide with prevailing semidiurnal).
Several scholars also reported that the semidiurnal component significantly controls water
mass transfer within estuaries throughout the Malacca Strait [3,25,34]. In the Malacca Strait,
the tidal distribution is transformed from semidiurnal to a mixed tide with prevailing
semidiurnal from Aceh to Riau Province [33]. Even though the semidiurnal components
are predominant, the diurnal constituents could not be neglected, influencing the water
level fluctuation within the Malacca Strait.

The tidal harmonics results recorded at station MD-1 were compared with the result of
the tidal model (Table 2). Overall, both simulated and observed data showed an agreement
in constituent amplitude and phase lag with a deviation (RMSE) of less than 5 cm. This
indicates that the tidal simulation result could represent the natural conditions of the study
area. Because of the gap in time series between the field and model data, a digression is
possible [25]. The amplitude of semidiurnal main components was 3 cm higher than the
simulated data. The main diurnal component showed a slight difference (<2 cm).

Table 2. Tidal harmonic analysis in the Kampar River estuary.

Tidal
Constituents

Simulated Data Observed Data Angular
Frequency

(Degree/Hour)

RMSE
(cm)

SpeciesAmplitude
(cm)

Phase Lag
(◦)

Amplitude
(cm)

Phase Lag
(◦)

M2 113.02 199.25 115.74 164.77 28.98 1.92 Principal lunar semidiurnal

S2 52.78 35.09 55.80 49.92 30.00 2.21 Principal solar semidiurnal

N2 24.87 188.15 29.98 157.23 28.44 3.61 Larger lunar elliptic semidiurnal

K2 11.26 104.60 11.96 191.47 30.08 0.49 Lunisolar semidiurnal

K1 36.61 89.55 34.19 50.56 15.04 1.71 Lunar diurnal

O1 23.36 42.29 27.57 69.69 13.94 2.98 Lunar diurnal

P1 14.40 −54.15 11.92 −45.38 14.96 1.75 Solar diurnal

M4 15.14 −4.08 15.02 −2.41 57.97 0.08 Shallow water over-tides of
principal lunar

MS4 13.96 187.41 12.01 170.24 58.98 1.38 Shallow water quarter diurnal
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Compared to all analyzed tidal constituents, the principal lunar and solar semidiurnal
components (M2 and S2) showed a strong amplitude in the Kampar Estuary (Table 2).
According to [40], the co-tidal amplitude could determine the distribution of tidal type,
and the phase lag differences could reflect the tidal range cycles. In addition to phase
lag, despite a large gap between model and field data with <60◦ resulting from different
data frequencies, the phase lag resulting from tidal harmonic analysis could determine
interactions among constituents and reflect the variability of the tidal current [44]. In
semidiurnal tidal regimes, the flood or ebb dominance is quantified from the relationship
between M2 and M4 phase lags [40]. From the harmonic analysis, we calculated that the
value of 2gM2 − gM4 ranged between −90◦ and 90◦. Therefore, the Kampar Estuary is
characterized by a more prolonged and intense ebb than flood current (ebb dominant). The
flood–ebb phase and duration in the Kampar Estuary will be elucidated in the next section.

Concerning the diurnal constituents, the Kampar River mainstream extent from station
KP-3 to KP-4 (approximately 70.16 km) was selected for the tidal analysis with the specified
observation points right at the ADCP deployment coordinates (Figure 4). During the time
frame of field measurement, the study area was subjected to neither the extreme effect
of winds nor large freshwater flows. The extent of semidiurnal constituent amplitude
distribution upstream was observed and its influence evoking the free surface elevation
extended up to approximately 104 km upstream. Overall, the spatial magnitude of the
M2 and S2 components gradually increased upstream. The peak magnitude was observed
at station KP-2 (Teluk Meranti), with an amplitude of 1.63 m and 1.05 m for M2 and S2,
respectively (Figure 4C,D). The magnitude decreased significantly toward station KP-4
(Tanjung Tersendu-sendu), indicating less tidal influence evoking flood discharge through-
out the river. These results show that the tidal bore commenced decaying after passing
Teluk Meranti station (KP-2). However, aside from tidal regimes, tidal bore propagation
relies on bottom morphology, channel formation, and river discharge [4]. These primary
co-tidal constituents (M2 and S2) play a significant role in evoking the tidal range-induced
tidal bore characteristics in the estuary of Kampar River.

Figure 4. Spatial variability of the dominant tidal component distribution throughout the study
area. M2 component distribution (A); S2 component distribution (B); amplitude and percentage
of amplitude difference of M2 (C) and S2 (D). The amplitude difference percentage computes the
amplitude fraction at each station to the amplitude at the mouth of the river (M1).
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3.2. Tidal Range Profiles and Tidal Bore Generation

Due to the importance of tidal fluctuation characteristics in the estuary, the minimum
range to evoke tidal bore passage has been previously explained (exceeding 4–6 m) [10,26].
The analysis of tidal range and flood–ebb duration is essential to understanding the variabil-
ity of tidal bore propagation. The process in the estuarine system relies on tidal dynamics
related to mixing and sediment transport. Therefore, since the tidal variability depends
on the moon phase, the propagation of tidal bores generated in the Kampar Estuary could
be distinguished by various astronomical forces. Generally, the tidal range peaked during
the full moon phase (spring tidal state) and declined considerably during the third quarter
of the moon phase (neap tidal state). However, the flood–ebb displacement duration was
longer during neap phases (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 5. Flood tidal range at the Kampar Estuary during the new moon phase (A); during the first
quarter of the moon phase (B); during the full moon phase (C); and during the third quarter of the
moon phase (D). The grey lines denote the standard deviation.

During the new moon phase, the tidal range during flood tides ranged from 2.3 to
3.3 m, with a flood duration ranging from 4 to 7 h (Figure 5A). The magnitude decreased
by around one meter, with a longer flood duration (on average 6 h) during the first quarter
of the moon phase (Figure 5B). The highest elevation was observed during the full moon
phase, ranging from 2.2 to 3.5 m, with a mean flood duration of 5.5 h (Figure 5C). The
remnant phase showed the lowest range in tidal elevation, ranging from 1.3 to 2.6 m, with
a flood duration of approximately 6 h (Figure 5D).

A more significant range was observed during ebb tides compared to the flood tides
(Figure 6). The tidal range ranged from 2 to 3.7 m with an average ebb duration of
6.5 h during the new moon phase. The tidal range declined significantly during the first
quarter of the moon phase, where the ebb-tidal range ranged from 0.9 to 3 m, and the
ebb displacement duration ranged from 5 to 8 h. During the full moon phase, the more
extreme ebb tides peaked at more than 4 m in the tidal range, with a longer ebb duration of
approximately 7 h. In contrast, the lowest range was observed during the third quarter of
the moon phase, with a tidal range of 0.5–3 m and an ebb duration of 6.5 h.
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Figure 6. Ebb tidal range at the Kampar Estuary during the new moon phase (A); during the first
quarter of the moon phase (B); during the full moon phase (C); and during the third quarter of the
moon phase (D). The grey lines denote the standard deviation.

Generally, spring tidal states for both the new moon and full moon phases (spring tidal
condition) showed a higher tidal range than the moon quarter phases (neap tidal condition).
By contrast, the displacement duration was longer during the moon’s quarter phases,
although the deviation was not too significant. According to [45], the full moon phase
evokes the highest sinusoidal tidal level, where the tidal range would be significant during
the spring tidal phase. Concerning the tidal range-induced tidal bore propagation, the
higher magnitude of the tidal range parameter synchronized with a higher river discharge
would induce a higher tidal bore height with a more robust turbulent velocity [7,26]. This
aspect is addressed in Section 3.3.

In addition to the ebb dominance of Kampar Estuary, the previously discussed results
are in accordance with the tidal phase lag analysis. This condition may vary and be different
in the other estuaries throughout the eastern coast of Sumatra due to the difference in
latitude-induced co-tidal characteristics [44]. Therefore, examining the characteristics of
tidal currents in all estuaries throughout the east coast of Sumatra for further studies is
necessary to understand the variation in tidal-induced water motion in the estuarine area.

3.3. Hydraulic Jump Properties of Tidal Bores

A hydraulic jump off a tidal bore is marked by a sudden transition in velocity in rivers
or canals where the robust velocity deforms to be a slower motion followed by a sudden
rise in free-surface elevation [2,11]. Moreover, the hydraulic jump can be observed from
the tidal bore front when rapid changes in water level and velocity take place. Based on the
ADCP measurement, we displayed the record of hydraulic jumps at the four observation
stations (stations KP-1 to KP-4). Of particular concern, the tidal bore height declined
by approximately 1.5 m every 20 km upstream with a non-uniform pattern of turbulent
velocity in every observation station (Figure 7). It is expected that the morphology and
channel formation play a significant role in determining the variability of the turbulent
velocity throughout the Kampar Estuary.
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Figure 7. Hydraulic jump properties of tidal bores at station KP-3 (Baru Island) (A), KP-1 (Tanjung
Tersendu-sendu) (B), KP-2 (Teluk Meranti (C), and KP-4 (Tanjung Mentangor) (D).

At station KP-3 (Baru Island), the water elevation altered from about 3.5 m to 6.8 m
and 8 m during tidal bore passage at midday and night, respectively (Figure 7a). Therefore,
the tidal bore height in this station was 3.3 m during midday propagation and 4.5 m during
night propagation. Before the train of bores passed through the station, a rapid transitional
change in turbulent velocity was observed. The longitudinal velocity Vx was negatively up-
stream, ranging from 0 to −0.4 m/s and positively downstream, ranging from 0 to 0.2 m/s.
Its sharp increase in magnitude occurred at the end of the ebb tide, with approximately
0.6 m/s upstream. The longitudinal velocity profile was not significantly different between
midday and night passages of bores even though the free surface level was 1.5 m different
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in magnitude. Moreover, the negative value of longitudinal velocity detected while the
bores were passing by indicates the flow reversal within the channel [26,46].

Unlike the longitudinal velocity, a sudden increase in transverse velocity was observed
after the train of bores passed the station. A sharp increase was detected simultaneously
with the peak phase of the tidal bore (reaching −0.9 m/s during night propagation).
Since the Vy was negative to the river shoreline and positive to the nearby island [5], the
sufficiently high negative value indicates the potential of shoreline erosion in the Baru
Island. This consideration was proven by [29] based on Landsat records from 1990 to 2007,
where significant erosion had occurred in Baru Island with an average change of 2.48 m
and a rate of 0.15 m/year. On the other hand, we found that the upward vertical velocity
Vz, ranging from −0.4 to 0.1 m/s, significantly evoked a downward movement at the time
of the peak surface level during night passages with respect to the theory of a recirculation
bubble (turbulence) beneath the first wave crest, as previously explained [1] (see Figure 3).

At station KP-1 (Tanjung Tersendu-sendu), the tidal bore height ranged from 1 to
1.5 m with 2.5 m water depth prior to the passage of bores (Figure 7B). Unlike the KP-3
station, the positive longitudinal velocity was higher by about 0.2 m/s, indicating the ebb
stream flow was significant in this area. The reversal flow of the tidal bore was marked by a
sudden decrease in longitudinal velocity of about 0.6 m/s negative upstream. The pattern
of horizontal transverse velocity tended to be as stable as the previous station, ranging
from −0.4 to 0.2 m/s. In this station, an indication of erosion was not expected because no
sharp decrease in transverse velocity was detected. Moreover, the variability of turbulent
velocity was significant during the night passage of bores. The vertical velocity was not too
significant, ranging from 0 to −0.2 m/s at the end of the ebb tides (Figure 7B).

The following observation station (station KP-2) is located 6.26 km from station KP-1.
The surface-level change was not too significant, approximately 1 m at both night and
midday propagation (Figure 7C). This area is super shallow, with a water depth at the
end of the ebb tide of about 1 m, and while the bores were passing this station, the water
depth increased by 1 m. The feature of turbulent velocity did not reflect the characteristics
of hydraulic jump, where the transverse horizontal velocity showed a particular positive
pattern during the passage of bores, indicating that the main flow rotates toward the Teluk
Meranti shoreline. The longitudinal velocity was shallow, below 0.2 m/s at the end of
the ebb tide, and it slightly decreased by −0.4 m/s while the bores propagated, although
this pattern was not applicable for all flood flows. In contrast, the opposite pattern of the
horizontal transverse velocity feature was identified where its value was positive during the
passage of bores, indicating the water motion flowed toward the northern river shoreline,
whereas the vertical velocity showed a small magnitude, ranging from 0.1 to −0.1 m/s
(Figure 7C).

The remnant station is KP-4 (Tanjung Mentangor). This station was shallower than
KP-2, where the water depth at the end of the ebb tide was close to 0 m. This state was
also proven by the presence of sandbanks surrounding this station. The tidal bore height
was not too significant (<1 m), indicating a decayed area of tidal bore propagation [20]. No
more sharp increases in turbulent velocity were observed in this area ranging from −0.1 to
0.1 m/s.

Overall, the turbulent velocity and water level change properties are consistent with
the earlier field study in other bore-affected estuaries [2,7,25,26,47]. As elucidated before-
hand, the turbulent velocity profiles, particularly the horizontal transverse circulation, are
possibly linked with the irregular channel cross-section and the evolution of the estuary. In
this study, the record of hydraulic jump properties is very limited. Therefore, a long-term
measurement is recommended to monitor the variability of tidal bore features, which is
imperative for future decision-making and development.

The turbulent velocity regime may control sediment transport throughout the river.
A previous study determined that the variability of transverse and vertical velocity af-
fecting the secondary currents behind the bore front plays a significant role in evoking
sediment resuspension advected upstream [26]. This transport mechanism is linked to
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very-strong turbulent mixing determining the erosion and accretion in the upper estuarine
zone. Therefore, the fluctuation of suspended sediment beneath the passage of bores is
essential to understand.

3.4. Suspended Sediment Concentration and Flux during the Passage of Bores

As the less dynamic tidal bore flow upstream, we displayed the fluctuation of sus-
pended sediment recorded at station KP-3 (Baru Island), whereby the result depicted was
measured in the surface bottom layer. The period shown in Figure 8 was sampled during
the night passage of the bore, when the tidal bore height was more significant. At the end
of the ebb tide, the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) ranged from 0.4 to 0.9 kg/m3.
Compared to Landsat OLI imagery surface layer detection [17], a lower SSC in Kampar
River was observed ranging from 0.042 to 0.241 kg/m3 at the end of the ebb tide.

Figure 8. Time series of bore propagation-induced sediment transport at station KP-3. The SSC
fluctuation beneath the first wave crest (A); the mean sediment flux per unit area (B).

When the sudden change in water level occurred, the SSC significantly increased,
reaching approximately 3.62 kg/m3, and it gradually decreased as the bore propagated on
average about 2.9 kg/m3. The peak of SCC occurred beneath the second trough of the tidal
bore passage. According to [26], the eroded materials placed in suspension behind the bore
front were advected by the “whelps” and secondary current movements. When the water
level reached its peak magnitude, it gradually declined, followed by a gradual decrease of
SSC in the surface bottom ranging from 0.9 to 1.34 kg/m3 (Figure 8A).

The result of SSC estimation was consistent with the turbulent velocity regimes where
the horizontal transverse and vertical velocity showed a sharp increase in magnitude
behind the first wave crest, reflecting an overwhelming erosion that occurred on the surface
bottom and near the river edge. The suspended materials are brought by the train of bores
upstream, and they are deposited in the area of tidal bore decay (station KP-4), proven by
the formation of sandbanks in the middle of the river composed of coarse sediments [4].
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The instantaneous suspended sediment flux per unit area Qs data are displayed in
Figure 8B. The sediment flux data revealed a downstream positive mass flux at the end of
the ebb tide. Before the tidal bore passage, the suspended sediment flux per unit area was
an average of −0.2 kg/m2/s. When the sharp increase in longitudinal velocity magnitude
occurred, it induced a sudden increase in the flux of suspended materials, with a deviation
of 0.5 kg/m2/s. As previously defined by [27], an abrupt reversal flow occurred during the
flood tide, marking the passage of bores, and the suspended sediment flux was negative.
Shortly after the bore passage, the sediment flux per unit area reached its peak magnitude,
with negative values ranging from –0.8 to –1.8 kg/m2/s, indicating a significant fluctuation
of sediment flux. About 2 h after the first wave passed by the station, the sediment flux
was approximately −0.3 kg/m2/s.

The sediment flux data were integrated over time to provide the net sediment mass
transfer per unit area over a given period [26,27]. Prior to the passage of the tidal bore
(23:50 > t > 24:00), the net sediment mass per unit area was transferred approximately
+321.6 kg/m2 within 10 min of the data. Following the tidal bore passage, the net sediment
mass transfer equaled −3028.5 kg/m2 within 25 min (24:00 > t > 00:25). In contrast, at the
end of the bore passage before ebb, the net sediment mass transfer equaled −4068.9 kg/m2

within 90 min (01:30 > t > 03.00) (Figure 8B). Overall, during the passage of bores, the net
sediment mass transfer was estimated to be 3.7 times larger in magnitude than at the early
flood tide and 2.6 times larger than the net sediment mass transfer magnitude toward the
ebb tide. These trends observed in the present study are consistent with several earlier
studies that highlighted that the intense sediment mixing, and upstream advection of
suspended materials occurred during the passage of bores [26,27,48].

In addition to sedimentary movement, the surface bottom of the river is subjected to
significant stress reversals when it receives cyclic loading during the tidal bore resuspending
the cohesive sediment underneath the second trough of the tidal bore train. Because the
riverbed is saturated, pore pressure changes occur during “rapid cycling,” i.e., the pace
of cycling is such that pore pressure variations are not dissipated [49]. As a result, the
riverbed may liquefy, causing bed materials to be suspended and transported upstream by
the bores.

3.5. Implication of the Tidal Bore Passage to the Surrounding Environment

As mentioned previously, the very high magnitude of horizontal transverse and
vertical velocity potentially induces local erosion of the surface bottom and the river
edge. The indication of river shoreline erosion at station KP-3 is shown in Figure 9A.
Due to the dynamic tidal bore passage, the river shoreline gradually changes over time.
According to [29], over 16 years (1990–2016), the area prone to abrasion was detected in
the surrounding Baru and Muda Island, with the eroded area reaching 2.36 ha/year. The
remarkable celerity of the tidal bore was recorded in several river edges (Figure 9B), where
the line track of the tidal bore showed the high erosion induced by the significant transverse
velocity. According to [26], the tidal bore can cause significant damage to riverbanks, and
navigational hazards in tidal bore have affected estuaries.

On the other hand, due to the long wave propagation surging upstream (tidal bore),
the Kampar River is well known for its long-distance surfing. Local government and
other third parties promote this attraction for enhancing the local tourism [50], where it is
reported that the annual festival “Bakudo Bono,” meaning riding the tidal bore through
surfing techniques, is held in Teluk Meranti, attracting not only domestic but also foreign
tourists [51].

Significant river shoreline changes over time threaten local society where tidal flooding
occurs at certain times and houses are devastated (Figure 9C). This tragedy also happens
in the Qiantang River, where its banks are overtopped by tidal bore, and dozens of local
settlements are drowned yearly [26]. Other tragic examples of drownings in tidal bores and
“whelps” include multiple human deaths in the Colorado River (Mexico), Bamu and Fly
River (PNG), and Seine River (France) [2]. On the other hand, indigenous boats are often
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sunk in the middle of the river due to the intense morphological alteration [6,17]. Therefore,
a sustainable water level and regular bathymetry survey are crucial to understanding tidal
bore behavior better. Moreover, a model-based estimation can also predict extreme phases
of the tidal bore in the Kampar River estuary. The local and central governments must
initiate these efforts to construct future development and management.

Figure 9. The impact of tidal bore propagation on the surrounding environmental conditions. River-
line abrasion (A); coastal erosion at the edge of the river (B); local settlement destruction due to tidal
bore (C); non-woven geotextile fabrics as coastal protection applied in several areas of interest (D).

The unstable river shoreline changes in the Kampar Estuary previously reported
by [29], where a significant river shoreline change was detected from 2010 to 2016 at a rate
of 3.56 m/year, may be worsened by some man-made structures constructed in recent years.
In several vital areas, particularly the shoreline near the wood-cutting factory, temporary
coastal structures were built around the 2000s [52], such as non-woven geotextile container
technology (Figure 9D). This kind of structure could significantly protect the river shoreline
from destructive waves [53], but on the other hand, the possibility of unstable erosion–
sedimentation in the nearby areas due to coastal structures cannot be neglected [4]. As
reported by [54], in a coastal area with rapid erosion, declivous slope, and significant
waves regimes, a geotextile container could effectively dampen the waves and induce
sedimentation behind the structure by around 50 cm within a year. However, other erosion
symptoms have also been reported in some nearby areas [54].

Another anthropogenic activity that causes significant river shoreline changes in the
Kampar Estuary is sand mining since the propagation of tidal bores relies on bottom
morphology. A significant change in bottom morphology due to sand mining activity
throughout Kampar River will alter the feature of the tidal bores [4]. As reported by the De-
partment of Energy and Mineral Resources of Pelalawan Regency, the most substantial area
of sand mining was identified in Teluk Meranti village, with a total area of 47,701,000 m2

and sediment volume of 83,400,000 m3 (Table 3). These results also correlate with the previ-
ous report of river shoreline changes [29]. Even though sand mining activity has declined,
the practice is still occurring illegally [28]. Therefore, the potency of shoreline erosion due
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to tidal bores and anthropogenic activities is still high. Sustainable monitoring of tidal
bore properties and sediment dynamics is necessary to control the shoreline instability and
minimize other impacts on local society.

Table 3. Record of sand-mining area and volume in 2009 in the Kampar River estuary reported by
the Department of Energy and Mineral Resources, Pelalawan Regency [55].

Location Area (m2) Volume (m3)

Teluk Meranti village 41,701,000 83,400,000

P. Muda village 23,270,000 46,540,000

4. Conclusions

As a semidiurnal-affected water region, water motion throughout the Kampar Estuary
is controlled by semidiurnal components (M2 and S2) and their derivatives, characterized
by more prolonged and intense ebb than flood currents (ebb dominant). The tidal range
during ebb tides is slightly higher, with a longer displacement time than the flood condition.
However, spring tidal conditions produce higher elevation (peaking at 4 m) and shorter
tidal duration. The amalgamation between the tidal range–duration and the fluctuation of
river discharge determines the tidal bore generation.

The tidal bore height declines by approximately 1.5 m every 20 km upstream with an
arbitrarily erratic turbulent velocity profile. The rapid increase in horizontal transverse and
vertical velocity detected in the estuary determines a strong turbulent mixing affecting the
erosion and accretion in the upper estuarine zone (river edge erosion). In the upstream
area, the sign of hydraulic jump is not too significant, reflecting the decay phase of the tidal
bore indicated by several sandbanks in the middle of the river body, where the suspended
sediment deposition is predominant.

The SSC increases significantly by four times in magnitude during the passage of bores
and gradually declines as ebb tides occur. In contrast, an abrupt reversal flow occurring
during the flood tide induces a negative suspended sediment flux per unit area, where
the net sediment mass transfer is estimated to be 3.7 times larger in magnitude than at
the early flood tide and 2.6 times larger than the net sediment mass transfer magnitude
toward the ebb tide. The properties of suspended sediment induced by the hydraulic
jump off a tidal bore play a significant role in the morphodynamical alteration of Kampar
Estuary. Therefore, long-term monitoring of tidal bore properties is crucial to support
future studies and research-based decision-making regarding further developments in
Pelalawan Regency, Riau Province.
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Abstract: Long waves caused by storm surges or river floods can significantly impact marine and
fluvial structures such as bridge piers. Apart from the forces that they generate on the structure, they
also contribute to the formation of turbulent eddies downstream of the obstacle. This is relevant, as
in this way they can affect both an erodible bottom and the ecosystem. The present study describes
a medium-scale experiment, in which the propagation of two different long waves released on a
steady current is investigated in the presence of a bottom-mounted rigid emergent cylinder. Velocity
measurements were acquired by a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system, providing instantaneous
flow velocity vectors on selected 2D planes. For each experimental condition, the time-varying
velocity field near the cylinder was examined in selected vertical and horizontal planes. First, we
tested which analytical theory or approximated method can best represent the experimental waves.
After this, we estimated the horizontal maps of velocity and vorticity downstream of the obstacle and
finally processed the velocity signals by means of a wavelet-based technique, to derive the length
scales of turbulent eddies. In such a way, we specifically derived how the spreading of coherent
turbulent structures downstream of the cylinder depends on the features of the flume, cylinder,
and wave.

Keywords: solitary wave; turbulent coherent structures; length scales; wavelet transform

1. Introduction

In a marine and fluvial environment, civil infrastructures are often exposed to extreme
wave actions. This is certainly the case of coastal and offshore facilities during storm surges,
as well as of riverine bridge piers when a flood occurs. These events, typical of extreme
conditions, are becoming more and more frequent and dangerous with climate change.
Therefore, to provide proper structural designs and safety assessments, we must evaluate
the impact of such extreme waves on these structures [1]. Generally, many experimental
and numerical investigations have focused on the detection of both drag and inertia
forces exerted by a flow on a vertical cylinder using the well-known Morison equation [2],
requiring the detailed knowledge of the velocity field in which the cylinder is immersed.

Specifically, current–structure interaction and wave–structure interaction have been
extensively examined, but separately. Among the many, Zdravkovich [3] defined the
regions of disturbed flow field around a circular cylinder; Rockwell [4] characterized the
spanwise flow structure around the cylinder in terms of instantaneous velocity and vorticity;
Vested et al. [5] analyzed the force distribution on a vertical, circular cylinder exposed to
shoaling regular waves; Antolloni et al. [6] investigated the wave-induced vortex generation
around a slender, vertical cylinder; Duan et al. [7] described the shedding of vortices and
the hydrodynamic forces resulting from a wave passing over a submerged circular cylinder;
Chen and Wang [8] investigated with experiments and computations the wave interaction
with fixed, partially submerged, vertical cylinders; Mo and Jensen [9] performed laboratory
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experiments and numerical tests for solitary waves breaking on a constant slope, where
a vertical cylinder was installed to detect the horizontal velocity profiles. More complex
structures have also been examined in presence of waves, especially to evaluate their effect
in reducing the transmitted energy [10,11]. Nevertheless, limited studies have investigated
the joint wave–current–structure interaction. Further, when the mutual effects of all these
three components have been considered, the waves analyzed were mainly regular ones. On
the contrary, based on their great lengths and periods, extreme waves are often assumed
as solitary waves. Only more recent research has addressed the interaction of the solitary
wave with pile structures in experimental terms and in numerical terms. As an example,
Yang et al. [12] carried out a series of experiments on a solitary wave–current interaction
in the presence of a vertical obstacle, focusing on the changes in wave height and water
velocity. Kim et al. [13] conducted numerical simulations of a wave and current interacting
with fixed offshore substructures.

It is thus clear that more investigations are needed to better understand the mechanism
of the interaction between wave, current, and structure. For this reason, the present study
has a twofold purpose. Firstly, we aim at contributing to this deepening of knowledge
by providing a set of high-quality experimental data for solitary waves travelling on a
shallow current and interfering with vertical, bottom-mounted, rigid cylindrical structures.
Secondly, we aim at analyzing in detail how the flow field downstream of the obstacle
is affected by the transit of the wave in terms of vorticity and turbulence. In particular,
we used medium-scale laboratory models and focused on the time-varying velocity field
(i) upstream of the cylinder due to the wave transit, and (ii) downstream of the cylinder due
to both the wave transit and the presence of the obstruction. Specifically, the first analysis is
needed to detect how the velocity distribution changes due to the contemporary presence
of waves and currents, while the second is dedicated to the observation of vorticity and
coherent turbulent eddies that detach and spread from the cylinder. The underlying moti-
vation is to contribute to a thorough knowledge of the distribution of eddies downstream,
characterized by different length scales. In fact, it is well-known that the condition of
incipient movement of sediment particles is significantly influenced by turbulent eddies
given that they can penetrate up to the channel bed [14,15]. Moreover, resembling the trans-
port of turbulent kinetic energy, eddies can contribute to the entrainment and transport of
sediments or eventually tracers, thus they can affect a mobile bottom or even the biota and
the local ecosystem [16,17].

This study is arranged as follows: in the next section we introduce the experimental
setup used for the investigation and the theoretical frame for the wave’s description. In
Section 3, first the main features of the streamwise velocities are depicted and compared
with the available theories to define the best matching one based on a proper index. After
this, the vertical profiles of the flow velocity are examined during the wave transit. Further,
vorticity and coherent turbulent structures in the horizontal plane around the cylinder are
examined. Finally in Section 4 the main conclusions are summarized.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Equipment and Procedure

We performed the experiments at the Hydraulic Laboratory of the DICATECH of
the Polytechnic University of Bari (Italy). The used rectangular flume, 25 m long and
0.4 m wide, has sidewalls and bottom fabricated of Plexiglass and is well-suited for optical
measurements (Figure 1). The head tank feeding the flume can be served independently
by both a low-pressure and a high-pressure water circuit. The low-pressure main circuit
provided a stationary flow condition in the flume during the test (base flow). The high-
pressure adduction pipe released an additional water discharge in the head tank by means
of an electro valve (Figure 1) managed by a process PC, equipped with a LabVIEW software.
In this way, by conveniently tuning the added water release, the desired long wave was
generated in the channel, superimposed to the uniform base flow. At the downstream end
of the channel, a second tank is located, receiving the discharged flow. It is provided with a
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triangular sharp-crested weir used to estimate the flow rate. The water level is controlled
by a sloping gate at the end of the flume. In order to reduce the reflection of the generated
waves, a structure with a high degree of porosity, consisting of a 2 m in length metal cage
with a 0.01 m mesh filled with d50 = 0.015 m gravel, is located in the final part of the flume
on the bottom. However, the measurements of the tested waves were acquired in a time
period specifically chosen to avoid any reflection.

Figure 1. Sketch of the channel with location of the cylinders and (X,Z) axes. Side view.

The physical model was designed to reproduce a possible bridge pile affected by a river
flood, in Froude analogy, thus using a length scale factor equal to 1/10 (model/prototype).
Therefore, two rigid cylinders having a diameter d = 0.02 m were located along the Y axis
in the same transversal section, at a distance of X = 10.9 m from the head tank O (X being
the longitudinal axis of symmetry of the channel as in Figure 1). They were equidistant
from the X axis, with Y = 0.10 m and Y = −0.10 m, respectively (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sketch of the longitudinal (a) and plan view (b) of the cylinders in the flume with the fixed
coordinate system (X,Y,Z). Dashed lines define the field of views (FoV) of the PIV. Measurements not
to scale.

In order to obtain the flow velocity vectors on selected 2D planes, the velocity mea-
surements were acquired by a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. The 2D PIV
system was equipped with a FlowSense EO 4M-32 camera, a laser with pulse energy of
200 mJ at 15 Hz and a synchronizer, controlled and monitored by a PC. The system was
handled in double-frame mode; the sampling frequency was settled to 8.13 Hz and the
time interval between two frames of the same pair was 150 μs. Considering the importance
of seeding particles to obtain good quality measurements [18], we used a neutrally buoyant
silver powder as seeding tracer with a mean diameter of O(10 μm).

The data examined in the present work refer to the flow velocity (i) measured in the
vertical plane (X,Z) at Y = 0.10 m (Figure 2a), (ii) and measured in the horizontal plane (X,Y)
located at Z = 0.03 m from the bottom. The velocity components are: u along X, positive
towards the gravel beach; v along Y, positive following Y; w along Z, positive upwards,
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being Z = 0 m at the channel bottom. The field of views (FoVs) were properly selected (see
dashed squares in Figure 2). The interrogation area of the images in the adaptive correlation
processing was 32 × 32 pixels, thus the velocity vectors were assessed in points regularly
spaced at 0.4 mm in the vertical plane and 0.8 mm in the horizontal one, resulting in a
high spatial resolution. The number of such grid points for each FoV was 172 × 172, so
the calibrated PIV images had the dimensions 69 mm × 69 mm and 138 mm × 138 mm,
respectively, in the vertical and horizontal plane. Considering a precision in estimating the
displacement within an interrogation window of 0.1 pixel, the accuracy for the detected
PIV velocity was close to 1%.

The water depth in the flume was always set to be h = 0.1 m. The base flow rate
calculated with the Thomson-type triangular weir provided a reference base flow velocity
u0 equal to 0.16 m/s for all the tests. The base flow Froude number and Reynolds number
were Fr0 = u0/

√
gh = 0.162 and Re0 = u0B/υ = 64, 000, respectively, thus representing a

turbulent subcritical condition. The water kinematic viscosity ν was set 10−6 m2/s, while B
was the channel width.

In order to replicate a flooding wave impacting a bridge pile two different long waves
were examined in the experiments named W1 and W2, respectively. Each one was generated
by linearly opening and successively closing the electro-valve of the high-pressure circuit
(Figure 1) for a specific temporal interval. They were characterized by a wave height H,
wave period T, wavelength L, and an Ursell number (index of non-linearity) Ur = HL/h2,
as shown in Table 1. The number of images acquired by the PIV was limited by technical
reasons related to the storage size of the dedicated PC, thus it was set to 150 for each
measurement. Consequently, the total acquisition time for each measurement was close to
18 s, which is lower than the entire wave periods. Nevertheless, it was sufficient to capture
most of the ascending and descending part of each examined wave.

Table 1. Characteristics of the two tests.

Test H [m] T [s] L [m] Ur [–]

W1 0.025 20 32 80

W2 0.05 19 25 125

For both W1 and W2 tests, eight identical waves were generated and successively
released in the flume, each of them separated from the previous one by the time-interval
necessary to reconfigure the undisturbed condition in the channel. In this way, we could
operate a phase averaging technique on the measured velocity signals [17] and obtain the
turbulent fluctuations, as written in the following.

Finally, it is worth noting that in our physical model the spacing between the cylinders
was 10 times their diameter, and thus each cylinder behaved as isolated, not affecting the
flow field around the other one. Rather, a symmetry with respect to the longitudinal X axis
in the flow was detected. This motivated our choice to focus our current analysis only on
one cylinder, specifically on cylinder 2 (Figure 2).

2.2. Theoretical Background for Waves Description

To describe analytically the generated waves, based on their shape and featuring
parameters, we referred to shallow waters following the classical definition [19]. In fact, in
our case, the ratio between the water depth and the wavelength is h/L = 0.0008 for W1 and
h/L = 0.002 for W2, i.e., less than 1/25 = 0.04.

For this scope, we used the Korteweg–de Vries equation [20] originally derived to
describe shallow water waves of great wavelength and small amplitude, thus having
h << L, and H/h << 1. Its solution provides the time-varying orbital velocity component u
along the wave propagation direction xi:
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u(xi, t) =
ω − 4k3(2m − 1)

αk
+

12k2m
α

cn2(kxi − ωt + δ; m) (1)

where k = 2π/L is the wave number, ω = 2π/T is the angular frequency, δ is the phase and α is
a parameter that can be scaled to any real number (but generally posed ±1 and ±6) [20]. It
is called the cnoidal wave solution for it involves the Jacobi elliptic cosine function, cn with
modulus m (where m = 0 ÷ 1). Specifically, when m tends to zero, Equation (1) describes the
Airy linear (LIN) wave [19]. On the contrary, when m = 1, Equation (1) describes a solitary
wave with a finite amplitude and propagating entirely above the mean water level with
constant speed and without change in shape over a fairly long distance.

As an alternative solitary wave solution, we considered the regularized long-wave
equation proposed by Peregrine (PER) to describe the behavior of an undular bore with a
smooth wavefront and having the following expression [20]:

u(xi, t) =
ω − k − 4k2ω

αk
+

12kω

α
sech2(kxi − ωt + δ) (2)

Moreover, the classical solitary solution of the Boussinesq equation (BOU) was applied
in our study [21]:

u(xi, t) =
ω2 − c2k2 − 4βk2

αk2 +
12βk2

α
sech2(kxi − ωt + δ) (3)

where typically one sets α = 3 and β = 1, while c is the wave celerity.
Finally, we proposed to test an engineering method not tailored on shallow waters, but

widely used in practice due to its simplicity, that is the so-called linear Wheeler stretching
(WH) method [22]. It attempts to correct the linear Airy theory, whose straight application
is valid from sea bottom to mean water level, by stretching the vertical coordinate Z up
to the instantaneous free surface. Thus, a transfer function between wave elevation η and
velocity components in the time domain is provided. As for the u component, we have:

u(xi, Z, t) =
πH
T

cosh k[Z/(1 + η(x, t)/h)]
sinh(kh)

cos(kxi − ωt) (4)

In the present study, due to some technical limitation during the experiments, wave
elevations were not assessed; therefore, we substituted in Equation (4) the exact solitary
wave elevation expression computed as [21]:

η(xi, t) = Hsech2

[
1
h

√
3H
4h

(xi − ct)

]
(5)

3. Results and Discussion

The results displayed in the following are based on the vector field maps assessed from
pairs of PIV particle images by means of the adaptive correlation method, as implemented
in data processing.

3.1. Analytical Characterization of the Experimental Waves

The models described in Section 2.2 were taken into account and their reliability in re-
producing the experimental waves generated was tested. To allow a consistent comparison
between theoretical and experimental waves, we specifically referred to the streamwise
velocity component u, suitably treated. Considering a fixed position (in our case xi = X),
we computed u(t) through all the aforementioned analytical models. We used the following
procedure for both cases W1 and W2 to extract the velocity measurements for the wave
cycle from the experimental time series. We examined the streamwise velocity measured
in a large number of points distant and undisturbed by the cylinders, both in the vertical
plane upstream (Figure 2a) and in the horizontal plane (Figure 2b). For each measure-
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ment, the phase averaging technique was used to process the u(t) signal, so that it was
decomposed in a time-averaged value U, a phase-averaged value up(t) and a turbulent
fluctuation u’(t) [17]. The ensemble-averaged value <u(t)> was also taken into account
with the sum < u(t) >= U + up(t). This phase averaging operation was applied to the
eight waves measured, even if the assumption made of a solitary wave actually implies a
non-periodical wave. We decided to follow this procedure because in this way (i) we could
account for more robust and consistent measurements, not referring to a single episodic
wave event, (ii) and we could operate statistics and extract turbulent components from the
signal. Consequently, we were able to compare the trends of the theoretical u varying in the
wave cycle with the corresponding phase-averaged experimental values up. As an example,
for a selected point representative of the undisturbed hydrodynamic condition (far from
the cylinder C2 and having coordinates X = 10.95 m, Y = 0.07 m and Z = 0.035 m), Figure 3
shows the comparison among the computed values of u and the measured up (normalized
by the time-averaged velocity U). The time-averaged velocity in the two experiments is
U = 0.28 m/s for W1 and U = 0.40 m/s for W2, respectively.

Figure 3. Comparison of computed u and experimental phase-averaged streamwise velocity up at
point X = 10.95 m, Y = 0.07 m, and Z = 0.035 m for W1 (a) and W2 (b).

In qualitative terms, for both waves W1 and W2, the WH method seems to show the
best matching with the experimental data, while the linear model provides the largest
overestimations in absolute terms. To evaluate the agreement also in quantitative terms,
the Wilmott index Iw was considered [23]:

Iw = 1 −

N
∑

i=1
(χci − χi)

2

N
∑

i=1
(|χci − χ|+ |χi − χ|)2

(6)
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where χc and χ are, respectively, the computed and the experimental values; the overbar
stands for the corresponding average value; and N is the total number of data in a wave
cycle. The Iw index takes a value of 1 when a perfect agreement is obtained. If calculated
for the whole wave cycle, it provides the highest values for the WH method for both W1
and W2 waves, resulting Iw = 0.99 and Iw = 0.97, respectively.

In any case, at a closer inspection, a worse agreement can be observed between the
measured data and the WH data during the wave crest transit. Thus, we also computed
Iw for partial data intervals, namely for the positive velocity values (typical of the wave
crest transit) and for the negative velocity values (typical of the wave trough transit). The
resulting indexes are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Wilmott index for comparisons of the streamwise velocity trends shown in Figure 3.

Iw PER WH BOU LIN

W1 trough 0.95 0.97 0.90 0.86
W1 crest 0.94 0.95 0.86 0.70

W2 trough 0.87 0.91 0.80 0.80
W2 crest 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.92

It is evident that for wave W1, the WH method is the best suited one along the whole
wave cycle. For wave W2, it remains the best referring to the wave trough; while for the
wave crest case, the PER model better reproduces the velocities up. It is worth noting that
we obtain analogous results (within ±2%, i.e., comparable to PIV accuracy) even when
experimental velocities are examined at other undisturbed points. Finally, these results are
also consistent with Iwagaki’s abacus [15].

3.2. Upstream Vertical Profiles of the Streamwise Velocity

For both W1 and W2 waves, we analyzed the FoVs in the vertical plane, upstream the
cylinder (Figure 2a). The flow field was observed both in stationary condition (i.e., base
flow) and in wave condition, during the transit of the long wave. The vertical profiles of the
ensemble-averaged velocity display a quite flat and uniform trend along most Z, during
each phase of the wave. Apart from the typical values of the ratio h/L and the indications
of Iwagaki’s abacus already written in Section 2.2, it was this observation that led us to
address theoretically shallow water waves characterized by a condition of homogeneous
flow along Z. The rapid release of the added mass into the laboratory flume head tank
produced a long flooding wave that promptly affected the entire water depth from the
most superficial layer towards the channel bottom. The effect of the bottom on the flow is
most visible during the descending wave phase when a reduction in velocity is generally
assessed over the entire depth, but is even faster in the range Z/h < 0.4. In this range, for
both waves, the logarithmic trend typical of uniform flow in open channels is identifiable.

Figure 4 displays, as an example, the vertical distribution of <u> normalized by U
at four different wave phases, in the profile at X = 10.842 m (i.e., at 0.058 m upstream of
the cylinder) and Y = 0.10 m, for both W1 and W2. For wave W1 the phases addressed
are (Figure 4a): t/T = 0.05, i.e., the wave trough; t/T = 0.3, i.e., the ascending wave phase;
t/T = 0.65, i.e., the wave crest; and t/T = 0.8, i.e., the descending wave phase. Analogously,
for wave W2, we have (Figure 4b): t/T = 0, t/T= 0.3, t/T = 0.55, and t/T= 0.7, respectively.
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Figure 4. Top row: vertical profiles of the ensemble-averaged streamwise velocity <u>, normalized
by U, measured at wave trough, ascending phase, crest, descending phase. Selected profile at
X = 10.842 m and Y = 0.10 m. (a) Wave W1 and (b) wave W2. Bottom row (c): vertical profiles of <u>
normalized by the maximum value of <u> detected for each profile.

The vertical profiles were obtained by stitching the instantaneous velocity maps of the
two FoVs upstream of the cylinder. In fact, we originally acquired a top FoV and a bottom
FoV, which overlapped 0.005 m along their common edge, as plotted in Figure 2a. In
particular, for the W1 wave the lower edge of the bottom FoV was positioned at Z = 0.01 m,
while W2 was at Z = 0.03 m, in order to ensure the measurement by the PIV in the upper
region during wave crest transit. This transit is evident from the increasing relative heights
Z/h where velocities were measured. In fact, in the trough condition the highest point
investigated is close to Z/h ∼= 1 in both waves, while in the crest condition, it is close to
Z/h ∼= 1.2 for W1 and Z/h ∼= 1.4 for W2 consistently with the wave heights. We observed
increasing values of <u> due to the wave transit, as expected, reaching maxima values
under the wave crest, with <u> = 1.24U for W1 and <u> = 1.4U for W2. Recalling that <u> is
the sum of the time-averaged component and the phase-averaged velocity, we can equally
write that the initial current flow at most increases by about 24% and 40%, respectively, for
W1 and W2 due to the wave crest transit. In addition, approaching from the trough to the
crest condition, the <u> values double for W1, while increasing 3.5 times for W2, meaning
that a more pronounced effect of the wave on the underlying current is evident in the W2
case rather than in the W1 case.

Plotting the same vertical profiles of <u> normalized by the maximum value of <u>
detected at each profile (named max<u>), we obtain Figure 4c, where all profiles tend to
collapse and clearly show a flat trend for Z/h > 0.4. For Z/h < 0.4 the logarithmic trend
of <u> is easily recognizable, especially in the W1 case, having measured points closer to
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the bottom. However, for both cases a bottom boundary layer with a thickness δ ∼= 0.4h is
clearly detected, regardless of the wave phase.

3.3. Downstream Horizontal Maps of Streamwise Velocity and Vorticity

The horizontal maps of <u>/U measured at Z = 0.03 m are displayed in Figure 5. For
the sake of brevity, only the maps corresponding to the trough and crest phases already
selected and shown in Figure 4 are depicted. For greater convenience, a new local reference
system (x,y) was chosen in the FoV, with the origin in the center of the cylinder.

Figure 5. Horizontal maps of the normalized ensemble-averaged streamwise velocity <u> at phases
(a) W1 trough, (b) W1 crest, (c) W2 trough, (d) and W2 crest. Z axis is vertical and positive upward;
here Z = 0.035 m.

Some spurious results close to the left edge of the frame are present, due to some
technical limitations in the lighting system during PIV acquisition. They do not affect the
signal downstream of the cylinder in the area of greatest interest, but we decided to mask
them to avoid misinterpretations. For both tests, a shaded area downstream of the cylinder
is always present, as expected, showing negative <u> values in the near wake. Due to a
less intense base flow and a lower wave height in W1, the absolute values of <u> are lower
than those in W2, both in the trough (Figure 5a) and in the crest (Figure 5b). Further, the
higher U value for W2 determines a more extended shaded area (Figure 5c,d). In fact we
observe negative values of <u> for x/d = 0 ÷ 3 in the W1 case and up to x/d ∼= 4 in the
W2 case. Instead, the transversal spreading of such negative velocities is of order O(d) for
both tests. The inversion of the sign of <u> delimits the shaded area, with values close
to zero along its edge. As a result, a recirculation arises, with eddies detaching from the
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cylinder and antisymmetric with respect to the local X axis, as already observed in uniform
flows. However, the transit of the solitary wave, and thus the presence of a trough and a
crest condition, induces a variation in the vorticity distribution and in the characteristics of
coherent turbulent eddies, as explained below.

The vorticity <Wz> in the horizontal plane at Z = 0.03 m was computed starting from
the ensemble-averaged streamwise <u> and spanwise <v> velocity components measured
by the PIV. Figure 6 displays the corresponding horizontal maps for trough and crest phases,
for W1 and W2, respectively.

Figure 6. Horizontal maps of the ensemble-averaged vorticity <Wz>, at phases (a) W1 trough, (b) W1
crest, (c) W2 trough, (d) and W2 crest. Marked points identify the locations used for the successive
wavelet analysis. Z axis is vertical and positive upward; here Z = 0.035 m.

Even in these plots the areas with rough data are masked, showing unreliable results.
Opposite values of vorticity are observed downstream of the cylinder, mainly clockwise
(negative) for y/d > 0 and anticlockwise (positive) for y/d < 0 consistently with the stationary
case of a flow investing a cylinder. During the wave cycle, from trough to crest condition,
the cylinder Reynolds number Rec = < u > d/υ increases, due to the increase in <u>, from
3400 to 6800 for W1 and from 3600 to 11,200 for W2. Thus, a more intense fully turbu-
lent vortex street appears, as evident by comparing Figure 6a,b as well as by comparing
Figure 6c,d. The antisymmetry of vorticity along the X axis is generally kept, with the
highest values of Wz located at the trailing edge of the shaded area, while a spreading
of vorticity with lower intensity is noted outside. In crest conditions, the values of Wz
increase, especially for the W2 case where they are in the range (−0.8 ÷ 0.8) Hz, while for
the W1 case they remain in the range (−0.6 ÷ 0.6) Hz.
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3.4. Turbulent Coherent Structures

Methods based on vorticity magnitude were used fairly extensively to identify vortices
in the flow. Nevertheless, it should be considered that shear layers also exhibit high vor-
ticity magnitudes. Turbulence structures essentially evolve from the interactions between
vorticity and strain rate, so in the present study, to better characterize coherent turbulent
vortices in the flow, we applied the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), a power tool
capable of pinpointing regions with different spatial and temporal scales in turbulent
flows [24], thus providing continuous time-frequency identification of eddy structures.

Classical methods to decompose the velocity signal into frequency bands have invari-
ably been based on the Fourier transform [25]. That is, the underlying assumption is that
the same spectral components are always present in a signal. However, this approach is not
particularly suited for the treatment of non-stationary signals, such as in the present case,
where we distinguish and establish the length and time scales of the coherent structures
residing downstream of the cylinder.

The CWT approximates a complex function as a weighted sum of simpler functions,
which themselves are obtained from one simple prototype function Ψ, called the mother
wavelet. Several functions can be used as the mother wavelet and we assumed the Morlet
one [24,26]. In CWT, the temporal distribution of the frequency components of the signal
is found by successively passing stretched and compressed versions of the function Ψ,
throughout the signal. By decomposing a time series into time-frequency space, one is
able to determine both the dominant modes of variability and how those modes vary in
time [22].

For both waves we operated in the same way, but for convenience, we firstly focused
on the results of the W2 wave. We selected six reference points in the horizontal plane
(at Z = 0.03 m), along two different transversal sections at relative distances x/d = 2.5 and
x/d = 3.5, and specifically: O1(x/d = 2.5, y/d = 1.5), O2(x/d = 3.5, y/d = 1.5), E1(x/d = 2.5,
y/d = 1), E2(x/d = 3.5, y/d = 1) I1(x/d = 2.5, y/d = 0.5), and I2(x/d = 3.5, y/d = 0.5). Points O1 and
O2 are outside the cylinder wake; points E1 and E2 are located at the trailing edge; points
I1 and I2 are inside the wake (refer to Figure 6 for points location). For each point, the
time series of the turbulent streamwise velocity u’(t) to be processed by CWT was obtained
by stitching the u’(t) signals of the eight consecutive waves generated in the channel and
cutting out the time interval between two succeeding waves. For the six target points,
Figure 7a–f display the u’(t) time series, the corresponding scalogram obtained with CWT,
and the global wavelet spectrum. The scalogram is the wavelet power spectrum where
the highest values in the contour plot correspond to the most energetic frequencies of the
signal. The black line represents the cone of influence for the wavelet, meaning that values
external to such cone are untrusted because they are too close to the extremes of the time
series. The global wavelet spectrum is obtained for each frequency scale from the integral
of the wavelet power calculated over the period of investigation.

Considering points O1 and O2 (Figure 7a,d) in the wavelet power spectrum low
intensities are generally observed, except than in the range of frequencies (0.0625 ÷ 0.25 s−1)
where more energetic spots are evident during most of the examined time interval. They
are related to the presence of large coherent structures which retain the maximum turbulent
power, as can easily be seen by observing the global wavelet spectrum. According to [24,25],
we can rely on the well-known Taylor’s approximation to convert the time scale 1/f into
the length scale λ. That is λ = 1/ f us, where us is a proper velocity scale, greater than
the turbulent velocity. In the present case, following [26], we assumed the local ensemble-
averaged velocity <u> as us, resting on the assumption that it conveys downstream of
the coherent structures. As a result, the above written large coherent structures outside
the wake have corresponding length scales with an order of magnitude in the range
O(100 ÷ 10−1 m), in particular varying between one-tenth of the wavelength L/10 and the
flume width B, thus controlled by the flume geometry.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. W2 wave: signal of the turbulent streamwise velocity u’(t), spectrogram of u’(t), and global
wavelet spectrum for the selected points: O1 (a), E1 (b), I1 (c), O2 (d), E2 (e), and I2 (f).

The results of the wavelet power spectrum for points E1 and E2 along the edge
(Figure 7b,e) are also remarkable. Moreover, in this case, high intensities in the wavelet
spectrum occur at frequencies (0.0625 ÷ 0.25 s−1), manifesting again the presence of large
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coherent structures similar to what was already noted for O1 and O2 points, even if
characterized by lower power values. More interestingly, in E1 and E2, high power spots
are visible even at higher frequencies (2 ÷ 3.5 s−1), thus, we would expect them to represent
small eddies. Considering that they appear only during the peak phase of the wave (as
evident by moving on the time axis in Figure 7b,e), in the computation of the associated
length scales we used the <u> velocity assessed at the wave crest; therefore, their length
scales result in the range (10−2 ÷ 10−1 m). More precisely, the spectrograms of Figure 7b,e
show that, when the wave crest is approaching, coherent structures with the size of order of
the cylinder diameter O(d) are present along the edge; during the transit of the crest, such
structures become larger and are affected by the wave height with λ values around O(4H).

Figure 7c,f display the CWT results for points I1 and I2 inside the wake but close to
the edge, where a behavior analogous to what was already observed for points E1 and
E2 is detected. In this case, the structures at frequencies (0.0625 ÷ 1 s−1), present during
most of the recorded time period, show again a higher turbulent power, comparable to O1
(Figure 7a) and O2 (Figure 7d) cases. The power intensity of the smaller coherent structures
arising at higher frequencies (2 ÷ 3.5 s−1) is quite the same as for points E1 (Figure 7b) and
E2 (Figure 7e).

Referring to the coherent structures detected in the W1 case, when investigated with
CWT, the turbulent power values in the spectrograms are generally halved compared with
the W2 case. Nevertheless, results are similar to the W2 case in terms of frequency of
occurrence of the detected coherent structures. Moreover, the order of magnitude of the
length scales of the eddies is generally kept, even if their size is reduced compared with
the W2 case. The reduced size of vortices behind the cylinder in the case of lower wave
amplitudes was also observed by [27] for harmonic waves. For brevity, only one result for
the W1 case is shown in Figure 8, referring to a representative point along the trailing edge,
namely E3, at x/d = 3, and y/d = 1.

Figure 8. W1 wave: signal of the turbulent streamwise velocity u’(t), spectrogram of u’(t), and global
wavelet spectrum for the selected point E3.
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We can also consider the dimensionless Strouhal number St to compute the frequency
of vortex shedding from the cylinder fs. Using the local <u> as the reference velocity scale
and the diameter d as the characteristic length of the obstacle in St and posing St = 0.2, we
obtain a shedding frequency varying from fs~2 s−1 in absence of the wave (for both W2
and W1 cases) and fs~3 s−1 for the W1 wave crest transit or fs~4 s−1 for the W2 wave crest
transit. Thus, such values are consistent with those of the eddies detected with the CWT
method along the edge and inside the wake of the cylinder.

The global reading of the analysis conducted with the CWT reveals that the most
energetic turbulent eddies in the horizontal plane, downstream of the cylinder, are large
and have size varying in the range O(10−1 ÷ 100 m), regardless of the position considered
in the FoV. Along the edge and inside the wake other coherent structures appear at higher
frequencies, consistent with the Strouhal frequency. In absence of the wave, they have the
size of order of the cylinder diameter, while during the transit of the wave crest their size
are of order O(4H), i.e., they depend on the wave height. This event, occurring during the
transit of the long wave crest, is in fact due to the augmented <u> velocity produced by the
wave itself.

4. Conclusions

We experimentally investigated how the flow field can be modified, both upstream
and downstream of a rigid, bottom-mounted, emergent cylinder, under the action of a
travelling long wave. Two waves were tested, on a constant depth h = 0.1 m; that is W1
having a wave height of 0.025 m and W2 having a wave height of 0.05 m. Firstly, they
were processed by means of the phase averaging technique and identified in analytical
terms. In fact, referring to shallow water waves of great wavelength and small amplitude,
we selected some solitary wave solutions that can describe the experimental waves, such
as the Peregrine (PER) and the Boussinesq (BOU) solution of the KdV equation. We also
compared both laboratory waves with the linear solution by Airy (LIN) and an approximate
engineering method by Wheeler (WH). To evaluate the agreement in quantitative terms, the
Wilmott index was considered. It resulted that for the W1 wave, the WH method is the best
suiting one along the whole wave cycle. For the W2 wave, it provides the best matching in
the wave trough description, while the PER model provides a better performance in the
wave crest one.

After this characterization, the vertical profiles of the streamwise velocity were ana-
lyzed upstream of the cylinder, at selected and representative phases, i.e., wave trough,
ascending wave, wave crest, and descending wave. In all cases a quite flat and homo-
geneous trend is observed, meaning that the long flooding waves promptly affected the
entire water depth, from the most superficial layer towards the channel bottom. Regardless
of the wave phase, a logarithmic trend with a thickness of 0.4h and identifying a bottom
boundary layer is recognized. For both waves, the crest transit induces an increase in the
initial current flow (by about 24% for W1 and 40% for W2).

The horizontal maps of the velocity acquired at 3 cm form the bottom were then
examined, evidencing a recirculation in the near wake of the cylinder, longer for W2 than
for W1, due to the higher values of the streamwise velocity. The vorticity maps in the same
plane highlight the presence of opposite values downstream of the cylinder, consistently
with the stationary case of a flow investing a cylinder. During the wave cycle, from trough
to crest condition, a more intense fully turbulent vortex street appears. The antisymmetry
of vorticity along the longitudinal axis of symmetry of the cylinder is generally kept, with
the highest values of vorticity located at the trailing edge of the shaded area.

Finally, to detect possible coherent structures in the same horizontal plane, the continu-
ous wavelet transform (CWT) was applied. It shows that large coherent structures with size
varying in the range O(10−1 ÷ 100 m) arise. They are controlled by the flume dimensions,
regardless of the position downstream of the cylinder, and contain the highest turbulent
energy. Along the edge and inside the wake, other smaller coherent structures appear with
higher frequencies, consistent with the Strouhal frequency. In the absence of the wave, they
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have length scales with order O(10−2 m), i.e., comparable to the cylinder diameter, while
during the transit of the wave crest their size increases, depending on the wave height,
reaching order O(4H). It is therefore evident that the long wave impacting the vertical
cylinder modifies the turbulence production, spreading and dissipating downstream of
the cylinder. This effect must be taken into account, as it can influence connected physical
phenomena, such as entrainment and transport of sediments or tracers.
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Abstract: Scour is the most frequent cause of bridge collapses in Mexico. Bridges located along the
Mexican Pacific coast are exposed to extreme rainfall originating from tropical storms and hurricanes.
Such environmental phenomena trigger sediment loss, which is known as scour. If maintenance actions
are not taken after scouring events, the scour depth increases over time until the bridge collapses. A
methodology to estimate the scour hazard considering both the scour–fill interaction and the Monte
Carlo simulation method is proposed. The general extreme value probability distribution is used to
characterize the intensity of the scouring events, the lognormal distribution is used to characterize the
sedimentation process (fill), and a homogeneous Poisson process is used to forecast the occurrence of
both types of events. Based on the above, several histories of scour–fill depths are made; such simulations
are then used to develop time-dependent scour hazard curves. Different hazard curves associated with
different time intervals are estimated for a bridge located in Oaxaca, Mexico.

Keywords: scour; stochastic analysis; forecasting; extreme events

1. Introduction

A bridge built over a river creates an obstruction to the water flow, changing the
local flow field. The erosion around the obstruction is accelerated due to the following
three variables: (a) a velocity surge, (b) a difference in pressure between upstream and
downstream areas produced by the perpendicular action of the flow, and (c) the generation
of vortices. Scour begins when a certain level of shear stress, known as critical Shields
stress, is reached. The sediment at the river bed lifts due to the action of vortices and travels
downstream; such vortices produce shear stress on the sediment particles lying on the river
bed and contribute to the scour process. The critical Shields stress is a function of size,
shape, and material of the sediment particles.

There are two current trends that study sediment transport: trend one uses computer
fluid dynamics (CFD) to solve the Navier–Stokes equations; such an approach is useful for
deterministic analyses and is the best option to precisely simulate the phenomenon under
study, but it demands both a great amount of computer time and a high level of capabilities.
Trend two consists of a stochastic approach that is not useful to accurately forecast the
outcome of a single event, but it is efficient to forecast events in probabilistic terms, and it
can be a good tool to study time-dependent problems such as the case of the thickness of
the sediment layer on a river bed that changes over time. The sediment transport at any
given point in a time lapse, t, is assumed to have two possible outcomes: erosion, which
is also known as scour, and accretion, which is also known as fill. Regarding the latter,
a mathematical model that consists of both a data generation process (DGP) and a set of
suitable simplified sediment transport equations can be used to forecast the fluctuations of
the sediment layer thickness within a reasonable error.

The mechanics of sediment transport is a complex issue to study from a stochastic point
of view. Thus, assumptions need to be made in order to develop a simplified mathematical
approach that is useful to a probabilistic approach. Research dealing with semi-empirical
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equations for the sediment deposit is scarce. The rate at which sediment is deposited in
the river bed is dependent on the availability of sediment and, thus, from the erosion
of the bed and walls of the river from upstream. Variables of hydraulics, geometry, and
geotechnical are fundamental for sediment transport; they also govern the behavior of
secondary variables such as turbulence, flow velocity, and shear stress in the sediment
particles [1]. Many studies related to the probabilistic assessment of scour hazard have
been developed [2–13]. A simulation that allows forecasting the outcome of an event is a
mathematical representation of events that have already happened; such simulation cannot
add any new knowledge about the behavior of previous events, but it can provide useful
information about possible future events.

In the last 20 years, Mexico has experienced an average of 2.5 bridge collapses per year
due to scour effects [14], making scour the leading cause of bridge collapses in Mexico and
most of the world [15]. The Mexican coastal highway system comprises geographic zones that
are prone to extreme rainfall. For example, in 2005, hurricane Stan severely damaged highway
infrastructure and caused the collapse of several bridges in the state of Chiapas. Thus, it is
important to develop tools and methodologies to reduce bridge collapses due to scour.

This paper aims to propose a methodology to estimate scour hazard curves considering
the following: (a) a preprocessing stage to fix missing data issues using data augmentation,
(b) an information criterion for the probability distribution selection, and (c) the interaction
of scour and fill events through time. The proposed methodology is illustrated in a bridge
with potential scouring problems located in Mexico. Such an approach can deal with
missing data, or problems such as outliers, and also has the novelty feature of addressing
the accretion process that lowers maximum scour depth, making the mathematical model
more complete. Moreover, the methodology is compared with the approach proposed
by [5] in which the scour survival function is obtained by the SRICOS EFA method.

2. Data Processing

Most databases in Mexico are somewhat flawed: they either have missing data or
have outliers. Such issues introduce an additional source of uncertainty that needs to be
reduced in a preprocessing stage. First, outliers are defined as any value above or below
1.5 of the interquartile range, IQR. Such values are removed from the data set and then
treated as missing at random, as per Rubin [16]. This mechanism considers data that are
not systematically related to hypothetical values of known data. Thus, it is possible to
use statistical inference to obtain probable values for the missing data without having to
include any information about the missing data. Hence, a methodology that produces the
least amount of bias is needed, such as data augmentation, K nearest neighbors, multiple
imputation, etc. [17–20]. In this paper, the data augmentation technique [21] is used to
address the missing data issue. Such a technique has two advantages: (a) it produces a low
amount of bias, and (b) it is relatively simple when compared with complex optimization
techniques used for missing data analysis.

2.1. Preprocessing

The available data that are recorded from the observation of a natural phenomenon
such as discharge , Q, for a time interval t ∈ Z can be used to form an observation
set, F, in which its members are termed events, and denoted by ω ∈ F. Let Ω be a set
representing all the possible outcomes of the phenomenon. Then, the probability space
of the phenomenon is (Ω, F, Pθ |θ ∈ I), where the parameter space, I, has two sources of
statistical uncertainty: one is called stochastic uncertainty, which deals with the uncertainty
about a fixed parameter θ (Figure 1); the other is called inductive uncertainty.
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Figure 1. Probability space, parameter space, and probability distribution.

The uncertainty associated with each event of the subset F is represented by a proba-
bility function, P, which contains all possible outcomes of ω (if the sample is large enough).
If the uncertainty of P is contained in the parameter space, then, for each I there is a
possibility of having a different probability distribution, Pθ , θ ∈ I, where θ is a set of
parameters that govern the distribution function. Hence, stochastic problems are referred
to as inductive, meaning that they provide predictions about events that have not yet
happened using prior observations.

2.2. Statistical Inference of θ

The statistical estimation of the conditional distribution parameters of an observed
data set θ ∈ I is known as inference. In order to infer the parameters for a given distribution
F = Pθ [X< x | θ ∈ I], an inference approach must be chosen first.

Frequentist inference is based on the idea of a limiting frequency. One of the issues
of using this approach is the intrinsic epistemic uncertainty of the parameters θ. Such
approach does not provide statements about θ, which is a fixed value. Thus, the uncertainty
lies only in the observations ω (aleatory uncertainty). A frequentist approach usually has
a predetermined sample size because p values are calculated over a sample space Ω [22].
In Bayesian inference, θ is considered a random variable. Some knowledge about the
distribution of θ is assumed to be available, which is called a prior distribution. Then, after
observing some data ω, the distribution of θ must be updated to match the knowledge
obtained during the observation process. The Fisherian approach uses the likelihood
function, L, to compare different values of θ with the probability of the observed data so
that L(θ) = Pθ [17]. Such likelihood provides a relative measure of the set of parameters θ,
whose exact value is impossible to know. Hence, the parameter values that maximize the
likelihood function L(θ) must be found. Based on the above, the Fisherian approach is used
because maximizing the likelihood function L(θ) does not require previous knowledge of
the phenomena, and θ does not have an underlying distribution to propose. The combined
likelihood for a given distribution of n parameters can be expressed as

L(θ|data) = ∏
n=1

Pθ(data |θ) (1)

The maximum of the likelihood function is obtained by two steps. The log-likelihood
function is obtained, and then the score function, S, is calculated as follows:

S(θ) ≡ ∇loglog L(θ) (2)

Hence, we obtain the maximum likelihood estimators, MLE, and the solution of θ,
S(θ) = 0. MLE is not flawless, and for small data samples, the Simpson’s paradox could
occur. Moreover, most of the real score functions do not have a closed solution. Thus, a
numerical method must be used to approach the solution. Maximum likelihood estimators
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(MLE) are often the best way to deal with stochastic uncertainty because they require no
prior knowledge about the phenomena.

2.3. Missing Data Inference

The second source of uncertainty is known as inductive uncertainty and deals with
the lack of information of the observations available. Rubin [23] uses multiple imputation
techniques to reduce the inductive uncertainty. When a small data set is used, stochastic
uncertainty becomes relevant, and inductive uncertainty becomes critical [17]. Hence, it
is important to rely on data sets with reasonable sizes. In order to reduce the inductive
uncertainty, the missing at random mechanism (MAR) is used as follows [21]:

f (Q, M |θ, ψ) = f (Q | θ)× f (M|Q, ψ ) (3)

where M is the missing data indicator with values between 0 and 1, which represent an
observed value and no observed value, respectively; f (ω, M |θ, ψ ) is the joint probability
distribution of (ω, M). The set of parameters that governs the distribution of the observed
data in the subset Fobs is θ, whereas for the missing data Fmiss is ψ. Hence, under the
premise of MAR, given a set of observed data ω that is augmented by a quantity Z, the
augmented posterior distribution P(θ|ω, Z) can be calculated as

f (M |Fobs, Fmiss, ψ) = f (M |Fobs, ψ )× f (Fobs |θ) (4)

which means that the parameters from the data model θ are independent of the parameters in
the missing data. Authors in [24,25] developed the following data augmentation algorithm:

Fmiss
(t+1) ≈ Pr(Fmiss|Fobs, θt) (5)

θ(t+1) ≈ Pr(F|Qobs, Fmiss
(t+1)) (6)

where Pr is the probability associated to Fmiss. Equation (5) is the imputation step, which
generates imputed values for Fmiss using the missing data probability distribution, observed
data Fobs, and the set of parameters θ at the given iteration t. Equation (6) generates
parameter values for the posterior distribution, using the observed data Fobs and the
imputed values of Fmiss at the iteration t + 1. This procedure is performed iteratively until
convergence is reached, and a new “complete” data set Ff ull is generated.

2.4. Suitable Probability Distribution

The suitable distribution function of the data F(ω, t ∈ T) is the backbone of the
DGP. In order to select the best fitting distribution to the data set, the Akaike information
criterion [26], AIC, is used, which selects the best probability distribution based on the
parsimony principle. AIC is obtained using the following equation:

AIC = −2n L(θ|F) + 2k (7)

where n is the number of observations in F, L(θ|F) is the log-likelihood function, and k is
the number of parameters in the mathematical model.

2.5. Simulation of Events for the Proposed Approach

The block maxima approach (BMA) is used to estimate the intensity and occurrence of
extreme river discharges associated with extreme rain falls. Such an approach divides the
observations of the “complete” data set, Ff ull , into non-overlapping blocks that restrict the
observation of the maximum on such periods. One-year blocks are used in this research
since there is no seasonality in the maximum annual discharge [27]. The generalized
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extreme value distribution (GEV) is used to describe the annual maximum discharge,
whose CDF is

F(x | σ, μ, ξ �= 0) = exp

{
−
[

1 + ξ

(
x − μ

σ

)]− 1
ξ

}
(8)

F(x | σ, μ, ξ = 0) = exp
{
− x − μ

σ

}
(9)

where μ, σ, ξ are the location, scale, and shape parameters, respectively. The law of small
numbers provided the basis for the selection of the Poisson stochastic process for the time
of occurrence of events that trigger scour and fill. Using this law, the stochastic process of
events that exceed a given threshold is

P(k ≥ K |t = T) = e−λT (λT)k

k!
(10)

where

λe =
∑n

i=1 m | ∀ m ≥ ψ

n
(11)

and
ψ ∼= 0.85IQR (12)

Since there is only interest in the probability of occurrence of a single event [28], the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the arrivals Fa(t) in the Homogeneous Poisson
Process (HPP) is obtained as follows:

Fa(t) =
∫ ∞

0
1 − e−λt dt (13)

Having characterized the intensity of the events and its occurrence, the joint probability
distribution (JPD) is

fxy(x, y) =
n

∑
y=1

λye−λ

y!

(∫ ∞

−∞

1
σ

exp

{
−
[

1 + ξ

(
x − μ

σ

)]− 1
ξ

}[
1 + ξ1

(
x − μ

σ

)]−1− 1
ξ

dx

)
(14)

where y is the number of events in a one-year block maxima.
Events that trigger fill have a random nature and have a somewhat fixed occurrence in

a year. Such events occur both at the beginning and at the end of the rainy season, when the
discharge is at its weakest intensity, but it is still sufficiently strong to transport sediment
from the upstream river flow. Therefore, a stochastic model is needed to account for these
observations that will trigger the accretion process. The intensity of the discharge, qt, is
considered to follow a lognormal distribution function whose CDF is

F(x | μ, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π

∫ x

0

1
t

exp

{
− log(t − μ)2

2σ2

}
dt (15)

where μ and σ are the shape and location parameters, respectively. The occurrence is obtained
in a similar way as extreme events, with the difference in the threshold ψ2 as follows:

λr =
∑n

i=1 m | ∀ m ≤ ψ2

n
(16)

where ψ2
ψ2 ∼= 1.2IQR (17)
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Thus, the JPD for the fill is

fxy(y, t) =
n

∑
y=1

λye−λ

y!
(

1
σ
√

2π

∫ x

0

1
t

exp

{
− log(t − μ)2

2σ2

}
dt (18)

2.6. Simulation of Time Series for SRICOS-EFA Method

A time series process is a set of observations that are well defined and have regular
intervals; thus, it is a set of random variables {Xt} indexed by integers t (often associated
by dates). A stochastic process is a parametrized collection of random variables {Xt}t∈T
defined on a probability space (Ω, F, Pθ |θ ∈ I). Then, a time series can be understood
as a realization of a stochastic process. Time series are often studied on the time domain
using an autoregressive approach. According with the above, an autoregressive moving
integrated average model (ARIMA) is used as follows:

y′t = c + φ1y′t−1 + . . . φpy′t−p + θpεt−1 + . . . θqεt−q + εt (19)

where y′t is the difference series, p is the order of the autoregressive, d is the degree of the
first differencing, and q is the order of the moving average. The ARIMA model that best
fits the data is selected by the AIC criterion [26].

Once the model is selected, simulations are performed under a random walk approach
for the extreme events data set (maximum annual discharge) and then used to estimate the
scour depth using the SRICOS-EFA methodology [5]. These results are then compared to
the proposed approach explained in Section 2.5.

3. Scour and Fill

3.1. Scour

Local scour depth, ys around a bridge pier is obtained using the one-dimensional HEC
18 approach [19] as follows:

ys = ynK4

[
2K1K2K3

(
b

yn

)0.65
F0.43

]
(20)

where yn is the height of the stream (derived from the Manning equation), K4 is a bed
material coefficient, K1 is a correction factor for the pier nose shape, K2 is a correction factor
for the angle of attack of the flow, K3 is a correction factor for bed condition, b is the pier
width, and F is the Froude number. The local scour area, As, and wetted perimeter of the
scour hole, Pmh, are calculated as

As ∼= ys
2 (21)

Pmh ≈ 2.33ys (22)

When calculated, these values are added to the hydraulic area and wetted perimeter
after each scouring event.

3.2. Fill

Haschenburguer [29] proposed a model to estimate the mean fill using both the Shields
stress and the hydraulic radius, which are both considered discharge-dependent variables.
The Haschenburguer fill model estimates the sediment deposit from a given intensity for
small-scale events in stable channels. The model uses the Shields stress as the fundamental
variable, and it does not limit the amount of accretion, a fact that could lead to unrealistic
heights of the sediment layer. Such issue is also present in the HEC 18 equations for scour.
Hence, it is considered to have a sufficient degree of approximation [30,31].

The scour–fill process is controlled by the transfer of material in the river bed. Thus,
scour depths are time-dependent random variables. The underlying process which governs
sediment transport has been a constant topic for research [32–34]. A Poisson distribution
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coupled with a homogeneous Poisson process (HPP) is used, so that the occurrence of the
phenomenon can be expressed with a semiempirical PDF as [35]

f
(

y f

)
= φe−φyy f (23)

where f
(

y f

)
is the proportion of stream bed fill for a given flow depth, yy f , which is the

flow depth obtained from the minimum discharge at the start of the rainy season.

φ = 3.3e−1.52τ∗/τ (24)

where the Shields mean stress, τ∗, is

τ∗ = ρwRHS
(ρs − ρw)D50

(25)

where ρw is the density of the sediment, ρs is the density of water at 20 ◦C, D50 is the
mean size value of the particles, and RH is the hydraulic ratio at the beginning and at the
end of the rainy season. The hydraulic ratio is different from the one considered in the
scour process, and S is the slope of the hydraulic grade line. A shear velocity criterion for
incipient motion of sediment is used as follows [36]:

τ ∼= 0.215 +
6.79

D501.70 − 0.75 × exp
(
−2.61 × 10−3 × D50

)
(26)

The local fill area, As f , and the wetted perimeter, Pm f , are subtracted after each event
and are calculated as

As f
∼= f

(
y f

)2
(27)

Pm f ≈ 2.33 f
(

y f

)
(28)

4. Scour Hazard Curves

4.1. Simulation of Random Events

Both the hydraulic radius (Ht) and the Froude number (F) change through time as
scour and fill develop. Hence, an analytical solution to the stochastic process is difficult to
obtain. A numerical approximation to the solution is used instead. Monte Carlo simulation
(MCS) is a tool for the analysis of complex systems. The MCS approach used in this
research simulates a large number of independent histories of occurrence–intensity, which
are then used to estimate the time progression of scour. Each simulated history is one
possible outcome in the probability space. Each history behaves differently because of the
intrinsic stochastic nature of the state variables (scour depth, flow, Froude number, etc.).
If a sufficient number of simulated histories is known, the probability function P of the
phenomena can be approximated (law of large numbers).

Usually scour and fill in a bridge system (a collection of variables and components)
are dealt with in a discrete time fashion, especially when a probabilistic approach is used.
In this research, a discrete-event system is used, assuming that the state variables change
instantly through discrete points in the simulation time. Since the form of the solution is
unknown, a raw sampling approach was used.

4.2. Hazard Curves

Hazard curves show the intensity of scour depth and its corresponding probability of
exceedance. The probabilistic scour assessment provides the scour intensity corresponding
to a target hazard level (annual probability of exceedance). The proposed hazard curve for
scour is site specific, which means that there is not a variable that deals with the source-
to-site distance, which is a consequence of the fundamental approach to the phenomena.
The location of the phenomenon does not have an influence on the model in the approach
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proposed. Therefore, the effects of the phenomenon govern the model, and its location
is negligible. The annual rate of exceedance for a given scour depth can be estimated as
follows [37]:

P[ys(te) > y] =
λe

ξ0

[
ξyt

]
(29)

where ξ0 is the mean number of events that exceed a given scour threshold, (ψs), during an
interval t. P[ys(te) > y] is the probability that one or more scour depth events ys(te) are
greater than a threshold (y), and ξyt is the exceedance rate given a time interval t and is
estimated as

ξyt = 1 − (1 − P[ys(te) > y])t (30)

Thus, the annual rate of exceedance can be obtained by

ξ0 =

[
1 − ∫ x

−∞ exp
[
−
(

1 + ξ
x−μ

σ

)− 1
ξ

]
dx

]
∗ ξyt

λe
(31)

5. Case Study

The bridge is located in the state of Oaxaca in one of the highest scour-prone zones
in Mexico. The bridge is a four-span, simply supported bridge; each span has a length of
56 m, as shown in Figure 2a. Bridge piers and foundation piles are built with reinforced
concrete in a multi-column bent type with circular columns of 1.2 m in diameter, as seen in
Figure 2a. A simplified trapezoidal cross-section is used, as shown in Figure 2b.

 

 

(a) (b) 

b

m1

1 1

H m2

Figure 2. Study case: (a) typical pier of the bridge; (b) simplified cross-section of the river.

The properties of the simplified cross-section for a given value of H are as follows:

Ah = H
{

b +
H(m1 + m2)

2

}
(32)

Pm = b + H
[√

1 + m2
1 +

√
1 + m2

2

]
(33)

Q =
1
n

AhR
2
3
h S

1
2
h (34)
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where Ah is the hydraulic area, Pm is the wetted perimeter, Rh = Aht/Pm, and H is the
height of the stream for a given discharge Q. Equation (34) can be written as

Q =
1
n

⎡
⎢⎣

(
H
{

b + H(m1+m2)
2

})5/3

(
b + H

[√
1 + m2

1 +
√

1 + m2
2

])2/3

⎤
⎥⎦S

1
2
h (35)

Ht is the new value of ys, and in a similar way τ∗ is deducted from the river discharge
for recurring events; thus, two different hydraulic ratios are used to find the values of ys
and τ∗. The values used in Equation (35) are taken from the Monte Carlo simulation. For
this case study b = 80 m, m1 = 0.8, m2 = 1, s = 0.0068, and n = 0.025.

5.1. Data Augmentation

Figure 3 shows the river discharge, Q, obtained from the National Superficial Water
Database for this river. Both the maximum annual record and the minimum annual
discharge are presented. Scour phenomenon is controlled by events that are infrequent in
nature and have a high magnitude; these are known as “extreme events”. Extreme events
are represented in the maximum annual discharge data base, and they are used to forecast
scour depths. Unlike scour, fill is controlled by recurring events at the beginning and end of
the rainy season; then, the minimum discharge is used to forecast sediment deposit depths.
From the data set shown in Figure 3, a “complete” data set is estimated using the data
augmentation algorithm described in Section 2. Results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Discharge data.
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Figure 4. Comparison between original data set and data augmentation set.

5.2. Fit to a Probability Distribution

Different probability distribution functions (PDFs) are tested to find the appropriate
PDF that best characterizes the maximum annual discharge and, in a similar fashion, the
minimum annual discharge. Therefore, the PDF with the lowest AIC is selected. Figure 5a
shows the AIC for different PDFs such as generalized extreme value (GEV), Weibull 2P,
normal, exponential, and logistic. It is noticed that the general extreme value distribution
is the best fit for the maximum annual discharge. Figure 5b shows different PDFs to
characterize the minimum annual discharge data at the beginning and end of the rainy
season. Figure 5b indicates that the lognormal distribution presents the minimum AIC;
thus, it is the best fit for the minimum flow.

Figure 5. Different probability distribution functions: (a) data histogram of maximum annual flow;
(b) histogram of minimum flow.

The selected PDFs that characterize the maximum and minimum annual discharge are
represented in probability papers. The probability paper can be defined as a mathematical–
graphic technique to verify if the data follow a PDF. Figure 6a shows the maximum annual
discharge and the GEV PDF with a continuous line in probability paper. Figure 6b shows
the probability paper of the minimum annual discharge with a lognormal PDF.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Probability papers for (a) maximum annual discharge; (b) minimum annual discharge.

Once the probability distribution for the intensity of events has been found, the mean
number of events at a specific time interval is found, as described in Section 2.5, and then
the joint probability distribution (JPD) is used with the simulations, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Joint PDF of maximum annual flow and number of events per year.

Table 1 shows all the constants and variables needed to carry out the simulations of
scour and fill events; k1, k2 = 1 for the scour process.

Table 1. Variables and their distributions.

Variable Description Distribution σ μ ξ λ

ωq Maximum annual discharge GEV/Poisson 230 209 0.512 ∼= 0.409
qt Minimum annual discharge Log normal/Poisson 1.74 1.73 - ∼= 0.818

d50 Characteristic particle size (mm) 8 4
k3 Bed condition correction factor Rand (Normal) 1.15
da Soil density kg/m3 Normal 2000 250

5.3. Simulation of Events

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to generate random events that could trigger
the scour and fill process. In this context, the necessary number of simulations to have a
probability α ≡ 0.99 providing a percentage error ε ≤ 5 %, is 1060, which is the number of
simulations carried out to solve the stochastic processes for each simulated time interval.
Figure 8a,b shows the outcome of the simulations for a time interval equal to 170 years
for the extreme and recurring events. The discharge extreme events are several orders of
magnitude bigger than the recurring events. The simulations of occurrences and intensity
are used for the estimation of scour and fill in a discrete time model.
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Figure 8. Simulation outcome of occurrences and intensity in accordance with both phenomena and
its occurrence rates λ: (a) maximum annual streamflow; (b) minimum annual streamflow.

For comparison’s sake, a set of 1024 simulations of 175 years of daily mean discharge is
investigated using an ARIMA model as described in Section 2.6. The mean daily discharge
data used are shown in Figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the outcome of the simulations. It can
be noted that Figure 9a has outliers that have a negative impact on the forecasting precision.
Since the data sets used for time series are generally much larger than that used to forecast
extreme events (because of the BMA approach), outliers are more common and hard to
deal with. This is a limitation on the use of time series such as ARIMA. In addition, when
the data series is large and complex, advanced forecasting techniques such as wavelet
multiresolution analysis should be used to improve accuracy.

5.4. Scour Survival Function

Considering that the bridges in Mexico are designed for a service life of 100 years, sev-
eral simulated histories were developed for time intervals of 20, 30, 40, 60, 75, 90, 110,
130, 150, and 170 years, in order to track the degradation of thickness of the sediment layer.
Figure 10a shows one simulation of the thickness of the sediment layer ys(t) in the river
bed as a function of time; positive values denote scour, whereas negative values denote
fill. Figure 10a shows the result of a single simulation for t = 170 years (simulation starts
at the end of the recorded data year 64). Scouring events and fill events are added in the
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simulation. Since scour is controlled by extreme events, its magnitude is bigger than fill.
Figure 10b shows the outcome of 1064 simulations.

Figure 9. Mean daily discharge: (a) available readings of mean daily discharge at the bridge site;
(b) 175 years of mean daily discharge simulation using ARIMA model with p:5, d:1, q:7 and a
Gaussian innovation distribution.

Figure 10. Simulation outcome for scour–fill depth over time (simulation starts at year 64): (a) one
170-year simulation; (b) 1064 simulations of 170 years.
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The maximum scour depth value is obtained from each one of the 1064 simulations,
and the best fit distribution is obtained as per 2.4 of this study. Once the probability function
is found, the survival function is obtained as follows:

P[ys(te) > y | t] = 1 −
∫ t

−∞
exp

[
−
(

1 + ξ
t − μ

σ

)− 1
ξ

]
dt (36)

Figure 11a shows the survivor function of the GEV function for different time intervals,
and Figure 11b shows the PDF of the maximum scour depth.

Figure 11. Outcome of the simulations for different time intervals of maximum scour depth: (a) GEV
survivor function, 100-year return period scour depth is shown as a blue line; (b) GEV PDF.

Results show that, as expected, scour accumulates through time. Figure 11b shows the
PDFs of several time intervals of the simulation; the distribution tends to zero skewness as
time increases, and it has a negative skewness and positive kurtosis at lower time intervals.
A scour depth of 2.67 m was computed using the HEC 18 methodology assuming a flood
with a return period of 100 years, and it is used for comparison. Such a threshold has
a notable probability of exceedance, as shown in Figure 11a. Multiple events of scour
with low return periods can accumulate in time, and they can be larger than the design
event when the bridge is not repaired. As time tends to infinity, the maximum scour depth
increases because, with the approach proposed, scour depth is not limited by harder soils
that are naturally found in deeper layers.

Figure 12a shows the scour survivor function of several time intervals using the
SRICOS-EFA methodology [5]. Figure 12b shows a comparison between the proposed
approach that takes in to account an estimation of sediment deposit, which lessens the
severity of scour accumulation in time, and the SRICOS-EFA methodology.

Figure 12. Simulations for different time intervals of maximum scour depth: (a) SRICOS EFA survivor
function; (b) comparison between the proposed methodology and SRICOS EFA [5].
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5.5. Discussion

The difference in results shown in Figure 12b are due to the differences in event
simulation and in the methodology used to estimate the scour depths. Some notable
differences are as follows: (a) SRICOS-EFA does not take in to account every event for the
scour accumulation (flood has to be larger than flood to produce scour), and in a similar
way a shear threshold is needed to produce scour. (b) It relies on average daily discharge
produced by an ARIMA model, which has limitations in dealing with outliers. (c) It does
not take in to account the accretion process (thus the sharp fall in the survivor function).
(d) The SRICOS-EFA method uses equations obtained from flume test conducted at Texas
A&M University [5], which are not equal to the HEC 18 equations for scour depth, and this
leads to a natural spread on the comparison.

The proposed model has the following key aspects that differ from the SRICOS-EFA:
(a) larger scour depths in the proposed methodology are likely due to the BMA approach
on the maximum annual flow, and this approach leads to higher discharge and, thus, higher
scour depths; (b) the addition of the accretion process leads to a heavy tail in the GEV
distribution and a smoother fall in the survivor function; (c) in the proposed approach the
hydraulic radius changes in every time step (unlike the SRICOS-EFA); (d)every discharge
causes scour since the HEC 18 methodology does not establish a shear threshold for the
scour development.

5.6. Scour Hazard

Scour hazard curves provide annual exceedance probabilities of scouring events
having different intensities. Since scour is time-dependent, several time interval curves
are needed because such curves are developed using all the available data of the events
that could trigger the scour or fill. They reflect the behavior of the phenomena in a time-
dependent fashion, and they can be used to evaluate both new and deteriorating bridges
(Figure 13). The estimates of maximum scour are derived from simplified 1D equations.
Such estimates are not exact and do not predict the future, but they provide a reasonable
approximation to it.

Figure 13. Scour hazard curves.

Figure 13 shows different exceedance rates due to scour or scour hazard curves for
different time intervals. It is noticed that the scour depth increases as the time interval
increases, which means that a certain scour depth takes different values for each time
interval. Scour hazard curves may be improved if the next items are included in the
model. First of all, a multi-layer approach is needed to improve the estimation of the
scour process, and either a nonstationary stochastic process or an autoregressive integrated
moving average with additive outliers in the ARIMA-AO model is needed to calculate the
discharge forecast. In addition, it is important to consider climate change, which could
impact the parameters related to discharge. It is also important to verify the computed
scour depth with the actual bridge scour.
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6. Concluding Remarks

A time-dependent scour hazard model that took into account missing data and the
interaction between erosion and accretion was developed. The proposed model is straight-
forward, can be easily applied, and can be useful for the design and the re-design of new
bridges prone to scour deterioration. In the case of existing bridge structures, the model
can be used to estimate the time instant in which the structure could present an undesirable
performance level caused by scour effects.

The proposed stationary stochastic model developed to study the scour and fill process
shows that a single event with a high return period, such as Tr = 100 years, might not be
adequate to represent the maximum scour that could be developed throughout the return
period. Bridges subjected to continuous events of scour and fill without maintenance can
acquire scour depths greater than the designed scour depth. This phenomenon makes
bridges more vulnerable and partially explains why scour is the leading cause of bridge
collapses in Mexico.

Scour hazard curves for different time intervals were estimated based on a reinforced
concrete bridge located in one of the zones with high values of river discharge, such as
Oaxaca. The scour hazard curves provide both an idea of an expected exceedance of scour
associated with different time intervals and represent an important tool to estimate the
reliability due to scour. Moreover, in zones with a high frequency of seismic occurrences,
the scour hazard and seismic hazard can be treated from a multi-hazard point of view to
estimate reliability indicators such as fragility curves, exceedance demand rates, mean
annual rate of failure, or confidence factor. The above indicators lead engineers and
decision-makers to re-design or repair the structural system in the case of new or existing
bridges, respectively. The approach used to preprocess, characterize, and simulate events
can be used for any phenomenon that has an “extreme” nature. In addition, the inclusion
of missing data in the model improves the scour hazard estimation.
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Abstract: River vegetation radically modifies the flow field and turbulence characteristics. To analyze
the vegetation effects on the flow, most scientific studies are based on laboratory tests or numerical
simulations with vegetation stems on smooth beds. Nevertheless, in this manner, the effects of bed
sediments are neglected. The aim of this paper is to experimentally investigate the effects of bed
sediments in a vegetated channel and, in consideration of that, comparative experiments of velocity
measures, performed with an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) profiler, were carried out in
a laboratory flume with different uniform bed sediment sizes and the same pattern of randomly
arranged emergent rigid vegetation. To better comprehend the time-averaged flow conditions, the
time-averaged velocity was explored. Subsequently, the analysis was focused on the energetic
characteristics of the flow field with the determination of the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) and its
components, as well as of the energy spectra of the velocity components immediately downstream of
a vegetation element. The results show that both the vegetation and bed roughness surface deeply
affect the turbulence characteristics. Furthermore, it was revealed that the roughness influence
becomes predominant as the grain size becomes larger.

Keywords: rigid vegetation; bed roughness; turbulent flow; Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE); energy spectra

1. Introduction

Vegetation exerts important effects on hydraulic resistance, turbulent structures, mix-
ing processes and sediment transport in rivers [1–5]. For this reason, a large amount of
both experimental and numerical researches has been devoted to the study of the impacts
of vegetation on the flow characteristics, influencing mass and momentum exchange across
the river section, together with geomorphology, water quality and aquatic biodiversity
(e.g., [6,7]). The flow through emergent rigid vegetation has been widely investigated,
neglecting impacts introduced by natural vegetation usually observed in many fluvial
ecosystems [8]. In order to understand the flow evolution in the presence of emergent and
submerged vegetation, which is founded on different specific aspects of the canopy flow
(mean momentum balance, turbulence budget, exchange dynamics), several works have
focused on flexible vegetation (e.g., [9–11]).

Maji et al. [12] compiled a state-of-the-art study that included works on flow dynamics
and interactions between flow and vegetation. Most of them aimed only at the study of the
flow–vegetation interactions on smooth beds (e.g., [1,2,13–21]). Nevertheless, special inter-
est should be devoted to works on vegetated flows with rough beds, since the interactions
between fluid, vegetation and bed sediment allow for reaching better knowledge of the
turbulence characteristics in real rivers, which have a crucial role in sediment transport. In
fact, with respect to a smooth bed, in the case of a rough bed a pronounced velocity spike
occurs near the rough surface and immediately downstream of a stem [22]. In addition, a
rough bed induces a decrease in the temporal-averaged streamwise velocity and an increase
in the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) [23]. In rough conditions, the streamwise velocity
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also has a quasi-constant distribution in the layer where the flow is principally controlled
by the vegetation [16]. Then, approaching the bed, it reduces logarithmically from the
maximum constant magnitude toward zero. Moreover, the Reynolds shear stresses present
very small values, practically vanishing in the region dominated by the vegetation [16,22].

Very recently, Penna et al. [24,25] studied the flow field around a rigid cylinder in
three different rough bed conditions with a uniform pattern of stems that are regularly
aligned. Penna et al. [24] analyzed the velocity, shear stress distributions, TKE and the
energy spectra, showing that, in the region near the free surface, the flow is deeply affected
by the stems. Moving toward the bed surface, the flow is influenced by both the vegetation
and bed roughness effects. Penna et al. [25], using the so-called Anisotropy Invariant Maps
(AIMs), investigated for the first time the turbulence anisotropy through uniform emergent
rigid vegetation on rough beds. The study of the AIMs indicated that, approaching the bed
surface, the combined impact of vegetation and bed roughness affects the turbulence evo-
lution from the quasi-three-dimensional isotropy to axisymmetric anisotropy. This proved
that, as the influence of the bed roughness decreases, the turbulence tends to isotropy.

Starting from the results of Penna et al. [24,25] in the case of a uniform vegetation
pattern, the aim of this work is to study the impact of bed roughness and random vegetation
pattern distribution on turbulence. In particular, in order to describe the flow domain,
the time-averaged approaching flow velocity field, TKE, normal shear stresses and energy
spectra of the velocity components were computed in an area centered on a single stem.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the laboratory and the method-
ology applied for the data analysis; Section 3 illustrates and discusses the results; Section 4
reports the conclusions of the present work.

2. Laboratory Experiments and Methodology

The experimental study was conducted in a 9.6-m long, 0.485-m wide and 0.5-m deep
tilting flume at the Laboratorio “Grandi Modelli Idraulici” (GMI), Università della Calabria, Italy.
In order to reduce the influence of the pump on the turbulence characteristics of the flow,
a stilling tank, an uphill slipway and honeycombs (10 mm in diameter) were placed at
the inlet of the channel. At the outlet, a tank equipped with a calibrated Thomson weir to
measure the flow discharge Q and with a tailgate to regulate the water depth h of the flow
were placed (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental facility (dimensions are expressed in meters).

The experiments were carried out with a flow depth h ≈ 0.12 m, measured 50 cm
upstream of the vegetation array (i.e., in undisturbed flow condition) by a point gauge
with a decimal Vernier having an accuracy of ±0.1 mm and a flow discharge Q equal to
19.73 L/s (measured with a Thomson weir). The approaching cross-section average flow
velocity U = Q/(Bh) was, hence, equal to 0.30 m s−1, where B was the flume width. The
longitudinal bottom slope of the flume, S, was fixed at 1.5‰ using a hydraulic jack.

The rigid vegetation was simulated with vertical, wooden and circular cylinders. The
cylinder height and diameter were hc = 0.40 m and d = 0.02 m, respectively. The stems were
implanted into a 1.96-m long, 0.485-m wide and 0.015-m thick Plexiglas panel fixed to the
channel bottom. A total of 68 cylinders were randomly arranged in the flume (Figure 2a).
All the experiments were carried out in conditions of emergent vegetation. The frontal
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area per volume was a = nd = 1.4 m−1, where n = 71 m−2 was the number of cylinders per
bed area, while the solid volume fraction occupied by the canopy els per bed area, while
the solid volume fraction occupied by the canopy elements was φ = πad/4 = nπd24 = 0.02,
which is consistent with typical laboratory studies with vegetation [17,26,27]. Following
Nepf [28], this vegetation distribution can be classified as dense. Focus was given to the
evolution of the turbulence characteristics in a study area selected around a single stem
(Figure 2b).

Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the cylinder array in the laboratory flume (dimensions are in cm); (b) the
measurement verticals within the study area. Here, Bs and Ls are the width and length of the study
area, respectively.

Three different types of bed roughness were simulated, employing very coarse sand
(d50 = 1.53 mm), fine gravel (d50 = 6.49 mm) and coarse gravel (d50 = 17.98 mm), respectively
(Figure 3). The grain size distributions were relatively uniform, i.e., as reported by Dey and
Sarkar [29], with a geometric standard deviation σg = (d84/d16)0.5 < 1.5, where d16 and d84
are the sediment sizes for which 16% and 84% by weight of sediment is finer, respectively.
At the beginning of each run, the flume was filled in with the sediments, which were
successively screeded to make the longitudinal bed slope equal to that of the flume bottom.

 

Figure 3. Sediments used in the experimental runs: (a) d50 = 1.53 mm; (b) d50 = 6.49 mm; (c) d50 = 17.98 mm.
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The experimental conditions used in this research do not reproduce a specific situation of
a real river. Nevertheless, they could represent a new dataset that, for instance, may be used for
the calibration of advanced numerical models. In fact, as is known, vegetation, bed roughness
or man-made structures acting as an obstruction for the flow generate turbulence and affect the
entire flow velocity distribution, modifying the turbulence behavior [30,31].

In Table 1, the hydraulic conditions of the experimental study are reported. Along
with the aforementioned characteristics, in Table 1 the following quantities are listed: the
shear velocity (u*), the critical velocity for the inception of sediment motion (Uc), the mean
water temperature (T) measured with the Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) integrated
thermometer (having an accuracy of ±0.1 ◦C), the water kinematic viscosity (ν), computed
as a function of the water temperature [32], the flow Froude number Fr [=U/(gh)0.5], the
flow Reynolds number Re (=Uh/ν), the shear Reynolds number Re* (=u*ε/ν, where ε is the
Nikuradse equivalent sand roughness, equal to about 2d50) and the Reynolds number of the
vegetation stems Red (=Ud/ν). In accordance with Manes et al. [33] and Dey and Das [34],
the shear velocity used to scale the flow statistics was determined as u* = (τ*/ρ) 0.5, where
τ* is the total stress acting at the roughness tops. This can be obtained by extending linearly
the distribution of the turbulent shear stress captured 50 cm upstream of the vegetation
pattern (i.e., in correspondence with the undisturbed flow condition) from the region above
the roughness elements to their tops. Thus, the shear velocity was evaluated at the sediment

crest level as
(
−u′w′

)0.5
, where u′ and w′ are the fluctuations of the temporal velocity

signal in the streamwise and vertical directions, respectively, and the symbol · indicates
the time averaging operation. The critical velocity for the inception of sediment motion
Uc was established 50 cm upstream of the vegetation array through the well-known Neill
formula [35], as follows:

Uc =

√
2.5

(
h

d50

)0.2
gΔd50 (1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, Δ = (ρs − ρ)/ρ is the relative submerged grain
density, ρs is the grain density and ρ is the fluid density. All the experiments were per-
formed in clear-water condition (U < Uc), which was also verified from the direct observa-
tion of the flow.

Table 1. Hydraulic conditions of the experimental study for the approaching flow.

Parameter (Units) Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

d50 (mm) 1.53 6.49 17.98
h (m) 0.12 0.12 0.12

Q (l/s) 19.73 19.73 19.73
U (m/s) 0.34 0.34 0.34
u* (m/s) 0.021 0.022 0.028
Uc (m/s) 0.39 0.69 1.04

S (‰) 1.50 1.50 1.50
T (◦C) 16.67 18.06 18.70

ν (m 2/s) 1.09 × 10−6 1.05 × 10−6 1.03 × 10−6

Fr 0.31 0.31 0.31
Re 37,431 38,857 39,612
Re* 59 272 978
Red 6239 6192 6602

An ADV profiler with down-looking probe, four beams (Nortek Vectrino) and an
automatic movement system (the Traverse System by HR Wallingford Ltd., Oxfordshire
UK) was used to capture the instantaneous velocity components (streamwise u, spanwise
v and vertical w) with an accuracy of ±5% (assessed in previous works). The instrument
sampling frequency was 100 Hz, and the duration of a single sampling was 300 s for a total
number of samples of 30,000 which, as reported by [34,36,37], is adequate for determining
accurate turbulence statistics. The sampling volume was a 1 mm long cylinder with a
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diameter of 6 mm. The ADV receivers pointed at 50 mm below their own transmitter.
Hence, the measurements were not performed near the free surface flow zone (i.e., 50 mm
below the free surface). The spatial coordinates of the Traverse System had an accuracy of
±0.1 mm. Prior to the analysis of the ADV data, it was necessary to proceed with the spike
detection. Firstly, the ADV raw data were prefiltered, discarding the values with correlation
(COR) lower than 70% and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) lower than 15 dB [34]; secondly, the
contaminated velocity records were cleaned using the phase-space thresholding method
and each spike was replaced with a cubic polynomial through 12 points on either side of
itself [38]. The de-spiking method resulted in a rejection of less than 5% of the original
velocity time series.

For all the runs, 44 vertical profiles were captured, as shown in Figure 2b. The vertical
spatial resolutions were 3 mm for z ≤ 15 mm and 5 mm above, where z is the vertical axis
starting from the maximum crest level in the study area.

To describe the undisturbed flow 50 cm upstream of the vegetation array, the velocity
vertical distribution was captured at the centerline of the laboratory flume during each
run. In Figure 4a, the undisturbed profiles of the dimensionless time-averaged velocity
in the streamwise direction ûUP (= uUP/u∗, where u is the time-averaged velocity in the
same direction) for the three experimental runs are reported. The vertical axis ẑ was made
dimensionless by dividing the elevation z by the local water level that, for the undisturbed
distributions, was equal to the flow depth h reported in Table 1. As the elevation z increases,
the streamwise velocities u increase; instead, near the sediment grains, in the so-called
roughness sublayer, they tend to zero owing to the bed roughness (this is typical in the
open-channel flow condition) [39]. In particular, for Run 3, owing to higher roughness
dimension, the streamwise velocity profile tended rapidly to zero starting from elevation
z = 0.1h [40]. In addition, û in the three runs shows different values at a fixed ẑ. This
happens owing to the different bed roughness conditions that lead to an increase of the
shear velocity as d50 increases and, consequently, to a decrease in û. The distributions of the
dimensionless turbulent shear stresses τ̂uw (= −u′w′/u2∗) and of the dimensionless viscous
shear stresses τ̂ν [= ν(du/dz)/u2∗] along ẑ are represented in Figure 4b,c, respectively.
In particular, above the roughness surface, the prevalence of the Reynolds shear stresses
can be noted, while the viscous shear stresses are practically negligible as ẑ increases.
The viscous shear stresses achieve their maximum values near the grain crests for each
experimental run. Conversely, the turbulent shear stresses reach the peak above the crest
level and then they reduce as the vertical distance increases.

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of (a) dimensionless time-averaged velocity, (b) dimensionless Reynolds
shear stress and (c) dimensionless viscous shear stress for the undisturbed flow condition (50 cm
upstream to the vegetation array) in Run 1, Run 2 and Run 3.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Time-Averaged Flow

To investigate the time-averaged flow velocity field with respect to the approaching
flow velocity in the spatial flow domain (i.e., in the upstream plane section identified with
letters from LE to RE in the study area), Figure 5 shows the colormaps of the dimensionless
time-averaged accelerated and decelerated flow fields upstream of the investigated stem in
all the runs in the plane ŷ-ẑ. The abscissa, represented by ŷ, was made dimensionless by
dividing y by the study area width (Bs = 12 cm). The time-averaged flow is accelerated if
(ûUP − û) < 0 (blue values in the colormaps) and decelerated if (ûUP − û) > 0 (red values
in the colormaps), where û is the dimensionless time-averaged streamwise velocity.

Figure 5. Contours of the dimensionless time-averaged accelerated (ûUP − û) < 0 and decelerated
(ûUP − û) > 0 flow field in the upstream plane section (from LE to RE) for (a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and
(c) Run 3. The black dashed lines show the cylinder position.

A strong spanwise variation of û can be noted with respect to the approaching flow
profile. Specifically, in correspondence with the cylinder (0.42Bs < y < 0.58Bs), in all
the runs the flow is decelerated. This probably occurs owing to the incidence of both the
analyzed stem and another stem immediately upstream of the former (Figure 2a). An
examination of the contours also reveals a decelerated flow zone on the left side of the
cylinder (0< y < 0.2Bs) in all the experiments. This happens owing to the presence of
another stem immediately upstream of the study area (Figure 2a). Instead, the flow fields
are accelerated both on the right side of the analyzed cylinder and, to a lesser extent, on the
left one. Moving toward the bed, it is evident that the flow velocity is also influenced by
the bed roughness. As d50 decreases, this zone becomes strongly accelerated. Conversely,
as d50 increases, in the near-bed layer, the flow field results to be influenced by the bed
roughness and much more by the vegetation, with a minor acceleration intensity.

A similar behavior can be appreciated in the downstream flow domain in Figure 6 (i.e.,
in the downstream plane section identified with letters from LV to RV in the study area).
In particular, immediately downstream of the cylinder (0.42Bs < y < 0.58Bs), the flow is
decelerated in all the runs. Conversely, Run 2 shows an accelerated flow both on the right
and on the left sides of the cylinder, while Run 1 and Run 3 show an accelerated flow mostly
on the right side of the cylinder. A sensible difference is clear in the values of ûUP − û
immediately upstream (vertical A; y = 0.5Bs) and downstream (vertical W; y = 0.5Bs) of
the cylinder. Specifically, the time-averaged streamwise velocity u is reduced by about 30%
and 50% with respect to the time-averaged streamwise velocity of the undisturbed profile,
uUP, at the verticals A and W, respectively, in all the runs. It is possible to assure that a
major deceleration is obtained beyond a cylinder. In fact, as observed in the downstream
section at y = 0.5Bs (vertical W) with respect to the upstream section at y = 0.5 Bs (vertical A),
the velocity reduction is practically due to the vicinity of the studied stem (6 cm upstream).
On the contrary, a minor deceleration is visible at vertical A, although it is between two
cylinders (an upstream stem at 9 cm and a downstream stem at 6 cm).
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Figure 6. Contours of the dimensionless time-averaged accelerated (ûUP − û) < 0 and decelerated
(ûUP − û) > 0 flow field in the downstream plane section (from LV to RV) for (a) Run 1, (b) Run 2
and (c) Run 3. The black dashed lines show the cylinder position.

In order to investigate the longitudinal evolution of the flow field, the contours of
the dimensionless time-averaged accelerated and decelerated flow field are analyzed. For
the sake of simplicity, they are reported in Figure 7 only for the extreme right vertical
plane identified with letters from RE to RV in the plane x̂-ẑ. The abscissa x̂ was made
dimensionless by dividing x by the study area width (Ls = 12 cm). In Figure 7, it is evident
that the presence of vegetation has a very visible effect on the flow field: the flow is
accelerated in all the runs with higher streamwise velocities than in the undisturbed flow
profiles along the whole water depth. At each measurement location, the vegetation causes
the velocity profile to maintain a constant value (for z > hl). Moving toward the bed (z < hl),
the influence of vegetation decreases, and the flow field becomes more accelerated, owing
to the presence of the bed.

 

Figure 7. Contours of the dimensionless time-averaged accelerated (ûUP − û) < 0 and decelerated
(ûUP − û) > 0 flow field in the longitudinal plane section (from RE to RV) for (a) Run 1, (b) Run 2
and (c) Run 3. The black dashed lines show the cylinder position.

3.2. TKE and Normal Stresses

The computation of the spatial distributions of the TKE is very significant in the
assessment of the energetic process in open-channel flows. Since the time-averaged spatial
fluctuations influence mechanical dispersion [41] and, in turn, this latter may be influenced
by the vegetation stems and the bed roughness, the topic is of considerable interest. In
fact, the presence of vegetation adds a further turbulence production in the wakes of the
plant elements [42]. The TKE is defined as half the sum of the variances of the velocity
components:

TKE =
1
2

[
(u′)2 + (v′)2 + (w′)2

]
. (2)

where v′ is the velocity fluctuation of the spanwise velocity v.
The colormaps of the dimensionless TKE (i.e., TKE divided by u2∗) on the transversal

upstream plane section (identified with the letters from LE to RE in the spanwise direction)
are shown in Figure 8 for each experimental run. The highest values of the TKE are located
in front of the cylinder and at the vertical LE (y = 0).
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Figure 8. Contours of the dimensionless TKE in the upstream plane section (from LE to RE) for
(a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and (c) Run 3. The black dashed lines show the cylinder position.

To analyze this behavior, in Figure 9 we consider, for all the runs, the dimensionless
normal stresses in the streamwise, spanwise and vertical directions, u′u′/u2∗, v′v′/u2∗ and
w′w′/u2∗, respectively, which are essentially the three addends in Equation (2). It is possible
to observe that the high value on the left part of TKE contours (y = 0 in Figure 8a)
is practically ascribable to the streamwise and spanwise effects (Figure 9) owing to the
presence upstream of the studied stem, both of an empty zone without vegetation, which
influences u′u′, and of a wake vortex, that affects v′v′. In contrast, the high magnitude of
the TKE immediately behind the vegetation element (0.42Bs < y < 0.58Bs) is mostly due to
the spanwise fluctuations, as a consequence of the circumvention of the obstacle.

 

Figure 9. Contours of the dimensionless normal stresses (a) u′u′/u2∗, (b) v′v′/u2∗ and (c) w′w′/u2∗ in
the upstream plane section (from LE to RE) for (a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and (c) Run 3. The black dashed
lines show the cylinder position.

Conversely, downstream of the studied vegetation element, the dimensionless TKE
shows higher magnitudes immediately beyond the stem, whereas no high TKE value is
detectable at y = 0 (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Contours of the dimensionless TKE in the downstream plane section (from LV to RV) for
(a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and (c) Run 3. The black dashed lines show the cylinder position.

Analogously to the upstream flow field, from the normal shear stress distributions
shown in Figure 11, it is possible to evaluate the contributions of the TKE patterns. Specif-
ically, the higher kinetic energy values are influenced by both the streamwise, u′u′, and
spanwise, v′v′, normal stresses, which increase owing to the presence of the von Kármán
wake vortex. This behavior, although with different magnitudes, is displayed in all the runs
and, consequently, is clearly a vegetation effect. Furthermore, from a comparison between
the TKE and the normal stress lateral distributions (Figures 8 and 10, and Figures 9 and 11,
respectively), it is evident a predominant effect of the vegetation element in the down-
stream plane section and a contribution of the vertical normal stresses in the vertical W
(downstream of the cylinder) greater than in the vertical A (upstream of the cylinder).

 

Figure 11. Contours of the dimensionless normal stresses (a) u′u′/u2∗, (b) v′v′/u2∗ and (c) w′w′/u2∗
in the downstream plane section (from LV to RV) for (a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and (c) Run 3. The black
dashed lines show the cylinder position.

The distributions of the dimensionless TKE in the longitudinal extreme right vertical
plane (identified with letters from RE to RV) are illustrated in Figure 12. High TKE
magnitudes are observed in the near-bed flow zone, where the bed roughness surface causes
higher fluctuations of the velocity components. However, the TKE reduces progressively
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moving upwards from z > 0, owing to the inhibition of u′, v′, and w′. The TKE contours are
slightly spatially nonuniform for all the experiments. This is probably due to the random
vegetation array and the spatial irregular bed sediment.

 

Figure 12. Contours of the dimensionless TKE in the longitudinal plane section (from RE to RV) for
(a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and (c) Run 3. The black dashed lines show the cylinder position.

3.3. Energy Spectra

In order to further analyze the turbulent characteristics, the measured velocity data
were explored through the energy spectra of the velocity fluctuations. In particular, the
energy spectra are shown in Figure 13 for the vertical W, i.e., immediately downstream
of the studied cylinder for all the runs and three different elevations (z = 0, z = 0.2 h and
z = 0.4 h), as a function of the Strouhal number of the cylinder (St = fd/u, where f is the
frequency with a resolution equal to Fs/N, and N is the number of samples equal to 30,000
for an acquisition time of 300 s). The energy spectra were determined by employing the
discrete fast Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function.

Figure 13. Energy spectra for (a) Run 1, (b) Run 2 and (c) Run 3 of streamwise (blue lines), spanwise
(red lines), and vertical (green lines) velocity fluctuations at three different levels ẑ of the vertical W.

From a comparison of the spectra, the spanwise velocity revealed the presence of
large-scale coherent structures, evident as a peak located in the energy-containing range of
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the energy spectra (Figure 13). Specifically, these peaks are present in all the runs, with the
exception of two spectra of Run 3, where it is evident that the peak recedes as z decreases.
This may be due to a roughness effect, which in Run 3 is explicated with a medium
sediment diameter equal to 17.98 mm, i.e., comparable with the stem diameter, equal to
20 mm. Moreover, the peaks were observed at the same Strouhal number in the u’v’ cross-
spectra (not shown here for the sake of brevity), demonstrating that the identified coherent
structures were responsible across the vegetation for the lateral momentum transport [5].

4. Conclusions

In the present work, an experimental study was carried out to investigate the impact
of different uniform bed roughness on the flow characteristics through randomly arranged
emergent rigid vegetation. In particular, focus was given to the evolution of the turbulence
characteristics in a study area selected around a single stem. The principal results are
summarized below.

In the sections, respectively, upstream and downstream of the generic stem, the
dimensionless time-averaged accelerated and decelerated flow field is deeply affected by
the vegetation and, to a lesser extent, by the bed roughness. In particular, in the flow field
downstream of the studied cylinder it is possible to point out these zones: a decelerated
one, in correspondence to the stem (0.42Bs < y < 0.58Bs), another decelerated zone, on
the left side of the stem (0 < y < 0.2Bs, only for Runs 1 and 3) and an accelerated one
elsewhere.

From a comparison perspective, it is possible to evaluate a velocity reduction of
about 50% in the downstream plane immediately behind the analyzed stem. Conversely,
downstream of the cylinder, on the left side (0< y < 0.2Bs), the decelerated zones fade
about 30%. This is clearly attributable to the random distribution of the vegetation pattern.
Instead, in the longitudinal plane the flow is decelerated in all the runs with higher
streamwise velocities than in the undisturbed flow profiles along the whole water depth.

The analysis of the TKE distribution clearly shows the effects of the vegetation, with
high magnitudes immediately upstream and downstream of the investigated stem. This
indicates that the velocity oscillations get excited by the cylinders, producing an increased
turbulence intensity in the proximity of the stem. Moving toward the free zone (i.e., without
vegetation), this influence vanishes, causing a decrease in the TKE value. In addition,
the behavior observed in TKE colormaps was examined by comparing the streamwise,
spanwise and vertical normal stress contours. The results revealed a strong influence of
the u’ and v’ fluctuations on the energy distribution and highlighted the influence of the
so-called von Kármán vortices. In addition, from the analysis of the TKE distributions, an
effect of the cylinder greater in the downstream plane section than in the upstream one is
manifested, with an increased mean value of 25% at the abscissa y = 0.5 Bs. The longitudinal
TKE distribution revealed high values in the near-bed flow zone. This suggests that the
velocity oscillations get excited by the rough bed, producing an increase of the turbulence
level in the vicinity of the sediments. Mowing toward the free surface this effect disappears,
inducing a decrease in the TKE.

The evaluation of the energy spectra of the velocity fluctuations showed a clear
influence of both vegetation and roughness. In particular, the spanwise velocity component
revealed energetic peaks that indicate the presence of large-scale coherent structures due
to the von Kármán wake vortex along the flow depth in the case of lower roughness
(Run 1 and 2) and only in the upper part of the water depth in the case of higher roughness
(Run 3). In fact, it is interesting to point out that, when the median sediment diameter is
comparable with the stem diameter (i.e., Run 3) going towards the bed, the energetic peak
is lowered. This involves a consideration of the nature of coherent structures of turbulence,
which are significantly influenced by the characteristic scales of the flow conditions, such
as vegetation diameter, water depth and roughness size.

Further study is necessary to describe more deeply the turbulence structures in the
presence of both vegetation and sediments. In fact, the results referring to a single generic
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cylinder are representative only for such a case and cannot be generalized, owing to the
lack of further data relating to different vegetation elements. For this purpose, in future
works we intend to perform other laboratory experiments, intensifying the measurements
and adopting advanced techniques, such as the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), in order
to better characterize the two-dimensional (2D) turbulence structures.
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Abstract: The shear velocity and friction coefficient for representing the resistance of flow are key
factors to determine the flow characteristics of the open-channel flow. Various studies have been
conducted in the open-channel flow, but many controversies remain over the form of equation
and estimation methods. This is because the equations developed based on theory have not fully
interpreted the friction characteristics in an open-channel flow. In this paper, a friction coefficient
equation is proposed by using the entropy concept. The proposed equation is determined under
the rectangular, the trapezoid, the parabolic round-bottomed triangle, and the parabolic-bottomed
triangle open-channel flow conditions. To evaluate the proposed equation, the estimated results are
compared with measured data in both the smooth and rough flow conditions. The evaluation results
showed that R (correlation coefficient) is found to be above 0.96 in most cases, and the discrepancy
ratio analysis results are very close to zero. The advantage of the developed equation is that the
energy slope terms are not included, because the determination of the exact value is the most difficult
in the open-channel flow. The developed equation uses only the mean velocity and entropy M to
estimate the friction loss coefficient, which can be used for maximizing the design efficiency.

Keywords: friction coefficient; open-channel flow; entropy; Reynolds number

1. Introduction

Head loss, hf, is a very important physical parameter for both the experimental and
the theoretical analyses of fluid phenomena. The mechanism of the head loss in the open-
channel flow is very complex and is not clearly explained yet. Usually, friction losses can
be calculated whenever the friction coefficient, f, is clearly defined by the Darcy-Weisbach
equation [1].

The friction coefficient is a key factor to determine the flow velocity in channel flows,
which is also important to ensure the optimum hydraulic design. Furthermore, most studies
on the friction coefficient f are not performed in an open channel but in a circular pipe
flow. However, theoretical research for the open-channel flow was performed in the case of
a relatively slow flow with no secondary current and small distribution. The theoretical
analysis of the pipe flow was relatively easy compared to that of the open-channel flow [2].

The experimental data from Bazin [3,4] in the late 1800s and Varwick [5] in the early
1900s showed relationships between the friction coefficient and Moody curves in a pipe
flow. For the open-channel flow, similar results by Bazin and Varwick [5] were presented.
These results showed that the flow characteristics in the laminar, the transition, and the
turbulence flows were similar to those in the pipe flow.

The Bazin, Manning [6], and Ganguillet-Kutter [7] equations were developed by using
experimental data performed by Bazin and Varwick [5]. Many researchers, including
Chezy [8] and Manning [6], developed empirical equations by using observed data in the
open channel. However, these equations do not adequately represent the flow charac-
teristics in the open channel. In order to improve the accuracy for representing the flow
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characteristics in an open channel, a sufficient study on the adequate and reliable analyses
is required.

The Manning’s equation [6] was less accurate, even in well-flowing controlled man-
made waterways. Chow [9] also recommended the adjustment of Manning’s roughness
coefficient as a function of depth. Studies on the calculation of the friction coefficient
and the head losses in the past are still in use or are not actively underway because of
difficulties in the physical solution. This is based on studies done about 100 years ago.
Additionally, Choo [10] used the entropy concept to derive the mean velocity using Chiu’s
velocity formula [11,12], which was also used in this paper to derive the friction coefficient.

For the safe design, operation, and management of an increasingly developed and
complex water resource facility, research on the calculations of a more accurate friction
coefficient should be based on this study.

Therefore, this paper proposes a new theoretical equation to reflect the probabilistic
entropy concepts and hydraulic properties. This article proposes a theory using the two-
dimensional velocity formula and the probabilistic entropy to get the equation of the
friction coefficient calculations. Equations based on these theories can be expected to be
much more reliable than the empirical equations. The relationship between smooth and
rough waterways is shown by means of comparison of the measured and estimated values
to verify the accuracy of the determined values.

The results from the developed equation are based on a theoretical background. The
friction coefficient was calculated directly based on the guidance equation combined with
the physical factors. We found that it can be used to calculate the friction coefficients with
very high accuracy without using energy slopes.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Existing Friction Loss Coefficient

The Hagen-Poiseule equation is shown as Equation (1), which calculates the friction
head loss and can be written as:

hL =
8μu

ω0R4
H

l (1)

where hL is the friction head loss, μ is the fluid viscosity coefficient, ω0 is the water unit
weight, RH is the hydraulic radius of a pipe, and l is the pipe length.

In this case, the friction head loss coefficient takes form by rearranging Equation (1)
with RH = d/4, generating Equation (2) (Darcy-Weisbach [1]):

hL = f
l
d

u2

2g
(2)

The representative equation for the friction loss coefficient in uniform flow can be
written as Equation (3):

f =
8gRhS

V2 (3)

where f is the friction coefficient, V is the mean velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity, Rh
is the hydraulic radius, S = h f /L is an energy slope, h f is the friction head losses, and L is
the length of a given section.

This equation can be applied in streams close to the uniform flow, because it is
difficult to calculate the value accurately in a nonuniform or unsteady flow, because S is an
energy slope.

In a smooth pipe flow, the relationship can be expressed by using the Blasius [13]
equation, written as Equation (4):

f =
0.223
Re0.25 (4)

where Re is the Reynold’s number.
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The equation is limited to valid values of Re between 750 and 25,000. For higher
values, von Karman [14] developed a general expression modified by Prandtl [15], which
matches the data measured by Nikuradse more accurately [16]. The resulting Prandtl-von
Karman formula [5,14,15] can be written as Equation (5):

1√
f
= 2 log

(
Re

√
f
)
+ 0.4 (5)

Therefore, it is possible to establish a relationship between f and Re by an experiment
in an open-channel flow using the above equations. However, the relation factors to f
are different between the open-channel flow and the pipe flow, because it is affected by
multiple factors, such as free water surfaces in the waterways, hydraulic radius, and water
surface slope. Figure 1 shows the relationship between smooth and rough channel flows
by analyzing various overseas experimental data [17].

 

Figure 1. Relationship between f and Re for smooth channels (Flow conditions: Laminar, Transitional,
and Turbulent [14]).

The shortcomings of the above studies are that it is difficult to calculate the energy
slopes correctly in an open-channel flow. In addition, equations should be applied differ-
ently according to the scope of the Re. For the example, the Prandtl-von Karman’s equation
has to consider an uncertainty when using Equation (3). This is because it is hard to obtain
an accurate flow velocity at the bottom of the channel.

2.2. New Friction Coefficient Using Entropy

Shannon [18] first defined entropy by function H(x) and can be written as Equation (6):

H(x) = −
∫ +∞

−∞
p(x) ln p(x)dx (6)

where p(x) is the probability density function, and ln p(x) is dimensionless but dx
has dimension.
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Equation (6) means maximizing the entropy that represents the uncertainty for x,
given p(x) for the continuous state variable x. Applying this concept to the water velocity
can be written as Equation (7):

H(u) = −
∫ umax

0
p(u) ln p(u)du (7)

The following constraints are used, such as the average value and probability, which
are available information about u, which is instantaneous (point) velocity and can be
written as Equations (8) and (9):

∫ umax

0
p(u)du = 1 (8)

∫ umax

0
up(u)du = u (9)

Arranging the independent constraint conditions can be given as Equation (10):

∫ b

a
Φi(u, p)du i = 1, 2 (10)

where a is the minimum value of u, b is the maximum value of u, i is the constraint number
(i = 1 is Equation (8) and i = 2 is Equation (9)).

Therefore, p(u), which maximizes the entropy, can be obtained using the method of
Lagrange as Equations (11)–(13):

∂I(u, p)
∂p

+
2

∑
i=1

λi
∂φi(u, p)

∂p
= 0 (11)

I(u, p) = −p(u)lnp(u) (12)

where φ1(u, p) = p(u), φ2(u, p) = u × p(u).

∂φ1(u, p)
∂p

= 1,
∂φ2(u, p)

∂p
= u (13)

where λ1 and λ2 are Lagrange multipliers.
Substituting Equations (12) and (13) into Equation (11) can be constructed as the

following Equation (14):
− 1 − lnp(u) + λ1 + λ2u = 0 (14)

where λ1 − 1 = a1 and λ2 = a2 are the Lagrange multipliers.
Differentiating Equation (14) with respect to p(u) results in the velocity as Equation (15):

p(u) = ea1+a2u (0 ≤ u ≤ umax) (15)

Equation (15) and M = a2umax (entropy coefficient) are substituted into Equation (8)
to obtain Equation (16):

umaxea1 =
M

(eM − 1)
(16)

Then Equation (15) and M = a2umax are substituted into Equation (9) to obtain
Equation (17) (This is the two-dimensional average velocity equation, which is Chiu’s
velocity equation [11,12]):

u
umax

= φ(M) =

(
eM

(eM − 1)
− 1

M

)
(17)
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Equation (17) can be used to restructure Equation (16) to obtain Equation (18):

ea1 =
φ(M)M
(eM − 1)u

(18)

The shear stress is the product of the dynamic viscosity (kinematic viscosity is the
dynamic viscosity divided by density) and the velocity gradient, which can be expressed
as Equation (19):

τ = ρν

(
du

hξdξ

)
(19)

where τ is the shear stress, ρ is the density of the fluid, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid, hξ is the mean value of hξ , and hξ is the scale factor, which has the length dimensions.

The shear stress at the channel boundary (bottom) is the shear stress when ξ is ξ0, as
in Equation (20):

τ0 = ρν

(
du

hξdξ

)
ξ=ξ0

= ρgRhS f (20)

where τ0 is the waterway boundary shear stress, g is the gravitational acceleration, and S f
is the energy gradient.

The velocity cumulative probability of u is suggested by Chiu [11,12] as Equation (21):

P(u) =
∫ u

0
p(u)du =

ξ − ξ0

ξmax − ξ0
(21)

where ξ is the spatial coordinates (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1), u is the velocity at ξ, ξ0 is the minimum
value of ξ (occurring at the channel boundary where u = 0), and ξmax is the maximum
value of ξ (where u is at its maximum (i.e., umax)) (see Figure 2).

 
(a) Patterns of Velocity Distribution : Pattern I, h > 0 

 
(b) Patterns of Velocity Distribution : Pattern II, h < 0 

Figure 2. ξ-η of an open-channel flow (Chiu [11,12]).

The ξ-η coordinates are the isovel system, which was first developed by Chiu [11,12]
to explain two-dimensional velocity distribution in the cross-section of an open channel.
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In Equation (21), if ξ is ξ0 at the bottom of the channel, u is 0 and ξmax − ξ0 is 1, and
by differentiating the velocity gradient in the channel bed, where p(u) = ea1 , Equation (22)
can be obtained: (

du
hξdξ

)
ξ=ξ0

=
1

hξea1
(22)

For a wide channel, ξ/ξmax can be simplified to y/D and, hence, hξ = D. For
the hydraulic radius, Rh

∼= D. Therefore, substituting Equation (22) into Equation (20),
Equation (23) is obtained:

ea1 =
ν

gR2
hS f

(23)

Equating Equations (18) and Equation (22) expresses the average water velocity in the
open-channel flow as Equation (24):

u =
gR2

hS f

νF(M)
(24)

where F(M) =
(
eM − 1

)
/(φ(M)M).

For the friction velocity (u∗), the relationship between the average water velocity and
the friction velocity is shown as Equation (25):

u∗ =
√

τ0

ρ
(25)

To calculate the friction term in Equation (25), Choo’s mean velocity distribution [10]
is used for Equation (26):

u =
u

K(M)
ln
[

1 +
(

eM − 1
)( ξ − ξ0

ξmax − ξ0

)]
(26)

where K(M) = φ(M)M.
Choo’s mean velocity was used earlier for calculating the discharge. However, in this

paper, it will be used for converting friction velocity, since it has already been modified for
the average water velocity in the open-channel flow [10].

The water velocity slope du/hξ dξ is differentiated from Equation (26), and ξ0 � 0 and
ξmax − ξ0 = 1 are applied as Equation (27):(

du
hξdξ

)
=

u
(
eM − 1

)
RhK(M)(1 + ξ(eM − 1))

(27)

where, because the bottom boundary layer ξ0 = 0, Equation (27) is equal to Equation (28):(
du

hξ dξ

)
ξ=ξ0

=
u(eM−1)
RhK(M)

(28)

Equation (28) is inserted into Equation (20), which is the shear stress at the channel
boundary, to obtain Equation (29):

τ0 = ρν

(
du

hξ dξ

)
ξ=ξ0

= ρν
u(eM−1)
RhK(M)

(29)

The relationship between the average water velocity and the friction velocity of the
friction loss coefficient of the pipe flow is shown in Equation (30):

u
u∗

=

√
8
f

(30)
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Equations (25) and (30) are substituted into Equation (29) to obtain Equation (31):

τ0 =
8ρν2

f

((
eM − 1

)
RhK(M)

)2

(31)

Therefore, if Equation (31) is substituted for Equations (24) (F(M) =
(
eM − 1

)
/(φ(M)M))

and (26) (K(M) = φ(M)M) and use Re = (ud)/υ, Equation (32) can be obtained:

f =
8dF(M)

ReRh
(32)

Equation (32) can be used to estimate the frictional loss coefficient (f) of the open-
channel flow, which reflects its entropy. Equation (32) does not require the hydraulic
factors used in the existing equations, such as shear velocity (u∗) or energy gradient (S f ).
In addition, the friction loss coefficient ( f ) can be expressed with only the average water
velocity and the entropy M, which are easy to obtain. In addition, there is also an advantage
in that the energy gradient (S f ) can be estimated by using Equation (32).

Therefore, in this study, we proposed the friction loss coefficient of Equation (32) in
the open-channel flow by using the concept of entropy, which has been used in many
fields recently. The data used to demonstrate the utility of the equation were obtained
by Yuen [19] and Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] for each stream of water. It is shown in the
Figure 1 that the estimated friction loss coefficient was compared with the measured
friction loss coefficient.

3. Experimental Data

To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed equation, we calculated the friction co-
efficient based on the data measured at the rectangular channel. The estimated results
were compared with the measured data, as shown in Figure 1. First, the data measured
by Yuen [19] at the trapezoidal section were used. Then, the data were measured by
Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] at the trapezoid, the parabolic round-bottomed triangle, and the
parabolic-bottomed triangle trapezoidal channel.

Yuen obtained data in a fully developed turbulent flow of the smooth trapezoidal
open-channel flow. The ranges of the data were 0.5 < Fr < 3.5, 1.9·104 < Re < 6.2·105 and
0.3 < 2b/H < 15 (where 2b/H was the aspect ratio). The subcritical flow was also studied
for the compound trapezoidal channel, which ranged in depths of 0.05 < Dr < 0.5. Here,
Dr is the relative depth ratio ( (H−h)

H , where H is the flow depth of the channel, and h is
the depth of the lower main channel). Several series of experiments were undertaken by
using the Preston tube technique. These experiments were performed in a 21.26-m-long
tilting channel with a working cross-section of 0.615 m wide × 0.365 m deep. A total
of three sets were measured under the equivalent conditions, varying the bed slope at
0.001, 0.004, 0.009, 0.015, and 0.023. In addition, the point velocities were measured across
the whole cross-section for the selected flow depths. Particular attention was focused on
understanding the Reynolds and Froude number effects on these distributions.

Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] measured the data in the trapezoidal, parabolic, round-bottomed
triangle, and parabolic-bottomed triangle channel. For each section, the measured data
were used with the changes in the flow velocity and water levels under three flow condi-
tions: 1 m3/s, 10 m3/s, and 100 m3/s (see Babaeyan-Koopaei for more information).

The values of the measured Re data are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the
measured data in the rectangular section reflected the transition zone and the turbulence
zone. In the trapezoidal, parabolic, round-bottomed triangle, and parabolic-bottomed
triangle sections, the measured data reflected the full turbulence zone.
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Table 1. The range of Reynolds numbers with the cross-section shape and the channel slope.

Data Cross-Section Shape Channel Slope Reynolds Number Range

Yuen [19] Rectangular

0.001 16,920~156,400

0.004 45,770~160,900

0.009 71,450~358,000

0.015 108,600~335,000

0.023 124,400~618,300

Babaeyan-Koopaei [20]

Trapezoidal 0.001 167,000~4,474,000

Parabolic 0.001 135,000~4,630,000

Round-bottomed triangle 0.001 167,000~4,684,000

Parabolic-bottomed triangle 0.001 167,000~4,630,000

4. Estimation of the Entropy Parameter, M

An estimate of the entropy parameter M is needed to use Equation (29). For the
estimation of entropy parameter M, most researches used Equation (15) to calculate the
entropy parameters in which the equation required, essentially, the maximum flow velocity
in an open channel.

However, the maximum velocity occurred at the center of the pipe flow, but the
location of the maximum velocity was unclear at the open-channel flow. Additionally, a lot
of manpower, time, and effort were required to measure the maximum velocity in the open-
channel flow. Moramarco [21] calculated the M values by using Equation (15). For that,
he used data obtained from the average and maximum velocities at the upper river basin.
Moramarco [22] proposed an equation for calculating φ(M) by substituting Chiu’s theory
and the Manning and Prandtl-von Karman equations. However, the disadvantage of these
equations were that it was difficult to clearly identify the point where the maximum velocity
occurred, ymax, and imaginary distance, y0, where the velocity was zero in the riverbed.

This study determined the entropy parameter M by using the expression developed
by Choo [23]. The advantage of this method was that the entropy parameters in the stream
could be obtained at any time without using the uncertain maximum velocity.

The entropy parameters M and the Re were calculated by using the same characteris-
tics as those shown in Figures 3 and 4. As the entropy parameter, M was increased, and
the Re was also increased. On the other hand, as the friction coefficient f increased, Re
decreased. Based on the value of Re, the two flows were identified as turbulent flows.

 
Figure 3. Relationship between M and Re calculated using Yuen’s data.
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Figure 4. Relationship between M and Re calculated using Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data.

5. Results Analysis

The entropy parameter M, defined in Section 4, was used in Equation (32) to calculate
the coefficient of friction f in an open-channel flow. The relationship between f and Re is
shown in Figures 5 and 6.

 

Figure 5. The relationship between f and Re calculated using Yuen’s data.

The coefficient of friction f in Figures 5 and 6 shows the same trend as in Figure 1,
where f tends to decrease as Re increases. In addition, in Figures 7 and 8, the friction
coefficient, f , shows a tendency to decrease as the discharge increases. The discrepancy
ratio is the error ratio between the measurement and calculated values, separated by a
range. The proportions on the y-axis are the ratio of the total comparison quantity to the
range of the x-axis. Figures 9–12 show that the discrepancy ratio results of the proposed
equation were all distributed near 0.
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Figure 6. The relationship of f and Re calculated using Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data.

 

Figure 7. The relationship of f and Q calculated using Yuen’s data.

 

Figure 8. The relationship of f and Q calculated using Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data.
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Figure 9. The discrepancy ratio for f and Re calculated using Yuen’s data.

 
Figure 10. The discrepancy ratio for f and Re calculated using Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data.

 
Figure 11. The discrepancy ratio for f and Q calculated using Yuen’s data.

The above results are summarized as follows: The entropy parameter M is a linear
function of Log(Re), which is an increasing function of Re. The friction coefficient f is a
linear decreasing function of Log(Re), which is a decreasing function of Re. Figure 13 shows
the above results calculated using the proposed Equation (32), along with the relationship
between the friction coefficients f and Re. Comparing the scale with a previous empirical
study resulted in rough flows; the coefficient of determination was observed to be 0.8
within the range of the flow of the rectangular channel and 0.75 within the range of the
flow of the compound trapezoidal channel.
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Figure 12. The discrepancy ratio for f and Q calculated using Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data.

 
Figure 13. The comparison between the empirical and calculated friction coefficients using Yuen and
Babaeyan-Koopaei (rough channel).

Figure 10 shows the results determined with Yuen’s data measured in the rectan-
gular and trapezoidal channels. Particularly, the calculated f value was expressed as
1.7 × 105 < Re < 6.18 × 106, which exceeded the existing Re value. This range means that
the proposed equation can represent the actual phenomenon in the natural stream.

The picture on the right shows the results determined with Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data mea-
sured in the trapezoidal, parabolic, round-bottomed triangle, and parabolic-bottomed triangle
channels. In this case, the calculated f value was expressed as 13.5 × 104 < Re < 46.84 × 105,
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which was close to the maximum range of the previous Re value. The important thing
is that even the compound trapezoidal sections that were similar to the natural section,
which were not available in the existing graph, as shown in Figure 1, can easily be cal-
culated for f and Re. In Tables 2 and 3, the regression equations from the Yuen [19] and
Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] data show the relationship between M, f , Re, and Q.

Table 2. The results for the relationship between M, f , Re, and Q using Yuen’s data.

Division Regression Equation R2

M and Re Yuen [19] y = 0.9561 ln (x)−4.925 R2 = 0.8644
f and Re Yuen [19] y = 0.3798x−0.262 R2 = 0.8456
f and Q Yuen [19] y = 0.007x−0.213 R2 = 0.7536

Table 3. The results for the relationship between M, f , Re, and Q using Babaeyan-Koopaei’s data.

Division Regression Equation R2

M and Re Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] y = 0.8846 ln (x)−0.379 R2 = 0.9994
f and Re Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] y = 1.5096x−0.194 R2 = 0.9895
f and Q Babaeyan-Koopaei [20] y = −0.012 ln (x)0.1236 R2 = 0.9533

Comparing the scale with a previous empirical study results in rough flows; the coeffi-
cient of determination was observed to be 0.8 within the range of the flow of the rectangular
channel and 0.75 within the range of the flow of the compound trapezoidal channel.

As can be seen in Figure 13, the values of the coefficient of friction determined from
past experiences are properly correlated with the measured data. There is no bouncing
value on the graph. For the rectangular channel, this seems expressed fairly well as Bazin
no. 17. Other types of channels matched well with the extended lines of the Prandtl-von
Karman equation. In other words, it is meaningful that the values of the friction coefficient
determined from proposed equation can be accurately estimate based on a theoretical
formula rather than on an empirical parameter under a number of conditions.

6. Conclusions

The results of a study conducted approximately 100 years ago are still used to es-
timate the friction coefficient in an open-channel flow. However, as with the pipe flow
(perfusion), the friction coefficient must be correctly determined in order to interpret the
correct flow. This paper proposes a new form of friction coefficient calculation by using the
two-dimensional velocity formula of Chiu [11,12] and probabilistic entropy.

The advantage of this equation is that it eliminates the terms of energy slopes, which
are difficult to measure or calculate in an open-channel flow, making their application
simple and very accurate on a theoretical basis.

In uniform flow conditions, a channel bed gradient may be the same or almost the
same as an energy slope or water surface gradient. The normal depth is maintained
as long as the slope, cross-section, and the surface roughness of the channel remains
unchanged; thus, the average flow velocity remains constant. However, in natural flow and
human-made open channels, such as irrigation systems and sewer lines, there are mostly
nonuniform or unsteady flows. Unlike uniform flow conditions, these varied flows do not
share the same energy slope, bed gradient, and water surface gradient.

Based on the data measured in the rectangular section, the proposed equation was used
to determine the entropy parameter M and the friction coefficient f . The induced entropy
parameters were shown to be a linear function of Log(Re), and the friction coefficient was
the decreasing function of Log(Re).

If this study is to be carried out continuously by hydraulic data measured in various
channel shapes, laboratory channels, and natural streams, the friction coefficient value
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estimated from the proposed equation will be actively used in the flow analysis and the
design of hydraulic structures.
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Abstract: This study experimentally and numerically investigated the hydrodynamic characteristics
of a 180◦ curved open channel over rough bed under the condition of constant downstream water
depth. Three different sizes of bed particles (the small, middle and big cases based upon the grain
size diameter D50) were selected for flume tests. Three-dimensional instantaneous velocities obtained
by the acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) were used to analyze hydrodynamic characteristics.
Additionally, the Renormalization-Group (RNG) turbulence model was employed for numerical sim-
ulations. Experimental results show that rough bed strengthens turbulence and increases turbulent
kinetic energy along curved channels. The power spectra of the longitudinal velocity fluctuation
satisfy the classic Kolmogorov −5/3 law in the inertial subrange, and the existence of rough bed
shortens the inertial subrange and causes the flow reach the viscous dissipation range in advance.
The contributions of sweeps and ejections are more important than those of the outward and inward
interactions over a rough bed for the middle case. Flow-3D was adopted to simulate flow patterns
on two rough bed settings with same surface roughness (skin drag) but different bed shapes (form
drag): one is bed covered with thick bottom sediment layers along the curved part of the flume (the
big case) as the experimental condition, and the other one is uniform bed along the entire flume
(called the big case_flat only for simulations). Numerical simulations reveal that the secondary flow
is confined to the near-bed area and the intensity of secondary flow is improved for both rough
bed cases, possibly causing more serious bed erosion along a curved channel. In addition, the thick
bottom sediments (the big case), i.e., larger form drag, can enhance turbulence strength near bed
regions, enlarge the transverse range of secondary flow, and delay the shifting of the core region of
maximum longitudinal velocity towards the concave bank.

Keywords: acoustic Doppler velocimeter; rough bed; secondary flow; turbulent bursting; turbulence
kinetic energy

1. Introduction

Curved channels are commonly found in natural rivers around the world. Flow in
curved open-channel follows a helicoidal path and induces a secondary flow, which can
redistribute mass, momentum, boundary shear stress and thereby plays an important
role in hydraulic engineering [1,2]. Considerable studies focused on the curved channel
characteristics in different ways, including theoretical derivation, field observations and
measurements, physical model experiments, and numerical simulations. For example,
Zeng et al. [3] showed that the turbulent kinetic energy in the channel bend is significantly
larger than that at the entrance and the exit according to laboratory experiments. Blanck-
aert [4] and Blanckaert and Vriend [5] found that water surface gradient and streamwise
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curvature variations are the major factors for velocity redistribution in sharp bend channels.
Vaghefi et al. [6] indicated that there are two persistent clockwise vortexes from the stream-
lines drawn in cross sections and the maximum shear stress occurs from the entrance of
the bend to the bend apex area near the inner wall. However, these studies only focus on
flow over smooth curved channels, and the hydrodynamic characteristics over a curved
and rough bed, more consistent with practical field conditions, has been paid less attention
and is not well-understood [7].

Over the past few decades, most of studies focus on the flow patterns over a straight
and rough bed open channel. Grass et al. [8] found that the typical scale of near-wall
vortical structure is directly proportional to the bed roughness size under fully developed
flow conditions. Ferro [9,10] revealed that the bed roughness can change the mean velocity
profile near the wall and the friction coefficient. Nikora et al. [11,12] applied the double-
averaging method to large and organized roughness element bed flows and showed that
the intrinsic averaged streamwise velocity profile is linear inside the bed roughness with
high submergence. Mignot et al. [13] concluded that the strongest turbulence activity
occurs at gravel crest levels zc/h = 0.1, where zc is the distance from the bed and h is the
flow depth, and the turbulent diffusion also reaches a maximum at this elevation. Dey
et al. [14] showed that the friction factor decreases with bed-load transport substantiating
the concept of reduction of flow resistance and the downward vertical fluxes of the TKE
values increase in presence of bed-load transport. Qi et al. [15] used the Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) techniques to measure the near-wall rough regions and performed that
the TKE value firstly increases and then decreases as water depth increases. Most of these
literatures aim to understand the effect of rough bed on straight open channels. In order to
better know the flow patterns in natural rivers, the study of curved open channel flow over
rough bed is highly required.

The flow patterns of curved open channel flow over rough bed are more complicated
than those over smooth bed. Up to now, the related studies are relatively fewer in compari-
son with the straight and rough bed channels. The studies can be divided into two types.
The first one focuses on the roughness of the side wall in curved channels. In this type,
the longitudinal velocity decreases and the shear stress increases in the bank vicinity [16].
In addition, a reversed secondary flow occurs for all rough outer bank cases is found
and the reversed secondary flow becomes is stronger as the roughness of the outer bank
increases [17]. Hersberger et al. [18] suggested that the macroroughness placed on the outer
side wall causes the maximum velocity cell move towards the center of the channel and also
reduces the sediment transport capacity in the bend. The other one is that the roughness
is due to bed sediment particles over curved channels. Jamieson et al. [19] showed that
the magnitude and distribution of three-dimensional Reynolds stresses increase through a
135◦ channel bend with a mobile sand bed. Pradhan et al. [20] revealed that the resistance
caused by the curvature is larger on smoother channels than that on fine gravel channels
at the meander bends. These studies have provided some useful information on the flow
patterns over a rough and curved channel. However, these results may not be able to fully
reflect some practical situations. For example, on the purpose of navigation the water level
at the downstream usually need to maintain constant, which is the main focus in this study.

In this paper, laboratory experiments and numerical simulations were conducted to
investigate the flow field in a 180 degree U-shaped curved and rough bed flume under the
condition of constant downstream water level. Experimental investigations were carried
out to study the profile of longitudinal velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent
bursting. Gravel sediment particles with different grain sizes were used to present the level
of bed roughness. ADV was used to obtain three dimensional instantaneous velocities
at different cross sections along the curved channel. In addition, the Renormalization-
Group (RNG) turbulence model in the FLOW-3D software was then utilized to discuss flow
patterns on two rough bed settings with same surface roughness (skin drag) but different
bed shapes (form drag): one is bed covered with a thick bottom sediment layer along the
curved part of the flume as the experimental condition, and the other one is uniform bed
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along the entire flume. The paper was organized as follows: in Section 2 we detailed the
experimental set-up and the numerical modelling. In Section 3, the experimental results
including longitudinal velocity distribution, turbulent kinetic energy and power spectral
density, and turbulent bursting under different bed roughness were performed. In addition,
numerical results including water depth, longitudinal velocity, TKE (k) and secondary flow
were presented and used to discuss the effects of thick sediment layers. Finally, conclusion
and future prospects were given in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out in a recirculating Plexiglas flume of 0.40 m wide,
0.40 m deep and 33 m long in the Ocean Engineering Laboratory in Zhoushan Campus,
Zhejiang University, China. The flume consists of a 12 m straight inflow reach, a 180-
degree U-shaped curved reach with the radius of curvature R in the centre position of the
channel equal to 1.4 m, and a 16 m straight outflow reach with a constant slope of 0.5 %
of entire flume. A series of honeycomb grids were installed at the entrance of the channel
to stabilize the flow and prevent the formation of large-scale flow disturbances. Three
different discharges Q were set at 0.015 m3 s−1, 0.025 m3 s−1 and 0.030 m3 s−1, respectively.
The flume has an adjustable tailgate at the downstream end of the flume, where the water
level was set to 35 cm, to regulate the flow depth. The test sections were located in the
curved region of the flume, where the flow was in fully developed turbulent regimes.

Nortek Vectrino ADV (Nortek AS, Vangkroken 2, N-1351 Rud, Norway) was used
to measure three-dimensional instantaneous velocities (x—longitudinal direction, y—
transverse direction, and z—vertical direction), i.e., longitudinal velocity (u), transverse
velocity (v) and vertical velocity (w). In the experiment, the x and y direction was relative
to the curved channel. The ADV sampling volume is 0.09 cm3 and the actual measurement
point is 5 cm below the tip of the probe. For each cross-section, the ADV beam with red
marking (x-axis indicator) was pointed to the streamwise direction of the curved channel.
In order to ensure the quality of the measured data, SNR (signal to noise ratio) should be
guaranteed to be above 20 and Correlation coefficient should be above 70 for the measured
data [21]. Additionally, the measured velocity signals were despiked using the method of
Goring and Nikora [22]. In the experiments, the sampling time was set to 60 s to ensure the
accuracy and reliability of the data [6,23,24] with the sampling frequency of 25 Hz. The
60 s records were compared to a 10 min record both for the bare case and the rough bed
case, and the differences for the time-averaged velocities and the TKE values were <0.9%
and <1.1%, respectively. Thus, the 60 s ADV records were sufficient to obtain stable first
(time-averaged) and second (variance) moments of turbulent statistics. Velocity measure-
ments were conducted at five selected cross-sections (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦ and 180◦) with 5 or
7 vertical locations for each cross-section (5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, 25 cm, 30 cm and
35 cm from the inner wall) and 15 measuring points at each vertical line (measurements
carried out at every 1 cm at 0 cm to 10 cm from the bed, and every 2 cm at 10 cm to
20 cm from the bed). The surface of the rough bed was uneven, so the first measuring
point (1 cm from the bed) at the vertical line was confirmed by the average distance of
three sections (y/B = 0.25, y/B = 0.5 and y/B = 0.75). The flow depth was measured using
water level gauges at three vertical locations (y/B = 0.25, y/B = 0.5 and y/B = 0.75) for each
cross-section along the flume. For the bare case (smooth bed), five vertical locations were
enough to obtain the hydrodynamics characteristics of flow. For rough bed cases, velocities
at seven vertical locations were measured to provide the detailed flow fields. The scheme
of experiment setup is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Scheme of experiment setup: (a) The shadow shows rough bed regions and the inset figure
represents rough bed configurations; (b) ADV measurement setup.

The rough bed in the experiments was made by placing a thick layer of sediments
throughout the curved region (Figure 1a). The thickness of sediment layers was around
2~3D50, where D50 is the grain size diameter D at 50% in the cumulative distribution of
particle size [25]. Three different sizes of bed particles were chosen: D50 = 1.5 cm (refer to
the small case hereafter), 3.0 cm (refer to the middle case hereafter) and 5.0 cm (refer to the
big case hereafter) in the study. Sediment particles were placed in the regions of 1 m near
the inlet and outlet of the curved channel to prevent flow instability as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Fundamental Flow Conditions

For determining the flow conditions in the experiments, Reynolds numbers Re and
Froude numbers Fr are respectively calculated by

Re = 4Um0Rh/v (1)

and
Fr = Um0/

√
gh0 (2)

where Um0 is mean flow velocity of the 0◦ section for each case; Rh(=Bh/(B+2h0)) is the
hydraulic radius; B(= 0.4 m) is the channel width; h0 is the water depth of the 0◦ section;
v = 10−6 m2 s−1 is the kinematic viscosity of water; and g = 9.81 m2 s−1 is the gravitational
acceleration. As listed in Table 1, the Reynolds numbers ranged from 64,516 to 148,148,
indicating the flow conditions were turbulent. Additionally, the Froude numbers for all
experimental conditions were less than 1, meaning that the flows belong to the subcritical
flow regime.

For rough bed cases, viscous sublayer is absent [20], and thus the hydrodynamic
characteristics of flow is solely affected by the bed roughness. Yalin [26], and Schlichting
and Gersten [27] classified the rough bed by the means of friction velocity u∗ (m s−1) as
depicted below:

0 <
u∗ks

v
< 5 (3)

5 <
u∗ks

v
< 70 (4)

70 <
u∗ks

v
(5)

where u∗ =
√

gRhS is the friction velocity of 0◦ section for each case, S = 0.005 denotes
the bed slope and ks refers to the roughness height in meters. Equation (3) refers to the
condition of flow over a hydraulically smooth bed, while Equations (4) and (5) represent
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flow over transition region and hydraulically rough surfaces, respectively [20]. In these
cases, D50 is used to define the grain size. The roughness height for the Perspex sheet
is determined as 0.0001 m [20]. For non-uniform bottom sediment, ks is expressed as a
characteristic grain diameter, i.e., ks = D50 [28]. The detailed experimental parameters are
listed in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, 0 < (u∗ks)/v < 5 for the bare case, representing a
hydraulically smooth bed. For the rough bed cases, (u∗ks)/v � 70 represents hydraulically
rough surfaces.

Table 1. Parameters of the experiment.

Cases Q (m3 s−1) D50 (cm) ks (m) u* (m s−1) u*ks
v Re Fr

0.015 64,516 0.088
Bare case 0.025 0 0.0001 0.0744 1.26 102,248 0.129

0.030 129,588 0.178

0.015 71,260 0.115
Small case 0.025 1.5 0.015 0.0747 1120.50 119,616 0.196

0.030 146,340 0.249

0.015 73,172 0.124
Middle case 0.025 3.0 0.03 0.0749 2247.00 121,952 0.207

0.030 148,148 0.258

0.015 74,076 0.129
Big case 0.025 5.0 0.05 0.0750 3750.00 123,456 0.215

0.030 146,340 0.249

2.3. Numerical Analysis Using FLOW-3D

FLOW-3D is a commercial CFD software that specializes in solving transient, free-
surface problems. The finite volume method (FVM) in a Cartesian, staggered grid is
employed in FLOW-3D to solve the Reynolds’ average Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations.
FLOW-3D contains a powerful meshing capability through the Fractional Area/Volume
Obstacle Representation (FAVOR), which is used to illustrate the complex boundaries of
the computational domain. In FLOW-3D, the Volume of Fluid (VOF) is used to simulate
the fluid with the free surface [29–32]. In this study, the water depth, longitudinal velocity
and secondary flow with and without the thick layer of sediments were numerically
studied using FLOW-3D. The numerical domains were based on the experimental channel
mentioned above. In order to make the numerical results more accurate, the model
geometry was lengthened 20 m in the straight inflow and outflow reach, respectively. The
total grid number reached up to 1.17 million, and the grid size was 2.5 cm in the curved
reach and 5 cm in the straight inflow and outflow reach. The irrelevance of the number of
grids was verified by means of reducing the grid size, i.e., increasing the grid number. The
grid size was increased to 2 cm, and the difference of velocity profiles in comparisons with
the 2.5 cm grid size was less than 3%.

The boundary conditions for the inflow and outflow reach were set as mean flow
velocity and water depth measured in flume experiments. For free water surface, the
atmospheric pressure was assigned. Two inter-block junctions of straight and curved
reach were defined as the symmetrical condition [33]. In addition, a no-slip condition was
applied to wall boundaries. The simulation ran for 1000 s to ensure the reach of steady state
conditions. In FLOW-3D, the Renormalization-Group (RNG) turbulence model known
to describe low intensity turbulence flows and flows having strong shear regions more
accurately [34–36], was selected. The RNG model systematically removes all small scales
of motion from the governing equations by considering their effects in terms of larger scale
motion and a modified viscosity [35].

Three cases numerically simulated in the study were: (i) the bare case (the same as
experiment); (ii) the big case (the same as experiment): the rough bed region was set as a
10 cm high and solid step (=2D50), simplified conditions, to represent the thick sediment
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layer, which is the same as the experiment setup. Additionally, a 20 cm long slope before
and after the step was used to connect the step and flat regions of the flume. The solid
step should be set to porous media in accordance with the experimental settings. However,
for the FLOW-3D software it is unable to set the solid step as porous media as well as
assign a surface roughness on the surface of porous media. Instead, we calibrated the
surface roughness ks and ensured the simulations close to flume measurements; (iii) the
big case_flat, in which no thick sediment layer was covered, i.e., no step was set up in
numerical tests. The entire flume bottom is uniform, but bed roughness was the same as
the big case. Cases (ii) and (iii) were used to compare the effect of thick sediment layers on
secondary flows along a curved channel. The roughness height ks in the FLOW-3D model
was a tuning factor for the three cases.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Water Depth

The transverse gradient at the channel curve caused by the centrifugal force is small
and negligible due to the small quantity of flow and small radius of curvature. Therefore,
the average depth of three sections (y/B = 0.25, y/B = 0.5 and y/B = 0.75) is calculated and
shown in Figure 2 for four cases.

Figure 2. Water depth variations along the curved reach for four cases:
(a) Q = 0.015 m3 s−1, (b) Q = 0.025 m3 s−1, and (c) Q = 0.030 m3 s−1 (• Bare case; � Small
case; � Middle case; � Big case).

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the water depth changes less obviously along the
curved reach for the bare case (smooth bed). As bed particles become larger, the sediment
layer over the curved channel is thicker. At the conditions of the constant downstream
water level at the tailgate, the thicker sediment layers lead to shallow water depth over
the curved reach, i.e., hbig case > hmiddle case > hsmall case in general. Therefore, the bed with
the largest particle sizes leads to fastest mean flow velocity when the water depth at the
tailgate is constant. In addition, the smaller discharge as shown in Figure 2a leads to less
water depth differences for rough bed cases. As discharge becomes larger, water depth
differences for rough bed cases are more apparent as provided in Figure 2c.

3.2. Longitudinal Velocity Distribution

Figure 3 shows the longitudinal velocities along the depth of each section for smooth
beds (bare case) and rough beds (small case, middle case and big case) for Q = 0.030 m3 s−1.
For smooth bed (bare case, Figure 3a), the longitudinal velocity along the water depth at
0◦ and 45◦ sections follows logarithmic distribution, similar to the case in straight open
channels. At the cross sections of 90◦ and 135◦, the flow is affected by the channel bend.
The longitudinal velocity gradually increases in the bottom region (z/h < 0.4) and reduces
in the top region (z/h > 0.4), thus breaking the logarithmic distribution law. Consequently,
the longitudinal velocity as shown in Figure 3a exhibits an approximate “constant” distri-
bution along the water depth as Blanckaert [37] and Barbhuiya and Talukdar [38] found.

For rough bed cases (Figure 3b–d), the longitudinal velocity profile is significantly
different as the bare case. For the bare case, longitudinal velocity ranges from 0.2 m s−1 to
0.35 m s−1, while the values vary from 0.18 m s−1 to 0.45 m s−1 for the rough bed cases.
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Since the water depth at the tailgate is constant for all cases, the water depth with larger
bed sediment particles becomes shallower, leading to greater longitudinal velocity. At 0◦
sections, the longitudinal velocity along the water depth also follows distinct logarithmic
distribution, but the longitudinal velocity near the bed greatly decreases due to the bottom
friction from rough bed, causing the steeper slope of the longitudinal velocity profile and
larger induced bottom shear stress as other studies [15,23,39,40] mentioned. For the middle
and big cases, the slope of the longitudinal velocity profile has little difference, which
possibly means that the longitudinal velocity profile changes a little when the grain size
reaches a certain level. At the 45◦ section, the longitudinal velocity profile near convex bank
is affected by the channel bend firstly, implying that the longitudinal velocity gradually
increases in the bottom and reduces near the water surface. However, the velocity profile
near concave bank keeps following the logarithmic distribution. At the cross sections of
90◦ and 135◦, the flow in the whole section is affected by the channel bend. Under the
both effects of channel bend and rough bed, the longitudinal velocity distribution exhibits
a trend of increasing near the bed and then decreasing near the surface along the water
depth. It also can be found that the maximum longitudinal velocity at the central line
occurs between 0.2 to 0.4 dimensionless depth from the bed. The grain size of bed particle
only changes the magnitude of velocity, making the phenomena more remarkable. The
trends of longitudinal velocity profiles for different rough bed cases are similar.

(a) 

(b) 

 (  )  (  ) (  )

 (  ) (  )

 (  )  (  )

 (  ) (  )

 (  )

Figure 3. Cont.
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(c) 

(d) 

 (  )  (  ) (  )

 (  ) (  )

 (  )  (  ) (  )

 (  ) (  )
Figure 3. Longitudinal velocity profiles for four cases at five cross sections: (a) Bare case, (b) Small
case, (c) Middle case, and (d) Big case (Q = 0.030 m3 s−1).

The velocity gradient between convex bank and concave bank for the bare case is
unobvious. On the other hand, for the rough bed cases the transverse velocity gradient
cannot be neglected, especially for the big case. The longitudinal velocity of concave bank
is greater than that of convex bank for all rough bed cases, which indicates that the rough
bed can enlarge the centrifugal effect of channel bend. Longitudinal velocity profiles for
different flow discharge are similar and not discussed in detail here.

3.3. Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Power Spectral Density Analysis

In the study, TKE (k), represented as the turbulence characteristics, is defined as

k =
1
2

(
u′2 + v′2 + w′2

)
(6)

where u′ = u − u, v′ = v − v and w′ = w − w are the fluctuation velocities of u, v and w,
respectively.

Taking Q = 0.030 m3 s−1 as an example, the TKE profiles, normalized by the overall
mean velocity U = Q/Bh, under different tough bed conditions are shown in Figure 4. For
the bare case (Figure 4a), the normalized k values show a constant distribution along the
water depth for each cross section, but the normalized k values gradually increase from
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inlet (0◦ section) to the apex of bend (90◦ section) and decrease from the apex to outlet
(180◦ section). The intense turbulence mainly concentrates in the cross section of 90◦–135◦.
The reason is that the friction of the wall and the momentum exchange between the water
flow and the wall leads to the increase of k values [4].

For the rough bed cases (Figure 4b–d), the normalized k values are smaller near the
free surface, similar to the bare case. However, the normalized k values are larger near
the bed region at the 0◦ section, implying that rough bed will enhance fluid mixing and
strengthen turbulence as the results found in straight open channels [15,41]. The effect of
bed roughness is not only confined for near bed regions but can be gradually extended
to the whole water depth. As the particle size increases, the normalized k values near the
bed increase a little because of the greater friction from the rough bed. Yet, the normalized
k values near the surface remain basically unchanged. The slope of the variation of the
normalized k values, i.e., Δ(z/h)

Δ(normalized k values) , decreases, which means that at the same

difference Δ
( z

h
)
, Δ(normalized k values) becomes larger. As a result, the rate in loss of k

for larger particles becomes faster. After the 45◦ section, the normalized k values are also
affected by the channel bend. Similar to the bare case, the normalized k values of the rough
bed on the convex bank are larger than those for concave bank. Additionally, the vertical
gradient of the variation of normalized k value increases, indicating that the rate in loss of k
becomes slow. The k distributions for three rough bed cases are similar in curved channels.
Therefore, the bed roughness and curved channel both improve turbulence along the water
depth, especially near the bed regions. The effect of roughness is essential for the transport
of the turbulent kinetic energy along the vertical direction.

Figure 5 presents the variations in the power spectral density (PSD) of longitudinal
velocity fluctuation u′ with frequency f for different experimental conditions measured
at the mid-width of the flume (20 cm from inner bank). Since the flow discharge has little
effect on PSD, the discharge Q equal to 0.030 m3 s−1 is used as an example to reveal the
variations of PSD. The spectral analysis used here is based on the Welch method with
Hamming type windowing [42]. In Figure 5a,c,e,g, the feature point was measured at
mid-depth (12 cm from the bed). In order to explore the effect of distance from the channel
bed on PSD, three characteristic positions, i.e., 2 cm (bottom), 12 cm (middle) and 16 cm
(top) from bed along the vertical direction, are provided at the 90◦ section in Figure 5b,d,f,h.
Due to the limitation of ADV frequency, the energy input, inertial subrange and part of
dissipation range can be observed. However, the higher frequency (part of dissipation
range) is unable to present. Therefore, some of the small-scale turbulent structure can still
be investigated.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. TKE (k) profiles for four cases at five cross sections: (a) Bare case, (b) Small case, (c) Middle
case, and (d) Big case (Q = 0.030 m3 s−1).
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Figure 5. Power spectral density for different cases: (a) bare case, (b) different depth (2 cm, 12 cm,
16 cm) from bed for the bare case of 90◦ section, (c) small case, (d) different depth (2 cm, 12 cm, 16 cm)
from bed for the small case of 90◦ sectioI (e) middle case, (f) different depth (2 cm, 12 cm, 16 cm)
from bed for the middle case of 90◦ section, (g) big case, (h) different depth (2 cm, 12 cm, 16 cm) from
bed for the big case of 90◦ section.
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For the bare case (Figure 5a), the PSD value for the high-frequency part at the 45◦
section is the greatest, while the PSD value at the 180◦ section is the smallest, indicating
that the turbulence becomes strong, and the high-frequency (small-scale) vortex increases
due to the influence of channel bend. For Figure 5b, there are similar trends for different
positions for the bare case, which means the structures of turbulent vortex along vertical
directions are approximately identical over smooth bed.

For the rough bed cases (Figure 5c,e,g), the PSD value for the high-frequency part at
the 90◦ section is obviously larger than other sections. For Figure 5d,f,h, the PSD values at
near-bed positions are larger than those at middle and top positions, and the trend is more
prominent with the increasing bed particle size, implying that the turbulent mixing near
the bed regions are more intense. The PSD of the longitudinal velocity fluctuations satisfy
the classic Kolmogorov −5/3 law in the inertial subrange. Comparing to the bare case, the
existence of bed roughness shortens the inertial subrange, causing the energy access to the
viscous dissipation in advance. The peak frequency for each rough bed case is similar and
about 0.8 Hz, irrespective of bed particle sizes.

3.4. Turbulent Bursting

It is found that fluid motion near a bed is not completely chaotic in nature, but
it is a clear “sequence of ordered motion” [43]. Such coherent motions are called the
bursting process [43]. To quantify the intermittent instantaneous Reynolds stresses as
well as identify turbulence structures within a turbulent bursting sequence, one of the
widely used conditional sampling techniques is the quadrant analysis of the Reynolds
shear stress [44–46]. Here, quadrant analysis was conducted to study the effect of rough
bed on turbulent bursting. In the quadrant analysis, the Reynolds stress has four types
of contributions according to the signs of the instantaneous velocity fluctuations [42].
Accordingly, turbulent events are defined by the four quadrants as outward interactions
(i = I, u′ > 0, w′ > 0), ejections (i = I I, u′ < 0, w′ > 0), inward interactions
(i = I I I, u′ < 0, w′ < 0), and sweeps (i = IV, u′ > 0, w′ < 0). Results in quadrants II and
IV mean the positive downward momentum flux and are involved in turbulence near-bed
bursting [43].

In order to describe the turbulent event accurately, the hole (instead of zero) concept
is used to eliminate smaller Reynolds stresses. The hole is formed by four hyperbolas
|u′(t)w′(t)| = G0|u′w′|, where G0 is a threshold value. By using the threshold, small
values can be ignored in the i-th quadrant [47]. The contribution of each quadrant can be
represented as Sk (k = I, II, III, IV, indicate the four quadrants), where

Sk =

{
1, |u′(t)w′(t)| > G0|u′w′|, [u′(t), w′(t)] in the same quadrant

0, otherwise
(7)

In the study, the threshold G0 was set to 1.0 [48]. Then, the revised occurrence
frequency, fk, for the four turbulent events is given as:

fk =
∑T

t=0 Sk

∑T
t=0 SI + ∑T

t=0 SII + ∑T
t=0 SII I + ∑T

t=0 SIV
(8)

where T is the length of measurement time.
Figure 6 shows characteristic distributions of the occurrence frequency fk in different

cases for Q = 0.030 m3 s−1 as an example. The feature point is measured at the distance
of 0.01 m from the bed in the vertical direction and 0.20 m from the inner bank (center
of the flume) in the transverse direction in each section to investigate the turbulent event
near bed. For the bare case (Figure 6a), it can be observed that sweep and ejection events
(event II and IV) occur with comparable frequency and are much higher than outward
and inward interactions at the 0◦ section, indicating that upwards motion of low-speed
fluid and downwards motion of high-speed fluid are dominant. After the 45◦ section,
the frequency of occurrence of events of I and III quadrants become higher. At the 180◦
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section, the frequency of occurrence for four events is similar. This reveals that high-speed
fluid reflects by the bottom and low-speed fluid is pushed back as the influence of channel
bend, showing a strong interaction of the turbulent structures with the main flow. For
rough bed cases, it is noted that higher magnitude of sweep and ejections (event II and IV)
contributions as shown in Figure 6b (small case) similar to the bare case at the 0◦ section.
When flow enters the curved channel, the frequency of occurrence for event II and IV
increases, indicating that sweep and ejection are the most dominant processes, which can
potentially influence the sediment transport in the stream, causing the exchange of energy
and momentum in the flow and the bed formation. The middle case (Figure 6c) performs
the similar trend as the small case. However, for the big case (Figure 6d) the frequency of
occurrence for event II and IV decreases first (0◦ section to 90◦ section) and then increases
(90◦ section to 180◦ section). Therefore, the contributions of sweeps and ejections are more
important than those of the outward and inward interactions over a rough bed, which are
the same results obtained by other researches in straight channels [43,49]. Bed roughness is
the leading factor to the turbulent bursting in curved channels when the grain size of bed
particles is moderate (the small case and middle case), but for the big case the turbulent
bursting is weaken before the apex of the bend. The possible explanation is the larger
grain size of bed particles possible disturbs the bottom boundary layer, changing turbulent
structure near the bed.

Figure 6. Frequency of occurrence of coherence turbulent events for different cases
(Q = 0.030 m3 s−1).

3.5. Comparisons with Previous Experimental Results

All of the experiment cases in this paper were done in a 180 degree U-shaped curved
and rough bed flume under the condition of constant downstream water level, close to
the practical situations on the purpose of navigation. Thus, the experimental results in
comparison with previous studies may have some differences. Firstly, since the downstream
water level is fixed, as the bed particles become larger, the water depth along the curved
channel decreases, leading to greater velocity compared with that over smooth curved
channels. Without the constant downstream water depth, the water depth along the curved
channel may keep similar [18]. Secondly, the longitudinal velocity distribution is relatively
different. Pradhan et al. [20] found that the velocity remains higher towards the inner
wall for rough bed. In our experimental results, longitudinal velocity near the concave
bank is greater than that near the convex bank for all rough bed cases, which indicates
that the rough bed can enlarge the centrifugal effect of channel bend. The reason may be
the different shape of cross-section of channel (trapezoidal channel for Pradhan et al. [20]).
Thirdly, sweeps and ejections are more important than those of the outward and inward
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interactions over a rough bed when the grain size of bed particles is intermediate [43,49].
For the big case, the proportion of the outward and inward interactions is higher than
that of the sweeps and ejections in 90◦ section, which was not shown in the results of
Najafabadi et al. [43] because of the limits of the grain size in the study.

3.6. Numerical Results

Numerical tests aim to understand the effect of thick sediment layers on secondary
flow over a curved channel. The roughness height ks of the FLOW-3D simulation was
adjusted until the numerical results close to experimental data. The roughness height
ks = 0.005 m for the bare case and the roughness height ks = 0.05 m for the big case can
match well with the experimental water depths and longitudinal velocity as shown in
Figures 7 and 8. The differences between the simulation and measurements can be possibly
attributed to three aspects: (1) the isotropic assumptions in the RNG turbulence model
are not suitable for curved channel flows, (2) the uneven bottom surface from sediment
particles and flows through pores between sediment particles are unable to reflect in the
numerical tests, where the solid step is used to represent the sediment layers, and (3) the
slope of the entire channel may not be constant. For big case_flat, the water depth increases
a little due to the bottom friction from rough bed, and the water depth of each section is
approximately the same, i.e., uniform flow conditions, meaning that the friction exerted by
the rough bed mainly balances gravity due to sloping bed.

Figure 7. Comparisons of simulated and measured water depth for Q =0.030 m3 s−1.

Figure 8 performs the longitudinal velocity profiles at the mid-width of the flume
(20 cm from inner bank) under different cases. The simulated velocity distribution at the
90◦ and 135◦ section does not fit very well with the experimental results, especially for
the big case. For big case_flat, the longitudinal velocity near bed decreases due to the bed
friction when compared with the bare case. On the other hand, the longitudinal velocity
for the big case_flat is smaller than that for the big case owing to larger water depths.

The distributions of longitudinal velocity in three typical cross-sections (0◦, 90◦ and
180◦) are shown in Figure 9. For the bare case (Figure 9a), the core region of maximum
longitudinal velocity has obviously shifted toward the concave bank at the 90◦ and 180◦
section in comparison with that at the 0◦ section. This is because of the advective transport
of streamwise momentum by the cross-stream circulation in open-channel bends. At the
bend entrance, the shorter distance in the inner bend than that in the outer bend would
lead to longitudinal velocity u decreasing from the convex toward the concave bank. The
flow acceleration/deceleration is induced by streamwise pressure gradients related to
the sudden transverse tilting of the water surface in the bend. In addition, the sudden
disappearance of the transverse tilting of the water surface leads to pronounced flow
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accelerations/deceleration in the concave/convex bend at the bend exit [3,50]. For the
big case (Figure 9b), the core region of maximum longitudinal velocity stays around the
center region of the cross-section at the 0◦ and 90◦ sections. At the 180◦ section, the core
region shifts to the concave bank. For the big case_flat (Figure 9c), numerical results are
similar to that for the bare case at the 0◦ and 90◦ sections. However, at the 180◦ section,
the maximum longitudinal velocity for the big case_flat concentrates on the right middle
region rather than the lower right region for the bare case. Based upon the results, it
can be concluded that thick sediment layers delay the shifting of the core of maximum
longitudinal velocity towards the concave bank. The bed roughness only reduces the
longitudinal velocity magnitude.

Figure 8. Comparisons of simulated and measured longitudinal velocity profiles on 5 cross sections:
(a) 0◦ section, (b) 45◦ section, (c) 90◦ section, (d) 135◦ sectionInd (e) 180◦ section.

Figure 9. The distributions of the longitudinal velocity at the 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦ section: (a) Bare case,
(b) Big case, and (c) Big case_flat.
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The distributions of k at the mid-width of the flume (20 cm from inner bank) at
three typical cross-sections (0◦, 90◦ and 180◦) are shown in Figure 10. For the 0◦ section
(Figure 10a), the k values of three cases are smaller near the free surface but become
larger near the rough bed regions, implying that rough bed will enhance fluid mixing
and strengthen turbulence. Additionally, the k values of the big case_flat are slightly
larger than those of the big case. For the 90◦ and 180◦ sections (Figure 10b,c), the k values
firstly increase (from 0◦ section to 90◦ section) and then decrease (from 90◦ section to 180◦
section), indicating that the channel bend can also improve turbulence along the water
depth, especially near the bed regions. However, the k values of the big case (red line)
increase more than the other two cases along the curved channel. The result suggests that
the bed roughness and curved channel both improve turbulence along the water depth,
especially near the bed regions, which is the same as the experimental results. Additionally,
the thick sediment layer can promote TKE more than the curved channel does.

Figure 10. The profiles of TKE (k) at the 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦ sections.

In order to explore the effect of distance from the convex bank on the distributions of
k, three characteristic positions, i.e., 1

4 cm (=1/4 B), 1
2 cm (=1/2 B) and 3

4 cm (=3/4 B) from the
convex bank along the transverse direction, are provided at the 90◦ section for three cases
as shown in Figure 11. For the bare case (Figure 11a), the k values of three lines basically
collapse together, meaning that the transverse positive has little effect to the k values for
the smooth bed. For the big case (Figure 11b), the k values near convex bank is slightly
larger when z/h = 0.1–0.6. The thick sediment layer with bed roughness strengthens the
turbulence more near convex bank, which is the same as the experimental result. However,
for the big case_flat (Figure 11c), the k values near concave bank at z/h > 0.1 is larger. The
thick sediment layer increases the TKE (k) values, especially near convex bank.

Figure 11. The distributions of TKE (k) at the 90◦ section for three cases.

The secondary flow that can interact dynamically with the primary flow is important
for meandering rivers and useful for studies of diffusion and navigation in natural water-
ways, because it is partly responsible for the large-scale bed topography of natural alluvial
channel bends [51]. The vector of the cross-stream motion (v, w) at the 90◦ section is shown
in Figure 12. For the bare case (Figure 12a), there is a classical helical motion obviously,
called the center-region cell. In addition, a weaker counterrotating cell of cross-stream
circulation, called the outer-bank cell, exists in the corner formed by the water surface
and the outer bank as Blanckaert and Graf [2] revealed. The center-region cell plays an
important role in the advective momentum transport, and the outer-bank cell is believed to
be crucial to bank erosion processes [52]. For the big case (Figure 12b), the center-region cell
and outer-bank cell still exist. The center-region cell is confined to the near-bed area, and
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the outer-bank cell is stronger than that for the bare case, possibly accelerating the bank
erosion. This is because the rough bed disturbs the flow, mainly reducing the longitudinal
flow velocity near bed, and also affecting the distribution of the transverse velocity along
the water depth. For the big case_flat (Figure 12c), the center-region cell is confined to a
smaller area compared to the bare and big cases, which means that the thick sediment layer
can influence more riverbed regions. Furthermore, the outer-bank cell is weaker than that
for the big case.

Figure 12. Numerical results of velocity vector for cross-stream motions: (a) the bare case, (b) the big case, and (c) the big
case_flat. Note: the arrowed circle represents the secondary flow.

The transverse velocity distribution can be used to display the intensity of secondary
flow. Figure 13 shows the secondary flow distributions of different cases at the mid-width
of the flume (20 cm from inner bank) at the 90◦ section, where X-axis is vr/(uh), Y-axis
is z/h, r is curvature radius of bend, and u is average longitudinal velocity. When the
calculated values (vr/(uh)) distribute on the same side of vr/(uh) = 0, i.e., all vr/(uh)
values are larger or smaller than zero, it means that the direction of transverse velocity is the
same at this position. In other words, there is no secondary flow. Once the calculated values
(vr/(uh)) fall on the two sides of vr/(uh) = 0, there is secondary flow existing. Additionally,
the secondary flow is stronger as the slope of transverse velocity distribution increases.
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Figure 13. The transverse velocity distribution for experimental results (symbols) and numerical
simulations (solid lines).

From Figure 13, it can be seen that numerical simulations (solid line) are close to exper-
imental measurements (individual symbols). The slope of transverse velocity distribution
for the big case is steeper than that for the bare case, which means that the rough bed would
strengthen the secondary flow and possibly causes more riverbed erosion. Besides, the
position of calculated values (vr/(uh) = 0) for the big case is lower than that of the bare case,
representing the secondary flow is confined to the near-bed area as the results discussed
above. For the big case and big case_flat, the slope of transverse velocity distribution is
comparable, i.e., similar secondary flow intensity.

4. Conclusions

Experiments and numerical simulation of curved open channel flows over rough
beds under the condition of constant downstream water depth were carried out. Based on
the ADV data, hydrodynamic characteristics of flow over rough bed such as longitudinal
velocity distribution, turbulent characteristics, secondary flow, turbulent bursting and
so on was analyzed. Additionally, the numerical results were used to show different
flow patterns for the rough bed with and without thick sediment layers. The following
conclusions are drawn:

1. In the study, the experiments cases were carried in a 180 degree U-shaped curved and
rough bed flume under the condition of constant downstream water level. Different
as previous studies, as the bed particles become larger, the water depth along the
curved channel decreases, leading to greater velocity compared with that over smooth
curved channels. The longitudinal velocity near bed significantly decreases due to the
existence of rough bed, resulting in the larger gradient of longitudinal velocity profile
for rough bed than that in the bare case. As the both effect of channel bend and rough
bed, the longitudinal velocity profiles exhibit a trend of increasing in the bottom
and decreasing near the water surface. The grain size of bed particles only changes
the magnitude of velocity, making the phenomena more remarkable. Rough bed
also enlarges the centrifugal effect of channel bend, and as a result the longitudinal
velocity of concave bank is higher than that of convex bank.

2. Rough bed will enhance the mixing between the water bodies and rough bed, strength-
ening turbulence and increasing turbulent kinetic energy. From the power spectral
density analysis, the structure of turbulent vortex along the vertical direction is re-
sembled. However, the turbulent energy of near-bed position is bigger than that of
top position. The power spectra of the longitudinal velocity components follow the
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classic Kolmogorov -5/3 law in the inertial subrange, and the existence of rough bed
shortens the inertial subrange and reaches to the viscous dissipation in advance.

3. The contributions of sweeps and ejections are more important than those of the
outward and inward interactions over a rough bed. In addition, bed roughness is the
dominant factor to the turbulent bursting in curved channels when the grain size of
bed particles is intermediate (the small case and middle case), but the influence of
rough bed for the big case to the turbulent bursting weakens due to the disturbances
of bottom boundary layer.

4. Numerical simulations were used to discuss flow patterns over two different rough
bed settings (the big and big_flat cases). Since the bed surface roughness are the
same for the two cases, their skin drag to flow is identical. However, the form drag
is greater for bed covered with a thick sediment layer (the big case) rather than the
flat bed (the big_flat case). Simulation results show that for both rough bed cases
the secondary flow is confined to the near-bed area and the intensity of secondary
flow is improved, possibly causing more serious bed erosion along a curved channel.
As a result, the advective momentum transport increases over rough and curved
channels. Furthermore, the thick sediment layer (the big case), i.e., larger form drag,
can delay the shifting of the core region of maximum longitudinal velocity towards
the concave bank.

5. The effect of rough bed to turbulent kinetic energy is also provided using numerical
methods. The numerical results show that the thick sediment layer can lead to larger
k values than the curved channel and increase the TKE (k) values, especially near
convex bank.

The findings of the research could improve the understanding of the interactive effects
between the rough bed and the strongly curved channel flow. Based on the reported results,
future researches can focus on studying the effect of flume curvature on the hydrodynamic
characteristics of curved channel flow with gravel beds.
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Abstract: Most studies on local scouring at grade control structures have principally focused on the
analysis of the primary flow field, predicting the equilibrium scour depth. Despite the numerous
studies on scouring processes, secondary currents were not often considered. Based on comprehen-
sive measurements of flow velocities in clear water scours downstream of a grade control structure in
a channel with non-cohesive sediments, in this study, we attempted to investigate the generation and
turbulence properties of secondary currents across a scour hole at equilibrium condition. The flow
velocity distributions through the cross-sectional planes at the downstream location of the maximum
equilibrium scour depth clearly show the development of secondary current cells. The secondary
currents form a sort of helical-like motion, occurring in both halves of the cross-section in an ax-
isymmetric fashion. A detailed analysis of the turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stresses
was carried out and compared with previous studies. The results highlight considerable spatial
heterogeneities of flow turbulence. The anisotropy term of normal stresses dominates the secondary
shear stress, giving the impression of its crucial role in generating secondary flow motion across
the scour hole. The anisotropy term shows maximum values near both the scour mouth and the
scour bed, caused, respectively, by the grade control structure and the sediment ridge formation,
which play fundamental roles in maintaining and enhancing the secondary flow motion.

Keywords: scour; equilibrium condition; velocity field; secondary currents; turbulence

1. Introduction

The presence of natural or man-made structures on riverbeds plays an important
role in the evolution of river morphology and sediment entrainment. Flow turbulence
properties and secondary currents play a crucial role in sediment transport, and, in turn,
suspended particle motion influences turbulence, such as Reynolds shear stress and veloc-
ity [1]. In addition to the fluid–particle interactions, which definitely influence the flow
velocity distribution, the fluid–structure interactions, i.e., with natural vegetations, riverbed
debris, bridge piers and abutments, sills, sluice gates, spillways, weirs, spur dikes, off-shore
platforms, wind turbines, energy converters, etc., cause additional complex effects on the
flow hydrodynamic characteristics. Local scouring is produced due to these complex flow
patterns occurring in the surroundings of such structures. The local scouring process has
attracted the attention and interest of many scientists for decades [2–18].

Experimental studies on the scouring process at grade control structures (GCSs) in
riverbeds [3,5,9,17,18] showed that the scour often developed downstream of the structure.
The extension of the scour hole is strongly influenced by the properties of the incoming
flow, which is usually a two-dimensional jet-like flow. Owing to the high velocity of the
entering jet flow, a large amount of sediment erosion locally occurs downstream of the GCS,
forming the scour hole. Because of the large velocity gradients among the jet flow and that
in the scour pool, the jet diffuses near the bed, and is redirected at a reduced bed velocity.
The equilibrium state occurs when the path of the impinging jet becomes long enough
and its diffused velocity is reduced to values below the minimum value required to move
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the sediments [17,18]. The entering jet produces a very complex flow field in the scour
hole. For structures around which the flow passes (bypassed structures), i.e., bridge piers,
abutments, offshore platforms, and wind turbines, the scour profile is considerably affected
by the flow turbulence structures, generated in the form of a horseshoe vortex, wake vortex,
and surface roller [14].

Most studies on local scouring downstream of GCSs have essentially focused on the
prediction of the maximum scour dimensions at equilibrium, especially the maximum
scour depth and the maximum length. For the sake of simplicity, in these studies, flows
have been analyzed in the plane of flow symmetry (along the channel axis), neglecting
the effect of the wall-normal velocity component. However, flows within scour holes,
regardless of the GCS’s geometry, are three-dimensional, and therefore, secondary currents
can occur in some cross-sections of the scour hole. Secondary currents represent circulation
of fluids around the axis of the primary flow [19].

In open channel flows, secondary currents affect the distribution of bed shear stress,
Reynolds stress, and turbulence intensities across the channel [20]. In large channels, the
secondary currents consist of a series of counter-rotating cells through the sectional planes.
Between the cells, upwelling and downwelling alternating movement zones may occur,
which extend over the entire water column. Secondary current cells often generate a sort
of undulating bottom shear stress distribution in the transverse direction, affecting the
whole depth-flow field and the free-surface flow pattern [20,21]. According to Albayrak
and Lemmin [20], the dynamics of secondary currents are strongly affected by the channel
aspect ratio. The authors [20] observed that the number of secondary current cells changes
proportionally with the aspect ratio. Within the range of their experimental conditions,
Albayrak and Lemmin [20] also argued that, for a given aspect ratio, the number of
secondary current cells is not affected by changes in the Reynolds number or the Froude
number. Papanicolaou et al. [22] proved that the presence of secondary currents increases
the sidewall shear stress and affects the turbulent production within a channel flow.

Secondary flow circulation and scouring processes were also observed in stream
confluences [23–25]. The increase of flow velocity due to tributary junction generates a
zone of maximum scour located near the center of the confluence. This zone is characterized
by dominant flow convergence and a consistent pattern of secondary circulation.

Despite the numerous studies conducted on local scouring, a lack of information
regarding the structures and generation of a secondary current in scour holes has been
noted in literature. The main factors generating secondary currents in straight non-circular
channel flows have been and remains a topic of much discussion and conjecture. In this
study, we essentially focus on the hydrodynamic characteristics of flow across scour holes
developed downstream of a GCS in sand riverbeds. Thanks to several measurements of
the flow velocities performed through the scour cross-section at the position of maximum
equilibrium scour depth, the secondary current patterns in the scour hole were achieved.
This paper aims to: (i) check the development of secondary currents in scour hole down-
stream of a GCS, (ii) analyze the evolution of the turbulence structure in the scour hole
at the equilibrium condition, and (iii) try to understand the physical origin of secondary
current cells across the equilibrium scour hole.

2. Theoretical Considerations

Sand ridges, also termed sediment strips, which are usually aligned parallel to the
direction of the mean flow, have been widely observed in nature, i.e., in rivers with a bed
composed of non-cohesive material, continental shelves, estuaries, and deserts [26]. These
phenomena are strongly related to the development of secondary currents. In the literature
(e.g., [20,21,26]), steady secondary currents have been classified into two categories: (i) sec-
ondary currents of the first kind (skew-induced stream-wise vorticity), taking origin from
mean flow, but driven by curvature effect, and (ii) secondary currents that are generated by
anisotropy of flow turbulence.
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For steady flow and incompressible fluid, the time-averaged continuity and Navier–
Stokes equations are (using index notation):

∂Ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

∂UjUi

∂xj
= −1

ρ

∂p
∂xi

+ ν
∂2Ui

∂x2
j
+

∂τij

∂xj
+ gi (2)

where xi and xj = (x, y, z) is the direction tensor, Ui and Uj = (U, V, W) is the time-averaged
velocity tensor, in which U, V, and W are the velocity along x, y, and z, respectively, ρ is the
water density, p is the pressure force, ν is the water kinematic viscosity, gi is the gravitational
acceleration tensor, τij = −U′

iU′
j is the shear stress tensor, and U′

iU′
j is the time-averaged

shear stress of U′
iU′

j(t) over the length of the time series. The instantaneous velocity is
defined as ui(t) = Ui + U′
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i = (U′, V′, W′) is the velocity fluctuation tensor of u,

v, and w, respectively.
From Equation (2), one can obtain the equation of the transport of stream-wise mo-

mentum as:
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In Equation (3), I is the pressure gradient driving the flow, II indicates the convective
transport of stream-wise momentum, III represents the transport due to viscous shear
stresses, and IV is the transport due to turbulent stresses. The term III is generally negligible,
except close to boundaries (bed and banks/walls). In the case of uniformly developed
turbulent flow, ∂/∂x = 0 in the terms II, III, and IV.

Since, in this study, the channel is straight, and the anisotropy of the flow turbulence
could be the source of the secondary current formation. In this case, the secondary currents
(steady and incompressible flow) can be described by the stream-wise vorticity equation as:
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where ωx = ∂W
∂y − ∂V

∂z , ωy = ∂U
∂z − ∂W

∂x , and ωz = ∂V
∂x − ∂U

∂y are the stream-wise, the span-
wise, and the vertical vorticities, respectively. The term A1 in Equation (4) represents the
rate of change of ωx due to the convection of fluid by the mean flow velocities: primary
flow U and secondary motions V and W. The term A2 represents the tilting and stretching
of the three vorticities by the gradients of the mean flow velocities. The term A3 represents
the viscous diffusion of ωx. The terms A4, A5, and A6 represent the rates of change of the
normal and shear stresses in the cross-section plane, which are theoretically responsible for
developing and maintaining the second kind of secondary currents [27,28].

3. Experimental Set-Up

The experiments on the scour processes were carried out in a rectangular flume of
closed-circuit flow at the Hydraulic Laboratory of the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute
of Bari (Bari, Italy). The flume had glass sidewalls and a Plexiglas floor, allowing a good
side view of the flow. It was 7.72 m long, 0.30 m wide, and 0.40 m deep. A pump with
a maximum discharge of 24 L/s was used to deliver water from the laboratory sump to
an upstream tank equipped with a baffle and lateral weir, maintaining a constant head
upstream of a movable slide gate constructed at the inlet of the flume. The slide gate
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regulates channel flow discharge. To create a smooth flow transition from the upstream
reservoir to the flume, a rectangular wooden ramp, playing the role of a first GCS, was
installed at the inlet of the flume; it was 1.55 m long and 0.15 m thick, and of the same
channel width (Figure 1). At the outlet of the flume, water was intercepted by a stilling
tank, equipped with three vertical grids to stabilize water, and a triangular weir (V-notch
sharp crested weir) to measure the discharge with a relative uncertainty of ± 8%. At the
downstream end of the flume, a movable gate made of Plexiglas and hinged at the channel
bottom was used to regulate the flow depth.

To simulate grade control structures to protect riverbeds against erosion, in this study,
we used a series of sills that consisted of PVC plates 0.30 m wide and 0.01 m thick. The sills
were installed on an experimental area extended 6 m along the channel, downstream of
the wooden ramp. The sill height decreased progressively as it went downstream from the
wooden ramp, respecting a determined initial slope S0 of 0.0086. Different configurations
were investigated, the difference between them being the distance between GCSs (sills).

The flume bottom between the GCSs was covered with an erodible bed material layer,
consisting of almost uniform sand particles with a median size, d50, of 1.8 mm and a density
of 2650 kg/m3. Along the experimental area, the sand layer was leveled respecting the
maximum GCS heights, forming the original bed of the channel with a slope S0 (Figure 1).

z
q

L = 2m

B

y
x

x

q

xs

zs

Figure 1. General sketch of the laboratory flume with the initial condition and expected scour hole (dashed profile)
downstream of GCSs: B = channel width, L = distance among GCSs, q = discharge per unit width of channel, xs = position
of maximum scour depth at equilibrium, zs = maximum scour depth at equilibrium, A-A = cross-section at xs. This image
qualitatively indicates the transversal locations (y/B = −0.43, −0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.43) where the vertical profiles of flow velocities
were measured.

To check the development of secondary current cells within the scour hole, detailed
measurements of the flow velocity field were carried out through cross-sectional planes of
the scour at equilibrium condition. The velocity data were collected using a 3-D Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) system, developed by Nortek, with a sampling rate of 25 Hz
and for a time windows of 3 min. The sampling volume of the ADV was located 5 cm below
the transmitter probe. The ADV was used with a velocity range equal to ±0.30 m/s, a
measured velocity accuracy of ±1%, and a sampling volume of less than 0.25 cm3. For high-
resolution measurements, the manufacturer recommended a 15 dB signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and a correlation coefficient larger than 70%. The acquired data were filtered based
on the Tukey method, and bad samples (SNR < 15 dB and correlation coefficient < 70%)
were also removed. Additional details concerning the ADV system operations can be
found in [29–33]. Flow velocity measurements through the scour hole were carried out for
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different configurations in both the longitudinal plane of symmetry and in some transversal
planes, such as the cross-section A-A in Figure 1.

Table 1 reports the hydraulic parameters of the experiments, where Us is the mean
flow velocity at the downstream location, xs, of maximum equilibrium scour depth (in
correspondence of hs), hs is the axial (y = 0) flow depth in the equilibrium scour hole
at xs, u* is the mean bottom friction velocity, Ar = B/hs is the channel aspect ratio at xs,
Fds = Us/(ghs)0.5 is the Froude number at xs, Res = UsRs/ν is the Reynolds number at xs,
and Rs = Bhs/(B + 2hs) is the hydraulic radius at xs. For the sake of brevity, in this study,
we focus in detail on the data of tests T10, T12, and T13 for the analysis of the turbulent
parameters. Further information on the experiments can be found in Ben Meftah et al. [17].

Table 1. Hydraulic parameters of the investigated tests.

Tests
q

(m2/s)
Us

(m/s)
xs

(m)
zs

(m)
hs

(m)
u*

(m/s)
Ar
(-)

Fds
(-)

Res
(-)

T10 0.027 0.227 0.54 0.057 0.123 0.022 2.44 0.20 14,270
T12 0.040 0.233 0.70 0.081 0.171 0.024 1.76 0.17 18,577
T13 0.046 0.236 0.73 0.090 0.194 0.025 1.55 0.18 20,466

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Flow Velocities in Scour Cross-Sections

Figure 2 shows examples of the flow velocity distribution, Vyz, across the equilibrium
scour hole at xs for tests T10, T12, and T13. The Vyz velocity is the resultant of the span-wise
V and vertical W time-averaged velocity components. The profiles of the free surface flow
(solid line), the initial bed (dash-dotted line), and the bed at the equilibrium state (bullet)
are also reported in Figure 2. The rest of the sediment at the channel bottom is indicated by
a random point cloud. The transversal position y is normalized by the channel width B,
and the vertical position z is normalized by the maximum scour depth at equilibrium zs.
In Figure 2, the coordinates y and z originate from the channel axis (y/B = 0) and the initial
bed profile (dash-dotted line), respectively. The maximum scour depth zs is determined
based on the longitudinal profile of the equilibrium scour at the channel axis (y/B = 0),
downstream of the wooden ramp (Figure 1). The absence of velocity measurements in the
upper flow region is due to the limitation of the ADV down-looking probe, being that the
uppermost 7 cm of the flow could not be sampled.

 
(a) 

y

Figure 2. Cont.
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y
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Figure 2. Vector map of the flow velocity, Vyz, across the equilibrium scour hole at xs (location
of maximum scour depth downstream of the GCS): (a) test T10 of zs = 0.057 m; (b) test T12 of
zs = 0.081 m; (c) test T13 of zs = 0.090 m. The random point cloud represents the remaining amount
of sediment from the channel bottom at scour equilibrium.

To investigate the hydrodynamic structure across the scour hole well, a high-resolution
time series of the flow velocities with high quality is required. The magnitudes of the
flow velocity vectors reported in Figure 2 are the result of over 4500 measurements of the
instantaneous velocity components. Figure 3, as an example, shows the velocity skewness
and kurtosis distribution of all measured velocities across the scour hole at xs for tests T12
and T13. Figure 3a shows that the skewness of the three velocity components u, v, and w was
between −0.5 and 0.5 in most measuring positions. This implies that the measured velocity
data were symmetrical. Figure 3b shows that u, v, and w kurtosis saturated to a value
around 3. These results are similar to the Gaussian case (skewness = 0 and kurtosis = 3),
indicating that most of the values of each measured velocity component clustered around
the mean value, which means that the ADV instrument was performing satisfactorily.
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Figure 3. Velocity skewness and kurtosis: (a) u, v, w skewness; (b) u, v, w kurtosis.

In Figure 2, the flow velocity distributions in the scour cross-sections (looking down-
stream) clearly show the development of secondary current cells. The secondary current
cells represent a circulation of fluids in the plane orthogonal to the axis of the primary
flow. Figure 2 shows the formation of a helical motion rotating in opposite directions, as
indicated by the curved arrow made of dashed lines in the figure. For test T10, Figure 2a
shows the formation of a series of secondary current cells across the scour hole, similarly
to what happens in large straight channels [20]. The four helical cells shown in the fig-
ure are symmetric with respect to the (x, z) plane at y/B = 0 (plane of flow symmetry).
Figure 2a also shows an undulating sediment profile (manifested by two sediment ridges
at y/B = −0.25 and 0.25) in the transverse direction. According to previous studies [20,21],
the undulating sediment profile, generated by secondary current cells, may affect both
the whole depth-flow field and the free surface flow pattern. Figure 2b,c indicates the
formation of only two large counter-rotating vortices and a single sediment ridge, located
around the channel axis (y/B = 0). For tests T12 and T13, the vortices pushed the water
outward (towards the channel wall) in the upper part of the scour cross-section, while,
near the bottom, the water was driven inward [19], forming the sediment ridge at the
center of the channel. According to previous studies (e.g., [20,21]), the hydrodynamics of
secondary currents is strongly influenced by the aspect ratio, Ar (Table 1), and the number
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of secondary current cells varies in proportion to the latter. This could explain the increase
in the number of secondary current cells with test T10, of Ar = 2.44, compared to tests T12
and T13, of Ar = 1.76 and 1.55, respectively. Figure 2 shows that the width of the secondary
current cells is 0.6hs, 0.9hs, and 0.8hs with tests T10, T12, and T13, respectively. This finding
agrees with that found in previous studies [20,34], claiming that the width of secondary
current cells scales with the flow depth.

Figure 4 shows the vertical profiles of the normalized velocity U/u* at the transversal
positions y/B = −0.43, −0.25, 0, 0.25, and 0.43 across the scour hole at xs. Here, the friction
velocity u* was determined based on the measured primary Reynolds shear stresses U′W′
near the scour bed, and Z/hsy < 0.2, u* = (−U′W′)0.5, Z, and hsy are defined below. The
vertical position z is normalized by zs, and originates at the initial bed profile, as shown in
Figure 2. The data refer to test T12 (Figure 4a) and test T13 (Figure 4b). At the different
transversal positions y/B, U/u* shows the same trend along the vertical. It is considerably
reduced approaching the scour bed. For both tests, the profiles of U/u* are shifted from
each other, indicating an anisotropic transversal distribution. At the downwelling flow
regions, at y/B ≤ −0.25 and y/B ≥ 0.25 (see Figure 2), the stream-wise velocity shows the
largest values, while it is reduced at the upwelling flow region, around y/B = 0. This result
is in good agreement with that found by Albayrak and Lemmin [20] and Stoesser et al. [27],
confirming the significant influence on the primary flow by the secondary current cells.

Figure 5a shows an example of the normalized span-wise velocity distribution V/u*
at the transversal locations y/B = −0.43, −0.25, 0, 0.25, and 0.43, across the scour hole at
xs. For the sake of brevity, due to the similar behavior of V/u* observed with the different
tests, only the profiles of test T13 are included in Figure 5a. At y/B = 0, V/u* shows small
values tending to zero. This is consistent with the fact that, in the plane of flow symmetry
(y/B = 0), the transversal velocity component is theoretically null. Moving right or left
from the plane of flow symmetry, V/u* shows considerable magnitudes. The vertical
profiles clearly indicate that V/u* changes sign from negative to positive, going towards
the scour bed, in the right half of the channel (y/B < 0) and vice versa in the left half,
forming an x-shape with the different vertical profiles. This behavior of V/u* is a result
of the development of secondary current cells across the scour hole. The x-shape of the
different profiles is due to the symmetry of the vortices with respect to the (x, z) plane
at y/B = 0, as shown in Figure 2c. To highlight the important role of secondary currents
of the second kind in flow dynamics, a comparison of the data in the present study to
field data of secondary currents of the first kind, which is usually generated in natural
watercourses, is of high interest. Figure 5b shows a comparison between the vertical V/u*
profiles of T13, as shown in Figure 5a, and those obtained by Papanicolaou et al. [22]
on a natural river, characterized by a sequence of channel expansions and contractions
along its length. It is worth mentioning that the data of Papanicolaou et al. [22] were
collected along a cross-section of a natural channel of arbitrary geometry (see Figure 3
in this cited study) without GCS. Seven vertical velocity profiles were taken along the
cross-section at different transversal locations A-G, using a SonTek ADV. Analysis of the
vector field of the flow velocity, Vyz, in this cross-section indicates the formation of a single
counterclockwise flow circulation, occupying the right half (y/B > 0) of the river (see Figure
7 in Papanicolaou et al. [22]). For the sake of comparison, in Figure 5b, the vertical position
Z (capital) originates from the channel/scour bed, as in Papanicolaou et al. [22], and is
normalized by hsy, the local flow depth at a given transversal position y. Applying the same
procedure in normalizing the transverse direction by the width, B, of the cross-section, as
in the present study, where y = 0 at the center of the cross-section, the profiles Pr. A, Pr.
D, Pr. E, and Pr. G, obtained by Papanicolaou et al. [22], correspond to y/B = −0.34, 0,
0.16, and 0.40, respectively. Figure 5b shows that V/u* in the present study behaves quite
similarly to that obtained by Papanicolaou et al. [22]. Moreover, the order of magnitude
of V/u* within the secondary current cells for both studies seems comparable, as shown
by the profiles at the counterclockwise vortices (y/B < 0 for the present study and Pr. E
and Pr. G in Papanicolaou et al. [22]). The secondary current in Papanicolaou et al. [22]
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(of the first kind) was strongly influenced by the distortion of the primary flow, caused
by an upstream bend (convex to the right riverbank) of the channel. The distortion of the
primary flow underlies the formation of a single counterclockwise flow vortex, located
near the right side of the channel. This could also explain the considerable increase of V/u*
in the left half of the cross-section at Pr. A and Pr. D (y/B = 0), contrary to what happens in
the present study conducted in a straight channel, where V/u* ≈ 0 at y/B = 0, due to the
flow symmetry.
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles of the normalized stream wise velocity U/u* at different transversal
position y/B across the equilibrium scour hole at xs: (a) test T12; (b) test T13.
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Figure 5. Normalized span-wise velocity V/u* at different transversal positions y/B across the
equilibrium scour hole at xs: (a) data refer to test T13, and the vertical position z (small) originates
from the initial bed profile and is normalized by zs, as in Figure 2; (b) comparison between the data
of the present study of test T13 and the data obtained by Papanicolaou et al. [22] on a natural river.
Here, the vertical coordinate Z (capital) originates at the scour/channel bed and is normalized by
the flow depth hsy. The profiles Pr. A, Pr. D, Pr. E, and Pr. G were taken at y/B = −0.34, 0, 0.16,
and 0.40, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the profiles of the normalized vertical velocity W/u* for the present
study and that by Papanicolaou et al. [22]. Figure 6a illustrates the profiles of W/u* of
test T13 of the present study in the scour hole at the downstream position xs. To clearly
show the flow features in the scour hole, we also plotted W/u* versus z/zs (as explained
above). In the downwelling flow regions (y/B < −0.25 and y/B < 0.25) (see Figure 2), W/u*
undergoes negative values, varying in an arched way (of concavity to the right) along the
vertical: it increases in magnitude with increasing depth, reaches extreme values of O(−3)
at z/zs ≈ −0.5, and then begins to gradually decrease (in magnitude), tending toward
zero close to the scour bed. In the upwelling flow region (around y/B = 0), W/u* shows
positive values, behaving in a similar fashion (in an arcuate way, but with concavity to the
left) along the vertical as in the downwelling flow regions. In the intermediate regions
(y/B = −0.25 or 0.25, as an example), W/u* can change sign from negative to positive and
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vice versa along the vertical. This behavior of W/u* through the scour hole is a result of the
flow circulation caused by the secondary current cells. Figure 6b represents a comparison
between the W/u* profiles of test T13 of the present study and those by Papanicolaou
et al. [22]. Here, W/u* is plotted versus Z/hsy (as explained above). The profiles shown in
Figure 6b almost indicate the same order of magnitude of W/u* for both studies, ranging
between about −3 and 3. At relative transversal positions within a secondary current cell,
Figure 6b also reveals that W/u* follows a similar trend along the vertical direction for
both studies. The different vertical profiles of W/u* relative to a single secondary current
cell show a sort of ϕ-shaped distribution.
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Figure 6. Normalized vertical velocity W/u* at different transversal positions y/B across the equi-
librium scour hole at xs: (a) W/u* of test T13 plotted versus z/zs; (b) comparison between W/u* of
test T13 of the present study and that of Papanicolaou et al. [22], considering the vertical coordinate
system Z/hsy.

4.2. Turbulence Intensities and Shear Stress Across Equilibrium Scour Hole

The profiles of the flow turbulence intensities at the different transversal locations
y/B = −0.43, −0.25, 0, 0.25, and 0.43 across the equilibrium scour hole at the downstream
position xs are shown in Figure 7. The normalized turbulence intensities in the stream wise
direction, U′*, span-wise direction, V′*, and vertical direction, W′* for tests T12 and T13 are
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plotted in Figure 7a–f, respectively. Here, U′*, V′*, and W′* are defined as the ratio of the
standard deviation of the stream-wise, span-wise, and vertical flow velocity component
fluctuations in the friction velocity, u*, respectively. To show the profiles inside of the
scour hole, in Figure 7, we adapt the normalized vertical coordinate z/zs (as explained
in Section 4.1).
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of the flow turbulence intensities at different transversal locations across the equilibrium scour
hole at xs: (a,b) stream-wise turbulence intensity U′* for tests T12 and T13, respectively; (c,d) span-wise turbulence intensity
V′* for tests T12 and T13, respectively; (e,f) vertical turbulence intensity W′* for tests T12 and T13, respectively.

Figure 7a,b points out that the stream-wise turbulence intensity generally behaves in
the same way at the different transversal locations along the water column in the scour
hole. U′* decreases going down towards the scour from values of O(6) and O(7) at z/zs ≈ 0
to values of O(2) and O(3) near the scour bed in tests T12 and T13, respectively. In the
upwelling flow region, U′* decreases almost linearly as z/zs decreases. In the downwelling
flow region, U′* decreases in a curved way, which is more pronounced at y/B = 0.43.
The profiles illustrated in Figure 7c–f also show, at first glance, a decreasing trend of V′*
and W′* going to the scour bed. At z/zs ≈ 0, V′* and W′* have an order of magnitude
almost half that of U′*. Contrary to what happens with U′*, V′* and W’* seem to change
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more gradually with the distance from the initial bed profile at z/zs = 0. Looking closely at
Figure 7c–f, it can be noted that V′* and W′* change their magnitudes in an arched way
along the vertical; it slightly increases starting from z/zs ≈ 0, peaks at almost z/zs = −0.5,
and then begins to decrease reaching the scour bed. This is more pronounced at the
downwelling flow regions, especially with W′*. The trend of variation of V′* and W′* is
physically consistent with the behaviors of V/u* and W/u*, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Similar results of the flow turbulence intensity behaviors were achieved in Chang et al. [35],
studying the scour process downstream of a groundsill.

In Figure 8, we plotted the vertical profiles of U′*, V′*, and W′* of test T13, together
with those conducted by Papanicolaou et al. [22]. Note that, for the sake of consistency
between both studies, we adopted in these figures the normalized vertical coordinate
system Z/hsy. In Figure 8, U′*, V′*, and W′* show similar trends along the water column.
Furthermore, U′*, V′*, and W′* experience quite comparable values, despite the difference
in hydraulic and geometric conditions among both studies. A shifting between the profiles
of turbulence intensities occurred for both studies, which is pronounced with the data of
Papanicolaou et al. [22], possibly due to the strong bending effect. Contrary to conventional
findings in open channels, Figures 7 and 8 show that the three turbulence intensities U′*,
V′*, and W′* decrease as the channel bottom approaches. This means that the momentum
exchange occurs from the bottom towards the surface and not the opposite, as usually
confirmed by conventional findings, which may be attributed to the presence of secondary
flows [22].

The analysis of the normalized shear stresses across the equilibrium scour hole at xs
was also performed. Figure 9 reports the vertical profiles of the normalized Reynolds shear
stresses at different transversal locations. The measured Reynolds shear stresses, U′

iU′
j

(see Section 2) were normalized by the square friction velocity, u*2, and for simplicity, they
are denoted as (U′

iU′
j)*. Figure 9a,b shows the profiles of (U′V′)* for tests T12 and T13,

respectively. Figure 9c,d shows the profiles of (U′W′)* for tests T12 and T13, respectively.
Figure 9e,f shows the profiles of (V′W′)* for tests T12 and T13, respectively. The shear
stresses in Figure 9 indicate similar behavior to the turbulence intensities. They all show a
tendency of decreasing going further towards the scour bed. Figure 9a,b shows that the
span-wise shear stress (U′V′)* is of considerable magnitudes through the scour hole; it is of
magnitudes almost half those of the primary shear stress (U′W′)*, shown in Figure 9c,d.
The presence of positive and negative values of (U′V′)* indicates the flow symmetry with
respect to the vertical (x, z) plane at y/B = 0. Theoretically, at y/B = 0, (U′V′)* must be null,
which is difficult to reach experimentally. The development of secondary currents in the
scour hole contributes to a significant momentum transfer in the transverse direction [27].
The secondary (cross-plane) shear stress (V′W′)*, as illustrated in Figure 9e,f, shows the
smallest strengths through the scour cross-section, which are two to four times lower than
those of (U′V′)* and (U′W′)*. By looking at each profile separately in Figure 9, one can note
that the shear stresses show one or more peaks along the vertical, showing in general a
curved profile of left or right concave distribution, which agrees well with previous studies
(e.g., [20,21]). Figure 9 highlights that the three shear stress components slightly increase
when comparing tests T13 with T12, which reflects a proportionality to the Reynolds
number Res (Table 1). Figure 9 also points out that the shear stresses (U′V′)*, (U′W′)*,
and (V′W′)* exhibit a slight increase in the downwelling flow regions compared to the
upwelling regions. This behavior agrees with that observed by Albayrak and Lemmin [20]
in the wall region. Albayrak and Lemmin [20] noted an opposite behavior, away from
the wall region, where (U′W′)* is larger in the upwelling flow regions than that in the
downwelling regions. This may imply, due to the channel’s narrowness in the present
study, that the flow in the equilibrium scour hole behaves similarly to that in the wall
region in straight open channels with uniform flows (without scours).
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Figure 8. Comparison of the flow turbulence intensities of test T13 in the present study and those in
Papanicolaou et al. [22]: (a) the stream-wise turbulence intensity U′*; (b) the span-wise turbulence
intensity V’*; (c) the vertical turbulence intensity W′.
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Figure 9. Reynolds shear stresses normalized by the square friction velocity at different transversal positions y/B across the
scour hole at xs: (a,b) span-wise shear stress (U′V′)* for tests T12 and T13, respectively; (c,d) primary shear stress (U′W′)*
for tests T12 and T13, respectively; (e,f) secondary shear stress (V′W′)* for tests T12 and T13, respectively.

Figure 10 presents a comparison between the shear stress (U′W′)* of test T13 of the
present study and that obtained by Papanicolaou et al. [22]. Here, we adopt the normalized
vertical coordinate system Z/hsy (as explained above). Figure 10 indicates that, for both
studies, (U′W′)* profiles have a similar tendency, especially over Z/hsy < 0.3, where the
data of both studies tend to collapse together. Furthermore, at Z/hsy < 0.3, (U′W′)* in
Papanicolaou et al. [22] shows the largest strengths in the downwelling regions (Pr. G)
compared to that in the upwelling regions (Pr. D and Pr. E). The variation of the Reynolds
shear stress values along the transverse direction, between downwelling and upwelling
flow regions, reflects the oscillatory nature of the flow induced by the secondary currents,
as also confirmed by Albayrak and Lemmin [20].
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Figure 10. Comparison of the primary Reynolds shear stress (U′W′)* of test T13 in the present study
with those in Papanicolaou et al. [22]. Here, we adopt the normalized vertical coordinate Z/hsy.

4.3. Contribution of Normal Stress Spatial Anisotropy to Stream-Wise Vorticity

Since the generation of the second kind of secondary currents in the cross-section
plane of a straight channel is induced by the inhomogeneity of the Reynolds normal and
shear stresses (terms A4, A5, and A6 in Equation (4)), as cited in several previous studies
(e.g., [20,26]), in Figure 11, we illustrate the vertical profiles of the anisotropy term of the
normal stresses (V′2 − W′2)* at different transversal locations y/B. Here, by anisotropy, we
are addressing the spatial heterogeneities of (V′2 − W′2)*. This term is normalized by the
square friction velocity as: (V′2 − W′2)* = (V′2 − W′2)/u*2. It is worth mentioning that,
according to the literature (e.g., [28]), the driving mechanism of stress-induced secondary
flows only induces secondary currents in straight non-circular turbulent channel flows,
not in laminar channel flows. Figure 11 shows considerable values of the anisotropy term
of the normal stresses for both T12 and T13 tests. The profiles of (V′2 − W′2)* indicate that
the latter varies considerably, both transversely and vertically. This implies the significant
contribution of the term A5, as shown in Equation (4), to stream-wise vorticity generation,
confirming previous findings in rough-bed, open-channel flows [27]. By treating each
profile separately, it can be noted that (V′2 − W′2)* shows a maximum value near the
scour mouth, and at z/zs = 0, it decreases, reaching a minimum at a vertical position of
−0.8 < z/zs < −0.6, and then increases, attaining another maximum near the scour bed.
This tendency is more pronounced with test T13, and is in good agreement with that shown
in a previous study by Stoesser et al. [27].

For the sake of simplicity, if we neglect all gradients with respect to the stream-wise
direction, i.e., ∂/∂x = 0 (which is physically valid only along a small strip dx around the
downstream location of maxim equilibrium scour depth xs), the first addends in terms
A1 and A3 disappear, while the term A4 vanishes completely. After some additional
mathematical operations, the term A2 reduces to zero. After these assumptions, Equation (4)
of the mean stream-wise vorticity for turbulent straight non-circular channel flows becomes:
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W

′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
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(5)

The remaining terms in Equation (5) represent a balance between the convection
process (term A1), the diffusion process (term A3), production process (term A5), and
suppression process (term A6). The convection by secondary flow serves the transport
of vorticity from production regions to the regions of diffusion by viscosity (destruction
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of vorticities) [28]. Previous studies [20,26] stated that the secondary current is enhanced
by the production term A5 and suppressed by the term A6, which are of opposite signs,
and are dominant with respect to the terms A1 and A3. Equation (5) reflects the highest
importance of the production/suppression processes of vorticity, revealing the critical
consideration and analysis of terms A5 and A6.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 11. Vertical profiles of the normalized anisotropy term of normal stresses at different transver-
sal locations y/B across the scour hole at xs: (a) data of test T12; (b) data of test T13.

The comparison between the anisotropy term of the normal stresses (V′2 − W′2)*,
shown in Figure 11, and the secondary shear stress (V′W′)*, shown in Figure 9, indicates that
they have opposite signs, and (V′2 − W′2)* has an order of magnitude larger than (V′W′)*,
agreeing with most of the findings in the literature. Furthermore, (V′2 − W′2)* shows
greater (y, z) spatial variation compared to (V′W′)*, obviously leading to higher gradients.
In the literature (e.g., [26,28,34–36]), the condition for the generation of a secondary current
in straight non-circular turbulent channel flows was considerably discussed, giving rise
to two opinion groups. The first group suggested that the anisotropy term of normal
stresses, A5, is dominant, providing an essential condition to induce the secondary currents.
The second group argued that this term does not play a main role in the generation of
secondary currents, but that the latter are the results of the variation of bed roughness or
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morphology. As indicated above, Figure 11 shows maximum values of (V′2 − W′2)* near
both the scour mouth and scour bed, which is more pronounced with test T13 in Figure 11b.
The large values of (V′2 − W′2)* in the vicinity of the scour mouth may be the results
of high turbulence intensities induced by the incoming jet flow from the grade control
structure [17], while those close to the bed are perhaps enhanced by the deformation of
the transversal scour bed and development of sediment ridges [1,20,22]. A significant
increase of (V′2 − W′2)* near the bed channel is also clearly distinguishable with the data
of Papanicolaou et al. [22], as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 reports a comparison among
the data of test T13 in the present study and those of Papanicolaou et al. [22], plotted with
the normalized vertical coordinate Z/hsy. Since the secondary currents (of the first kind)
in Papanicolaou et al. [22] were driven by a vortex tilting mechanism due to the channel
curvature effect, the presence of high turbulence in the cross-sectional planes, generating
an imbalance of normal Reynolds stresses, provides additional driving forces that maintain
and enhance secondary flow motions.

 

Z
h s

y

V'2-W'2 *

y B

Figure 12. Comparison of the normalized anisotropy term of normal stresses of test T13 in the present
study with those in Papanicolaou et al. [22]. Here, the data are plotted versus the normalized vertical
coordinate Z/hsy.

5. Conclusions

Secondary current structures across an equilibrium scour hole downstream of GCSs in
erodible bed channels were investigated. The measurement of the flow velocities across the
equilibrium scour hole, at the downstream position of its maximum depth xs, clearly shows
the formation of secondary current cells. The number of secondary current cells changes
proportionally to the channel aspect ratio Ar at xs. For Ar < 2, the secondary currents across
the scour hole are manifested by two large counter-rotating vortices. For Ar > 2, there has
been observed a development of multi-cellular secondary currents along the scour cross-
section. The secondary current structure is accompanied by the appearance of upwelling
and downwelling flow regions. These flow regions are responsible for the channel bed
deformation across the scour hole. The upwelling regions are characterized by a slight
reduction in the primary current velocity U, giving rise to the development of sediment
ridges. The downwelling regions, on the other hand, show the greatest magnitude of
primary current velocity, giving the space for trough region formation across the bed scour.
The alternation of several regions of upwelling and downwelling flows, in the case of a
high aspect ratio, gives rise to an undulating sediment profile in the transverse direction.

The distribution of the time-averaged, span-wise, V, and vertical, W, velocity compo-
nents in the cross-sectional plane of the equilibrium scour hole at the location of maximum
scour depth was analyzed, confirming the development of secondary current cells of the
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second kind (for straight and non-circular channels). The comparison of the normalized
components V/u* and W/u* with those obtained in a previous study by Papanicolaou
et al. [22], for secondary currents of the first kind (driven by the curvature effect) occurred
in natural channels without GCS, shows comparable orders of magnitudes for both kinds,
especially for W/u*. For secondary currents of the first kind, V undergoes a slight increase,
due to the considerable curvature effect, compared to that of the present study. The vertical
profiles of V/u* and W/u*, taken at different transversal locations through a second current
cell, indicate similar behavior of both components in the water column for both secondary
kinds of currents.

The analysis of the turbulence intensities in the three flow directions across the equi-
librium scour hole shows an anisotropic spatial distribution. The flow turbulence intensity
in the stream-wise direction, U′*, exhibits the largest values, twice greater than those of
V′* and W′*, at the mouth of the scour depth (z/zs = 0). Near the scour bed, U′*, V′*, and
W′* have minimum values of O (2). In the present study, U′*, V′*, and W′* manifest similar
behavior along the water column, and exhibit an order of magnitude through a secondary
current cell relatively comparable to that in Papanicolaou et al. [22]. The decrease of U′*,
V′*, and W′* going towards the scour bed indicates that, contrary to conventional findings,
the turbulence momentum transfer occurs from the bed towards the mouth of the scour
depth, at z/zs = 0.

The Reynolds shear stress distribution shows similar tendency to turbulence intensity.
As compared with previous studies (e.g., [20–22]), the Reynolds shear stresses across the
equilibrium scour hole at xs show a similar distribution to the wall layer in normal (without
scours) open channel flows. This implies that the secondary currents significantly affect the
flow patterns and, therefore, the morphology of the scour bed. Stronger Reynolds shear
stresses were observed in the downwelling flow regions, while the weakest were found
within the upwelling flow regions. The transversal undulation of the Reynolds stresses
strongly influences the mass transport, and consequently the distribution of the sediment
particles across the scour hole. The decrease of the Reynolds stresses going towards the
scour bed indicates the flow momentum transfer from the bed towards the mouth of the
scour, which may explain the generation of vertical lifting forces, giving rise to particles
moving upwards.

The physical origin of the secondary currents in straight non-circular channel flows
was and remains a challenging task. In the present study, we tried to understand the
development of secondary current cells across the equilibrium scour hole at xs. A detailed
analysis of turbulence properties was conducted. The turbulence distribution in the scour
hole has shown considerable inhomogeneity. The anisotropy term of normal stresses has
exhibited significant magnitudes, dominating the other terms in the mean stream-wise
vorticity equation, which may reflect its potential effect in generating the secondary current
motion. Furthermore, the anisotropy term of normal stresses has shown a substantial
increase at the level of the scour mouth and especially near the scour bed. The interaction
between the secondary currents and these boundary conditions (grade control structure
and scour bed topography) may play a fundamental role in maintaining and enhancing
secondary flow motion.
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Abstract: Today, Bagnold’s theory is still applied to gravity-driven flows under the assumption of
uniform sediment concentration. This study presents findings of flume experiments conducted to
investigate the velocity and concentration distributions within the debris body by using high-resolution
images. The analysis has shown that the concentration and mobility of grains vary along the depth.
A linear law to interpret the grains concentration distribution, starting from the knowledge of the
packing concentration and of the surface concentration, Cs, has been identified. By considering such
a law, modified expressions of the Bagnold’s number and the velocity in stony-type debris flows are
also presented. By using these expressions, three regimes of motion have been identified along the
depth, and the velocity profile within the debris body is determined as a function of the parameter
Cs. It has been verified that the velocity profiles estimated by using the modified equation compare
well (mean square error less than 0.1) with the literature’s measured profiles when Cs is correctly
measured or estimated. Results of cutting tests, conducted for a sample of the used material, have
also allowed us to verify that Cs could be determined as a function of the static friction angle of
the material.

Keywords: debris flows; flow velocity; sediment concentration; prevision

1. Introduction

Coarse-grained debris flows represent the gravity-driven motion of granular sediment, which
especially occurs in steep valleys and rivers [1,2]. These flows consist of rapid movements of mass that
might determine forces of high-impact and, consequently, serious hazards, loss of human life, and
structural damage.

The identification of laws governing hydrodynamics of flows in steep river reaches is less advanced
than in lowland river systems [3]. This is especially related to the fact that different flow behaviors
can be obtained, depending on the concentration and composition of sediments. Consequently,
a wide range of coarse-grained debris flows, characterized by different internal stress distributions,
can be observed [4–6]. The sediment transport processes in flows characterized by small sediment
concentrations have been largely analyzed, and different approaches to treat the bed load and the
suspended load can be found in the literature, among others [7–10]. In flows characterized by high
sediment concentrations, such as in debris flows, these approaches are generally unsuitable [6].
It should also be considered that, depending on the composition of the mixture determining the
dominant effect (i.e., either the inertial stress due to the interstitial fluid or the collision stress due to
coarser sediments) in flow dynamics, different regimes of motion can be obtained [11–14]. According
to Takahashi’s [14] classification, bedload or suspended load and small values of collision stress can
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occur when the sediment concentration is less than about 0.02. When sediment concentration ranges
from 0.02 to 0.2, the collision stress dominates only in the lower mixing layer of the debris body, and
the so-called immature debris flow develops. For values of sediment concentrations larger than 0.2,
collision stress becomes important in the entire depth, and the dynamic debris flow develops. In this last
case, the grain mobility changes according to the quantity of finer sediment in the mixture. In particular,
the stony-type debris flows, characterized by a low portion of finer sediment and a high percentage
of coarse sediment (40%–75%), have a large resistance to motion and are dominated by collision
stresses that are responsible for the dispersion of grains in the entire flow depth. In muddy-type debris
flows and in viscous debris flows, which contain higher percentages of fines and a low portion of
coarse sediment (around 10%–30%), the turbulent mixing stresses and the viscous stresses dominate,
respectively [14,15].

The first conceptual model for interpreting the dynamics of water/sediment mixtures was
formulated by Bagnold [16], who conducted experiments in a concentric cylinder rheometer to examine
the effects determined by the dispersion of grains on flow by simultaneously measuring the acting
shear and normal forces. Although Bagnold’s [16] theory was based on simplified and restrictive
experimental conditions (see as an example the exhaustive critical review of [17]), it introduced
important and still actual concepts, such as the existence of two different regimes of flow motion
(i.e., the macro-viscous and grain-inertia regimes). To identify the two regimes of motion, Bagnold
determined a no-dimensional parameter, NBa, that is the ratio between the inertial grain stress and
the viscous shear stress. The results of Bagnold’s measurements were then used to analyze different
processes such as the grains sorting, the flows in gravel beds, and the critical conditions under which
a particle remains suspended [18,19]. Takahashi [14] considered a uniform layer of granular loose
material and applied Bagnold’s [16] constitutive equations to stony-type debris flow by integrating
them under the assumption of constant grain concentration in the flow depth.

Especially in recent years, researchers have increased their interest in coarse-grained flows,
attempting to identify more convincing conceptual models.

Many theoretical analyses to interpret the dynamics of coarse-grained mixtures can be found in
the literature. Different aspects influencing the stress distribution and the motion mechanisms have
been investigated, devoting particular attention either to debris flow generated along steep valleys
by high run-offs (see, as examples, in [4,15,20–25]), or to the additional bedload transport occurring
when runoff-generated debris flows entrain in erodible-bed channels (see, for example, [3,26]), or to the
transition processes from the intense bedload transport due to turbulence (as it could occur in coarse
beds) to dilute suspension, which also produce the bed and suspended loads in granular flows [27,28].
Some researchers [29–32] have also proposed to apply the kinetic theory to granular flows. Such
an approach shows limited applicability because it requires large dimensions of the control volume,
compared either with the sediment particle size or with their mean distance and is based on the
equation of state, which is not directly related to the shear rate [6,32].

Due to the complexity of the fluid/sediment interactions in debris flow, the elaborated models
generally include several empirical parameters and are not easily generalizable.

However, it is clear that the identification of the internal velocity distribution is a key feature in
analyzing the dynamics of coarse-grained flow and in estimating the consequent impact forces.

To this aim, several experimental investigations have been conducted, especially in laboratory
flumes, by using different typologies of course material, generally artificial, under different
hydrodynamic conditions. Lanzoni [33] conducted a series of flume experiments to analyze the
velocity profiles of a debris flow formed by a loose sediment layer either of crusher gravels or of glass
spheres. Armanini et al. [34] reproduced the granular–liquid mixture by using artificial particles and
analyzed the propagation phenomenon of mature debris flow under temporally and spatially uniform
conditions. Sanvitale et al. [35] measured velocity profiles of a propagating fluid mixture, consisting of
hydrocarbon oil and borosilicate glass of non-uniform size, over a fixed-bed laboratory flume. Iverson
et al. [36] conducted experiments in a large-scale flume, releasing a saturated heterogeneous mixture of
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sand–gravel and sand–gravel–mud over a rough-fixed bed. Sarno et al. [37] measured the velocity
profiles of a steady mixture consisting either of well-sorted round-shaped silica sand or of artificial
plastic beads of constant diameter. Hsu et al. [38] and Kaitna et al. [13] considered different gravel
mixtures saturated by water and mud. More recently, Fichera et al. [39] analyzed the velocity profiles
within a debris flow consisting of crushed gravels with assorted diameters.

Although the aforementioned studies have allowed significant progress in understanding the
velocity distribution and the different rheological behaviors of the coarse-grained mixtures, their
dynamics have still not been completely defined today. This could be due both to the difficulty of
reproducing the real propagation conditions of these flows and to the difficulty in identifying the
characteristics of the fluid/sediment mixture accurately [40,41].

In such a context, although Bagnold’s theory was based on simplified experimental conditions,
inducing high uncertainty in the flow velocity estimation, it is still widely applied to gravity-driven
flows, especially in numerical models. The point is that, while Bagnold’s results were obtained with
fixed concentrations and shear rates [14,16], the studies conducted in this field highlight that the
velocity distribution, which depends on the variation of the shear rate within the debris body, can be in
turn affected by the variation of the grain concentration in the flow depth.

This suggests that the major problem in the application of Bagnold’s theory to gravity-driven flows
could be related to the assumption of uniform sediment distribution in the entire depth of flow [42,43].

To the authors’ knowledge, no systematic research has been conducted to explore the variation of
the grain concentration within the debris body and its effect on the velocity profile. This information
could be especially used for interpreting the flow dynamics in numerical models.

The present work is inspired by the aforementioned consideration. In particular, focusing the
attention on stony-type debris flows, which are frequent in the Dolomites (Italian Alps) and in alpine
catchments, especially during the summer period when high-intensity rainfall storms occur [44–46],
the present study aims (1) to gain some insights on the variation of grains concentration within the
debris body and its effect on the velocity profile; (2) to explore the applicability of Bagnold’s theory
to debris flows, according to Takahashi [14,42,43], by removing the hypothesis of uniform sediment
concentration. This would allow us to obtain more accurate results in the application of Bagnold’s
theory to stony-type debris flows.

The analysis is conducted with the aid of data both appositely collected in a laboratory flume and
available in the literature. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes peculiar aspects of
the application of Bagnold’s theory to debris flows and describes the experimental apparatus; Section 3
presents the experimental results; discussion is reported in Section 4; finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Pertinent Aspects of Bagnold’s Theory and Its Application to Debris Flow

Before proceeding further, it seems important to briefly summarize here some peculiar aspects of
Bagnold’s theory and its application to debris flows.

As mentioned in the introduction, Bagnold, on the basis of experimental measurements and
physical arguments, introduced the concept of two different regimes of motion: the “macro-viscous”
regime, which occurs for small shear rates and is dominated by the viscosity, and the “grain-inertia”
regime, which occurs for larger shear rates and is dominated by the inertial forces. To distinguish the
two aforementioned regimes, Bagnold defined the dimensionless number (i.e., the so-called Bagnold’s
NBa) given by the ratio between the stresses due to the inertial forces and those due to the viscosity:

NBa = (ρsγdp
2λ1/2)/μf (1)
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where dp indicates the particle diameter, ρs is the density of grains, μf is the fluid’s dynamic viscosity, γ
is the shear rate, and λ is the linear concentration of grains given by the following relation:

λ =
1

[C∗/C]1/3 − 1
(2)

In Equation (2), C is the grain concentration, and C∗ is the maximum possible concentration (i.e.,
the so-called packing concentration), which can be obtained in static conditions where the friction
between the sediment particles is of primary importance [47,48].

Bagnold established that the macro-viscous regime occurs for very low Bagnold’s numbers (i.e.,
for NBa < 40), while the grain-inertia regime occurs for high values of the Bagnold number (i.e., for NBa
> 450). The intermediate-range of the Bagnold numbers indicates a transitional regime between the
aforementioned ones. While in the macro-viscous regime, the stresses are determined by the interaction
of the granular phase with the interstitial fluid, in the inertia regime, the inertia associated with the
individual grains is more important.

The point is that Bagnold’s results were obtained with fixed concentrations and shear rates [6,14,16].
In accordance with Iverson [4], this would imply that the grain concentration should be specified rather
than determined by the grain interaction mechanisms.

According to Takahashi [14,42,49], by considering a stony-type debris flow, for which the effect of
the interstitial fluid would be negligibly small, and by assuming uniform grain concentration and shear
stress proportional to the square of the vertical gradient of the longitudinal velocity u, the integration
of Bagnold’s constitutive equations (under the boundary condition u = 0 at z = 0, with u = longitudinal
velocity and z = direction orthogonal to the bed) gives

u =
1
dp

[
g cosθ
ai cosαi

]
C
(
1− ρ
ρs

)1/2 1
λ

[
h3/2 − (h− z)3/2

]
(3)

with

C =
ρ tan β′

(ρs − ρ)(tanα− tan β′)
(4)

where g is the gravity acceleration, β’ is the inclination, h is the local flow depth, ρ is the fluid density,
ai is the so-called “friction coefficient” [16,50], and α is the collision angle. According to Bagnold’s
experimental tests, it can be assumed ai = 0.04 and tanα = 0.75; Takahashi [14,49] suggested to assume
ai = 0.42 for loose beds.

Equation (3) (with λ estimated by Equation (2)) depends both on grain concentration C and on the
maximum possible concentration C*. While C* could be estimated by using either experimental data
appositely collected or physically-based literature data, more investigations should be conducted to
evaluate grain concentration C and its variation within the debris body.

2.2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

In order to analyze the velocity and grains concentration distributions within the debris body,
data collected in a straight reach of a laboratory flume, constructed at the Department of Engineering,
University of Palermo (Italy), have been used. The channel was 0.17 m wide and with Perspex
transparent side-walls (see Figure 1). For the experimental run considered in the present work, the bed
slope was 15◦ and consisted of assorted gravels with mean diameter D50 = 3 mm. These experimental
conditions were selected after preliminary setting runs and in accordance with the indications of
previous literature works [33,39,51,52].
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Figure 1. (a) Plan view of the experimental apparatus; (b) particular of the channel reach considered for
the analysis (bed slope = 15◦; assorted gravels with mean diameter D50 = 3 mm; the numbers indicate
the sections in which the channel was discretized).

Figure 2 reports the grain-size distribution of the bed material, which was determined by
using an electric oscillating sieve. The debris flow was generated by releasing the water discharge
Q = 3.5× 10−3 m3/s over a loose sediment layer of a thickness of around 0.10 m, which was previously
saturated by slowly releasing a low water discharge Q0 = 0.8 × 10−3 m3/s. A permeable ground sill was
positioned at the downstream end of the examined reach to avoid the degradation of the sediment layer.

Figure 2. Grain size distribution of the bed material (the x-axis indicates the grain diameter; the y-axis
indicates the percent of finer by mass passing).

During the experiment, the water discharge was measured through the ultrasonic instrument
Mainstream EH7000 (by Endress+Hauser S.p.a.), which is based on the Doppler effect, located in
the upstream inflow channel. A high-resolution digital camera (AOS Technology AG) was used to
record the flow motion through the transparent right side-wall. The camera was set at a frame rate of
300 fps, and the investigated area was around 20 cm wide (see Figure 3). The rate of the acquisition
frequency was defined, during the preliminary runs, according to the camera’s characteristics and
the extension of the covered area. During the passage of the debris body, around 600 frames were
recorded. Furthermore, three samples of the mixture were taken at the free surface to estimate the free
surface grains concentration Cs. Each sample was weighed, after having removed the water, with the
help of a bake in order to determine the corresponding grain concentration. Finally, the “measured”
free surface grain concentration was assumed as the mean value of the grain concentration of the three
samples, which was equal to Cs,m = 0.305.
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Figure 3. Scheme of the investigated area (in blue).

The frames recorded by the high-resolution camera during the passage of the debris body were
used to estimate the instantaneous values both of the longitudinal velocity and the grain concentration
at different distances, z, from the channel bed. To this aim, the sediment layer was divided into
sub-layers, parallel to the channel bed, of thickness St = D50. Within each sub-layer of thickness St,
the grain’s instantaneous longitudinal velocity, u(t), was estimated as the ratio between the grain’s
displacement for two consecutive frames (i.e., two consecutive times) and the time interval. In particular,
by considering the orthogonal local reference system with an origin at the southwest corner of the
frame, it was estimated u(t) = (si+1 − si)/(ti+1 − ti) (where ti+1 and ti are two consecutive times and si+1

and si are the corresponding grain’s positions). Then, the time series of u(t), obtained for the grains
within each sub-layer St by considering all the recorded frames, were used to determine both the
corresponding time-averaged value u and the mean, u, of the time-averaged velocities of the considered
sub-layer St.

The recorded frames were also used to estimate the instantaneous values of the grain concentration
within each sub-layer of thickness St. To this aim, a four-step procedure, appositely implemented in a
Matlab environment and allowing us to count the grains in the considered sub-layer, was applied to
each frame. Then, the time series of the grain concentration obtained for each sub-layer St were used
to determine the corresponding time-averaged value C. Thus, the grain concentration distribution
along the depth was analyzed by using the values of C obtained for all the sub-layers. The sensitivity
analysis of the estimated grain concentration distribution with the value of the thickness St was also
performed, as explained in the following Section 3.1.

3. Results

3.1. Grains Concentration Distribution

Both by the direct analysis during the experimental run and as a result of the aforementioned
four-steps procedure, it was verified that the grain concentration varies along the direction orthogonal
to the bed. In particular, as Figure 4 clearly shows, as one passes from the free surface to the bed, the
movement of the grains decreases and the grain concentration increases. Close to the bed, the frictional
stress is so high that no motion is possible (static configuration), and the grain concentration assumes
its maximum value (i.e., the maximum packing concentration) C*. The thickness of the static bed, zo,
was estimated from the analysis of both of the recorded frames and of the measured velocity profiles.
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Figure 4. Variation of grains concentration in the depth of flow and particular of the grain configuration.

The values of grain concentration C obtained for all the sub-layers were plotted against the
distance from the upper level of the static bed, as reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Measured grain concentrations C and interpolating law (Z indicates the direction orthogonal
to the bed with an origin at the upper level of the static bed).

As Figure 5 shows, the points can be interpolated by a linear law (with regression coefficient
R2 = 0.96). The values of the grain concentration at the extreme points of the interpolating line are very
close, respectively, to those of the surface concentration, Cs, and of the maximum possible concentration
C* at the bed. Based on this, the following linear law is considered to approximate the distribution of
the grain concentration

C(z) −C∗
Cs −C∗ =

z− zo

h− zo
(5)

where C(z) indicates the value of the grain concentration at level z. Based on Equation (5), the variation
of the grain concentration within the debris body can be estimated as a function of the two parameters
C∗ and Cs.

For the present application, it is C∗ = 0.676 and Cs = 0.305, and thus Equation (5) can be written as
C(z) = −8.793Z + 0.68.

In order to investigate the sensitivity of the estimated grains concentration distribution to the
thickness of the sub-layer, other two values of St have been considered (i.e., St = 2D50 = 6 mm; St = 3D50
= 9 mm) and the corresponding values of grain concentration C have also been estimated by applying
the aforementioned four-step procedure. Then, the values of the grain concentration determined for
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each value of St were compared with the theoretical distribution given by Equation (5), as reported in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Comparison between the theoretical distribution of the grain concentration (Equation (5))
and the estimated values (C measured) by assuming different sub-layer thickness St: (a) for St = D50;
(b) for St = 2D50; (c) for St = 3D50. The x-axis indicates the grain concentration; the y-axis indicates the
distance from the upper level of the static bed.

Figure 6 also reports the values of the root mean square error (σ) between the values of the grain
concentration calculated in the i-th sub-layer by using Equation (5), Ci,c, and those measured, Ci,m:

σ =

√∑
i=1,Nts(Ci,m −Ci,c)

Nts
(6)

where Nts is the number of the sub-layers of thickness St. It can be observed that σ assumes small
and almost equal values for all the considered values of St. This suggests that the estimated grains
concentration distribution does not depend on the selected value of St. Finally, a value of St = 2D50
(6 mm) has been assumed for the subsequent analysis.

3.2. Modified Bagnold’s Equation Applied to Debris Flow

Based on the results obtained in Section 3.1, Equation (3) is rewritten as follows:

u =
1
dp

[
g cosθ
ai cosαi

]
C(z)
(
1− ρ
ρs

)1/2 1
λ(z)

[
h3/2 − (h− z)3/2

]
(7)

with
λ(z) =

1

[C(z)/C∗]1/3 − 1
(8)
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where C(z) is given by Equation (5).
In Figure 7, the velocity profile estimated by applying Equation (7) is compared to that determined

by applying Equation (3). This figure also reports both the profile of the mean measured velocity u
(indicated as “experimental profile”) and the velocity u of selected grains. From Figure 7, it is clear that
while the velocity profile estimated by applying Equation (3) (i.e., with uniform grain concentration
within the debris body) deviates from the experimental one, the velocity profile estimated by using
Equation (7) (i.e., by considering the linear variation of the grain concentration within the debris body)
well approximates the experimental profile.

Figure 7. Comparison between the u profile (experimental profile) and the estimated ones by applying
Equation (3) and by applying Equation (7). The dots represent the velocity u of selected grains (the
x-axis indicates the longitudinal velocity; the y-axis indicates the distance from the upper level of the
static bed).

This result indicates that Equation (5) well interprets the variation of the grain concentration
within the debris body, also confirming that the assumption of uniform grain concentration in the
entire flow depth is not realistic.

Thus, the Bagnold number NBa has been rewritten as follows:

NBa(z) = [ρsγdp
2λ(z)1/2]/μf (9)

By applying Equation (9), the regime of flow motion has been identified in the entire depth of
flow, as reported in Figure 8.

In particular, Figure 8 reports both the NBa-values obtained by using Equation (9), with the
velocity and the grain concentration distributions respectively given by Equations (7) and (5), and
the NBa-values (hereon indicated as “experimental NBa-values”) obtained by using the experimental
velocity profile. Figure 8 also reports the NBa-values obtained by using Equations (1) and (3). Figure 8
shows that while the distribution of the NBa-values estimated by using Equation (9) is in agreement
with the profile of the experimental NBa-values, the distribution of the NBa-values estimated by using
Equation (1) deviates from it. In particular, the last one has NBa-values greater than 1000, close to
the bed, and a decreasing trend as one passes from the bed to the free surface. On the contrary,
Equation (9) determines NBa-values less than 1000 close to the bed and greater than 1000 close to the
free surface. The latter trend of the NBa-values is consistent with that observed in previous literature
works [34,48,51], indicating the development of the frictional flow regime for NBa-values <1000 and of
the collisional-inertial flow regime for NBa-values >1000.
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Figure 8. Comparison between the NBa-values by using the experimental velocity profile (experimental
NBa-values), the NBa-values estimated by applying Equations (9) and (7) and the NBa-values estimated
by applying Equations (3) and (1). The dots represent the NBa-values of selected grains; (the x-axis
indicates the NBa-values; the y-axis indicates the distance from the upper level of the static bed).

Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that, in the present application, three different
regimes of motion can be identified within the debris body (see Figure 9): the collisional regime close
to the free surface with NBa-values >1000 and C � Cs, the frictional regime in the intermediate zone
with NBa-values <1000 and C = C(z), and the static zone close to the bed with NBa-values <<1000 and
C � C∗.

Figure 9. Regimes of motion within the debris body.

3.3. Free Surface Grains Concentration and Procedure for Its Estimation

Based on Equation (7), the longitudinal velocity profile should be determined as a function of the
variation of the grain concentration defined by Equation (5) and, thus, as a function of the parameters
C* and Cs. While the parameter C∗ could be easily identified, as mentioned in Section 2.1, it is difficult
to determine the free surface grain concentration, Cs.
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Thus, in this part of the work, experimental velocity profiles taken from the literature, i.e., data
from [33,35,37,39] were considered and the parameter Cs was determined by minimizing the mean
square error between the velocity values determined by using Equation (7) and the experimental ones:

min[σv] = min

√∑
i=1,n(um,i − uc,i)

2

n− 1
(10)

where n is the number of the measurement points, um,i and uc,i indicate, respectively, the measured and
the calculated velocity values in the i-th sub-layer.

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the values of the parameter Cs obtained as a result of
the minimization process (indicated as “optimal” values of Cs) and those taken from the literature [33,
35,37,39]. The line of the perfect agreement is also reported in Figure 10. From this figure, it can be
observed that, generally, the “optimal” values of Cs are slightly greater than those measured, and a
very good agreement between the “optimal” values of Cs and those measured by Fichera et al. [39]
can be observed. The different behavior observed in the latter case could be due to the fact that while
Fichera et al. [39] measured the free surface concentration during the passage of the debris body in the
examined reach, as well as in the present work, the other values of Cs were measured either not during
the passage of the debris body or in sections different from those examined or not at the free surface.
This further indicates the importance of the correct definition of the parameter Cs.

Figure 10. Comparison between the estimated “optimal” values of the parameter Cs and those measured
and taken from the literature.

In order to identify a more generalizable procedure to estimate Cs, it has been taken into account
that, according to Armanini et al. [34] (see also in [51]), in a flowing layer of grains over a loose bed of
inclination β, fully saturated with water, and, with grain concentration assumed coincident with the
transport concentration Cs, it is

tan β =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
ρs − ρ

)
Cs

ρ+
(
ρs − ρ

)
Cs

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ tanϕc (11)

where ϕc represents the critical friction angle.
For negligible interstitial overpressures (as it occurs at the free surface), in Equation (11), ϕc could

be assumed equal to the static friction angle of the material. This means that Equation (11) would allow
us to obtain information on the grain concentration Cs, starting from the knowledge of the bed slope
and of the static friction angle, which can be determined by simple shear tests.

Thus, the existence of the relationship (Equation (11)) between the static friction angle and the
concentration Cs is explored for the present application. To this aim, the static friction angle ϕc was
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determined by using the direct cutting apparatus available at the Geotechnical Laboratory of the
Engineering Department, University of Palermo. Such an apparatus is specially adapted to the present
application because it is equipped by a large cutting box (30 × 30 × 20 cm3—see Figure 11), allowing
us to test a sample, of adequate volume, of the material used for the experimental run.

Figure 11. Box used for the cutting tests.

The cutting tests were performed, at a constant volume and in saturated conditions, for three
samples of the debris body by inducing a constant horizontal force. As a result, the relation between
the cutting shear stress, τ, and the corresponding cutting force, σn, was obtained for each test. More
details of the testing procedure can be found in Fichera [53]. From the cutting tests, it was also verified
that all the examined samples assumed a very similar behavior. By considering the maximum value of
the shear stress, τmax, of each test, the couples of values [τmax, σn] were reported on a Cartesian plane.
As Figure 12 shows, the coupled values [τmax, σn] are arranged around an interpolating line, having
an angular coefficient equal to ϕc,e = 38◦. Such an angular coefficient represents the “experimental”
value of the static friction angle of the used granular material.

Figure 12. Coupled values [τmax, σn] and interpolating line.

Then, the static friction angle was also determined from Equation (11) by considering that, for the
examined case, the measured surface grain concentration is Cs,m = 0.305 and the inclination is β = 15◦.
Finally, a value ϕc = 38◦ was obtained from Equation (11). It is clear that this value of ϕc is equal to
that obtained from the aforementioned direct cutting tests.

Thus, it can be concluded that, in the first approximation, the free surface grain concentration, Cs,
can be estimated by applying Equation (11), starting from the knowledge of the bed slope and of the
static friction angle of the material.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Velocity Profiles and Comparisons with Literature Data

The applicability of the Equations (5) and (7) was also assessed by comparing the estimated
velocity profiles with measured velocity profiles taken from the literature. In particular, measured
profiles taken from Lanzoni [33] (see also in [53,54]), Sanvitale et al. [35], Sarno et al. [37], and Fichera
et al. [39] were considered. In total, measured profiles from 46 pieces of literature were used for
the comparison.

In Figure 13, the velocity profiles estimated by using Equations (5) and (7) are compared with
those measured. In particular, this figure reports the velocity profiles estimated by assuming for the
parameter Cs both the values taken from the literature and the calculated “optimal” values.
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Figure 13. Comparison between the estimated velocity profiles and those taken from the literature.

It can be seen that, while in the first case the estimated velocity profiles differ from those measured
when the “optimal” values of Cs are used, the estimated velocity profiles compare well with the
measured ones and, with the exception of the comparisons with SanVitale et al.’s [35] data, a value
of the mean square error less than 0.1 is obtained. The differences obtained within the debris body
between the estimated velocity profiles and those measured by SanVitale et al. [35] could be related to
the fact that SanVitale et al. [35] analyzed a fluid/sediment mixture (consisting of borosilicate glass
and hydrocarbon oil) of chemical/physical characteristics different from those examined by the other
authors. This confirms previous literature findings indicating that the chemical/physical characteristics
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of the material could affect the stress distribution and, thus, the behavior of the fluid/sediment mixture
(see, as examples, [55,56]).

Thus, on the one hand, Figure 13 demonstrates that Equation (7) allows us to correctly interpret
the velocity distribution within the debris body by taking into account the grain concentration variation
through Equation (5); on the other hand, it confirms the importance of the correct definition of the
parameter Cs. Based on the results presented in Section 3.3, Cs could be determined either by direct
measurements during the passage of the debris body or by applying Equation (11) as a function of the
static friction angle of the material.

4.2. Main Aspects Derived by the Proposed Modified Expressions and Procedure

As mentioned in the introduction, in natural environments, stony-type debris flows can be
generated in rapid valleys and in high slope streams [1,2]. In these types of debris flows, in which finer
sediments do not affect the overall behavior of the mixture, the assumption of the grain concentration
being uniform everywhere is generally accepted in analyzing flow dynamics [11,12,14].

The analysis conducted in the present work has substantially highlighted that the identification
of the grain concentration distribution within the debris body as an important aspect in estimating
the velocity profile. In particular, the presented experiment has provided useful information on the
distribution of the grain concentration within the debris body. It has been observed that as one passes
from the free surface towards the bed, the grain concentration increases, and the movement of the grains
decreases. At the bed, the frictional stress is so high that no motion is possible, the static configuration
is obtained, and the grain concentration assumes its maximum value (i.e., the so-called maximum
packing concentration), C*. This confirms that the assumption of uniform sediment distribution in
the entire depth, which is generally used in analyzing the hydrodynamics of stony-debris flow, is
not realistic.

The analysis of the measured values of the grain concentration has shown that the grain
concentration distribution within the debris body can be approximated by a linear law, which can be
identified starting from the knowledge of the maximum packing concentration at the bed, C*, and the
value of the grain concentration at the free surface, Cs.

Furthermore, the obtained results have shown that the variation of grain concentration along
the depth strongly affects the grains’ mobility, thus confirming previous literature findings [13,51]
suggesting the development of a spatially variable behavior and stress regime within the debris flow.

By considering the obtained linear law of the grain concentration distribution, modified expressions
of Bagnold’s number NBa and of the velocity for stony-type debris flows have been obtained.

The analysis of the values of Bagnold’s number (NBa), estimated by using the aforementioned
modified expression, has highlighted that three different flow regimes can be identified within the
debris body. In particular, the collisional regime is obtained close to the free surface, where the grain
concentration is C = Cs and the NBa-values are greater than 1000; the frictional regime is obtained
in the intermediate zone, where C = C(z) and the NBa-values are lower than 1000; close to the bed,
where the concentration is C = C* and the NBa-values are strongly lower than 1000, the static zone is
established. The observed behavior is consistent with results obtained in other literature works (see
in [34,51,53]), indicating the development of the frictional flow regime for NBa-values <1000 and of the
collisional-inertial flow regime for NBa-values >1000.

The proposed modified expression to estimate the velocity in stony-type debris flows allows us to
evaluate the flow velocity profile within the debris body as a function of two parameters, that are the
maximum packing concentration, C*, and free surface concentration, Cs. While parameter C* can be
easily identified by using physically-based literature data, it is difficult to determine parameter Cs.
Thus, first, the “optimal” values of parameter Cs were calculated by minimizing the mean square error
between the velocity values estimated by using the proposed expression and the experimental ones
taken from the literature. As is clear from the previous subsection, this analysis has allowed us to
highlight the important role of parameter Cs in defining the velocity distribution within the debris
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body. The comparison between the velocity profiles estimated by considering the “optimal” values
of Cs and the literature’s measured profiles (from [33,35,37,39]) has demonstrated that the proposed
modified expression, which takes into account the variation of the grain concentration within the
debris body, correctly interprets the measured velocities.

A useful general procedure for estimating free surface concentration Cs is also provided by using
the results of cutting tests, also performed in the ambit of the present study, of a sample of the granular
material used for the experimental run. Based on the relationship between the grain concentration and
the bed slope, according to Armanini et al. [34], it has been verified that, in first approximation, surface
grain concentration Cs could be determined, starting from the knowledge of the bed slope and of the
static friction angle of the material, which could be easily estimated by simple direct cutting tests.

In summary, based on the aforementioned considerations, the use of the proposed expressions
allows us to easily estimate the velocity profile and the stress regime variation within the debris body
according to the procedure shown in the flow chart of Figure 14.

Figure 14. Flow chart of the procedure by using the proposed modified equations.

5. Conclusions

The present work deals with the dynamics of stony-type debris flows, focusing attention on the
velocity and grain concentration distributions. The results obtained can be summarized as follows:

(1) the distribution of the grain concentration can be interpreted by a linear law obtained between
the value of the maximum package value, C*, at the bed and the value of the free surface
concentration, Cs;

(2) by removing the hypothesis of uniform grain concentration along the entire depth, modified
expressions of Bagnold’s number and of the longitudinal velocity, which take into account the
variation of the grain concentration in the entire depth, are presented. The expression of the
velocity profile includes two parameters: the maximum package value, C*, which could be
determined by using either experimental data appositely collected or physically-based literature
data, and the value of the free surface concentration, Cs;

(3) by using the modified expression of Bagnold’s number, it has been verified that a varying stress
regime can develop within the debris flow. The NBa-values are strongly lower than 1000 when
close to the bed (frictional regime) and are greater than 1000 (collisional-inertial regime) when
close to the free surface;

(4) it has been verified that, in the first approximation, surface concentration Cs can be estimated as a
function of the static friction angle of the material, which can be determined by simple shear tests.

In summary, based on the results presented in this work, the velocity and the grain concentration
distributions within the debris body can be estimated, starting from the knowledge of parameters C*
and Cs that can be easily identified through physically-based literature data and by simple shear tests,
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respectively. This result is of great importance, especially in numerical modeling of stony-type debris
flows, which in nature especially occur in rapid valleys or in high-slope streams.
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Abstract: Bank erosion in a sinuous alluvial channel is a continuous phenomenon resulting in bank
instability and migration of sediment. In this study, flume experiments were conducted in a sinuous
channel to investigate its morphological changes and hydrodynamics. High-order velocity fluctuation
moments are analyzed at outer and inner banks to explain the morphological variation in a sinuous
river channel. The variance of streamwise velocity fluctuations on both banks of the sinuous channel
follows a logarithmic law from a particular depth. In the outer bend region, the magnitude of velocity
fluctuation moment is significant, indicating erosion. The trend of velocity fluctuation at higher
even-order moments is similar to the variance of streamwise velocity fluctuations where the outer
bend magnitude is greater than the inner bend. The premultiplied probability density functions
(PDFs) and the flatness factor show greater magnitude in the outer bend of the channel as compared
to the inner bend.

Keywords: sinuous channel; velocity fluctuations; river bend erosion; structure function

1. Introduction

The study of turbulence in a sinuous channel is a complex topic as compared to a straight channel.
There is uniformity in a straight channel in both banks; however, in a sinuous channel, there are
continuous erosion and deposition processes at outer and inner banks, respectively. Turbulence studies
in a sinuous channel have been discussed quite elaborately over the past 2–3 decades. Researchers such
as Rozovskiı̆ [1], Anwar [2], de Vriend and Geldof [3], Blanckaert and Graf [4], Booij [5], Sukhodolov
and Kaschtschejewa [6], and Engel and Rhoads [7] have studied the turbulent characteristics of both
infield and laboratory and forwarded theories and articles regarding the uniqueness of flow behaviour.
Several researchers (e.g., [8,9]) have also explained the relations between turbulence characteristics
and erosion at the outer bank. Blanckaert [10] stated that the Reynolds shear stress (RSS) in a sinuous
bend indicates the presence of helical flow, which contributes to the erosion and deposition processes.
Esfahani and Keshavarzi [11] studied the bursting process by octant analysis. Their study was based on
two models of 17◦ and 30◦ bend angle. They found that the effect of river bends on flow characteristics
and bursting events is inversely proportional to the curvature of the bend. The velocity distribution at
channel bends is conflicting. In sinuous bends, the maximum velocity is not found always towards
the outer bend because of the velocity redistribution [3,12]. de Vriend and Geldof [3] mentioned that
there is a shift of maximum velocity in the inner bend before the flow enters the bend apex. This paper
aims to address that the mean velocity may not be always higher towards the outer bend. Thus, the
paper highlights the erosion and deposition patterns in a sinuous channel by analyzing the high-order
streamwise velocity fluctuations.
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Previous studies have testified the morphological changes in a sinuous channel [13–15]. In sinuous
channel, the shifting of centerline and migration of sediment is a continuous process. Experiments
conducted with erodible beds in a meandering channel have reported bed formations as point bars,
mid-channel bars, free bars, and sand bars [16–19]. Xu and Bai [12] in their experiments with
erodible bed and fixed walls, observed depositional bars at the inner bank and pools at the outer
bank. Zhang et al. [20] observed the flood events in a step-pool channel. Scour appeared in the pool
at threshold condition, and after which the scour depth increased linearly until the step collapsed.
Riverbanks are vulnerable to erosion, and recent studies have been done in riverbanks of Langat River
in Malaysia [21] and Parlung Tsangpo River in China [22]. Under natural conditions in rivers, the flow
turbulence governs the bed deformation and channel migration [23]. Small-scale physical models of
sinuous channels were prepared successfully in the laboratory [24–27], although it is very challenging
to simulate a dynamic realistic sinuous channel. However, to find a solution to a specific problem to
understand the fundamentals of river processes, experimental channels are quite useful to explore
the mechanisms associated. In this study, scale effects were neglected, and a laboratory study was
conducted to assess flow turbulence effects.

Many researchers have worked towards high-order velocity moments in the turbulent boundary
layer to acquire the information on flow behaviour. Meneveau and Marusic [28] studied the higher-order
moments of velocity fluctuations at different Reynolds numbers and presented a generalized logarithmic
law. de Silva et al. [29] studied the statistical properties of wall turbulence using higher-order moments
of streamwise velocity fluctuations. They found that at higher Reynolds numbers, the even-order
moments follow the logarithmic behaviour. Sharma and Kumar [30] studied the higher-order structure
functions for seepage-affected channels. They found that higher-order moments of velocity fluctuations
increase with the application of downward seepage. Another parameter called the flatness factor or
Kurtosis helps in observing the distribution of the fluctuating velocity. Meneveau and Marusic [28] in
their study estimated the Reynolds number dependence on sub-Gaussian statistics. The flatness factor
evaluated in the inertial region is below the Gaussian value 3 and found no noticeable dependence of
the Reynolds number on sub-Gaussianity.

The previous studies present the significance of the high-order velocity moments and the correlation
of the turbulent flow with sediment transport. Previously, outer bend erosion was explained by
using various turbulent parameters such as Reynolds shear stress, turbulent intensities, and turbulent
kinetic energy. However, the previous studies had not addressed the scope to understand the fluvial
morphology in association with the higher-order velocity fluctuations. Here, we have considered only
the streamwise velocity to analyze the higher-order velocity fluctuations. Though the velocity field is
three-dimensional in our channel and has an impact on the morphology, the study has been limited to
acknowledge specifically the scour and deposition at the outer and inner bend, respectively. In this
paper, firstly, we have analyzed the mean streamwise velocity and the morphology of the sinuous
channel. The morphological behaviour around the bend apex (i.e., scour and deposition) needed more
insights, for which the mean velocity distribution is not sufficient to make a statement on the bed
deformation. Concerning this, we have applied the high-order structure function to understand the
scour and deposition in a sinuous bend.

2. Experimental Methods and Program

The experiments were conducted in a glass-sided recirculating flume of length 17.2 m and width
1 m (Figure 1). In the main channel, we constructed a rectangular sinuous channel with rigid sides
of length 5.64 m and width 0.3 m. The centerline of the sinuous channel follows the sine-generated
function forwarded by Leopold and Langbein [31]. The function is expressed as

θ = θo cos
(
2π

m
L

)
(1)
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where θo is the maximum angle the channel makes with the downvalley axis, θ is the angle at distance
m measured along the centerline of the channel, and L is the arc length (length along the centerline of
the channel between two repeating points). The channel centerline at the crossover made an angle
of 65◦ with the horizontal, known as the deflection angle. The channel sinuosity was calculated as
σ = L/λ [32], where L and λ are the arc length and wavelength of the meander, respectively (Figure 1b).
The wavelength was calculated as λ ≈ 2πB [33], where B = 0.3 m is the width of the sinuous channel.
The calculated sinuosity and wavelength were equal to 1.25 and 1.88 m, respectively. At the entry and
exit of the sinuous channel, guide vanes were provided to direct the flow into and out from the sinuous
channel smoothly. The flow was administered into the main channel from an overhead tank with the
help of a control valve. The water first falls into an inlet tank (2.8 m length, 1.5 m width, and 1.5 m deep)
at the upstream of the flume and it gradually enters the main channel. A tailgate at the downstream of
the flume manages the flow depth during experiments. The main channel discharge was measured
using a rectangular notch located at the downstream end of the channel. The experiments were
conducted on a uniform river sand bed of median diameter d50 = 1.1 mm. The flow discharge attained
was equal to 0.0156 m3/s with a flow depth of 0.117 m. The flow depth was measured along the
centerline of the channel. In our study, the channel achieved the Reynolds number and Froude number
as 57, 731 and 0.40, respectively. Therefore, we have maintained a subcritical flow condition (Froude
number < 1) and turbulent flow condition (Reynolds number > 10, 000). We have physically modeled
a sinuous channel in a laboratory flume. Scale effects may arise in physical modeling of sediment
transport processes when all the forces in the model and the real field river flows are nonidentical.
As gravity is the primary driving force in open channel flows, we tried to achieve a Froude number
similar to field conditions. In the field study by Engel and Rhoads [23], the onsite Froude number is
about 0.3 (subcritical flow), and the Reynolds number ranges from 292, 698 to 397, 254 (turbulent flow).
The Froude number observed in our tests is very close to the field conditions. Therefore, scale effects
due to this may be negligible. However, the Reynolds number of the laboratory flow is greater than
50, 000. Most of the river flows are turbulent and in the hydraulic rough regime, where losses are
independent of the Reynolds number. Therefore, the Reynolds number of the laboratory flows was
greater than 50, 000 and the shear Reynolds number (R∗ = 75) was achieved greater than 70 so that the
laboratory flow was in the fully turbulent hydraulic rough regime to better account for the losses [24].

The instantaneous flow velocities u, v, and w in three directions X (streamwise), Y (transverse), and
Z (vertical) were measured by a velocimeter. The instantaneous velocities are equal to the sum of mean
velocities (u, v, and w) and fluctuating velocities ( u′, v′, and w′) in the form u = u + u′, v = v + v′,
and w = w+ w′. The experimental investigation of recording the velocity and morphological changes
were performed along the second bend of the sinuous channel. We used an acoustic doppler velocimeter
(ADV) by Nortek®(vectrino+ 4-beam down-looking probe, Nortek AS, 1351 Rud, Norway) to record
the velocity data at five locations (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) of the bend at section r− r, s− s, and t− t (Figure 1c).
The velocimeter works on the principle of Doppler effect and has four downward-looking probes with
the sampling volume located 0.05 m beneath the central transmitter. Readings were taken at the five
locations throughout the flow depth. At each point of measurement, the velocimeter recorded 12, 000
samples for 120 s (sampling rate 100 Hz). For higher-order statistical analysis, Schwarz et al. [34]
recommended that at least 10, 000 samples should be collected.

The uncertainty associated with the ADV measurements was tested by taking 17 pulses for a
duration of 120 s recorded at near-bed depth z ∼ 3 mm, where z is upward and is positive in the
vertical direction (Table 1). The data collected from the ADV contains spikes, and therefore it should be
filtered. The data were filtered using the acceleration threshold method [35]. During the measurement,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and correlation were greater than 15 dB and 60%–70%, respectively. The
correlations were reduced by ± 5% approximately near the channel bed [36]. The spikes were filtered
such that the despiked data satisfies the Kolmogorov’s 5/3 law in the inertial subrange (Figure 2),
where the acceleration threshold value ranged from 1 to 1.5 by trial and error [37].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup showing: (a) Side view of the experimental
flume; (b) plan view of the experimental setup; (c) section r− r, s− s, and t− t where velocities were
measured at locations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; (d) sections from “a” to “q” where ultrasonic ranging system
(URS) readings were made to track morphological changes.
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Table 1. Uncertainty test of acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADV) data.*

¯
u

(m/s)

¯
v

(m/s)

¯
w

(m/s)
(u
′
u
′
)
0.5

(m/s)
(v
′
v
′
)
0.5

(m/s)
(w

′
w
′
)
0.5

(m/s)

Standard Deviation 5× 10−3 6.18× 10−5 4.23× 10−5 1.84× 10−5 3.65× 10−5 1.8× 10−5

Uncertainty (%) 0.221 0.175 0.192 0.0177 0.029 0.039

*
(
u
′
u
′
)0.5

,
(
v
′
v
′
)0.5

, and
(
w
′
w
′
)0.5

are the root mean square values of u′, v′, and w′, respectively.

Figure 2. Power spectra
[
Fuu(f) cm2/s

]
of unfiltered and filtered velocity time-series at outer and

inner bends. Fuu(f) is the velocity power spectra of the streamwise velocity u, which is a function of
frequency f (in Hz).

To examine the morphological changes along the bend, we used the ultrasonic ranging system
(URS). It is a SeaTek®(1.0 cm diameter model, Seatek SPa diesels, Lombardy, Italy,) manufactured
instrument consisting of eight transducers. In this instrument, the transducer acts as both transmitter
and receiver. The transducer first transmits a pulse of 10-microsecond duration, and then this pulse
travels through the water and reflects off a target. The reflected signal travels back to the transducer
and is detected back by the electronics. The system has an accuracy of ±0.2 mm. The uncertainty
associated with the URS measurements was evaluated by taking 16 sample recordings at the center of
the bend (Table 2). The URS measured the bed elevation along the bend in 17 sections (Figure 1d).
The transducers were mounted on a trolley and were aligned horizontally in a single line to track the
changes. The URS tracks the distance (in centimeters) between the channel bed and the water surface.

Table 2. Uncertainty test for ultrasonic ranging system (URS) measurements.

Standard
Deviation

6.19×10−3

Uncertainty (%) 0.051

3. Results and Discussions

The velocity profile in the outer (location 1) and inner (location 5) bend of the section s− s of the
sinuous channel is shown in Figure 3. The mean velocities u, v, and w in streamwise, transverse, and
vertical directions are calculated as:

u =
1
n

n∑
i=1

ui (2)
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v =
1
n

n∑
i=1

vi (3)

w =
1
n

n∑
i=1

wi (4)

where n is the total sample number. In Figure 3, we observe that the magnitude of inner velocity
is more when compared to the outer bend of the channel throughout the flow depth. This result is
similar to that found by the authors of the papers [3,12,38] who claimed that the velocity is greater in
the inner bend than outer because of velocity redistribution. Rozovskiı̆ [1] considered the logarithmic
distribution for the streamwise velocity profile expressed as:

u

U
= 1 +

√
g

κC
(1 + ln z) (5)

where U is the depth-averaged streamwise velocity, κ is the von Kármán constant, C is the Chézy
coefficient, and z = z/h (z is the height to the point of measurement above channel bed, and h is the
flow depth). The experimental profiles of the streamwise velocity in our study show an acceptable
correlation with Equation (5).

Figure 3. Streamwise velocity profile at the outer (location 1) and inner bends (location 2) of the
sinuous channel.

Contour plots show the mean velocity u (m/s) distribution across three sections r− r, s− s, and
t− t (Figure 4). The mean velocity is maximal towards the inner bend. In section t− t, the velocity is
distributed throughout the channel width. This finding reveals that the mean velocity is not always
greater towards the outer bend. Due to the inward skewing, the main velocity may take longer time to
reach the outer bend, and therefore the maximum velocity is redistributed mostly towards the inner
bend. Shams et al. [38] observed higher streamwise velocity towards the inner boundary in their study
on a physical and laboratory-scale model.
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Figure 4. Contour plots of streamwise velocity at the bend cross-sections (a) r− r, (b) s− s, and (c) t− t
of the sinuous channel.

The morphological changes are also analyzed along a bend of the sinuous channel. The variations
in an alluvial bed are visible in the channel. The contour plots of the morphological changes were
represented using the Surfer®(Golden Software, Colorado, US) [39] at different time intervals (Figure 5).
After the desired discharge was achieved in the channel, the morphology readings were taken at
intervals of 2, 6, and 10 h Readings were taken up to 12 h, and after which no significant changes were
noticed in the bend. It can be seen that the outer bend experiences erosion, which is increasing over
time [40,41]. With the acquired flow discharge, visible transport of the sediment took place. The flow
interaction in bends allows the sediment to move in a transverse or radial direction (perpendicular to
the direction of flow) across the bend. This motion of sediment is due to the established secondary
currents in bends. Previous studies [8,10,15] have already focused on the average turbulent parameters
such as the bed shear stresses, Reynolds stresses, and secondary currents to explain the scour and
deposition in bends. Here, we have focused on the high-order turbulence characteristics and how they
affect the morphological processes in a sinuous river. Investigation at 2 h shows the initial development
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of variation in the bed along the outer and inner bend. With time (6 and 10 h), the scour depth at the
outer bend is prominent.

Figure 5. Morphological changes along the second bend of the sinuous channel after 2, 6, and 10 h.
This bend was selected because it was unaffected by the entry and exit conditions.

The cross-sectional bed elevation across the bend apex (section i) is shown in Figure 6. Considering
the initial level as the datum, the outer bend experiences erosion, which has increased with time. At
the outer bend of section i, the depth of scour after 2 h run was found to be 4.35 cm. After 10 h run, the
scour depth was estimated to be 7.99 cm. The extreme lower point in the vertical axis is the maximum
depth the scour has reached. There is sediment below this point, and thus the scour has not touched
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the rigid bed of the channel. The flow characteristic and the channel planform play a significant role
in the development of morphological changes in a channel. However, the observed morphological
changes in the sinuous channel do not conform to the velocity distribution given in Figures 3 and 4.
Hence, this conflicting behaviour might be explained by higher-order velocity moments.

Figure 6. Cross-sectional morphological changes across the bend apex (section i) after 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 h.

The velocity profile in both the outer and inner banks varies, as the pressure forces on the banks
are different. The logarithmic law of mean velocity profile in the inertial region (i.e., inner flow zone) is
given as:

〈u〉
u∗

=
〈
u+
〉
= κ−1 ln

(zu∗
ν

)
+ B (6)

where u∗ [=(τ◦/ρ)0.5] is the shear velocity and τ0 (bed shear stress) is found out by using the TKE
(turbulent kinetic energy) method, υ is the kinematic viscosity of water, z is the wall distance (i.e.,
distance from the bed), κ is the von Kármán constant, and B is the constant. The value of u∗ and τ0 for
the channel are 0.034 m/s and 1.2 N/m2, respectively.

Many previous efforts by various researchers were put forward to understand the erosion and
deposition behaviour in the outer and inner bend of a sinuous channel. In this section, this behaviour
of a sinuous channel will be looked upon from the perspective of structure function. Here, we establish
a relation between higher-order velocity moments with the erosion and deposition across sinuous
bend. The erosion is a result of the transport of sediment particles. From the granular perspective,
the motion of a sediment particle depends upon the balance of drag force exerted by the fluid flow
and submerged weight of the particle. The classical turbulence parameter associated with transport is
the average bed shear stress τo. When τo exceeds τc (critical bed shear stress), erosion is expected. In
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our experiments, the sand bed was in motion. Moreover, the tractive stress depends upon the fluid
velocity above the particle τo ∼ u2. Therefore, the behaviour of instantaneous component of velocity
fluctuations becomes significant to erosion, as the instantaneous drag force is directly dependent on it.
Hence, we have analyzed higher moments of turbulence in the inner and outer bend.

Studies by various researchers [42–44] have found a logarithmic nature of velocity fluctuations,
which is given as: 〈(

u′+
)2〉

= B1 −A1 ln(z/δ) (7)

where u′+ =
(u−〈u〉)

u∗ is the nondimensional fluctuating component of streamwise velocity and δ is the
boundary layer thickness. The velocity fluctuating moments raised to the pth root follows logarithmic
nature as proposed by Meneveau and Marusic [28]:

〈(
u′+
)2p
〉1/p

= Bp −Ap ln(z/δ) = Dp(Re∗) −Ap ln z+ (8)

where z+ =
(

zu∗
ν

)
is the distance to the wall and Dp = Bp + Ap ln Re∗ where Re∗ =

(
u∗δ
ν

)
and AP can

be theoretically expressed as AP = A1[(2p− 1)!!]1/p, as per Gaussian statistics.
Figure 7 shows the variance in streamwise velocity comparing the inner and outer bends of a

sinuous river channel. Both the profiles tend to follow a logarithmic profile after a depth of z+ >
1000 and tend to approach zero asymptotically after a particular depth (z+ > 4000). The magnitude
of outer bend variance is higher when compared to the inner bend of the channel. This point
indicates the erosional behaviour in a sinuous bend. The outer bend of the sinuous channel possesses
more magnitude in fluctuating velocity from the mean velocity than the inner bend. However, the
mean velocity of the inner bend is more in magnitude than the outer bend, as shown in Figures 3
and 4. This point indicates that outer bend erosion mostly depends on the velocity fluctuation or
deviation from mean velocity rather than the mean velocity. The constants for Equation (7) are:
(A1, B1) = (3.875, 36.61) for outer bend and (A1, B1) = (1.74, 16.024) for inner bend of the channel.
From this, we can understand that as we move from outer to the inner bend, the constants also decrease.
This point indicates that the logarithmic law constants are dependent on the flow impact location of
the sinuous channel.

 

Figure 7. Streamwise velocity variance in turbulent boundary layers for flow at inner and outer bends
of the sinuous river channel.

The relationship between structure function and outer bend erosion can be further established by
analyzing the higher-order velocity moments (Equation (8)). Before investigating the higher-order
moments of velocity fluctuations, we have to check the convergence of higher-order moments. It was
achieved by multiplying the marginal probability density function (PDF) by the velocity fluctuation
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moments in the near-bed region. Marginal PDF is defined as the probability of values of continuous
random variable (say P) without referring to the values of the other variable (say Q). In the present
study, marginalized PDF of streamwise velocity (u) is considered. Figure 8a,b show premultiplied
PDFs for 2p = 2 and 4, respectively at flow depth z/h = 0.08. Here, we notice that the area covered by
the moments of order 2p = 2 and 2p = 4 for both outer and inner bend, respectively, are captured
by the available data. In other words, we can say that there is convergence at higher-order moments.
Furthermore, the premultiplied velocity fluctuation PDFs is greater in the case of outer bend, indicating
that the outer bend suffers from erosion.

Higher-order moments for 2p = 4 and 6 were calculated with respect to flow depth. Figure 8c
shows higher-order moments for 2p = 4. The result is similar to that of 2p = 2, where both outer and
inner bend profiles follow logarithmic law. The outer bend fluctuation is more as compared to inner
bend, which indicates more erosion chances in the outer bend. The fitted constants values for 2p = 4
are (A2, B2) = (8.569, 80.962) for the outer bend and (A2, B2) = (3.986, 35.091) for the inner bend of
the sinuous channel. This result was similar to 2p = 2 moments where constants are greater in the
outer bend of the channel. The magnitude of higher-order moments was also compared for outer and
inner bends of the sinuous channel. Figure 8d,e show higher-order moments for 2p = 2, 4, and 6 at
different flow depths for outer and inner bends in a sinuous channel, respectively. We observe that as
the order of moments increases, the magnitude also tends to increase. Both the profiles for outer and
inner bends at different order moments tend to follow the logarithmic nature and asymptotically tend
to zero after some distance. For higher moment, i.e., 2p = 8, 10, etc., it follows the same trend.

 

Figure 8. Premultiplied probability density functions (PDF) of normalized velocity fluctuations
u+2pP(u+) at z/h = 0.08 with moments (a) 2p = 2 and (b) 2p = 4. (c) Moments of order 2p = 4 for
streamwise velocity as a function of wall-normal distance. Moments of different orders of streamwise
velocity fluctuation as a function of wall normal distance for flow subjected to (d) outer bend and (e)
inner bend.
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Further investigation was carried to see the flatness or kurtosis in the inner and outer bend of the
channel (Figure 9). The flatness factor of streamwise velocity was calculated as:

F4 =

〈
u+4
〉

< u+2 >2 (9)

 
Figure 9. Flatness factor as a function of the wall distance for outer and inner bend of the sinuous channel.

The flatness factor in the outer bend of the channel is greater than that in the inner bend.
From Figure 9, we can comment that from z+ ≈ 1000, the flatness in the outer bend has increased
in comparison to the inner bend. Most points in the outer bend follow F4 > 3 which represents
distribution with a peaky signal characteristic. On the other hand, points in the inner bend follow
F4 < 3 representing distribution with a flat characteristic. The average kurtosis of the outer bend is 3.06,
and that of inner bend is 2.91 throughout the flow depth. This characteristic indicates the erosional
behaviour in the outer bend.

4. Conclusions

Higher-order moments of streamwise velocity fluctuations were studied to explain the erosional
behaviour of the outer bend of a sinuous river channel. The higher-order moments in association with
the morphological changes of a channel contribute a novel approach to understand the turbulent nature
in a sinuous channel. The stresses are found higher in the outer bend, which are well reported earlier
in the literature. Analyzing the high-order velocity fluctuations has provided clear insights into the
scour mechanism near the outer wall of the sinuous bend. The profile of the velocity fluctuations for
inner and outer bends at higher moments 2p = 2, 4, and 6 show logarithmic nature from a particular
depth (z+ > 1000). In all these cases, the magnitude of outer bend velocity fluctuation is more when
compared to the inner bend. Premultiplied PDFs for 2p = 2 and 4 for outer bend are greater than those
of the inner bend. Both the points indicate that though the mean velocity at inner bend is higher than
the outer bend, its erosional behaviour mainly depends on the fluctuations from the mean velocity.
Further, the constants

(
Ap, Bp

)
of the logarithmic law for velocity fluctuations depend on the location

of the flow impact in the sinuous channel. The flatness factor or kurtosis of streamwise velocity was
also found to be slightly higher in the outer bend as compared to inner bend. A similar investigation
can be carried out with field data. The analysis of structure function can also be applicable to different
sediment particles, flow condition, and numerical modeling.
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Abstract: Bridge piers on large rivers are often protected from scouring using launchable stone, such
as a riprap sloping structure. While such scour countermeasures are effective for pier protection, they
significantly alter flow conditions in the bridge opening by overtopping flow and flow contraction,
deflecting the formation of the scour hole downstream and exposing the downstream riverbed
to additional scour. This paper provides a comprehensive and relevant review of bridge scour
estimation methods for piers with a riprap sloping structure installed as a scour countermeasure.
Research on empirical methods for bridge scour estimation is reviewed and analyzed with formulae
used for comparable structures—complex pier formulae and formulae for river training structures. A
summary of relevant formulae applicable to piers with installed scour countermeasures is provided,
as well as a discussion on the possible future research directions that could contribute to the field.

Keywords: bridge scour; empirical formulae; riprap sloping structure; flow contraction; overtop-
ping flow

1. Introduction

The majority of bridges have been built to provide an effective connection between
the banks over the waterways, impacting society both economically and politically, and at
the same time interacting with the waterway flow regime [1]. During the lifespan of the
bridge crossing rivers, changes in the flow and sediment regime are anticipated, as well
as consequent change in the variable action-imposed loads on the structure [2], or even
complete undermining of the foundation soil [3], which can result in bridge failure or even
collapse. Economic losses resulting from traffic disruption following the bridge failure
exceed its construction value [4], making bridges critical infrastructure assets [5].

The bridge failures data recorded world-wide indicate that hydraulic causes (scour,
floods, stream instability, lateral migration and floating debris) are prevailing among the
factors causing bridge collapses: Imhof [6] reports that flooding/scour was the most fre-
quent natural hazard (66%) causing bridge failure in Europe and North America; Muñoz
Diaz et al. reported scour as causing 35% of bridge failures in Columbia, with an additional
7% failing from overtopping/floods; Schaap and Caner [7] reported 45% of failures in
Turkey were hydraulic-caused, and 22% were directly caused by scour; available data
for United States suggests that hydraulic-caused failures account for >50% of the col-
lapses, and scour >20% [8–11]. Common materials used for construction of bridges are
concrete/reinforced concrete or steel, with a 75-year design life in service [12]. According to
the US bridge failure data, the majority of failed bridges are steel bridges (>60%), although
their portion in the National Bridge Inventory is significantly smaller than the concrete ones,
at 30% compared with 65%, respectively [13]. The average age of the bridges at the time of
the failure was 64 years, and <50 years for steel and concrete material types, respectively.

Among the various types of erosion processes that occur in the riverine environment,
the ones influencing bridges are generally divided into long-term general scour, contraction
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scour and local scour [14], acting independently or in combination with other hydraulic
causes. Bridge piers obstruct the flow, forcing it to accelerate around the pier and generate
large-scale turbulence structures, consequently increasing the turbulence in the flow down-
ward towards the bed (horseshoe vortex) and flow downstream behind the pier (wake
vortex) [15], causing local scouring. Therefore, local scour is inherently associated with the
hydraulic structures interfering with the natural flow field [16] and its occurrence is often
simultaneous with on one (or both) of other two types of scour, causing deepening of the
entire riverbed in the vicinity of piers and abutments.

Bridge piers can be protected from scouring by either indirect or direct methods [17].
Indirect methods, such as collars [18], vanes [19], sacrificial piers [20], or self-protected piers
with openings within the pier [21], change the flow pattern around the bridge pier and
thus reduce the strength of downflow and horseshoe vortex [22]. Direct methods (riprap,
geobags, cable-tied blocks or similar launchable material) increase the riverbed resistance
in order to withstand the turbulent flow around the piers [23]. They are less expensive and
easier to construct in comparison to indirect methods [24], and flexible which allows them
to be retrofitted if necessary. The most common bed-armoring protection against scour is
riprap [25], which consists of a material larger and heavier than riverbed sediment with the
main purpose of preventing removal of the riverbed sediment downstream [26]. There are
several types of riprap countermeasures: horizontal riprap layer [17] placed just above the
riverbed level, riprap sloping structure [27] formed by stones conically mounded around
the pier, gabion mattresses [28], sacks filled with stones [29], etc. Although riprap is consid-
ered stable, there is evidence of riverbed particle erosion during floods and consequent
riprap slumping and sliding. Breusers et al. [30] pointed out that riprap protection can also
induce scour, thus not fully fulfilling its purpose. Nielsen et al. [31] investigated the velocity
distribution and critical bed shear stress under the riprap protection. Fredsoe et al. [25]
described the horseshoe vortex as the primary mechanism that causes undermining the
stones at the junction between the riprap and the riverbed. This way, riprap protection
causes formation of the deflected scour hole next to the riprap scour protection, introducing
hazard to the pier or adjacent river structures [32].

Scouring locally deepens the riverbed next to bridge piers, exposing a larger area of
the pier to direct oncoming flow, thus subjecting them to greater hydrodynamic forces in
comparison to nonscoured conditions [33]. Changes in hydrodynamic loading coinciding
with other natural hazards, e.g., earthquakes, can have devastating consequences for both
infrastructure and society [34]. Morphodynamic analysis of the river reach influencing the
bridge is integrated into the bridge management system [35] in order to log changes devel-
oped since the historical reports and assess the current condition of the riverbed. Riverbed
condition assessment is not unified—each county has adapted inspection procedures to the
diversity of their infrastructure, respecting viable methods and instruments for gathering
relevant and reliable data [36].

Scour holes reach their maximum depth during floods [37], after which they are back-
filled by the bedload of the receding flow, reducing the apparent scour depth [33,38–40].
Most research in recent decades has focused on describing scour depth based on maximum
equilibrium scour depth and for steady flow conditions [41,42]. Morphodynamic changes
in the riverbed and consequently the scour process around bridge structures, when con-
sidered on a larger spatial scale, are not only caused by anthropogenic changes in the
watershed, but also by changes in the natural flood regime and extreme climatic events
such as floods, that affect the overall stability of bridge structures. Therefore, bathymetric
data acquired post-flood are not reliable enough to determine the full extent of scouring,
and analyses based on such data can lead to erroneous estimates of bridge safety. Real-
time monitoring of scour development during floods is recognized as essential [43] to
enable safety monitoring and systematic inspection of the riverbed condition and avoid
unnecessary maintenance. Some of the monitoring equipment used for scour detection are
magnetic sliding collars [44], sonar devices [45], float-out devices [46] or tilt sensors [47].
The current scour-monitoring systems are being constantly enhanced through develop-
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ment of advanced monitoring techniques, mainly to achieve more robust devices, reduce
maintenance cost and enable integration with other sensors. Recent advances in scour
monitoring include assessment based on vehicle-induced vibrations measured by accelera-
tion sensors [48], influence of soil characteristics on the change in the predominant natural
frequency of a bridge pier [49], scour depth measurement using vibration-based micro-
electro-mechanical systems [50], instrumented particles [51], interferometric synthetic
aperture radar stacking techniques [52], amongst others.

Regardless of the data acquirement method, in order to complete the risk assessment
for preliminary hazard analysis in the bridge management system, hydraulic analysis must
be performed. Hydraulic analysis will combine the scour data with other relevant variables:
flow environment, pier geometry and riverbed composition, to quantify the scour hazard
in comparison to foundation depth. Flow velocity, flow constriction and scour protection
measures are the most important factors that should be considered when assessing scour
risk to bridges [53]. For this purpose, empirical formulae are mostly used that calculate the
maximum scour depth, taking into account all relevant variables as input. These empirical
formulae are reliable if their usage adheres to conditions under which they were developed
and validated on field-measured data, if possible.

Previous studies have focused on the scour development for a wide range of pier ge-
ometries, arrangements and spacing, riverbed compositions, sediment transport conditions,
etc. However, there exists an evident gap in knowledge regarding the scour occurring at
piers protected with riprap sloping structure and associated scour at the periphery of the
riprap mound. The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive and relevant review
of bridge scour estimation methods and provide discussion of their applicability for piers
with riprap sloping structure installed as a scour countermeasure. Research on empirical
methods for bridge scour estimation is reviewed and compared to complex pier formulae
and formulae for river training structures similar to riprap sloping structure scour protec-
tion. Scour formulae in this paper are categorized considering the following: the data used
for their development (field vs. experimental); pier geometry (single vs. complex piers);
scour type (local vs. contraction), and riprap type (riprap sloping structure vs. layer riprap).
A summary of relevant formulae applicable for piers with installed scour countermeasures
is provided, as well as a discussion on the possible future research directions.

2. Bridge Scour Assessment

Most often, the approach for developing a scour depth formula is the application
of dimensional analysis technique to an experimental dataset. The overall formula is
assessed by validation with field-measured data and incorporation of one of the mathe-
matical fitting models. Dataset for establishing formula can be obtained in the field and
experimental environment.

2.1. Field and Experimental Data

Compared to the field data, the experimental data obtained in the laboratory provide
a controlled flow environment, which is why the maturity of the scour hole is reliable only
from the laboratory experiments [54]. However, the experimentally developed formulae
have numerous disadvantages: a limited applicability in a range of input data due to
scaling issues between geometric and sediment scales; oversimplified conditions that do
not correspond to the field conditions (rectangular flume, uniform sediment gradation,
clear-water conditions, and steady uniform flow), and time-consuming simulations to
acquire the desired dataset. Time to reach equilibrium scour depth condition is reached
asymptotically, so duration of the experimental test needs to be much more than at least
48 h to reach at least 90% of the equilibrium [55,56]. Melville and Chiew [43] define a
formula for time needed for development of the equilibrium scour hole as s rate of 5% of
the pier diameter in a 24 h period, which means that based on first 24 h-long experiment
duration, equilibrium scour depth can be calculated. Their results showed that after 10% of
the total time, scour depth is in the range of 50% to 80% of the equilibrium scour depth. To
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shorten time-consuming simulations, some authors accept semiequilibrium conditions, so
each experiment lasted 4 to 6 h, and subsequently extend the scour depth values to 100%
of the equilibrium scour depths.

Sheppard and Melville [55] noticed why scour depths are overestimated in small-scale
experiments—because the forces of the pressure gradients on sediment particles near the
smaller bridge piers are much greater than for larger piers. A similar observation was
made by Huang et al. [57] in a scale effects study, where a comparison of results from a
large-scale numerical model and a small-scale physical model was conducted. They found
better prediction of turbulence flow pattern and sediment scour by the numerical model in
comparison to the physical model, because the physical model introduces Froude similarity
and ignores the effect of turbulent Reynolds number.

The numerical model or computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model is powerful tool
to simulate interaction between the sediment transport process and the vortex system in
the complex geometry environment. In contrast to time-consuming laboratory experiments
and field investigations, numerical simulations are inexpensive and fast way to collect a
large and comprehensive amount of the essential scour data. Numerous turbulent models
have been already developed to calculate turbulent velocity and sediment scour (k − ε,
k − ω, LES, RSM, RNG and others). For example, Aly and Dougherty [58] examined
different turbulence models in predicting the bed shear stress around different pier scour
countermeasures. They concluded that k − ε performed better than the k − ω model in ap-
proximating the experimental data, since k − ω simulates adverse pressure gradients, while
the k − ε realizable model successfully simulates velocity components. Alemi et al. [59]
used the LES turbulence model to investigate the flow around a complex bridge pier on the
scoured fixed bed. They validated the numerical model based on laboratory experiments
by Graf and Istiarto [60] and achieved high correspondence with their results. By combin-
ing LES and wall function, a fast simulation process is achieved since the wall function
simplifies fully developed flow with zero velocity near the wall region. Developing a scour
numerical model can be challenging due to establishing mesh on complex riverbed geome-
try, which changes gradually as scour occurs. Once the computational grid is established,
the flow field will scour the bed form from the first timestep, and the computational domain
needs to be re-meshed. Zhu and Liu [61] presented three re-meshing strategies: z-level
grid, shaved grid, and σ grid. Jalal and Hassan [62] examined various types and sizes of
cells to identify optimum cell (5–10 mm) that balances the accuracy of results and reduction
in computation time. Song et al. [63] developed a 3D scour model, ibScourFoam, based on
an immersed boundary method, validated against available data from the literature and
their own flume experiment. Their model showed advantage over previous scour models
in accurate simulation of the scour process around complex structures.

Experimental and numerical data must be validated by field data to ensure the reli-
ability of experimental results [64]. Field measurements of hydraulic parameters during
a flood are essential to understand the morphodynamic evolution of the local scour phe-
nomenon. Despite today’s sophisticated survey techniques, it is not easy to accurately
measure velocity and depth during floods in real-time due to instrument functionality
under oscillating flow depths and instrument durability, as it is exposed to impact damage
by floating debris. Scour monitoring is challenging from the perspective of instrument
placement, where approximate location of the scour hole needs to be known. Surveying
implies collecting data at a certain point in time, which means that the maturity of the
local scour hole is unknown at the time of measurement. In addition to the difficulty of
obtaining accurate scour depth data, the flow field upstream and downstream of the bridge
pier must also be collected. Maneuvering a boat during a flood is difficult and hazardous in
vicinity of the structures. Moreover, there are some difficulties in estimation of bed material
size which used to be highly variable on site, and inaccuracy due to neglecting scour-hole
backfilling effect [65].

For these reasons, in the present state-of-the-art data from field surveys are limited and
do not encompass a sufficient range of hydraulic properties and characteristics of the river
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channel to represent a solid basis for high-quality research. Therefore, most of the local
scour formulae have been developed based on laboratory experiments [14,22,30,66,67].
Yet, there are several empirical formulae developed from field data only. Governing
parameters for scour depth (ds) formula developed from field data are width of bridge pier
(b), water depth (y0) and Froude number (Fr) at the approach section and correction factor
for pier-nose shape (K1) as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Local scour data obtained by field survey and corresponding formulae.

Field Data by Number of Data Formulae

Froehlich [68] 83 ds = 0.32·b·K1·Fr1
0.2·[be/b]0.62·[y0/b]0.46·[b/d50]

0.08 (1)

Gao et al. [69] 137 ds = 1.141·K1·b0.6·y0
0.15·d50

−0.07·
[

v0−vc ′
vc−vc ′

]
(2)

Ansari and Qadar [70] 100 ds = 0.86·b3.0 b < 2 m
ds = 3.6·b0.4 b > 2.2 m

(3)

Richardson and Davis [41] - ds = 2·K1·K2·K3·K4·
[

b
y0

]0.65·Fr0.43 (4)

Many authors have expressed concern about the lack of information available in the
published studies regarding the source of dataset used to develop the empirical formu-
lae [55,59,71] and insufficient information about the conditions that were present during the
measurements. For example, there is no information on the methods that Zhuravlyov [72]
used to obtain the data, neither the dimensions of the structures nor their shapes, and a
field survey by Froehlich [68] does not contain a sediment gradation parameter.

2.2. Variables Governing the Scour Process

Numerous studies have aimed to evaluate the accuracy of the relevant formulae for
scour depth estimation [73–77]. These comparative studies generally summarize that most
existing formulae tend to overestimate the scour depth equilibrium. However, evaluating
reliability of scour formulae must be done with caution because single variables within
each scour depth formula may be defined with several curves, which implies dependency
of a third variable [73].

Scour can be greatly affected by sediment size distribution which can be uniform or
nonuniform. Initial movement of smaller particle sizes could be achieved at lower velocities,
so scour may occur more readily in sandy riverbeds than in coarser sediment material [58].
For nonuniform sediment environments bed armoring occurs where the coarser gravel size
protects finer particles from being transported by the flow. Pandey et al. [78] emphasize
that the influence of the armored layer regarding local scour is poorly investigated because
sediment transport in the armored riverbed is generally challenging to explicitly define.
However, the authors analyzed how the formation of the armored layer in the scour hole
stops further scouring processes during clear-water conditions. They proposed a new
graphical approach for estimating maximum scour depth in an armor riverbed, showing
that changes in dimensionless scour depth (ds/

(
b2·y0

)1/3) with armor ratio (d50a/d50) are
minor when it exceeds 0.5, where d50a is the median diameter of armor layer d50 is median
sediment size.

Most of scour formulae differentiate clear-water or live-bed conditions respective to
bedload sediment transport: under clear-water conditions no bedload transport is present,
while live-bed condition considers initiated sediment bedload transport. Landers and
Mueller [73] evaluated the scour formulae by Gao et al. [69], comparing them to field
measurements, and concluded that there was underprediction in deeper live-bed scour
conditions (for d50 > 3 mm). On the contrary, the HEC-18 [41] formula overestimates scour
depth under live-bed conditions, especially for greater flow intensities, while it shows
good agreement with clear-water threshold scour [79]. Scour depth at the clear-water
scour is considered to be 10% greater than the scour depth in live-bed conditions [58], but
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that finding is based on small-scale models. However, recent studies have shown that
the reverse phenomena may occur in the field or in large-scale numerical models [79].
Sheppard and Melville [55] assembled field and experimental datasets of scour data from
different authors in the literature and eliminated unreasonable ones by quality control
screening, where 441 are experimental and 791 are field data. These data were used to test
the accuracy of different scour formulae. The best performance showed the new Sheppard–
Melville formula which was originated from modification of Sheppard and Miller’s [67]
and Melville’s formulae [80]. Hereafter, Yang et al. [81] proposed a modified Sheppard–
Melville formula regarding the influence of flow shallowness ratio (y0/D), where D is
pier diameter. They prove the considerable influence of flow shallowness ratio scour on
scour depth, which increases with an increasing (y0/D). Although modified the Sheppard–
Melville formula still retains a small level of overestimation, Yang et al. demonstrate better
accuracy of the formula than the HEC-18 formula. Overestimation is greater with smaller
shallowness (y0/D) ratio. Yang et al. collected live-bed field data during short-peak flood
waves and concluded that live-bed scour peak may exceed the threshold peak.

Changes in the natural flow regime of a river can be defined in terms of ecological [82]
and morphological processes [83], by magnitude, frequency, timing, duration, and unsteadi-
ness. In contrast to engineering design practice, where typical flood events with a return
period of 100 or 200 years are chosen to account for the scour susceptibility of bridges [84],
Tubaldi et al. [85] propose a more rigorous assessment of scour susceptibility, that examines
not only a single flood event but also subsequent events, as floods of short duration or low
intensity can lead to partial erosion of the riverbed, making it easier for a subsequent flood
to reach a maximum scour depth. Therefore, although the flow magnitude is the main
factor influencing scour depth development, hydrograph duration and shape also have an
important influence on the scour process and should be taken into account. The maximum
scour depth is significantly lower when actual hydrograph shape is considered than the
equilibrium scour depth for the constant flow rate. According to Plumb et al. [83], the
effects of hydrograph shape, addressing the number of cycled hydrographs and duration
of each hydrograph, as well as changes in the flow regime, should be examined in the
scour development analysis. In addition, the inclusion of more complex sediment grain
size distributions in the estimation of scour next to the bridges, along with the hydrograph
shape parameters, results in a potentially higher threshold for bed motion state, complicat-
ing the prediction of instantaneous flux using formulae for steady-flow conditions [86,87].
Some empirical formulae have been developed for evaluation of time-dependent scour
depth, i.e., considering hydrograph shape characteristics [43,88]. However, these formulae
were mostly developed for steady-state flow conditions or adapted to unsteady condi-
tions using various approaches, such as superposition of the hydrograph as a sequence of
steady-state discharge steps [89–91], introducing a mathematical function for form of the
hydrograph [92], or defining a dimensionless effective flow [93,94]. Apart from the fact that
real-time field measurements are rarely available at high turbidity during a flood, the main
challenge in studying the effects of flow characteristics, i.e., unsteady flow characteristics
and the influence of multiple flood waves [95] on bedload transport and the scour process,
is to separate the effects of flow conditions from the effects of bed material properties and
sediment supply conditions [96]. It can be concluded that in future research it is necessary
to investigate the effects on the development of maximum scour depth not only during a
single flood event and the associated flood wave characteristics, but also previous flood
events should be considered. Particular attention should be paid to the development
of formulae and field measurement techniques that would allow the determination and
measurement of the temporal evolution of scour depth.

2.3. Local Scour Formulae for Complex Piers

Many studies of local scour formulae refer to the single pier formula [30,70,97] which
is a function of pier width (b), flow depth (y0), Froude number (Fr), critical flow velocity
(vc), and sediment bed size (d50). Sometimes the formulae are expanded to include the
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shape pier factor (K1), the angle of flow attack (α) (if the pier is skewed), or the sediment
characteristic (ρs) [98,99] and generally the formula can be written as follows:

ds = f [flow(y, Fr, vc); pier characteristics(b, l, α); bed material(d50, ρs)]. (5)

Physical, economic, and geotechnical considerations usually indicate the need for
bridge piers to be constructed with a column founded on a pile group with a pile cap or on
a caisson, so-called complex piers [100]. The process of scour development at complex piers
differs from that on uniform piers because lee-wake vortices dominate sediment transport,
whereas on uniform piers horseshoe vortex has governing influence on scouring [101].
In recent decades, a number of studies on scouring around complex bridge piers have
been conducted. Melville and Raudkivi [102] proposed an approach to calculate the scour
around complex piers composed of a cylindrical pier (with diameter D) and of a foundation
(with diameter D∗ and with the top elevation H). In their study, an alternative approach
using the effective diameter (De) is employed. Effective diameter represents a diameter
of a circular pile that induces the same scour depth as the scour depth at the complex
pier. Melville and Raudkivi [102] examined the influence of effective diameter concept and
proposed following formula:

De =
D·(y0 + H) + D ∗ ·(ds − H)

ds + y0
(6)

Finally, Melville and Raudkivi’s scour depth formula for complex piers introduces
three scour zones dependent of the top of the foundation elevation, as presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Scour depth formula around complex piers based on influence of the top of the foundation.

Zone Condition Formula

Foundation below the bottom of the scour hole H > 2.4·D ds = 2.4·D (7)

Foundation is above the bottom of the scour
hole and below the bed level

2.4·D ≤ H ≤ 01

ds < 2.4·D 1 ds
D = 2.4·

(
D

D∗
)0.4+0.5(D/D∗) (8)

Foundation is above the bed level H < 0
2.4·D < ds < 2.4·D∗ ds

D = 2.4·
(

D
D∗

)( D
D∗ )

3
+0.1−0.47

√
0.75− H

D (9)

1 Except H < 0.7·D and D/D∗ < 0.6

Even though using the equivalent single pier simplification shortens the computational
time considering the complex flow field and turbulence around the pier, Melville and
Raudkivi [102] showed that it could lead to conservative estimates of scour depth.

One of the most commonly used [65,75,103,104] scour formulae is the HEC-18 formula,
developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) [41]. To account for the effects
of foundation geometry on scour depth, the superposition of scour components is proposed.
In this method, each pier component is calculated separately and superimposed on the
total scour depth, as follows:

ds = ds,pier + ds, pile cap + ds,pile group (10)

Afterwards, Coleman [105] expanded scour estimation of complex piers (comprising
column, pile cap and pile group) into the five following cases dependent of the top of the
foundation elevation: (I) buried pile cap; (II) pile cap at the bed level of the scour hole with
no exposure of the pile group; (III) pile cap and pile group extending over the base of the
scour hole while water level is above the pile cap; (IV) pile cap and pile group extending
over the base of the scour hole while water level is at the top of the pile cap; and (V) pile
cap and pile group extending over the base of the scour hole while water level is below
the pile cap. Coleman also provides formulae for equivalent pier diameter (be) based on
variation of the pile cap elevation (H) relative to the bed level (Table 3.):
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Table 3. Equivalent pier diameter formulae based on influence of the pile cap elevation.

Formula Condition

be = bcol for H ≥ bcol (11)

be = bcol ·
(

bcol
bpc

){(bcol /bpc)
3+0.1−[0.47(0.75−H/bcol)

0.5]} for HT ≤ H < 0 (12)

be =
(

0.52·T·bpc+(y0−0.52·T)bpd
y0

)
for H = (−y0) (13)

be = bpd for H ≤ (−y0 − T) (14)

A similar study by Sheppard and Glasser [66] resulted in a detailed iterative procedure
for determining effective diameter for the geometry case where the top of the pile cap is
above the bed level with no exposure of the pile group—equivalent to the piers founded
on the exposed caisson. The outlined procedure was developed in clear-water and live-
bed conditions, whereas effective diameter is a function of the shapes, locations, and
orientations of each pier component, and as a function of the sediment and flow properties
(Table 4).

Table 4. Procedure for calculating effective width of complex piers for estimating scour depth.

Element Formulae

column

ymax =

{
5·bcol for y0 ≥ 5·bcol
y0 for y0 < 5·bcol

K1 =

{
1 for circular columns

0, 86 + 0, 97
∣∣π

α

∣∣4 for square columns

K2 =
bcol cos(α)+Lcol sin(α)

bcol

if Hcol ≥ ymax Dcol
∗ = 0, else Dcol

∗ =

K1 K2 K5 bcol

[
0.16

(
Hcol
ymax

)2 − 0.39
(

Hcol
ymax

)
+ 0.25

] (15)

caisson 1

H′
pc = −ds(col)T

′ = T′ + H′
pc

ymax =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2·bpc

(
T′

y0+|H′ pc|
)0.4

y0 ≥ 2·bpc

(
T′

y0+|H′ pc|
)0.4

y0 +
∣∣H′

pc
∣∣ y0 < 2·bpc

(
T′

y0+|H′ pc|
)0.4

Dpc
∗ = K1 K2bpc exp

[
−1 − 1.8 exp

(
H′

pc
ymax

)
+ 1.7

(
T′

ymax

)1/2
]

(16)

total D∗ = Dcol
∗ + Dpc

∗ (17)
1 Caisson is interpreted as buried pile cap.

Furthermore, Jannaty et al. [77] conducted an investigation to determine the cause of
the Adinan complex bridge failure. They examined the performance of several formulae
and demonstrated substantial distinction between calculated and measured scour depth
values. Several stages of scouring can be noticed in their study: (I) if the bottom of scour
hole is above the up edge of the pile cap, the pile cap has a protective effect against scour;
(II) if the bottom of scour hole is between the up and the down edge of the pile cap, the
column is the prominent component to produce scour; (III) if the scour hole induced by the
column reaches the down edge of the pile cap, the pile cap will play the most important
role in scouring. Analysis of results show that the cause of Adinan Bridge failure is the
large width of the foundation in comparison to the column width. Additionally, scouring
was intensified due to lot of accumulated debris. Based on study by Jannaty et al., it can
be concluded that scour depth increases if obstruction area (either foundation or debris)
increases. This leads us to the conclusion that in estimating scour depth, the component
of flow area reduction should be considered in addition to local scour. Similarly, Yang
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et al. [106] found that for complex bridge piers in close proximity, the upstream pier
significantly affects scouring at the downstream pier in comparison to individual piers,
reducing scour rate for clear-water conditions and increasing the bedform celerity for
live-bed conditions.

2.4. Contraction Scour Formulae

One of the first contraction scour formulae was presented by Laursen and Toch [107].
They evolve Straub’s contraction scour for the long contractions to the local scour at the
pier. The formula is valid for bridges where the spacing between the piers is much larger
than the piers’ width (for contraction of cross-section approximately 10%). The effect of
contraction scour will become present when scour depth achieves a value that corresponds
to scour depth which would occur in a long contraction, or when scour holes from adjacent
piers overlap. The formula is as follows:

ds,c

y0
=

1

(1 − β)9/14 − 1, (18)

where β is width ratio of the contracted to the uncontracted profile. Briaud et al. [108]
verified contraction scour data using previous experimental results, employed a new
parameter v1, that presents averaged velocity at the contracted section, and provided the
following formula:

ds,c

y0
= 2.21·

(
1.31· v1√

gy0
− vc√

gy0

)
. (19)

Furthermore, one of the most commonly used contraction scour formulae is HEC-18 [109],
that assumes contraction scour as a long contraction, where the length of the contracted sec-
tion is longer than the section width. The HEC-18 contraction scour formula is developed
as a part of total scour formula, which presents superposition of both separately calculated
processes. The formula contains flow, bottom channel width, and Manning’s roughness
coefficient ratios as provided below:

ds,c

y0
=

(
Q1

Q0

) 6
7
(

L0

L1

)k1
(

n1

n0

)k2

− 1. (20)

Like many other contraction scour formulae in the literature, HEC-18 also overesti-
mates the scour depth [75,110]. One of the possible reasons for that inaccuracy could be
neglecting the possible dependence of local and contraction scour [65].

Recently, several researchers have observed uncertainty in the scour formulae due to
the interaction of contraction and local pier scour estimation. Hong [110] conducted labo-
ratory experiments comparing the bridge cross-section with piers and abutments with the
cross-section without piers. The results demonstrate that the model without piers has 25%
greater scour depth. A decrease in contraction scour depth implies possible interactions be-
tween local scour and contraction scour processes. Contraction scour development requires
a longer time to reach equilibrium than local scour, as well as a possible consequence of
local and contraction scour dependance. Additionally, experimental results of contraction
scour depth were compared to the values obtained by Laursen’s formula and results shows
overestimation of Laursen’s formula results of about 30–60%. Recently, Saha et al. [104]
carried out laboratory experiments in the presence of flow contraction and compared re-
sults with reference local scour depth data obtained by new theoretical method developed
from a combination of HEC-18 and M-S formulae. Additional contraction scour estimation
showed that the discharge contraction ratio q2/q1 has a great influence on the contraction
effect on the total scour depth, where the cross-section at the upstream face of bridge is
labeled with number 2 and approach section with number 1. However, their experiments
were only conducted under clear-water conditions, and the nonuniform sediment size is
neglected. Mueller and Wagner [64] emphasize that long-term in situ measurements are
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essential to separate local scour from contraction to identify reference bed elevation. They
suggested that long-term scour in the uncontracted section can be determined by adding
the general slope of the line to eliminate general aggradation or degradation. Afterwards,
short-term scour determination should be performed by comparing the uncontracted and
contracted cross-sections in the preflood and flood conditions.

3. Riprap Sloping Structure

When riprap is selected as a scour countermeasure, it is usually placed flushed with
the riverbed level if flow conditions are favorable for detailed installation, or as a riprap
sloping structure when flow conditions do not allow fine maneuvering of the machinery.

Some authors consider layer riprap as a more suitable protection than a riprap sloping
structure [26,30,107] because of excessive exposure of the sloping structure that induces
unwanted contraction. Recommended placement of the layer riprap depends on the
hydraulic environment and sediment transport, i.e., the occurrence of bedforms. Riprap
should be placed deep enough so it does not protrude above the bed level and disturb the
flow. Installation in rivers with significant amounts of bedload should be buried below
the estimated through of the dunes occurring during floods [10]. The number of studies
in the literature describing layer riprap and its failure mechanisms is higher than that
of riprap sloping structures, which have been rarely investigated. Generally, hydraulic
processes that occur downstream of the riprap sloping structure and its consequences
are ambiguous—flow obstruction, debris accumulation and scouring at the periphery of
the riprap mound. Since there is no such research about estimating scouring around the
riprap sloping structure, an analogy with complex piers can be drawn. Contours of the
piers protected with riprap sloping structure (pier + riprap) are similar to the contours of
complex piers (pier + caisson), as can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Similarity of outer contours between the riprap sloping structure (left) and complex piers
(right), outlined in red.

If analogy between the riprap sloping structure shape and complex piers geometry
is considered valid, then the scour formulae applicable for the riprap sloping structure
also have to be case-specific depending on the top elevation of the riprap, similar to
the scour formulae for complex piers that are distinguished depending on the caisson
submergence [66,77,102,105]. According to Melville [111], there are three cases for scour
around complex piers: case I—where the top of the caisson foundation is below general
bed level; case II—where the top of the caisson foundation is above general bed level;
case III—where the top of the caisson foundation is above the water surface, as depicted
by Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Pier scour countermeasure retrofitting cases distinctive by the position of the top of the riprap sloping structure
relative to the riverbed level: top of the riprap below the general bed level (left); top of the riprap above the general bed
level (middle); and top of the riprap above the mean water level (right).

Melville [111] and Ghorbani [112] draw further conclusions: if the top of the caisson (or
riprap sloping structure) is exposed above general bed level, the scour depth is increased;
if the overflow above the top of the pile cap (crest of the riprap) is less shallow, the scour
depth is increased. The riprap sloping structure is a wide structure, in terms of reducing
the flow area, so conclusions about wide piers might be comparable. Yang et al. [81] stated
that the downflow in front of the wider piers (y0/D ≤ 1.4) is weakened, as well as there
being horseshoe vortex. Thus, wake vortices consequently remain the main turbulence
structures that produce scour hole, the maximum of which will occur at side of the pier.

The design of riprap considers calculating the size of riprap stone that can withstand
flow attack. One of the first formulae for riprap sizing was developed by Izbash [113]:

dr = y0·0.347· Fr3

(Sr − 1)
. (21)

As can be seen from previous formula, water depth (y0), Froude number (Fr), and specific
gravity of riprap (Sr) were governing parameters in riprap sizing formulae [30,114,115],
until Parola [116] introduced new characteristic factors. Factors are proportional to the size
of the riprap stones (Kr) and related to pier geometry—pier shape (Ks) and pier width (Kb).
Subsequently, several formulae with pier characteristic factors were developed [46,117].
Furthermore, Froehlich [118] compared the range of riprap sizes obtained by formulae
from different authors, and came out with conclusion of quite a wide range of results, and
therefore proposed a new formula for calculating minimum diameter of loose rock riprap,
introducing new parameters that introduce crossflow shear (Kw), transverse pier spacing
factor (Kp) and approach flow influence (Kα) as follows:

dr = y·Kr·Kb·Kω ·Kp·Ks·Kα·Fr3. (22)

Besides riprap sizing, the design of the riprap sloping structure stability includes calculating
an appropriate slope to prevent the riprap stones from sliding into the scour hole, consider-
ing protection at the toe due to undermining, and determining the riprap stone diameter to
resist the hydrodynamic force of the flow. For riprap side slope, Park et al. [27] used the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineering (USACE) method for calculating riprap size as follows:

dr,30% = y0· 1.1·Cs·Cv·Ct

Ksl
1.25·(Sr − 1)1.25 ·Fr2.5, (23)

which was developed primarily for bank and channel protection. Parameter dr,30% repre-
sents particle diameter, corresponding to a 30% finer grain-size of the granulometric curve,
Cs is stability coefficient for incipient failure, Cv is vertical velocity distribution coefficient,
Ct is blanket thickness coefficient and Ksl is side-slope correction factor. According to
Breusers et al. [30], the horizontal dimension of riprap protection depends on the pier
diameter, and it needs to be at least two times larger.
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3.1. Riprap Failure Mechanisms

Riprap failure mechanisms in clear-water conditions can be divided into: (I) shear
failure—dislodging of individual riprap stones due to hydrodynamic forces; (II) edge
failure—undermining of the riverbed at the toe of the riprap; and (III) winnowing failure—
movement of finer material through voids between riprap stones principally initiated by
turbulence [117]. In addition, two more failure mechanisms have been identified under
live-bed conditions: (IV) bedform-induced failure—fluctuations in flow of the bed level
prompted by bed features, such as ripples and dunes, causes lack of stone stability; (V)
bed-degradation-induced failure—due to general bed degradation, riprap stones protrude
above the general bed level causing a reduction in bed shear stress and consequently
disintegration of the riprap structure [119]. Fredsoe et al. [25] described horseshoe vortices
in front of the individual stones as the primary reason for undermining at the junction
between the riprap countermeasure and the bed in a steady parallel current. The following
conclusion is determined—scour depth increases if the Shields parameter increases, a slope
of the revetment increases, and if the stone shape is angular. Vasquez et al. [24] conducted
physical and numerical investigation of scour around the riprap layer protection in Golden
Ears Bridge. In their study, the riprap layer is called riprap apron. The bridge is located in
a wide section of a sand-bed river just upstream from a bifurcation, subjected to migrating
dunes under live-bed conditions, and with piers oriented at an angle to the flow attack,
except the pile group that is exposed above the natural riverbed level. The study proves
that a 16 m-wide and 2 m-thick riprap layer successfully eliminates local scour around the
pier, even in the presence of an unfavorable combination of passing dunes and general
scour. The riprap, however, will partially destabilize and reallocate individual riprap
stones, especially at the edges of the layer to the form of a semiconical mound around the
pier, but it will still prevent scour hole from forming near piers.

However, at the contacts of the riprap and sediment bed in terms of live-bed conditions,
the edges of the riprap will inevitably start to destabilize. The upper stones at the edges roll
down the riprap slope or towards the dunes through into the scour hole. Vasquez et al. [24]
noticed that after the dune passes by, the riprap side slope formed a conical mound with an
angle of repose of about 30◦. This process continues downstream until the riprap becomes
scattered and forms a riprap mound. Chiew [120] states that such a riprap mound still
serves its function of protecting the pier from erosion, but nevertheless the riprap mound
shifts the scour area away from the riprap toe and scour continues downstream. This
phenomenon has been noticed in Croatian rivers [121]. Gilja et al. establish a sediment
transport model to investigate morphological characteristics of a section of the Sava River
where a bridge with three piers remediated with riprap sloping structure are placed. It
has been noticed that erosional processes affect downstream sections of the river due
to increased flow velocities at the constricted bridge opening. The location of the final
scour hole is unknown, because it is formed based on the interaction between the flow
and the structure under site-specific conditions [122]. Petersen et al. [123] noticed scour
of the riprap in the farther downstream area. They conducted a detailed experimental
and field investigation on the three-dimensional flow field via Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) measurements to improve the understanding of scour in the interaction of the riprap
protection and the sand. The study was based on monopiles in the marine environment
in terms of steady current, waves and the combination of current and waves, where
analogy with sea current and river flow can be correlated. They concluded that a pair of
symmetrical, counter-rotating vortices induced by a steady current cause significant scour
hole downstream of the scour protection. Whitehouse et al. [71] support the statement
that the riprap placed around the pier and above the level of the natural bed initiates the
development of the secondary scour response. As the scour continues downstream at the
edge of the riprap, a deeper scour hole is created than around the unprotected bridge pier.
In addition, it has been shown that with this type of riprap protection, scour wakes extend
to distance of 100 times the pier diameter. The riprap scour countermeasure is considered
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to be inadequate, because after secondary scour, more vortices appear near the piers and
accelerate the scour process [124].

3.2. Similar Structures Analogy

Groynes, spur dikes, and sloping abutments are geometrically similar to the riprap
sloping structures, and thus comparable complex interactions between the flow and
riverbed material occur—shallow and on occasion supercritical flow overtopping the
structure and hydraulic jump forming on the downstream slope, undermining the toe.

Affecting parameters in local scour formulae at the groyne are same as those for
local scour at bridge piers (hydraulic and sediment parameters), except for geometrical
parameters that encompass scour depth’s dependency on the distance from the first groyne
or from the entrance of the bend, as can be seen in Przedwojski [125] formula:

ds

y0
=

[
yun

y0
+

Qs

Q0
cos

(
2π

Lm
s
)
+ sin(α − 90)

]μ−2
. (24)

Another formula developed by Rashak and Khassaf [126] in clear-water conditions for
T-shape submerged groynes is as follows:

ds

y0
= 1.489·e(4.117·Fr) + 4.117·e(−3.292· v0

vc ) − 3.292·e(0.002· ygr
y0

)
+ 0.002·e0.747· sg

y0 + 0.747·e(−1.092·ng). (25)

As can be seen in abovementioned formulae, local scour around groynes depend on
parameter of spacing between groynes (sg). Since one groyne case is comparable to the
riprap sloping structure, Rashak and Khassaf’s formula can be considered for the riprap
sloping structure in the case where spacing between groynes is zero (sg = 0). In a sequence
of groynes, maximum scour depth occurs at the nose of the upstream groyne.

According to Han and Lin [127], groynes are most vulnerable when the upcoming
flood reaches an elevation just above the groyne crest and a shallow submerged condition
is reached. Such overtopping flow has a vertical stream direction down the lee side of
the groyne, and thus causes small sediment particles to be carried away at relatively low
threshold velocities. Rashak and Khassaf [128] noticed that the magnitude of the groyne
submergence affects scour depth inversely, which means that an increase in submerged
ratio (y1/y0) will result in smaller scour depth ratios (ds/y0). During relatively deep
submergence, the overtopping flow near the free surface is parallel to the flow direction,
while recirculatory motions are present at the bottom around the groyne. Meaning that in
the low submergence level case, the recirculation region affects stones at the groyne surface.

McCoy et al. [129] investigated the horseshoe vortex system and shear distribution
around the groyne to clarify evolution of the scour hole around the groyne region. They
showed that deflection of the horizontal, detached shear layer will be magnified if the
groyne crest elevation is higher. Furthermore, they support statement that mass exchange
is larger in the submerged conditions than for emerged groynes due to a large increase in
the inflow velocities downstream of the groyne. Melville and Coleman [14] mentioned that
the vortex system will not change in higher water levels, which means that flow depth has
a limited influence on scour depth.

Pandey et al. [130] have tested the accuracy of formulae for scour depth around
groynes developed by different authors, concluding that although the position of scour
depth varies remarkably, a maximum value typically occurs near the nose of the groyne
on the upstream side and spreads up to a width of three times the spur dike length. The
extent of the scour region is greater on the downstream side compared to the upstream,
but the volume of the upstream scour hole is about 65% of the total volume. They indicate
that Froude number is a significant parameter in scour depth around the groyne, and
other parameters play secondary role, which was later also confirmed by Rashak and
Khassaf [126]. Giglou et al. [131] conducted an analysis of flow pattern around spur dikes
by a 3D numerical model, and showed that vortex length behind the spur dike is four
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times longer than the length of spur dike, and with approximately 1.2 times the spur
dike length. Pandey et al. [132] developed two novel methods to estimate maximum
scour depth around the spur dike in a uniform sediment condition that consists of three
standalone machine-learning approaches. Experimentally collected data were obtained
in a clear-water condition with uniform sediment material. The result of their model is
presented as the ratio of scour depth and spur dike (ds/Ls), while input parameters were
ratio of average to critical velocity (v0/vc), ratio of water depth to spur dike length (y0/Ls),
ratio of spur dike length to mean sediment diameter (Ls/d50) and densimetric Froude
number (Fd50). Based on sensitivity analysis of the input parameters, Ls/d50 showed the
most significant influence on model performance. Eventually, statistical metrics showed
the good performance of the developed model in assessing maximum scour depth near the
spur dike.

Scour hole geometry at the abutment is similar to those at groynes by means of strong
scour activity as a consequence of contraction scouring, which causes a scour hole to be
located slightly downstream along the centerline of the watercourse, complementary with
turbulent intensity pattern and the time-averaged velocity pattern [109]. However, at long
abutments, the scour hole is slightly more elongated to the downstream in comparison to
the short abutments [14]. It can be concluded that increasing the obstruction of the flow
area will cause larger principal vortex that deflects the scour hole away until it reaches a
more elongated shape.

4. Discussion

The purpose of the bridge pier scour design formulae are to determine the required
depth of the foundation before the bridge is built, or to estimate bridge safety margins
during its design life, with the goal of identifying the need for maintenance or scour
protection measures’ installment. Numerous pier scour formulae are available for scour
depth estimation—however, they do not provide reliable results as most of them are
developed from limited datasets, experimentally acquired or measured directly in case-
specific conditions. Formulae developed experimentally may result in under- or over-
estimation of scour depth if applicated at bridge piers in prototype scale [77,133]. Thus,
formula must be cautiously selected based on conditions that are similar to those for which
the formula is developed [17]. In order to find out the most applicable empirical formulae,
sensitivity analysis is often required [134].

Any kind of obstruction in the river, such as a bridge pier, inevitably leads to morpho-
dynamic changes, especially in sand-bed rivers with median particle size that can be easily
moved during floods [135]. Since the occurrence of scour hole is only a matter of time, it is
inevitable that some sort of scour protection will have to be installed during the design life
of the bridge. Riprap scour protection using launchable stone almost exclusively requires
the riprap to be placed above the riverbed level in a form of riprap sloping structure, which
represents additional rigid obstacles in contact with the erodible sediment bed. On the
other hand, scour countermeasures could have adverse effect if not installed properly.
Therefore, the effect of the proposed scour countermeasures on flow environments should
be investigated in detail to achieve design effectiveness during use [136].

The riprap sloping structure contracts the flow through the bridge opening, increasing
the velocity and shear stress, resulting in additional lowering of the riverbed elevation
next to piers. The installment of the riprap sloping structure has an effect on the bridge
hydraulics similar to the flow constrictions resulting from other bridge-related structures—
abutments placed in the main channel or long embankments traversing the overbanks.
Sudden contraction of the oncoming flow concentrates the flow through the bridge opening,
increasing the flow velocity, shear stress and turbulence in the proximity of bridge piers.
Depending on the contraction ratio and associated afflux, increased flow velocity and shear
stress can significantly surpass the threshold value. Thus, the riverbed deepening will be
continuous until the equilibrium is reached, undermining the bridge piers. The effect of the
flow contraction is local, i.e., the extent of the morphodynamic changes is rarely evident
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on the wider river reach, contributing to late identification of the potential hazard to the
bridge. While contraction scour is not always present in the bridge locations, depending
on the flow approach section layout, it will always accompany the riprap sloping structure,
as the volume of the mounded stone presents significant flow constriction. Therefore, the
effect of the constriction scour must not be neglected as an influencing factor in studies
focusing on scour at riprap sloping structures [137]. For many bridges protected by riprap
sloping structures, scour has been found to occur further downstream, often causing a
deeper scour hole [121]. Yet, the final depth and relative position of the scour hole next to
the riprap sloping structure has not been investigated. Scarce data about scour monitoring
next to piers with installed riprap sloping structures do not allow us to draw conclusions
regarding the potentially adverse effects of such pier protection. The actual position of the
scour hole could be deflected from the pier as a result of toe undermining and subsequent
gradual collapsing of the riprap stones into the erosion zone, propagating the scouring
process downstream of the unprotected riverbed [61].

Research focusing on the riprap primarily addresses the riprap failure mechanisms [25,64,123,138],
while formulae which would estimate the scour depth downstream of the riprap protec-
tion are lacking. Similarly, the formulae used for pier scour are not applicable for piers
protected by riprap sloping structures. Considering that a number of existing bridges
have been retrofitted with riprap sloping structures following scour hazard occurrence,
future research should be oriented towards determining the effectiveness of such scour
countermeasures as well as their adverse effects on the riverbed and adjacent structures.
Similarities between riprap sloping structures and river training structures exist, highlight-
ing the need for in-detail research, as flow overtopping and additional contraction scour
can significantly reduce the bridge safety under more frequent flood events driven by
climate change. Although many researchers have investigated the effects of flow events on
bedload transport and scour processes in laboratory studies [83,85,139–142] (for a systemic
review, see also [96]), studies with field measurements are still rare [39,40], especially those
with continuously measured flow waves and associated scour depths [95,143].

Based on the literature review, this study hypothesizes the following: if a large
database with a sufficient range of independent hydraulic parameters, riprap geometries,
and resulting scour hole depth is established, an empirical formula that provides a reliable
estimation of scour depth next to bridge piers protected by riprap sloping structure can
be derived. This hypothesis can be tested using field data, experimental data, numerical
simulation data, as well as hybrid modeling approaches. Field data are the most reliable,
but occurrence of flood events often surpasses the timeframe available for the research.
Therefore, field data can be used for calibration and verification of experimental and numer-
ical simulations on more frequent flood events. Experimental and numerical simulations
provide means to simulate flood events of longer return periods, such as 1000-year floods.
However, preparation of a physical model may be both time-consuming and challenging
from a scaling perspective. Therefore, a physical model can be used to investigate local
turbulent flow field in the vicinity of the pier. Interaction between the complex geometry
and the vortex system can be explored utilizing 3D numerical simulations. The 3D CFD
model overperforms the physical model in predicting turbulent velocities and sediment
scour, especially if the physical model relies on a single similarity method for scaling [57].
Compared to time-consuming laboratory experiments and field investigations, numerical
simulations are a relatively inexpensive and fast way to collect a large and comprehensive
dataset for analysis of the scour process. Numerical models can be established for a larger
flow area influencing the bridge, providing representative flow conditions at the bridge
opening for the boundary conditions of the physical model. Data should be complemen-
tary in the sense that each dataset addresses the shortcomings of the others, obtaining the
relevant variables across the entire range.

The state-of-the-art review and discussion on the potential research direction are the
basis of the project R3PEAT (Remote Real-time Riprap Protection Erosion AssessmenT
on large rivers), aiming to contribute to the field by developing empirical formulae for
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scour estimation next to the bridges with installed scour countermeasures in the form
of the riprap sloping structure. Currently, this field is not adequately researched, while
similarities with other river training structures exist. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that
reliable scour equations can be developed that would combine the influencing variables
used for pier scour, contraction scour and toe scour.

5. Conclusions

The bridge failures data recorded worldwide indicate that hydraulic causes are the
most common causes of the bridge collapses. Therefore, scour monitoring in real-time
is crucial for efficient bridge management. Maximum scour depth for the design flood
must be estimated, which can be compared to scour development under specific flood
events and associated risk calculated. Once the scour risk is determined in the life cycle
of bridges over large rivers, piers are usually retrofitted with riprap sloping structures
as scour protection measures. In the literature there are numerous empirical equations
developed for different pier shapes and sizes, but the ones taking into account complex
flow conditions in the bridge opening with installed riprap sloping structure as scour
countermeasure are lacking. This paper provides a comprehensive and relevant review of
bridge scour estimation methods for piers with riprap sloping structure installed as scour
countermeasure. From the state-of-the-art review, hydrodynamic conditions characteristic
for such structures are singled out, separating them from single pier equations. These are
shallow and on occasion supercritical flow overtopping the structure and hydraulic jump
forming on the downstream slope, undermining the toe. The contributions of this work to
the research field are the following:

(1) Systematic formulation of the scouring problem occurring next to the riprap sloping
structure—flow contraction as the driving mechanism, including the flow overtopping
and associated relevant hydraulic variables;

(2) Overview of the currently available empirical formulae for pier scour estimation and
analysis of their applicability for the piers protected with riprap sloping structure—
similarity to the complex piers regarding the pier shape and river training structures
regarding the flow pattern;

(3) Proposal of the future research direction—utilizing the advantages of available nu-
merical models to investigate complex flow patterns in the bridge opening.

The presented research framework is the basis of the project R3PEAT (Remote Real-
time Riprap Protection Erosion AssessmenT on large rivers), aiming to contribute to the
field by developing empirical formulae for scour estimation next to the bridges with
installed scour countermeasures in the form of the riprap sloping structure.
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Glossary

ds scour depth
ds,c contraction scour depth
y0 water depth at the approach section
y1 water depth at the contracted section
yun unperturbed water depth
ygr water depth above the submerged groyne crest
ymax maximum water depth
b width of bridge pier
be effective width of bridge pier
bcol column width
Lcol column length
Hcol column height from the bed level
bpc pile-cap width
bpd pile-diameter
d50 mean particle size of bed material
d50,a mean particle size of armor layer
n Manning’s roughness coefficient
T pile-cap thickness
HT exposure of pile cap at which cap is scoured.
v0 averaged approach velocity
v1 averaged velocity at the contracted section
vc critical velocity
vc

′ approach velocity that induces incipient motion
τc critical shear stress
H the top elevation of the foundation (or pile cap)
D pier diameter
D∗ foundation diameter
De effective pier diameter
dr riprap rock diameter
Sr specific gravity of riprap
Cs stability coefficient for incipient failure
Cv vertical velocity distribution coefficient
Ct blanket thickness coefficient
Ksl side-slope correction factor
α angle between the groyne or pier and flow attack
β ratio of the contracted to the uncontracted width
k turbulent kinetic energy
ε turbulent dissipation rate
ω specific dissipation rate
μ the exponent in the sediment transport formula.
Fr Froude number
L0 bottom channel width at the approached section
L1 bottom channel width at the contracted section
Lm meander length
s distance from the entrance of the bend
sg spacing between groynes
ng number of groynes
Q0 discharge at the approached section
Q1 discharge at the contracted section
Qs part of discharge stopped by groyne
k1, k2 medial fall velocities of the sediment d50
K1 the correction factor for pier-nose shape
K2 the correction factor for angle of flow attack
K3 the correction factor for bed condition
K4 the correction factor for armoring of coarse bed material
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K5 the correction factor for pile extension
Kr rock properties’ slope effects factor for riprap sizing
Kb pier width factor for riprap sizing
Kω crossflow shear factor for riprap sizing
Kp transverse pier spacing factor for riprap sizing
Ks pier shape factor for riprap sizing
Kα approach flow alignment factor for riprap sizing
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Abstract: Vegetation on the banks and flooding areas of watercourses significantly affects energy
losses. To take the latter into account, computational models make use of resistance coefficients based
on the evaluation of bed and walls roughness besides the resistance to flow offered by vegetation. This
paper, after summarizing the classical approaches based on descriptions and pictures, considers the
recent advancements related to the analytical methods relative both to rigid and flexible vegetation.
In particular, emergent rigid vegetation is first analyzed by focusing on the methods for determining
the drag coefficient, then submerged rigid vegetation is analyzed, highlighting briefly the principles
on which the different models are based and recalling the comparisons made in the literature. Then,
the models used in the case of both emergent and submerged rigid vegetation are highlighted. As
to flexible vegetation, the paper reminds first the flow conditions that cause the vegetation to lay
on the channel bed, and then the classical resistance laws that were developed for the design of
irrigation canals. The most recent developments in the case of submerged and emergent flexible
vegetation are then presented. Since turbulence studies should be considered as the basis of flow
resistance, even though the path toward practical use is still long, the new developments in the
field of 3D numerical methods are briefly reviewed, presently used to assess the characteristics of
turbulence and the transport of sediments and pollutants. The use of remote sensing to map riparian
vegetation and estimating biomechanical parameters is briefly analyzed. Finally, some applications
are presented, aimed at highlighting, in real cases, the influence exerted by vegetation on water depth
and maintenance interventions.

Keywords: river hydraulics; vegetation; flow resistance; turbulence; numerical methods

1. Introduction

As it is well known, vegetation is an important issue on the viewpoint of catchment
hydrology [1–3], since rain drops interception, evapotranspiration, and infiltration are
elements to consider in surface and sub-surface water balance.

Moreover, riparian vegetation plays a key role both on the ecologic and habitat view-
points, as well as a source of biodiversity. Indeed, vegetation creates micro-environments
that can host birds, small mammals, and insects helpful to agricultural purposes, prevents
fertilizers and pollutants from getting to the watercourses [4] and, because of the effect on
landscape, has a significant recreational function.

On a more strictly technical viewpoint, riparian vegetation interacts with water flow,
with effects both on the bank stability and on the river hydraulics. Vegetation acts on bank
stability since it mechanically strengthens the soil because of the presence of roots [5–8];
moreover, it reduces the soil water content because of evapotranspiration, with the conse-
quence of reducing interstitial pressures [9].

As for river hydraulics, vegetation clutters up part of the river cross-section [7,10,11],
increases the roughness, and reduces the velocity; all this results in increased water levels
and reduced water conveyance. Moreover, while the smaller average velocity on one hand
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reduces the erosion of the riverbed and banks, on the other one, it increases the sediment
deposition, what makes the water cross-sections smaller and raises flooding risk. On the
scale of the hydrographic network, the general velocity reduction influences the travel time
of water particles, making the peak flow control easier [12,13].

Therefore, one cannot know the general effect of vegetation in advance, but every
case should be considered singularly, using proper procedures. Indeed, this effect depends
on both the hydraulic and mechanical properties of the water cross-section, as of the
present vegetation, that may be different according to species, phenological stage, age and,
possibly, maintenance.

Numerous studies are presented in the literature on the experimental, theoretical, and
computational points of view [4,14–19]. The major difficulty lies in the impossibility of
studying the problem under common conditions or to draw conclusions of a general value
from the experiments or from the case studies. The recent progresses in the numerical
solution of the flow equations make it possible to treat single problems, but it remains
difficult to adapt the codes to different conditions.

Usually, in the literature, the vegetation is considered as rigid or flexible, and according
to the water level, as emergent or submerged. Flexible vegetation refers to grass, reeds, and
shrubs, or, when speaking about trees, to the branch and leaf system. Combinations of the
above categories, really found in natural streams and channels, are still difficult to treat.

One should note that, commonly, the river cross-sections present variable roughness
along the wetted perimeter, and a typical example is given by vegetated cross-sections;
moreover, one river station can be formed by more sub cross-sections, differently shaped.
When using one-dimensional models of water flow, one needs a roughness coefficient
representative enough that it can be computed as a weighted average of local roughness
coefficients. To this purpose, several equations are present in [20] on the basis of the
assumptions made on how a particular variable (discharge, velocity, contour shear stress)
in the subsections is related to that in the total section.

Although the subject of this review is the flow resistance due to vegetation, however,
it should be noted that research on the interaction between vegetation and flow is currently
focusing on a more correct assessment of the action exerted by the shear stress on the
bed and the banks [21,22], on velocity distribution [23,24], on sediment transport [25–31],
on finite-sized vegetation patches [32–39], on the interaction between jets and vegeta-
tion [40,41], on processes of transport and dispersion [42–44], on evolution of patches of
vegetation [45], and on one-line emergent vegetation [46].

Correctly evaluating the resistance to flow is then a major aspect of not only the river
safety, regulation, and maintenance, but also of flood model calibration and validation. In
the following, we will present the methods found in the literature, allowing estimation of
flow resistance coefficients to input into models for flood simulation, based on different
types of vegetation in the river banks and floodplains. We will then analyze briefly the
three-dimensional modeling of free surface flow in the presence of vegetation and the use of
remote sensing for mapping riparian vegetation and estimating biomechanical parameters.
Finally, the issue of vegetation management will be dealt with, presenting a number of
points of view when cutting or pruning of plants is required for safety or maintenance
reasons.

2. Flow Resistance Equations

According to Chow [47], the resistance to flow in artificial channels and watercourses
is influenced by several factors, i.e., size and shape of the grains of the material forming the
wetted perimeter, vegetation, channel irregularity, channel alignment, silting and scouring,
obstruction, size and shape of channel, stage and discharge, seasonal change, suspended
material, and bed load. More classifications exist, among which the best known are those
by Rouse [48] and Yen [20].
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As is well known, the resistance to flow can be expressed by the Darcy-Weisbach
f friction factor, the Chézy’s C, or the Gauckler-Strickler k velocity coefficients and the
Manning n roughness coefficient; the relation among these coefficients is the following:√

8
f
=

R1/6

n
√

g
=

kR1/6
√

g
=

C√
g
=

V√
gRJ

(1)

where V is the mean flow velocity, R the hydraulic radius, J the energy line slope, and g the
gravity acceleration.

Cowan [49], considering the case of fixed bed and ignoring the effects of the suspended
solid flux on the turbulence, believes that the resistance to flow in natural water-courses
depends on one hand on the shape, the dimension, and arrangement of the elements that
form the roughness; and on the other hand, it depends on further dissipative effects, caused
by macro-vortices produced by the flow separation in the abrupt changes of direction, cross-
section shape, and vegetation; and that the overall Manning coefficient can be expressed as
the sum of the relevant values.

The contribution of vegetation to the roughness coefficient can be evaluated by means
of descriptive approaches, photographic comparison approaches, or by analytical methods.
Even though the descriptive and photographic approaches should be considered empirical
in nature, nevertheless they add to the knowledge of the river conditions and in many
cases are a good way to assess a value of a friction factor or roughness/velocity coefficient.

3. Descriptive and Photographic Comparison Approaches

In these methods, one roughness coefficient is chosen on the basis of the class to which
the river reach belongs. Among the descriptive methods, the best known is Chow’s [47].
The author gives, for every class of channels, the minimum, average, and maximum values
of Manning n coefficient, warning that when the channel is artificial, the average values
should be used in case of good maintenance only. In Tables 5 and 6 of Chow’s book
([47], p. 110–113), one can observe that the Manning coefficient is 0.018 sm−1/3 in case
of the excavated channel, straight, clean, uniform cross-section with no vegetation, and
0.035 sm−1/3 in case of dense weeds. In natural streams, its values are 0.030 sm−1/3 when
the cross-section is clean, and 0.045 sm−1/3 in case of weeds. We should underline that for
banks with many trees, the normal values of the Manning coefficient vary in a rather large
field, between 0.040 sm−1/3 and 0.150 sm−1/3.

The photographic comparison approach consists of evaluating the Manning coefficient
of a given river reach on the basis of similarity with the pictures of other similar cases, for
which the coefficient was estimated in ordinary or flood conditions. Chow [47] shows some
pictures that can be considered as a first example, representing 24 cases concerning typical
channels and one natural river, with a short description of the channel conditions and the
corresponding value of Manning coefficients.

Some more manuals show color pictures carrying data and description of rivers in
the USA and Australia [50–53], with features very different from each other and Manning
coefficients ranging in a wide field. In addition to a qualitative description of the channel,
there is some information about cross-sections and hydraulic characteristics. Almost all
the watercourses exhibit riparian vegetation over the banks, but estimates of the Manning
coefficients very often refer to the main channel only; indeed, the values pertaining to
flooding cases are limited.

Arcement and Schneider [54] show the pictures of 15 areas subject to flooding and
densely vegetated, for which roughness coefficients are evaluated. This is one of the few
works trying to define the contribution of vegetation to the total flow resistance. Starting
from the Cowan [49] approach and taking into account the method of vegetation density
proposed by Petryk and Bosmajian [55], the authors make use of density measurements
and of an effective drag coefficient, to compute the total roughness and the different
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contribution to it. The contribution due to vegetation ranges between percentages of the
total roughness from 64% to 81%, that is very significant values.

Some researchers think that the above methods are probably more reliable than the
analytical, since, in field observations, the heterogeneity is accounted for. Nevertheless,
pictures of vegetated channels are more or less limited, and, consequently, choosing a
reference channel is often difficult, not to say impossible.

4. Analytical Methods

In the analytical methods, plants are generally described by a characteristic diameter,
D, and height, hv, or by a characteristic area of plants, Ac. These methods are mainly
suitable in laboratory experiments, where reference is made to both natural and artificial
vegetation, the latter represented by cylinders of different materials or strips of plastic.
Much more limited, in this approach, are the field experiments.

In laboratory experiments, the elements representing vegetation are often distributed
with parallel (called linear by some authors) or staggered patterns; there are cases where
the distribution is random, as vegetation usually is in nature (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Plan view of (a) parallel, (b) staggered, and (c) random patterns.

In the case of rigid vegetation represented by cylinders, the density of vegetation λ is
often expressed as

λ =
mπD2

4
(2)

where m is the number of cylinders per unit bed area; it is also used as a density measure
of the projected plant area per unit volume, a, with

a = mD (3)

as well as the ratio of stem diameter to spacing between the stems D/s.

4.1. Rigid Vegetation

When the vegetation is made up by trees, in an analogy of the resistance to flow due
to immersed bodies, the roughness coefficient is expressed as a function of the drag force
exerted by the flow on the body, depending then on the number of trees, their arrangement,
the diameters of their trunks and, where appropriate, the branch system. Usually, in the
laboratory tests, the rigid vegetation is simulated by cylinders, like in Figure 2, which is
practically correct when the flow does not touch the leafage.
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Figure 2. Laboratory flume with arrays of cylinders representing rigid vegetation, University of Calabria.

4.1.1. Emergent Rigid Vegetation

In case of one isolated vertical cylinder whose axis is orthogonal to the flow direction,
the resistance to flow is expressed by the drag force FD, computed as

FD =
ρCDhDV2

2
(4)

where ρ is the water density, h is the depth of the immersed part of the cylinder, V is the
approach velocity, and CD is a drag coefficient. CD is a function of a stem Reynolds number
computed by means of the approach velocity V and the cylinder diameter D, ReD = VD

ν , ν
being the water kinematic viscosity.

When the cylinder is a part of a group of elements (see Figure 3), one cannot ignore
that the longitudinal and transversal interference make considerably more difficult the
study of the resistance to flow [56–58]. In Figure 3, x is the streamwise coordinate, z is the
vertical coordinate above the river bed, uz is the local time-averaged velocity, u is the mean
velocity along the vertical, h is the water depth, and hv the vegetation height.

Figure 3. Side view of emergent vegetation and velocity profile.

Liu et al. [59], based on an experimental survey, described in detail the flow char-
acteristics through rigid vegetation both in emergent and submerged conditions; they
considered a staggered and a linear arrangement and for the latter referred to different
densities; they also considered bottoms with different roughness. Liu et al. [59] measured
the horizontal component of the velocity on several verticals between two dowels and also
in the free field.

With reference to the emergent vegetation in the verticals immediately downstream of
the dowels, the lower velocities are obtained; the velocities are progressively increasing,
proceeding downstream and approaching the next dowel. In the free field there are higher
velocities. Along each vertical, the velocities are practically constant for most of the height
and gradually increase as they approach the free surface. In the case of verticals placed
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between two dowels, the velocity distribution near the bed has a spike which is particularly
pronounced in the vertical immediately downstream of the dowel and which attenuates in
the flow direction.

The velocity spike is probably caused by the horseshoe vortex that forms at the base of
the dowel, attracting the liquid of the surrounding region, which is faster, towards the base
of the dowel. The fluid masses near the bottom, characterized by high speed values, mix
with the higher, characterized by low speeds, creating vortices that rotate counterclockwise.
These vortices, moving downstream, bring the fluid masses upwards, and this determines,
as the abscissa increases, the reduction of the velocity spike. The staggered distributions
determine a greater resistance than the linear [56,59].

The tests carried out with a rough bed have shown a significant change in the velocity
distribution only as regards the profile immediately downstream of the dowel where there
have been reductions in velocity from 30 to 130%, and also an increase of about 20% for
the velocity spike near the channel bed. The measurements of the vertical component of
the velocity have shown, in the vertical immediately downstream to the dowel and in the
vicinity of the bed, a relatively large value which is attenuated by proceeding in the flow
direction. In the vertical downstream to the dowel, Liu et al. [59] found weak downward
velocity components.

As to the turbulence intensity relative to the streamwise component of the velocity, Liu
et al. [59] found almost constant values along each vertical, however, its magnitude varied
significantly with the location, presenting the highest values in the verticals immediately
downstream to the dowels and the smaller ones in the free stream region. The turbulence
generated by the dowels has a length scale much smaller than the shear generated turbu-
lence and is quickly dissipated. In the free stream region, the turbulence intensity increases
near the bed due to the shear.

To find the values of CD in case of sparse emergent arrays, both experimental tests and
numerical simulations have been carried out, with the vegetation arrangements defined
before as linear, or staggered, or random. Among the first studies, we will cite only
Petryk [60], Li and Shen [56], and Petryk and Bosmajian [55].

Petryk and Bosmajian [55], to determine the Manning coefficient in a vegetated chan-
nel, implement the momentum equation for a reach, imposing that the vector sum of the
weight of the control volume be equal to zero, projected on the bed direction, plus the
contour resistance, plus that opposed by the tree trunk; they conclude with defining the
overall Manning coefficient n as a function of the value relative to the soil, nb, and the one
relative to vegetation drag coefficient CD, by writing

n = nb

√
1 +

CD ∑ Ai
2gAL

(
1
nb

)2
R4/3 (5)

where L is the reach length, A the area of the water cross-section, ΣAi the area opposed by
the vegetation to the flow. The authors consider the drag coefficient CD equal to 1.

Stone and Shen [61] developed a method for predicting the apparent channel velocity
and the velocities in the stem layer in both emergent and submerged conditions. Four
staggered arrangements of stems with varying diameter and density were used. The drag
coefficient values compare well with that for a single cylinder, and the authors suggest an
average value of 1.05 applicable with the average velocity in the constricted cross-section.

Baptist et al. [62], based on the balance of horizontal momentum in uniform steady
flow condition, calculated the Chézy coefficient in the presence of emergent vegetation, Ck,
by writing

Ck =

√
1(

1/C2
b
)
+ (CDmDh/2g)

(6)

where Cb is the Chézy coefficient of the bed. Baptist et al. [62] consider CD = 1.
In Table 1 are reported different expressions for the drag coefficient. In the case of

Ishikawa et al. [63], Kothiary et al. [64], and D’Ippolito et al. [65] they are based on direct
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measurements of the drag force. In Kothyari et al. [64], the cylinders are distributed on
a grid with a staggered pattern forming angles of 30◦ with the flow direction, and the
action is on one cylinder, while in the case of Ishikawa et al. [63], the angle with the flow
direction was 45◦ and the action was calculated as mean on seven or thirteen cylinders,
while instead in D’Ippolito et al. [65], the cylinders are in a linear arrangement and the
action was calculated as mean on two to twenty five cylinders.

Table 1. Equations for estimating the drag coefficient CD in case of arrays of emergent cylinders.

Authors Relationship

Ishikawa et al. [63] CD = 1.71λ0.11 when i = 1/50;CD = 2.45λ0.20 when i = 1/20;CD = 3.89λ0.31 when i = 1/10;
Tanino and Nepf [66] CD = 2

(
α0E
ReD∗ + α1E

)
Kothyari et al. [64] CD = 1.53[1 + 0.45 ln(1 + 100λ)]Re−3/50

D∗
Cheng and Nguyen [67] CD = 50

Re0.43
v

+ 0.7
[
1 − exp

(
− Rev

15,000

)]
for Rev = 52 − 5.6 × 105

with Rev = Vvrv
ν and rv = π

4
(1−λ)

λ D

Cheng and Nguyen [67] CD = 130
r0.85

v∗
+ 0.8

[
1 − exp

(− rv∗
400

)]
for r = 24 – 5000

with rv∗ =
(

g J
ν2

)1/3
rv

Wang et al. [68] CD = 50
Re0.5

v
+ 4.5 D

h − 0.303lnλ − 0.9

Sonnenwald et al. [69] CD = 2
(

6475D+32
ReD∗ + 17D + 3.2λ + 0.5

)
D’Ippolito et al. [65] CD = 0.211 ln(100λ) + 0.784

0.003 < λ < 0.05, 0.48% < i < 2.02%, 1000 < ReD < 10.000

(i is the bed slope, α0E and α1E are the Ergun coefficients, J is the energy slope, Vv is the average pore velocity Vv = V/(1−λ), rv is the

vegetation-related hydraulic radius rv = π
4
(1−λ)

λ D, rv∗ is the dimensionless vegetation-related hydraulic radius rv∗ =
(

gJ
ν2

)1/3
rv, Rev is the

vegetation Reynolds number Rev = Vvrv
ν , ReD* is the stem Reynolds number calculated with the average pore velocity ReD* = VvD/ν).

In Ishikawa et al.’s tests [63], the drag coefficients based on the experimental results
differ significantly for the same stem Reynolds number, although the dependence is unclear.
The authors give three equations for the drag coefficient as a function of the vegetation
density, depending on the flume slope.

Tanino and Nepf [66], on the basis of Ergun’s [70] studies, proposed the equation
reported in Table 1, where α0E is relative to the contribution of viscous forces on the
cylinder surface, and α1E to the contribution of inertial forces deriving by the pressure drop
downstream to the cylinders. The authors find that α1E is linearly varying with the density,
whereas α0E is independent of the cylinder array characteristics for 0.15 ≤ a ≤ 0.35. These
results are confirmed by Tinoco and Cowen [71] for ReD > 1000.

In the tests performed by Kothyari et al. [64], the density λ is defined as Equation (2)
and is ranging between 0.0022 and 0.0885. The mean flow velocity was estimated as the
flowrate (Q) divided by the flume cross section and (1 − λ), obtaining the so-called pore
velocity Vv:

Vv =
Q

A(1 − λ)
, (7)

In the case of subcritical flows, the authors obtained the equation reported in Table 1 in
which CD remarkably increases with λ and varies weakly with the stem Reynolds number
calculated with the average pore velocity. The logarithmic increase of CD with λ ensures
that, when λ is small, CD increases rapidly with λ, whereas, as λ becomes large, CD tends
to a constant value.

Cheng and Nguyen [67], when the wall and bottom effects are negligible, intro-
duced the vegetation-related hydraulic radius rv = π

4
(1−λ)

λ D, which is a function of the
vegetation density and diameter only. This vegetation-related hydraulic radius is used
together with the pore velocity to define a new Reynolds number, the vegetation Reynolds
number Rev = Vvrv

ν . Using experimental data from several authors (random, staggered,
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only two cases linear), suitably unified, they showed that the drag coefficient decreases
monotonically with the increase in the vegetation Reynolds number and propose the two
equations reported in Table 1, respectively, function of Rev and rv* with rv* dimensionless
vegetation-related hydraulic radius.

Wang et al. [68], in a study for incipient bed shear stress partition in mobile bed
channels, investigated the vegetation drag coefficient. By ignoring the bed surface shear
stress, an empirical formula was developed by data fitting in which the drag coefficient is a
function of the Reynolds number, calculated with the vegetation-related hydraulic radius
of Cheng and Nguyen [67], the ratio between vegetation diameter and flow depth (D/h),
and the vegetation density λ. The proposed formula is reported in Table 1.

Sonnenwald et al. [69] based on the data of Ben Meftah and Mossa [23], Stoesser et al. [72],
Tanino and Nepf [66], and Tinoco and Cowen [71] proposed the equation reported in Table 1,
where the coefficient of the D terms must have units m-1 to retain non-dimensionality.

D’Ippolito et al. [65], on the basis of 70 tests with emergent stems in a linear arrange-
ment, proposed an equation in which CD is a function of the density λ only, valid in the
field λ from 0.003 to 0.05, bed slope i from 0.48% to 2.02%, and ReD from 1000 to 10.000.

Figure 4 shows how the drag coefficient varies with density, and Reynolds numbers,
for some of the formulas reported in Table 1. The values obtained by D’Ippolito et al. [65]
are smaller with respect to those of other authors with the same λ, because of the different
rod arrangements (square mesh against triangular mesh).

Figure 4. Emergent rigid vegetation—CD as a function of λ and ReD.

As it is easily seen, the CD values most frequently range between 0.5 and 2.0. One must
notice that a comparison among the above equations is difficult, because in the equations
of Kothyari et al. [64], CD has the form CD = CD(λ, ReD∗), while the equations of Cheng
and Nguyen [67] have the forms CD = CD(Rev) and CD = CD(rv∗); the equation of Wang
et al. [68] has the form CD = CD(λ, D/h, Rev); in the equation of Sonnenwald et al. [69], it
is CD = CD(λ, ReD∗, D); and in the equation of D’Ippolito et al. [65], CD = CD(λ).

4.1.2. Submerged Rigid Vegetation

In the case of submerged vegetation, Baptist et al. [62] have identified in the velocity
profile along a vertical four distinct areas, even though very often the profile is schematized
as only two interacting zones (two-layer approach): The vegetation layer, containing the
cylindrical elements representing the vegetation, and the surface layer, above them, up to
the flow surface (Figure 5). In Figure 5, us is the mean velocity along the vertical in the
surface layer, and uv is the mean velocity along the vertical in the vegetated layer.
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Figure 5. Side view of submerged vegetation and velocity profile.

The flow characteristics within a set of submerged cylinders, with the same arrange-
ment and height of the cylinders, are similar to the case of emergent vegetation [59]. Above
the cylinders, the liquid flows with a higher velocity and this, at the top of the cylinders,
gives rise to an inflection point. The two coflowing streams, the upper one and the one
between the cylinders, give rise to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which causes the liquid
to rotate clockwise, causing vortices that become larger in the downstream direction, forc-
ing the inflection point deeper into the array. In the case of sparse vegetation, the vortex
affects the entire vegetated layer, whereas in the case of dense vegetation, it affects only a
layer limited to the top of the dowels [7]. The longitudinal turbulence intensities reach a
maximum near the top of the dowel array. It has the largest values immediately behind
the dowels and decreases in the flow direction. In the free stream region, the longitudinal
turbulence intensity is lowest.

Rigid submerged vegetation has been the subject of a large number of investiga-
tions [7,61,62,73–77] and comparisons [78–83]. Some researchers provided the average
velocity values in the two layers, while others derived the velocity distribution and the
average values [7,73,74,76]. In the vegetation layer, the streamwise velocity is usually con-
sidered constant with the flow depth [62,76], while in the surface layer various expressions
were adopted for the velocity distribution [81]: The logarithmic theory [61,73,76], the Kol-
mogorov theory of turbulence [75], the genetic programming [62], and the representative
roughness height [77,84]. Usually, to determine the constants involved in the velocity
formulas, the two distributions are required to assume the same values on the separation
surface between the vegetated and the surface layer. The average velocity over the entire
water depth is obtained as a combination of the velocity of the vegetated layer and that of
the surface layer.

Klopstra et al. [73] derive the velocity profile in the vegetated layer starting from the
turbulent shear stress, described by means of a Boussinesq-type equation, and adopt the
logarithmic law for the surface layer. The different constants within the model are found
on the basis of three conditions at the interface (continuity of shear stress, velocity and
its vertical gradient) and a condition at the bed (negligible shear stress). The value of
the Chézy coefficient, derived by Klopstra et al. [73], is a rather lengthy expression, and
for it we suggest referring to the original paper ([73], Equation (9)). The model has only
one unknown parameter, the characteristic turbulence length scale, αKL, for which the
following expression is proposed:

αKL = 0.0793 hv ln
h
hv

− 0.0090 for αKL ≥ 0.001 (8)

For this parameter, van Velzen et al. [85] instead proposed the following relationship:

αKL = 0.0227 hv
0.7 (9)
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The equations for the determination of the Chézy coefficient in the case of submerged
rigid vegetation, Cr, proposed by Baptist et al. [62] and Cheng [84] are shown in Table 2.
This table also shows the Chézy coefficient obtained from the value of the average velocity
proposed by Huthoff et al. [75] and the Manning coefficient proposed by Yang and Choi [76].

Table 2. Equations for estimating Cr and n in case of submerged rigid vegetation.

Authors Relationship

Baptist et al. [62] Cr =
√

1
(1/C2

b)+(CDmDhv/2g)
+

√
g

κ ln
(

h
hv

)
Huthoff et al. [75] Cr =

√
2g

CDmDh

(√
hv
h + h−hv

h

(
h−hv

1/
√

m

) 2
3 (1−( h

hv
)
−5
)
)

Yang and Choi [76] n =

[√
2gh

CD ahv
+

Cu
√

g(h−hv)
κ

(
ln h

hv
− h−hv

h

)]−1
h2/3

Cheng [84] Cr =

√
πg

2CD

(1−λ)3

λ
D
hv

(
hv
h

)3/2
+ 4.54

√
g
(

h−hv
D

1−λ
λ

)1/16( h−hv
h

)3/2

For submerged rigid vegetation, Baptist et al. [62] derived an equation by dimension-
ally aware genetic programming, and this equation has been improved manually.

Yang and Choi [76] proposed a two-layer model. The momentum balance was applied
to each layer and an expression for the mean velocities was proposed. The velocity was
assumed uniform in the vegetation layer and logarithmic in the upper layer. In the equation
reported in Table 2, Cu = 1 for a ≤ 5 m−1 and Cu = 2 for a > 5 m−1.

A representative roughness height characterized by its proportionality to both the
stem diameter and vegetation concentration was proposed by Cheng [84] to estimate, with
the same approach of Yang and Choi [76], the average flow velocity, and thus the resistance
coefficients in vegetated channels. Cheng’s [84] approach was developed for submerged
rigid vegetation, but also gave good results in the case of flexible vegetation.

López and García [86] employed two numerical algorithms, the k − ε and k − ω type,
based on two closure equations, to model the mean flow and the turbulence structure in
open-channel flows with submerged vegetation. The Manning coefficient, computed on
the basis of experimental observations, shows an almost constant value close to the one
corresponding to non-vegetated channels up to some threshold plant density and, once
this limit is exceeded, a linear increase.

Defina and Bixio [74] extended the model by Klopstra et al. [73] and that by López and
García [86] to consider both the plant geometry and drag coefficient variable with depth. A
comparison between experimental data of real and artificial vegetation and the results of
numerical simulations demonstrates that both models are able to reproduce the vertical
profiles of velocity and shear stress within and above vegetation, whereas the turbulence
characteristics are poorly predicted.

Li et al. [77] proposed the concept of the auxiliary bed and produced a dynamic two-
layer model consisting of a basal layer and a suspension layer (Figure 6). The roughness of
the suspension layer is defined as the product of the concentration of vegetation, λ, and
the depth of penetration of the suspension layer in the vegetation, δe. The authors obtained
the following expression for the Manning coefficient:

n =
h5/3
√

g

[
1.96(h − hv + δe)

5/3

(λδe)
1/6 + (1 − λ)(hv − δe)h1/2∗

]−1

(10)

where h∗ = 2(1 − λ)/CDa, with CD calculated with the expression of Cheng and Nguyen [67].
For δe, refer to Equation (7) of Li et al. [77].
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Figure 6. Side view of submerged vegetation with auxiliary bed and velocity profile.

Cheng [84], with reference to the flow rates, in the case of rigid submerged vegetation,
compared his model with that of Stone and Shen [61], Baptist et al. [62], Huthoff et al. [75],
and Yang and Choi [76]. It emerged that his model gave the best overall results while the
others exhibited different behavior with varying flow rates. In particular, the Stone and
Shen [61] model underestimated the flow rates especially for the higher values, while the
model by Baptist et al. [62] works well for high flow rates, but yields overprediction for
low flow rates, whereas Huthoff et al.’s [75] model gives the best prediction for high flow
rates, but underestimates low flow rates.

Based on the Vargas-Luna et al. [79] analysis, with reference to the comparison
between the measured Chézy coefficient and the one estimated with different mod-
els [61,62,73,75,76,84,85], it appears that the Klopstra et al. [73], van Velzen et al. [85],
and Cheng [84] models show the best results. Although many models are based on a repre-
sentation of vegetation with rigid cylinders, according to the authors, they also provide
good results in the case of flexible vegetation when using the inflected vegetation height.

Pasquino and Gualtieri [81] compared the predicted and measured velocity for the
Stone and Shen [61], Huthoff et al. [75], Yang and Choi [76], Cheng [84], Baptist et al. [62],
and Li et al. [77] models as the density (sparse vegetation, transitional density, dense
vegetation) and the degree of submergence (low submergence and high submergence)
varied. They analyzed the performances of the different models on the basis of six dif-
ferent statistical parameters. In the case of transitional density with low submergence,
all models give good results; in the case of dense vegetation with low submergence, the
Huthoff et al. [75], Cheng [84], Baptist et al. [62], and Li et al. [77] models give very good
results. In other cases, the number of data for estimating the statistical parameters, even if
this analysis has been carried out, is less than 10.

Morri et al. [80], with the comparison between the measured and simulated mean
velocities by different analytical models, highlight how the model by Huthoff et al. [75]
provides the best results. It can be used for velocity lower than 0.8 m/s and underestimates
the velocity values in the case of sparse vegetation, which could be explained because the
bed roughness effect is neglected.

To conclude the analysis of the models proposed for submerged rigid vegetation, it
must be said that they refer essentially to laboratory data and give overall good results,
even if the models by Cheng [84] and Huthoff et al. [75] seem to provide the best results.
One must note that comparison among the equations presented by various authors is more
difficult than in the case of rigid emergent vegetation, because of the many parameters or
variables involved.

4.1.3. Submerged and Emergent Rigid Vegetation

Katul et al. [87] and Luhar and Nepf [11] proposed expressions to calculate the Man-
ning coefficient for both submerged and emergent vegetation, given in Table 3.
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Table 3. Equations for estimating n in case of submerged and emergent rigid vegetation.

Authors Relationship

Katul et al. [87,88]
n = h1/6√

gCu fc(h/hv ,αKA)

with fc(h/hv, αKA) = 1 + αKA
hv
h ln

(
cos h

(
1

αKA
− 1

αKA
h

hv

)
cos h

(
1

αKA

)
)

Luhar and Nepf [11] n = kLN h1/6

g1/2

(
Cf
2

)1/2
(1 − Bx)

−3/2 for Bx < 0.8

Luhar and Nepf [11] n = kLN h1/6

g1/2

(
CD ah

2

)1/2
for Bx = 1.0

Luhar and Nepf [11]
n = kLN h1/6

g1/2
1(

2
C f

)1/2

(1− hv
h )

3/2
+
(

2
CD ahv

)1/2
( hv

h )

when the vegetation, of height hv < h, fills the entire width.

Katul et al. [87,88] starting from the characteristics of the velocity in turbulent flow
within and above rigid vegetation canopies proposed to calculate the Manning coefficient
according to the relationship reported in Table 3, where Cu is the similarity constant
(empirically estimated as 4.5) and αKA is the characteristic eddy size coefficient (estimated
as 1 for gravel bed streams and 0.5 for canopy). The previous relationship can also be used
in the case of shallow streams; more generally, it is valid for 0.2 < h/D < 7.

Luhar and Nepf [11], in agreement with Green [10], consider that the flow resistance
due to aquatic vegetation depends on the blockage factor, Bx, which is the fraction of the
channel cross-section blocked by vegetation. Additionally, for the same blockage factor Bx,
the distribution of vegetation, in terms of distinct patches, affects the hydraulic resistance,
since the interfacial area between the patches and the unobstructed flow increases when the
patches are divided into smaller units. However, on the basis of observations made in nat-
ural rivers, the authors estimate velocities for the case where the blockage factor is known,
but the exact distribution pattern is unknown, and it introduces up to 20% uncertainty.
Luhar and Nepf [11] propose the relationships reported in Table 3 for Bx < 0.8, for Bx = 1.0
and for channels where the vegetation, of height hv < h, fills the entire width. In the reported
equations, kLN = 1 m1/3/s is a constant necessary to make the equation dimensionally
correct, a is the frontal area per unit volume, Cf is a non-dimensional coefficient proposed
by Luhar-Nepf [11] given by Cf = 2g/C2 where C is the Chezy coefficient.

4.2. Flexible Vegetation
4.2.1. Potentially Changing Vegetation Condition

Sometimes during a flood event, as the discharge increases, the vegetation can lay over
or be removed [89–92], which leads to a reduction in roughness and to an increase in the
flow capacity through the section; therefore, the peak flow, which could occur later, takes
lower water-surface elevations than it would have had in the case of upright vegetation. To
determine under what conditions the vegetation flattens, Phillips et al. [89] referred to the
stream power, defined as SP = gRSV, and to the resistance of the vegetation characterized
by an index defined as the susceptibility index of the vegetation. This index is given by
the product of the vegetation flexibility factor, the vegetation blocking coefficient, the
vegetation distribution coefficient and, finally, the flow depth coefficient. The vegetation
flexibility factor is characteristic of the type of vegetation and is equal to the bending
moment determined by computing the product of the moment arm (distance from the bed
to the point of application) and the force required to bend the vegetation to 45 degrees from
the vertical. Phillips et al. [89], with reference to four different types of vegetation, by means
of regression techniques, proposed the equations relating bending moment to vegetation
height. The vegetation blocking coefficient takes into account the combined resistance
associated with the vegetation and was determined by assigning a weighted value to the
estimated percentage of the cross-sectional area of flow that was blocked by vegetation
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for pre-flow conditions. The vegetation distribution coefficient takes into account the fact
that vegetation aligned to the flow direction determines a velocities redistribution and
the vegetation is affected by a smaller action, whereas in the case of uniform distribution
every element is affected by the same velocity. Finally, the action of the flow to bend the
vegetation depends on the water depth in relation to vegetation height. Five different
categories have been identified, and the relative coefficients have been assigned according
to the ratio between hydraulic radius (approximated with mean flow depth) and vegetation
height. Phillips et al. [89], based on the experimental values, identified a threshold curve
from which, for an assigned value of the vegetation susceptibility index, it is possible to
determine the minimum value of the stream power beyond which the vegetation is layover.

Francalanci et al. [92], with reference to a river in Italy carried out the hydraulic
modelling of one flood event in order to investigate the hydraulic forcing on trees, in
terms of flow velocity and water depth. A conceptual model for the stability of riparian
vegetation, based on the flow drag, the plant weight, and the resistance force of the root
apparatus at the soil-root interface, has been used in a predictive form to investigate the
range of the input variables which can promote the plant uprooting or preserve its stability.

For rigid vegetation, the action of the flow varies with the squared velocity. In case
of flexible vegetation, this is not true, since the vegetation reconfigures by reducing the
area projected on a plane orthogonal to the flow direction and aligning the leaves with
it. The relationship between flow velocity and drag force was expressed as FD ∝ V2+b,
where the Vogel exponent b [58] is a measure of the plant reconfiguration. When is b = −1,
the drag force varies linearly with the velocity. A linear increase of drag force with the
flow velocity was observed for flexible plants by direct measurement in prototype scale by
Armanini et al. [93].

The friction factor due to the vegetation, f v, in a reach of length L is

fv =
8FDh

ρV2 AL
(11)

We will first analyze the studies in the case of submerged flexible vegetation and then
those related to the non-submerged vegetation.

4.2.2. Submerged Flexible Vegetation

The first studies on submerged flexible vegetation (Figure 7) are related to the design
of irrigation canals [94]. In Figure 7, hvf is the bent vegetation height. Since the resistance
depends on the curvature of the vegetation, the link between the Manning coefficient, n,
and the product of velocity, V, and hydraulic radius, R, was identified on an experimental
basis. This relationship depends on the type of vegetation and is practically independent on
the slope of the canal and its shape. Five experimental curves have been obtained relating
the Manning coefficients, also called delay coefficients, with the product VR classified as
very high, high, moderate, low, or very low, and identified with the letters A, B, C, D, and
E. This link was later reviewed and generalized [95–98].

Figure 7. Side view of submerged flexible vegetation.
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The aforementioned curves, for n < 0.2, were interpolated with the following equation:

n =
1

(2.08 + 2.3x + 6 ln(10.8 VR))
(12)

with x equal to −0.5, 2, 5, 7, 11 respectively for curves A, B, C, D, and E [97].
According to Kouwen et al. [99], the friction factor in the case of submerged flexible

vegetation can be represented through a semi-logarithmic function of the relative roughness,
defined as the ratio of the deflected plant height, hv f , to the flow depth

V
u∗

= C0 + C1 log
h

hv f
(13)

where the coefficients C0 and C1 depend on u∗/u∗c with u∗c

u∗c = min
(

0.23 MEI0.106, 0.028 + 6.33MEI2
)

(14)

where M is the stem count per unit area, E is the modulus of elasticity, and I the second
moment of the cross-sectional area of the stems. The product MEI is defined as flexural
rigidity. The deflected height depends on the drag exerted by the flow and the flexural
rigidity of the vegetation. Kouwen and Unny [90] deduced the following relationship:

hv f

hv
= 0.14

⎡
⎢⎣
(

MEI
γhS

)1/4

hv

⎤
⎥⎦

1.59

(15)

where γ is the water specific weight.
Kouwen’s [100] model implicitly considers the fact that the flow can cause the vegeta-

tion to lay over on the bottom of the channel without using the stream power illustrated in
point 4.2.1.

Carollo et al. [91], based on the dimensional analysis, wrote the equation

V
u∗

=

√
8
fv

= fc(m)

(
h

hv f

)β1( u∗hv f

υ

)β2
(

hv

hv f

)β3

(16)

where fc is a function of the concentration m (number of stems per unit area), hv the
vegetation height in the absence of flow, hv f the height of bent vegetation, and u∗ the shear
velocity. The authors carried out experimental test to determine the exponents β1, β2, β3
and the function fc, which allow computation of the velocity V, since the bent vegetation
height can be evaluated on the basis of an empirical equation.

Stephan et al. [101] analyzed, through laboratory experiments, the influence of rough-
ness caused by aquatic vegetation on the overall flow field. The analysis of the velocity
measurement shows that equivalent sand roughness and zero plane displacement of the
logarithmic law are of the same order of magnitude as the mean deflected plant height.

4.2.3. Non-Submerged Flexible Vegetation

Studies on non-submerged flexible vegetation have been carried out, among others, by
Kouwen and Fathi Moghadam [102], Freeman et al. [103], Västilä et al. [104], and Jalonen and
Järvelä [105]. In particular, Kouwen and Fathi Moghadam [102], Västilä et al. [104], and Jalo-
nen and Järvelä [105] provide an expression for the friction factor, while Freeman et al. [103]
provide an expression for the Manning coefficient, given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Equations for estimating fv and n in case of non-submerged flexible vegetation.

Authors Relationship

Kouwen and Fathi Moghadam [102] fv = 4.06
(

V√
ξE/ρ

)−0.46(
h
hv

)
Västilä et al. [104] fv = 4CDχ

Ac
Ab

(
V
Vχ

)χ

Jalonen and Järvelä [105] fv = 4
Ab

[
ALCDχ,F

(
V

Vχ,F

)χF
+ ASCDχ,S

(
V

Vχ,S

)χS
]

Freeman et al. [103] n = 3.487 × 10−5
(

EAs
ρA∗

i u2∗

)0.150(
mA∗

i
)0.166

(
u∗R
υ

)0.622( R2/3 J
u∗

)

Kouwen and Fathi Moghadam [102] performed laboratory experiments on four dif-
ferent types of conifers both in water and in air; the authors, on the basis of dimensional
analysis and a series of simplifying hypotheses, proposed to calculate the friction factor as
reported in Table 4, where ξ takes into account the deformation of the plant, and E is the
modulus of elasticity. The term ξE is called vegetation index, it is unique for each species
and is obtained from the resonant frequency, mass, and length of a tree [102,106]. The
authors then propose to suitably modify the resistance to flow when the projection of a
plant area overlaps with that of adjacent plants.

Recently, Västilä et al. [104] proposed to calculate the friction factor, fv, as shown in
Table 4, where Ac represents a characteristic area of plants, Ab is the bed area related to
a plant, CDχ is a species-specific drag coefficient, χ depends on the area Ac, and Vχ is the
lowest velocity used in determining χ. As to the area Ac, Västilä et al. [104] compared
three areas: The first one, AL, is obtained by means of the leaf area index (LAI), (defined
as the ratio between the one-sided leaf area and the ground area), the second one as
the area projected onto a plan orthogonal to the flow direction when the plant is under
the flow action (Ap), and the third one as the area projected onto a plan orthogonal to
the flow direction when the plant is on free air (A0). The results obtained by Västilä
et al. [104] show that the three above characteristic areas give good results, even though
the easiest area to quantify is the one relative to the leaf area index, that can be measured
by laser-scanner techniques. Västilä et al. [104] determined the parameter values for Black
Poplars (CDχ = 0.33, Vχ = 0.1, χ = −1.03, 0.4 < AL/Ab < 3.21) and other foliated
deciduous species of Poplars (0.43 ≤ CDχ ≤ 0.53, 0.10 ≤ Vχ ≤ 0.11, −0.57 ≤ χ ≤ −0.9,
0.4 ≤ AL/Ab ≤ 3.2).

Jalonen and Järvelä [105], taking into account the reconfiguration properties of branches
and leaves, split their contribution in the friction factor proposing the equation reported
in Table 4, where the subscript F and S refer to leaves and stem, respectively. The authors
give the values of the parameters (CDχ,F, χF, CDχ,S, χS) for four different species, in the
velocity field from 0.1 m/s to 0.6 m/s (low) and for velocities higher than 0.6 m/s (high).

Freeman et al. [103] on the basis of dimensional analysis and extensive experimental
investigation, wrote the Manning coefficient as reported in Table 4, where A∗

i is the net
submerged frontal area, As is the total cross-sectional area of all of the stems of an individual
plant, measured at a quarter of its non-deflected height, m is the density. The plant
characteristic A∗

i and As are density-weighted average values that were measured without
any bending or distortion attributable to flow. The modulus of elasticity is calculated
starting from the force necessary to bend the plants at an angle of 45◦ or, more simply, by
an empirical relation expressed as a function of the ratio between the height of the plant
and its diameter measured at a quarter of the height.

Once again, for submerged or non-submerged flexible vegetation, comparison among
the equations proposed by different authors is difficult if not impossible.

5. Numerical Methods

Apart the empirical approach, turbulence study is the basis for flow resistance assess-
ment, at least from Prandtl and von Kàrmàn theory dating back to the beginning of the last
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century. Moreover, a detailed analysis of the flow fields and turbulence characteristics may
be of importance as related to solid and pollutant transport.

Experimental studies of velocity profiles, like those shown in Figures 3–5, are of
much interest; in some cases also the shear stress profiles are studied by means of velocity
fluctuant components and Reynolds stress theory [19,107–111].

For a detailed analysis of the flow fields and turbulence characteristics, one can refer
to measurements with a particle image velocimetry system (PIV) or acoustic Doppler
velocimeter (ADV) probe or, furthermore, on numerical simulations, more or less detailed
depending on the flow cases at hand [65,112–115]. An excellent review about the numerical
models utilized for the analysis of the interaction between flow and vegetation is due to
Stoesser et al. [116], and one can refer to this work for a systematic view of the different
aspects of this matter. In what follows, attention is given to the more recent works on this
subject.

The interaction between flow and vegetation has been studied by means of RANS
(Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations [112]) and LES (Large Eddy Simulation [117])
techniques. The DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation of turbulence [118]) approach was
used to analyze the interaction between fluid and cylinders, in which all the fluctuating
components are computed and no closure models are used, then the swirling-strength
criterion for flow-structure extraction is applied to the velocity field [119]; this method is
scarcely used, mainly due to the remarkable computing resources required.

RANS models are operated on coarse grids, and the drag due to vegetation is ac-
counted for through additional source terms in the governing equations [86,120–123].
These models require an a-priori knowledge of the drag coefficient, contain a number of
empirical constants, and are fairly accurate as related to the evaluation of the mean flow
field, but do not simulate the flow past single trunks or branches. Kim and Stoesser [124]
demonstrated the importance of the a-priori knowledge of the drag coefficient for the cor-
rect evaluation of the resistance to flow. Their RANS simulations, carried out by adopting
actual CD values, furnished values of the tangential shear stress on the bottom in a perfect
agreement with the experimental results, while the adoption of a constant unitary value
produced an underestimation of the resistance to flow as the density was greater. The coher-
ent structures that form downstream to the cylinders or over the vegetated layer in the case
of submerged vegetation can be obtained by means of the LES approach [72,117,124]. In the
latter simulations, one can still refer to the resistance to flow of each single plant through
the drag coefficient, or one can explicitly represent the plants by inserting in the mesh some
blocked cells representing the vegetation. Stoesser et al. [72] executed a LES with reference
to a companion experiment of Liu et al. [59] related to rigid emergent vegetation, obtaining
interesting results. They calculated the flow characteristics with reference to reach 0.127 m
long and 0.0635 m wide, with 11,604,640 computational cells. The time-averaged velocity
profiles along six vertical lines resulted in a satisfactory agreement with the experimental
values, both as to the streamwise and the normal components. The velocity field showed a
high-velocity zone between the cylinders, the flow separation at 95◦, and a recirculation
zone downstream to the cylinders with two counter-rotating vortices. Additionally, the
turbulence intensities in the streamwise and vertical directions showed a good agreement
with the experimental results. Then the authors executed additional simulations with
reference to densities and Reynolds numbers different from the experimental case. Starting
from mean velocities and pressure fields, Stoesser et al. [72] calculated the drag on the
cylinders, as decomposed in pressure and shear, and the shear on the bed. The drag
coefficient values resulted in a good agreement with the experimental values of Tanino and
Nepf [66]. Turbulence was investigated through the instantaneous pressure fluctuations.
Kim and Stoesser [124] proposed a low-resolution LES calculation in which the computing
time is considerably reduced compared to a fully resolved LES. In a high-resolution LES,
each vegetation element is represented by means of a curvilinear grid, while in the case of
low-resolution LES, the vegetation is handled by means of a simplified immersed boundary
condition on a Cartesian grid (see Figure 2 of Kim and Stoesser [124]). A square-cell grid is
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preliminarily built-up. In the area interested by a generic circular obstacle, one can distin-
guish three types of cells, (i) those belonging to the obstacle for which the velocity is zero,
(ii) those belonging to the fluid, for which the velocity is computed without any treatment,
and (iii) those belonging to both of them (cut cells), for which the computed velocity is
multiplied by the “volume fraction” (the volume of fluid divided by the total cell volume).
Kim and Stoesser [124] compared the results of the low-resolution calculations with those
of high-resolution calculations (different densities and Reynolds numbers of 500 and 1340
have been considered as related to a single simulation, to 534,681 and 22,994,560 grid
points, respectively) and found that, in particular for low densities, the model was able to
correctly represent the velocity gradients, the wakes behind the stems, and the secondary
flows. In the low-resolution LES, the knowledge of the drag coefficient was not necessary,
and the model could be used also to analyze complex rod configurations, namely casual
distribution of the vegetation with elements very near to each other.

It should be noted that numerical simulations have been used not only for comparisons
with companion experiments, but also in real situations. As an example [116,125], a RANS
simulation was carried out to mirror a flood event of the Rhine river with a return period of
100 years. A reach of 3.46 km was considered, as discretized with a mesh of 258 × 64 × 12
computational cells along the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively,
for a total of 198,144 cells. The dimension of each cell was about 13 m × 3 m × 0.5 m. The
resistance to flow due to the plants was taken into account only in the momentum equation,
the characteristic of the vegetation was taken into account starting from a survey related to
an area of 77 m × 45 m, the Manning coefficient was calibrated on the basis of a flood event
that not involved the floodplain, while the representative diameter of the vegetation was
calibrated on the basis of a flood event that actually flooded the whole floodplain. The flow
velocity was measured using dilution gauging techniques. The numerical results were in
good agreement with the observed levels, and the values of the velocities in the zone with
vegetation corresponded well to those measured by the dilution method. Additionally,
the velocity distribution in the whole cross section resulted in a good agreement with
the expected values. In conclusion, the turbulence study based on numerical approach is
promising, even though still very far from practical use.

6. Hydraulic Roughness Assessment

Riparian vegetation, in particular that located on flood areas, has very heterogeneous
characteristics, both from a spatial and temporal point of view. These characteristics must
be adequately included in the hydraulic–hydrological models. Conventional ground-based
monitoring is often unfeasible, as these techniques are time-demanding and expensive [126],
especially for large areas and when they are inaccessible. New opportunities are offered by
remote sensing, which has developed considerably in recent decades and has been increas-
ingly used in the environmental field. Some reviews have addressed the use of remote
sensing in fluvial studies [127–129] and, in particular, for mapping riparian vegetation and
estimating biomechanical parameters [130].

Remote sensing is based on satellite images (digital or radar) or aerial platforms
(LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and orto-photography). Digital satellite images, in
the last decade, have reached a definition similar to those of orthophotos (the pixel sizes in
the sensors Quickbird and Ikonos are equal, respectively, to 0.6 m and 1 m) making possible
their application to riparian areas that, very often, are of limited size. Image classification is
the process of assigning individual pixel or groups of pixels to thematic classes; it is either
supervised and unsupervised.

The classification of the images is very often supervised, that is, it is based on a
priori knowledge of the type of coverage, but in the case of very high resolutions, it is
based on segmentation techniques [131]: Edge-finding, region-growing, knowledge-based
segmentation, and a mixture of the last two.

Forzieri et al. [132] proposed a method to estimate the vegetation height and flexural
rigidity for the herbaceous patterns and plant density, tree height, stem diameter, crown
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base height, and crown diameter of high-forest and coppice consociations for arboreal and
shrub patterns from satellite multispectral data (SPOT 5). The method is developed through
four sequential steps: (1) Classification of pixel surface reflectance into five land cover
classes: Mixed arboreal, shrub, herbaceous, bare soil, and water; (2) data transformation
based on Principal Component Analysis of the original multispectral bands and use of only
the first principal component since it explains a lot of variances; (3) identification of signifi-
cant correlation structures between the main components and biomechanical properties;
(4) identification/estimation/validation of the relationship (simple tri-parametric power
laws) between the biomechanical properties and the normalized principal component. The
vegetation hydrodynamic maps are also able to well describe the equivalent Manning’s
roughness coefficient as proved by comparison with simulated water stages [132].

One of the biggest limitations of optical sensors is the inability to penetrate the cloud
system. Radar systems are microwave-based and do not depend on the cloud system,
and are particularly useful during flooding events that usually occur in the presence of a
cloud cover, allowing monitoring of the timing and spatial extent of flooding. Backscatter
increases with biomass, and this makes it difficult to apply radar sensors in floodplain
areas, which are usually characterized by very dense vegetation.

Satellite images provide information on the spatial variability of vegetation, but do not
provide information about its vertical structure. LiDAR technology provides information
on the three-dimensional structure of vegetation. Laser scanning (LS) is employed in
terrestrial (TLS), airborne (ALS), and mobile (MLS) platforms. The airborne laser scanner
(ALS) provides accurate information of forest canopy and ground elevations producing a
digital terrain model and a digital surface model. The difference between the digital surface
model and the digital terrain model gives the tree heights. Forzieri et al. [133] developed
a model to identify individual tree positions, crown boundaries, and plant density using
airborne LiDAR data. It needs an initial calibration phase based on a multiple attribute
decision making simple additive weighting method. Jalonen et al. [134] employed multi-
station TLS, both in field and laboratory conditions, to derive the total plant areas of
herbaceous vegetation and the vertical distribution of the total plant area of foliated woody
vegetation for different levels of submergence.

7. Flow Resistance and Vegetation Management

The different approaches and methods described above can be used in 1D, 2D, and
3D models.

These models can be useful in a multidisciplinary framework that includes hydrol-
ogy, hydraulics, forestry, sediment transport, and ecology, which are the best vegetation
management strategies. It is practically impossible to analyze the latter in the field, since
one should see the flow behavior for the design discharge. To our knowledge, the only
field experiments of different vegetation management is that of Errico et al. [135], who
compared the effects of three different vegetation scenarios on flow velocity distribution,
turbulence patterns, and flow resistance in drainage channel colonized by common reeds.
The first scenario corresponded to the canopy in undisturbed conditions, the second and
the third scenarios were obtained by clearing, respectively, the central part and the entire
channel. The channel conveyance was obtained by clearing reeds in just the central part of
the drainage channel and was comparable to that obtained by the total clearance, but with
much less ecological impact and maintaining relatively high levels of turbulent intensities.
Errico et al. [135] also evidenced that the most suitable models for representing natural
reed canopies are those that quantify the blockage factor of the patch, rather than the effect
of plant elements matrixes.

Phillips and Tadayon [90] were among the first to present some examples of vegetation
management in both artificial and natural trapezoidal-shaped channels. Simulation results
using HEC-RAS indicate that the design discharge for the channel for full-grown vegetation
conditions would overtop channel banks and flood adjacent areas. Instead, simulations
conducted for post-vegetation maintenance conditions, consisting in its partial removal,
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indicate that the design discharge would remain within the channel. A common element
to some of the examples shown was verifying whether the design flow has the power to
lay over the bushes. If this occurred, the associated roughness component was considered
negligible and not used in the determination of the Manning coefficient. They also consid-
ered a minimum amount of 30 cm of freeboard above the design water-surface elevation.
The purpose of this freeboard is to mitigate risk by providing a factor of safety. As part
of the various vegetation maintenance schemes or scenarios, Phillips and Tadayon [90]
have highlighted how leaving the vegetation randomly distributed is aesthetically more
pleasant, while leaving the trees and bushes grouped together may present a better habitat
environment for wildlife.

D’Ippolito and Veltri [136] analyzed the influence exerted by vegetation on the dis-
charge with a return time of 200 years in the mountain reach of the Crati river (Calabria,
Italy). The flow profiles, determined by the use of HEC-RAS, showed that, in the reach,
there is an average increase in water heights of 5% with maximum peaks of 24%. The
influence exerted by herbaceous vegetation is negligible compared to that due to woody
vegetation.

Luhar and Nepf [11] assert that mowing patterns that produce less interfacial area
per channel length (e.g., a single continuous cut on one side of the channel) are the most
effective in reducing hydraulic resistance.

Van der Sande et al. [131] created a detailed land cover map of the villages of Itteren
and Borgharen in the southern part of the Netherlands by using IKONOS-2 high spatial
resolution satellite imagery and combining the use of spectral, spatial, and contextual
information. It is one of the first applications of land cover maps used as inputs for
flood simulation models. The plant cover is classified in three classes: Natural vegetation
(n = 0.1), deciduous forest (n = 0.2), and mixed forest (n = 0.2). Using the above maps, the
model results are not very different from those obtained using less accurate maps. Van der
Sande et al. [131] conclude that their use provides better results (flow direction and water
depth) for less extreme events.

Abu Aly et al. [88], with reference to a gravel-cobble river from California, analyzed
the effects of vegetation on velocities, depths, and extent of the flooded areas for flows
ranging from 0.2 to 20 times the bankfull discharge (QBF). They used a two-dimensional
finite volume model that solves the vertical-mediated Reynolds equations (SRH-2D) and
analyzed a stretch of the water course 28.3 km long with a mesh of 1–3 m. They obtained the
height of the vegetation in each cell from LiDAR data and estimated the Manning coefficient
based on the approach developed by Katul et al. [87] reported above. Compared to the case
of absence of vegetation, they achieved an increase in the mean water depth of 7.4% and a
mean velocity decrease of 17.5% for a flow of 4 QBF, values that rise, respectively, to 25%
and 30% for a flow rate of 22 QBF. The model also shows how the vegetation has a strong
channelization effect on the flow, in fact the flow is diverted away from densely vegetated
areas and there is an increase in the difference between mid-channel and bank velocities.

Benifei et al. [137] investigate the effects of channel and riparian vegetation on flood
event, with 200-year-return-period, really happened. Since the water levels were strongly
influenced by riparian vegetation on the floodplain, they analyzed the effectiveness of
different flood mitigation strategies employing the model Delft3D. They use the Baptist
method [62]. Based on the results of the model, Benifei et al. [137] show that the most
effective flood management strategy is obtained when the high vegetation (composed by
trees) inside the flooding area with a return period of 2 years is removed, avoiding the
growth of the bushes (5-years-old trees) as well.

8. Future Research and Conclusions

The paper is a review of a considerable number of studies on the flow resistance due
to vegetation, based on experimental investigations in the presence of simulated or real
vegetation; in addition, the paragraph on numerical methods also refers to phenomena on
the local scale. It should be said, however, that flow resistance is a matter of detail because,
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according to Tsujimoto [138], flow, sediment transport, geomorphology, and vegetation con-
stitute an interrelated system. The analysis of this interaction requires a multidisciplinary
approach that can involve a set of disciplines such as hydraulics, hydrology, sediment
transport, ecology, botany, and geotechnical engineering. It should also be noted that these
phenomena vary greatly over time, in fact the climate and hydrology can alter growth
patterns, rates of colonization, and vegetation density. The vegetation is simultaneously a
dependent variable and an independent variable. Recent research has begun to investigate
the interaction between sediment and vegetation in terms of sediment transport, erosion,
and deposition, as stated in the introduction, but these interactions remain poorly quan-
tified [16] and are new broad fields of research; the same is to be said for the interaction
between vegetation and river morphodynamics [139,140].

With reference to flow resistance in the case of rigid vegetation many arrangements
have been investigated taking into account different variables, so that a comparison of the
proposed formulas is not immediate, even though possible. The first studies started from
the use of basic equations, like momentum equation, and concepts, like the drag coefficient.
Later, the studies developed towards the velocity and shear stress distribution. In the case
of rigid vegetation, a few variables look to be able to derive a law for flow resistance. In
the case of flexible vegetation, on the other hand, the various investigations refer to specific
shrub and tree varieties, and the parameters of the different formulas are related to the
specific varieties investigated, as well to the measuring range of the experimental tests. The
wide variety of vegetation types and hydrodynamic conditions make comparing results and
drawing general conclusions that are useful in practice difficult. Shields et al. [141] present
a comparison between the Manning coefficients calculated, among others, with some of
the formulas presented in the previous paragraphs both in the case of rigid vegetation and
flexible vegetation. From it emerges how the formulas considered predict values within the
correct order of magnitude, however, clear guidelines for selecting one approach over another are
difficult to provide [141]. These indications could be obtained, as will be better specified
later, seeing the ability of the different models to reproduce real situations. For operational
purposes and for the correct use of formulas, it would be useful to establish a reference
catalogue in which vegetation should be classified as rigid or flexible and in which ranges of
biomechanical properties (flexural rigidity): Moreover, the geometric characteristics (shape
of plants, foliage density, leaf area index) of the different species present in the river bed, on
the banks, and in the floodplain areas, should be reported even better identifying how these
properties vary with an appropriate parameter (age, height, or other). The vegetation, both
in terms of species and density, varies considerably in space and in time. The hydraulic
models that can best take into account this variability are the two-dimensional models.
Remote sensing can be used to define the different roughness values, which is particularly
useful in large areas and/or in areas not easily reachable. To accurately estimate the main
vegetation properties, the simultaneous use of different remote sensing techniques could be
used. Although methodologies have been proposed to determine height, flexural rigidity,
density, stem diameter, crown base height, and diameter of vegetation, this constitutes a
field with broad development perspectives. Very often it is difficult to classify the different
types of vegetation, and remote sensing data require calibration through direct analysis in
the field.

In order to identify which of the models previously seen are the most suitable to be
used in the verification and design of interventions, it would be appropriate to apply them
to real cases to reproduce flood events; an example of this is that of Benifei et al. [137], even if
it is limited to the use of only one model. Considering the danger of flood events, reference
could be made to controlled floods or indirect measures. At the same time, the same
models can be used for the field verification of different riparian vegetation management
strategies [135] and, subsequently, after calibration, for the design of the interventions.

Studies should be carried out on the dynamics of flood phenomena in the sense that
high discharge can cause vegetation to bend on the bottom or break it or, due to the effect
of localized erosion, can determine the uprooting of plants. Consequently, peak discharge
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or receding flow can have lower heights, even though this is valid only from a theoretical
point of view because the material transported can accumulate on the bridge piles, causing
dangerous backwater effects.

While the evaluation of flow resistance with reference to river reach is of considerable
importance, it must be said that even the effect of vegetation patches exert considerable
influence on flow resistance, on velocity distribution, and solid transport, and this is also
a field of further research as witnessed by recent publications [34–38]. The kinetics of
vegetation in terms of establishment, growth, and decay of riparian vegetation in response
to dynamic hydraulic conditions are also beginning to be of interest to researchers [45,142].

While the present available results are mainly of global type, detailed numerical
simulations can give insights on the characteristics of the flow fields when they interact
with vegetation. This is also not a simple issue, due to the different properties that the
vegetation can exhibit (rigid, submerged, etc.). Actually, the 3D numerical models can
simulate very simple arrangements, and the currently required calculation resources go
far beyond those used in professional practice. However, the continuous progresses in the
numerical field and software development can guarantee that the detailed calculation of the
flow–vegetation interaction will be soon possible. This issue involves both direct numerical
simulations and numerical modeling of turbulence in this context, which may also benefit
from the relevant theoretical developments and progress in observation techniques. So, in
the future, they can provide more useful information for the conservation of habitats and
biodiversity, maintenance of vegetation, and flooding protection.
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Notation: The following symbols are used in this paper

A area of water cross-section
a projected plant area per unit volume
A0 plant area projected onto a plan orthogonal to the flow direction when the plant is on free air
Ab bed area related to a plant
Ac characteristic area of plants
Ai projected area of the ith plant on a plane normal to the streamwise direction
Ai* net submerged frontal area of the plant in the plane normal to the flow direction
AL one-sided leaf area
Ap plant area projected onto a plan orthogonal to the flow direction when the plant is under the flow action

AS
total cross-sectional area of all of the stems of an individual plant, measured at a quarter of the non-deflected height of
the plant

b Vogel exponent
Bx fraction of channel cross section blocked by vegetation
C Chézy coefficient
Cb Chézy coefficient of the bed
CD drag coefficient
CDχ species-specific drag coefficient
CDχ,F species-specific drag coefficient of leaves
CDχ,S species-specific drag coefficient of stems
Cf Luhar-Nepf [11] friction coefficient
Ck Chézy coefficient in the presence of emergent vegetation
Cr Chézy coefficient in the presence of submerged rigid vegetation
Cu coefficient in the Yang and Choi [76] model and in the Katul [87] model
C0, C1 coefficient in the Kouwen model
D vegetation diameter
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E modulus of elasticity
f Darcy Weisbach friction factor
fc function
FD drag force
fv friction factor due to vegetation
g gravity acceleration
h water depth or depth of the immersed part of the cylinder
hv vegetation height or vegetation height in the absence of flow
hvf bent vegetation height
h∗ representative length in Li et al. model [77]
i bed slope
I second moment of the cross-sectional area of the stems
J energy line slope
K Gauckler-Strickler velocity coefficient
L length of river reach
LAI Leaf area index
M number of stems per unit bed area
m number of cylinders per unit bed area
MEI flexural rigidity
n Manning roughness coefficient
nb soil Manning roughness coefficient
Q discharge
R hydraulic radius
ReD stem Reynolds number (=VD/ν)
ReD* vegetation Reynolds number calculate with the average pore velocity (=VvD/ν)
Rev vegetation Reynolds number (=Vvrv/ν)
rv vegetation-related hydraulic radius
rv

* dimensionless vegetation-related hydraulic radius
s separation between individual resistance element
S energy slope
SP stream power
u mean velocity along the vertical
us mean velocity along the vertical in the surface layer in the case of submerged vegetation
uv mean velocity along the vertical in the vegetated layer in the case of submerged vegetation
uz local time-averaged velocity
u∗ shear velocity
u∗c vegetal critical shear velocity
V mean flow velocity or approach velocity
Vv average pore velocity
Vχ lowest velocity used in determining χ in Västilä et al. [104] model
x streamwise coordinate
z vertical coordinate
α0E, α1E coefficients in the Ergun relationship for the drag coefficient
αKA characteristic eddy size coefficient in the Katul et al. [87] model
αKL characteristic turbulence length scale in the Klopstra et al. model [73]
β1, β2,
β3

numerical coefficients in the Carollo et al. [91] model

χ vegetation parameter in Västilä et al. [104] model
χF parameter in Västilä et al. [104] model relative to leaves
χS parameter in Västilä et al. [104] model relative to stems
δe depth of penetration of suspension layer in vegetation in Li et al. [77] model
γ water specific weight
λ density of vegetation
ν water kinematic viscosity
ξ parameter that takes into account the deformation of the plant
ξE vegetation index
ρ water density
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